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FUSRAP efforts enable North County revitalization
After the Formerly Utilized Sites 
Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) 
cleans up and restores properties 
that were contaminated as a result 
of America’s early atomic programs, 
business owners take it from there.  

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers St. 
Louis District’s FUSRAP has released 
for beneficial use 131 out of 148 St. Louis 
Airport Site vicinity properties (SLAPS 
VPs) identified in the September 2005 
USACE North St. Louis County Record 
of Decision (ROD).

The FUSRAP team often uses 
heavy equipment like excavators and 
backhoes to accomplish the cleanup 
and restoration. Contaminated soil is 
loaded into covered gondola railcars 
and shipped to licensed, approved, out-
of-state disposal facilities. 

Following restoration, USACE notifies 
property owners that their property 
meets criteria for unlimited use and 
unrestricted exposure (UUUE).

FUSRAP cleanup efforts have, in 
part, set the stage for some of the 
development in the SLAPS VPs 
industrial area in Berkeley and 
Hazelwood, Missouri. 

“Redevelopment of the remediated 
properties has helped create hundreds 
of jobs in Hazelwood,” according 
to Rebecca “Becky” Ahlvin, the 
community and economic development 
coordinator for the city of Hazelwood. 

Ahlvin quoted the 2019 business-
license database, saying that about 
280 jobs have been created in Aviator 

Business Park alone. The appraised 
building values of the three Hazelwood 
sites featured in this article total more 
than $56 million, she said.

The following properties are prime 
examples of how FUSRAP plays a part 
in North County’s revitalization.

The map of the SLAPS VPs industrial and commercial area shows four properties 
highlighted in yellow that FUSRAP cleaned up and released for beneficial use by owners.
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Upcoming Events
Upcoming Meetings: The FUSRAP 
Open House will be held at 
Hazelwood Civic Center East, 
8969 Dunn Road, Hazelwood, MO, 
Thursday, April 2, from 6 to 8 p.m. 
For updates, check http://bit.ly/
FUSRAPstl or  
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/
Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/
Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-
Action-Program and www.facebook.
com/teamsaintlouis.
Information Releases: Summer 
newsletter – July 2020. FUSRAP 
issues this newsletter twice a year.

New and improved 
The vacant FW Logistics warehouse 
at 9151 Latty Ave. in Berkeley was 
bought by Plumbers Supply Company 
in January 2019. FUSRAP completed 
remediation of the property, including 
the interior of the warehouse, in 2013 
and released it for beneficial use.

The property suited the needs of the 
expanding company for a larger 
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warehouse. CEO John G.D. Dubuque had the property 
under contract, but he wanted more information about the 
remediated property before proceeding. After he called the 
St. Louis FUSRAP manager to discuss the work FUSRAP 
had done to clean up the site, Dubuque felt comfortable 
closing the deal, he said. 

“Naturally, we were concerned when we first learned 
the history of the site we'd purchased for our distribution 
center,” Dubuque said. “Our first step was to reach out to 
the Army Corps of Engineers to get a detailed description 
of the cleanup that had been done at the site. After speaking 
with Bruce Munholand, I felt totally comfortable moving 
forward with our project.”

Following purchase, Dubuque invited members of the 
USACE FUSRAP team to a town-hall meeting for 
employees and their spouses to learn firsthand of the 
successful remediation. The presentation and question-
and-answer session with FUSRAP specialists alleviated all 
concerns and put everyone at ease, he said.  

“Since then, we've invested lots of money in the site and 
plan to be there for many years to come,” Dubuque said.

Leaders at NorthPoint Development plan for the warehouse 
build at 133 James S. McDonnell Blvd. in Hazelwood to be a 
source of manufacturing jobs.

Starting from scratch
The concrete-and-steel behemoth of a building at 133 
James S. McDonnell Blvd. in Hazelwood will be more 
than a warehouse if NorthPoint Development has its way.  
FUSRAP completed remediation of the property in 1999.

NorthPoint Development has partnered with the City of 
Hazelwood in developing the property, which had been 
vacant for more than 15 years, said NorthPoint's Robert 
Jonathan “R.J.” Agee, director of development.

“While our prior projects in Hazelwood have attracted a lot 
of warehousing and distribution tenants, we believe that the 
property is strategically positioned for manufacturing users 
and the associated need for skilled labor,” Agee said. 

Calm before the storm
After the property at 9050 Pershall Road in Hazelwood was 
subdivided, 9044 Pershall Road was remediated adjacent to 
Coldwater Creek ending in 2015 to allow the Metropolitan 
St. Louis Sewer District (MSD) to construct large overflow 
tanks as part of its combined sewer overflow project to 
handle excessive storm-water run-off. FUSRAP’s rapid 
remediation, restoration and release of the site enabled MSD 
to maintain schedule for its high-visibility project.

Doing business
What was once Ford Motor Company’s St. Louis Assembly 
Plant at 6250 North Lindbergh Blvd. in Hazelwood is now 
part of the 155-acre Aviator Business Park. The Aviator 
Business Park Redevelopment Corporation’s infill (land-
recycling) development has several tenants (including Trans-
Lux LED display and lighting solutions, International Foods, 
Weekends Only Furniture and Mattress, and Silgan Plastics) 
as well as sites that are still available for build-to-suit 
construction. FUSRAP finished remediating this property in 
2010 and released it for beneficial use shortly thereafter.

By remediating these properties and others like them, 
FUSRAP helps build the future in North St. Louis County.

Keeping in Touch

Feedback - If you have any suggestions, questions or comments, 
contact the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers using any one of the following 
contact methods: 

Phone:  314-260-3905/314-331-8000

Mail (New Address!):  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
St. Louis District 
FUSRAP Area Office 
114 James S. McDonnell Blvd. 
Hazelwood, MO 63042

Read more about the FUSRAP Area Office’s new digs in this edition of 
“The St. Louis Sites.”

Email:  STLFUSRAP@usace.army.mil

Mailing List - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for the FUSRAP mailing list or email list, using 
one of the contact methods above. 

Home page - To reach the FUSRAP webpage, visit  
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl or http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/
Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/.

Facebook - Visit the USACE St. Louis District page at 
www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis DistrictU.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District2
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Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program Activities
St. Louis Downtown Site
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District, 
continues remedial activities in accordance with the 1998 
Record of Decision (ROD) for the accessible areas at the 
St. Louis Downtown Site, which includes the Mallinckrodt 
plant and 40 vicinity properties.

In calendar year 2019, the St. Louis District removed 
more than 9,625 cubic yards of contaminated material 
(nearly 5,150 cubic yards since FUSRAP’s last newsletter) 
and shipped it to a licensed, out-of-state disposal facility. 
FUSRAP also finalized documents releasing three 
properties for beneficial use. Additional efforts consisted 
of continued remedial activities at Destrehan Street/Plant 
7W, initiation of removal of contamination previously 
considered inaccessible at the Gunther Salt property, and 
continued evaluation of previously inaccessible areas inside 
the Mallinckrodt Plant. 

The FUSRAP team anticipates completing the restoration 
of Destrehan Street, completing remediation at the Gunther 
Salt Dome 2 areas and issuing documents to release three 
additional areas during FY20. Additionally, FUSRAP 
will continue to evaluate the inaccessible soils in areas 
not included in the No Further Action Inaccessible Soils 
Operable Unit (ISOU) Group 1 ROD.

North St. Louis County Sites 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) continues to 
perform pre-design investigation sampling in Coldwater 
Creek corridor (banks and sediment) and properties 
adjacent to Coldwater Creek within the 10-year floodplain. 
More than 16,293 samples have been collected, and more 
than 270 properties from I-270 to New Halls Ferry Road 
have been investigated. Since 2016, USACE has released 
for beneficial use 99 Coldwater Creek properties and 
remediated two parks and six residential properties.

As the investigation on individual properties is completed, 
USACE is notifying the property owners of the status of 
their property. If USACE verifies Manhattan Engineer 
District/Atomic Energy Commission (MED/AEC) 
contamination, the FUSRAP team will request a meeting 
with the property owner to point out the location and depth 
of the contamination on the property, and to explain the 
risks.

USACE continues to remediate IA-09 Phase 3 (the former 
Ballfields). There is more than 90,000 cubic yards of 
contaminated material in Phase 3 of the former Ballfields. 
The remedial Phases 1, 2, and 2B of the former Ballfields 
have been completed. More than 25,000 cubic yards was 
removed and shipped to an off-site licensed facility.

FUSRAP move will improve long-term service to community

After 20 years on Latty Avenue in Berkeley, Missouri, 
the offices of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers St. Louis 
District’s Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
(FUSRAP) have moved 1 mile southwest to the St. Louis 
Airport Site (SLAPS) project site in Hazelwood. 

The Latty Avenue facilities had been used well beyond 
their design life, so USACE had new facilities built. The 
FUSRAP team moved into the new building at 114 James 
S. McDonnell Blvd. (between Coldwater Creek and Eva 
Avenue) during the second week of October 2019. 

“The new facilities provide a high-quality home for 
FUSRAP for the remaining 15 to 20 years of the program 
in St. Louis,” according to Bruce Munholand, the program 
manager for St. Louis District FUSRAP.

FUSRAP’s new home co-locates all disciplines required 
to solve multidisciplinary challenges, thereby ensuring the 

highest-quality solutions, he said. The new location will also 
provide the public with much easier access to the FUSRAP 
knowledge base and Administrative Record.

In addition to other cost-cutting measures, the elimination of 
lease costs at the new site and reduced utility usage (because 
of more energy-efficient facilities) will mean more funds 
being used directly for remediation efforts.

In addition to modernized government offices, a state-
of-the-art laboratory facility has been located at SLAPS, 
guaranteeing continued first-rate sample analysis for the 
duration of the projects. (The USACE St. Louis District 
FUSRAP Lab had been co-located with the FUSRAP 
offices on Latty Avenue.)

The new lab’s larger size will allow its chemists to process 
more samples at a quicker pace, thereby contributing to 
better and faster decision-making.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis DistrictU.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District 3



Educational Information

Q:
A:

How does FUSRAP determine when and where signs need to be posted along Coldwater Creek?

In determining when, where and what type of signage is appropriate, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis 
District, Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) applies the guidance provided by the 

Department of the Army Radiation Safety Program. The Army protocol follows regulations promulgated by the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (10 CFR 20.1301 Subpart D — Radiation Dose Limits for Individual Members of the 
Public). 

The USACE FUSRAP Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) states that signs should only be posted when members of the 
general public exceed total exposure of 100 millirem total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) in a calendar year, or 2 mrem 
(0.02 milliSievert) in any one hour. 

USACE continually monitors the air, groundwater, storm-water run-off and sediments of Coldwater Creek. No known 
areas approach or exceed the dose and exposure levels that would require signs or other markings to be posted. USACE 
will post signs in the future if any areas are found to exceed the levels described above. 

The public may ask questions of FUSRAP by either calling 314-260-3905 or using email account STLFUSRAP@usace.
army.mil.

This newsletter is printed on recyclable paper.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District
FUSRAP Area Office
114 James S. McDonnell Blvd.
Hazelwood, MO 63042
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FUSRAP uses proactive measures to protect community 
Protecting human health and the environment is embedded in 
the mission statement of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
St. Louis District, Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action 
Program. FUSRAP employs operational procedures in 
its radiological-contamination investigation and cleanup 
activities to make it happen. 

The activities of the Manhattan Engineer District and 
the Atomic Energy Commission (MED/AEC) generated 
contamination during the development of atomic weapons in 
the 1940s and 1950s. FUSRAP removed the original sources 
of radioactive contamination in the North St. Louis County 
sites: The St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) was completed in 
2007, and Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)/Futura was 
completed in 2013. 

The highest-concentration contaminants have been confined 
to the industrial area between the St. Louis Airport Site 
(SLAPS) and Pershall Road/I-270, with remediation of 
the source piles at SLAPS and Latty Avenue Properties 
completed a few years ago. From the tens of thousands 
of samples taken along the first 4 miles of Coldwater 
Creek north of I-270, which transitions to predominantly 
commercial, residential and recreational use, the FUSRAP 
team has, thus far, found 10 pockets of contaminated soils in 
the creek banks and adjacent properties, ranging in depths 
from the surface to approximately 12 feet below ground 
surface. USACE will remediate contamination that is above 
remediation goals (RGs). 

"Contamination above RGs that has the greatest chance of 
public contact is given the highest priority for remediation,” 
said Bruce Munholand, the FUSRAP program manager. 

FUSRAP standard practice has been to sample ALL 
tributaries to CWC, not just the major residential tributaries. 

Upcoming Events 
Upcoming Meeting: March/April 2020. Learn more in the 
winter newsletter. 
Information Releases: Winter newsletter – January 2020. 
FUSRAP issues this newsletter twice a year. 
Planned Move: The FUSRAP Project Office will be moving 
in the fall. Learn more in the next issue. 

The contractor removes low-level radioactive material 
from Area 1 of the former Ballfields Phase 2B in North St. 
Louis County with a track-mounted excavator Wednesday, 
July 18, 2018. 

Beginning at the mouth of the tributary, samples are taken 
proceeding upstream to the 10-year floodplain boundary limit 
in the tributary. If contaminated soil or sediment deposits 
are found, sampling proceeds upstream beyond the 10-year 
floodplain limit until no further contamination is detected. To 
date, FUSRAP has found contaminated soils or sediment in a 
handful of the tributaries, all within the 10-year floodplain. 

Operational controls for dust suppression put in place during 
remedial activities include but are not limited to keeping 
soils moist, immediately cleaning up all soil spills, and 
covering exposed soil with geo-membrane or geotextile 
fabric. Continual perimeter air monitoring demonstrates that 
the operational controls being used are effectively preventing 
dust from leaving the remediation sites. 

FUSRAP has a procedure to identify contaminants of 
concern (COCs) in structures. Aerial photographs are 
evaluated to determine the commercial and residential 
structures located within CWC’s 10-year floodplain. For 
the purpose of initial evaluation, any building or structure 
that falls within or on the boundary of the CWC 10-year 
floodplain will be identified for further evaluation and 
possible testing in accordance with USACE radiological 
testing-method procedures. 

Also, if an occupied building is located within or on the 
CWC 10-year floodplain boundary and CWC floodwater 
has entered the structure through a pathway other than 
a floor drain (e.g., a window, door, sill plate or wall), a 
reconnaissance survey will be performed on the building. 
(Floor drains can overflow due to high levels of rainfall.) 
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Feedback - If you have any suggestions, questions or comments, 
contact the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers using any one of the following 
contact methods: 

Phone: 314-260-3905/314-331-8000 

Mail: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District 
FUSRAP Project Offce 
8945 Latty Ave., Berkeley, MO 63134-1024 

The FUSRAP Project Offce will be moving in summer/fall. Read more 
about it in the next edition of “The St. Louis Sites." 

Email: STLFUSRAP@usace.army.mil 

Mailing List - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for the FUSRAP mailing list or email list, using 
one of the contact methods above. 

Home page - To reach the FUSRAP webpage, visit 
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl or http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/ 
Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/. 

Facebook - Visit the USACE, St. Louis District, page at 
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis. 

Keeping in Touch 

Contractors perform remedial activities at the Gunther 
Salt Property on the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) 
Monday, April 8, 2019. 

St. Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program Activities 

St. Louis Downtown Site 
The St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) remedial-action 
construction activities are continuing at the Destrehan 
Street-East/Plant 7W area and the Gunther Salt Properties 
(DT-4) under the U.S Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
(FUSRAP). 

In addition, the FUSRAP team recently completed Pre-
Design Investigation (PDI) sampling in the Plant 2 former 
Building 503 area. The team is currently performing data 
validation and review to assess the need for remediation. 

Remedial activities at Destrehan Street-East/Plant 7W 
are nearing completion, with current activities focused in 
the section identified as Area 1. The FUSRAP team has 
removed approximately 25,000 cubic yards of contaminated 
material. The team is in the process of completing the last 
area prior to beginning the final phases of restoration. 

Excavation is currently underway in and around the 
previously inaccessible salt-storage domes at the Gunther 
Salt Properties. At Dome 2, the FUSRAP team has removed 
about 400 cubic yards of contaminated material, with about 
1,600 cubic yards still to be removed. At Dome 3, the team 
has removed about 1,200 cubic yards of contaminated 
material, with only a small amount remaining underneath 
the structural ring wall. To prevent compromising the 
integrity of the structure, the team is systematically removing 
the remaining contaminated material in small sections. 

North St. Louis County Sites 
The FUSRAP team completed remedial activities at Phase 
2B in the former Ballfields (IA-09) near the intersection of 
James S. McDonnell Boulevard and Eva Road in June. 

The FUSRAP team removed more than 23,000 cubic 
yards (cys) of material from the area. USACE started the 
excavation of Phase 2B briefly in 2014 and paused until 2017 
when USACE resumed remedial activities. The FUSRAP 
team completed Phases 1 and 2 previously. 

Remedial activities in Phase 3 of the former Ballfields (IA-
09) started in June 2019. The FUSRAP team will excavate 
approximately 91,000 cys of material ranging from 1 foot to 
15 feet below ground surface. Estimated time of completion 
for Phase 3 is four years. 

A map of the former Ballfields area shows the phases of 
remediation. 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District 2 
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Summer 2019 

USACE continues to sample Coldwater Creek banks, 
sediment and the adjacent properties within the 10-year 
flood plain. To date, USACE has collected 15,600 samples 
from CWC corridor and adjacent properties. USACE has 
completed more than 3.5 miles of CWC from I-270. The 
FUSRAP team is currently sampling from St. Ferdinand 
Park to the Jana School property adjacent to CWC. 

Sampling CWC is more difficult the farther downstream 
the team goes. The banks of the creek get steeper making it 
harder to complete sampling activities. The FUSRAP team 
must complete several activities before it can actually collect 
samples. 
1. First, the FUSRAP team develops a sampling plan called
a Pre-Design Investigation Work Plan (PDI WP).
2. The farther down the creek that USACE samples, the
more the travel time is increased.
3. The FUSRAP team inspects the area in the creek and
adjacent properties.
4. Then the team removes the overgrowth and brush.
5. The team digs paths and stairs into the dirt to gain
access to sampling areas on the creek banks.
6. The sampling locations are pinned/marked in the banks
and adjacent properties.

7. When the FUSRAP team is ready to collect the samples,
sampling equipment is loaded into vehicles and transported
to the sampling locations. The equipment is heavy and
difficult to carry.
8. The FUSRAP team conducts gamma walkover surveys to
determine if there are additional small areas of radiological
contamination. The team will collect biased surface soil
samples in areas of elevated radioactivity in addition to the
sample locations already determined in the sampling plan.
9. The team collects samples from the surface to 6 feet or
deeper below ground surface. The FUSRAP team collects
samples manually most of the time. Sometimes, the team
must use a drill rig to collect deeper samples.
10. Heavy rains and flooding impact access to sampling
locations in CWC because they wash away marker flags
(which determine sampling locations) and conditions in the
creek become slippery. Climbing up and down the creek
banks with heavy sampling equipment becomes dangerous.

To alleviate the concerns of the property owners within 
Coldwater Creek’s 10-year flood plain, USACE is sending 
letters to those property owners to provide updates on the 
status of their CWC property as FUSRAP samples the 
property and the data is completed. This fiscal year, USACE 
plans to complete documentation to release 40 properties. 

DOE Legacy Management visits FUSRAP 
The director of the Department of Energy’s Office of Legacy 
Management visited the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers St. 
Louis District’s Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action 
Program (FUSRAP) St. Louis Sites May 8. 

During their visit, LM director Carmelo Melendez and 
some of his staff toured the on-site laboratory in Berkeley, 
Missouri, and various project sites in downtown St. Louis 
and North St. Louis County (NORCO). During the NORCO 
tour, the DOE contingent was able to watch a sampling crew 
from Leidos, a USACE contractor, taking samples from the 
banks of Coldwater Creek. 

Two years after the remedy is completed at a FUSRAP 
project site, with or without inaccessible soils, its long-term 
management is turned over to DOE-LM. 

“Our strong collaboration with the Corps is essential to 
accomplishing a smooth and efficient transition of the St. 
Louis area FUSRAP sites in the coming decades,” Melendez 
said. “This site tour gave me — and the rest of the LM staff 
— the opportunity to observe how the Corps has managed 
the remediation challenges at these sites, as well as the issues 
that will remain when we take responsibility.” 

The FUSRAP program manager, Bruce Munholand, said that 
the DOE-LM site visit fostered a common understanding of 
the complexities of the FUSRAP sites and, as a result, what 
each site’s end state may be upon transfer to LM. 

“Our goal is to safely execute our remedial-action mission 
at all FUSRAP sites as efficiently as possible, optimizing 
current technology and industry practices to ensure all of 
our responsibilities have been addressed prior to turning the 
properties over to LM for long-term stewardship," he said. 

During the site visit 
of Carmelo Melendez 
(center) and his staff 
from the Department 
of Energy's Office of 
Legacy Management 
Wednesday, May 8, 
2019, FUSRAP lab 
manager Brad Wilson 
talks about how an 
isotopic-thorium sample 
is prepared for alpha-
spectrometry analysis.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District 3 



 
 

 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

   

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 Ar U.S.my Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District 
FUSRAP Project Offce 
8945 Latty Ave. 
Berkeley, MO 63134 

Educational Information 

What kind of sampling does FUSRAP do to identify areas of contamination along Coldwater Creek?Q:
Prior to the start of actual sampling, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), St. Louis District, FormerlyA: Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) develops a Pre-Design Investigation Work Plan (PDI WP), 

which is a sampling plan. 

USACE considers several factors in selecting testing locations: origin of contamination, migration pathways, physical 
movement (hauling and historic grading), depositional areas within the creek and the mouths of tributaries, areas susceptible 
to flooding or topographical low-lying areas (current and historical), areas where channel realignment and improvements 
may have occurred, locations required for statistical coverage and areas indicated by radiological walkover surveys. 

The FUSRAP team initially conducts a gamma walkover survey (GWS) to determine if there are areas of radiological 
contamination near the ground surface. The team will collect biased surface-soil samples in areas of elevated gamma 
radioactivity. A biased sample is a sample taken based on the professional judgment of the sampling plan designers or the 
field sampling team. Biased samples aren’t randomly located or determined by a sampling grid, but rather are targeted
 based upon perceived probability of contamination. 
gamma walkover survey – Trained technicians using hand-held radiation detectors scan the ground to determine gamma-
radiation levels. 
soil-sample collection – Surface soil is typically sampled using a hand-held stainless-steel scoop or coring tool. Below six 
inches, technicians use extendable hand augers or coring tools where possible. A drill rig may be required for greater depths 
and more resistant subsurface materials. Technicians use tube-type samplers whenever an undisturbed soil core is needed. 
structure radiological survey – Technicians use hand-held, alpha-beta-gamma detectors to survey buildings and other 
structures. In addition to random testing of the structure, focus areas include high-traffic areas, ventilation equipment, floor 
drains, dispositional surfaces, and shipping and receiving areas. 

This newsletter is printed on recyclable paper. 
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USACE conducts Five-Year Review of St. Louis Sites
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), St. Louis 
District, Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
(FUSRAP) will begin its fourth Five-Year Review 
(FYR) of the St. Louis Sites in 2019. USACE will be 
contacting businesses, property owners, representatives 
from government agencies, utility companies and private 
citizens to interview. USACE anticipates the completion of 
the fourth FYR by July 2020.

The FYR is a tool to determine whether the cleanup 
response continues to be protective of human health 
and the environment. A team conducts an FYR when 
a remedial action leaves hazardous substances on the 
site at levels that do not allow for unlimited use and 
unrestricted exposure (UUUE). For example, this can 
occur when contamination remains under roads, railroads 
or buildings (inaccessible soils).

These reviews begin five years after the initiation of the 
first response and continue in five-year cycles in perpetuity 
or at least until the site is documented in an FYR to meet 
UUUE criteria. 

How is a Five-Year Review conducted? 
A team led by USACE with representatives from the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) will 
conduct the FYR. 

The FYR consists of six components: community 
involvement and notification, document review, data 
review and analysis, site inspection, interviews and 
assessment of response-action protectiveness. 

The “document review” is a review of the key documents 
identifying the approved response actions, how they are 
being carried out, legal requirements influencing the 
response actions, impacts of the response action on human 
health and the environment, and community concerns. 
These documents include the records of decision (RODs), 
as-built drawings, site-monitoring information and the 
Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA). 

The site-inspection process involves the team inspection 
of each site and identifies the condition of the site and 
surrounding area. The team verifies that key records, such 

as health and safety plans, are on-site and available; verifies 
that access controls (fences, etc.) are in place; and notes the 
general condition of site features (i.e., cover material). 

The team also seeks community input regarding the 
implementation of the response actions through site 
interviews. The team asks members of the community, 
site personnel, state/local authorities, community groups, 
property owners and neighboring residents/businesses 
to identify any problems that need to be addressed at the 
sites and to identify concerns regarding the impacts of the 
cleanup as it progresses. 

Finding the results of the Five-Year Review 
The results of FYRs are available to the public in the “Five-
Year Review Report for the St. Louis FUSRAP Sites.”  
You can find the third FYR of the St. Louis Sites (2015) on 
the FUSRAP webpage at http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl or https://
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/
Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/ 
under “Five-Year Review.” The final report documents 
the methods, findings and conclusions of the review. If the 
cleanup status is found not to be protective of human health 
and the environment, recommendations to address any 
concerns will be documented in the report. After the fourth 
FYR of the St. Louis Sites is complete, the FUSRAP team 
will post the report to the FUSRAP webpage.

Contractors perform sampling activities along Coldwater 
Creek in North St. Louis County.

http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl
https://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
https://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
https://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
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North St. Louis County Sites
In fiscal year (FY) 2018, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
St. Louis District, continued remedial activities in 
accordance with a 2005 Record of Decision (ROD) for the 
three sites that comprise the North St. Louis County Sites: 

• the Latty Avenue Properties, which include Hazelwood 
Interim Storage Site (HISS)/Futura Coatings Company 
and 10 vicinity properties; 

• the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS); and 
• the SLAPS Vicinity Properties, from St. Louis Lambert 

International Airport to the Missouri River. 

Latty Avenue Properties

The Latty Avenue Properties comprise 10 vicinity properties 
plus the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site and Futura. Residues 
generated at the Mallinckrodt plant in St. Louis from 1942 
through the late 1950s under contracts with the Manhattan 
Engineer District and the Atomic Energy Commission (MED/
AEC) were moved to SLAPS. The residues from SLAPS 
were bought by a private company and hauled to Futura to 
extract more metals from the residue. The remaining wastes 
were shipped to Canon City, Colorado. The HISS piles were 
formed from 1979 to 1984 when the new property owner was 
preparing the property for use, demolishing one building, 
excavating portions of the western half of the property, paving 
certain areas and erecting several new buildings. Material 
excavated during these activities (approximately 13,000 
cubic yards) was piled on the eastern portion of the property. 
USACE started removal of the HISS piles in spring 2000 and 

completed removal in fall 2001. Remedial activities on Latty 
Avenue Vicinity Properties were completed in 2013.

In FY 2018, the St. Louis District conducted groundwater 
monitoring and long-term management activities at the Latty 
Site. These activities will continue in 2019. Also in 2019, the 
St. Louis District will continue to prepare the land use controls 
to address the remaining contamination beneath the buildings 
on the Futura property. In December 2018, the St. Louis 
District began remediation of the approximately 100 cubic 
yards of contaminated material under the utility poles.

St. Louis Airport Site

In 1946, the MED acquired the 21.7-acre tract of land, now 
known as SLAPS, to store residues from uranium processing 
at the Mallinckrodt facility in St. Louis. Residuals from the 
uranium processing accumulated at SLAPS through 1957.  
A privately owned company bought the residues for recycling 
and moved the residues from SLAPS to a site on Latty Avenue. 
Contamination containing uranium-238, radium-226 and 
thorium-230 remained on the SLAPS property.

Remedial activities at SLAPS are complete, and the 
post-remedial action report was released in May 2009. 
Groundwater monitoring and long-term management 
activities began in 2010 and are ongoing.

The North County Load-Out facility is located at SLAPS. 
At the Load-Out, contaminated soil is loaded into specially 
equipped gondola railcars for out-of-state disposal at a 
federally permitted site.

St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity Properties

The main SLAPS Vicinity Properties are located in the 
cities of Hazelwood and Berkeley, Missouri. A 14.2-mile 
section of Coldwater Creek (CWC) located in North St. 
Louis County is a SLAPS Vicinity Property. The creek 
flows adjacent to SLAPS and the Latty Avenue Properties, 

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Feedback - If you have any suggestions, questions or comments, 
contact the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers using any one of the following 
contact methods: 

Phone:  314-260-3905/314-331-8000 
Mail:  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District 
 FUSRAP Project Office 
 8945 Latty Ave., Berkeley, MO 63134-1024
Email:  STLFUSRAP@usace.army.mil

Mailing List - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for the FUSRAP mailing list using one of the 
contact methods above. 
Home page - To reach the FUSRAP webpage, visit  
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl or http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/
Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/.
Facebook - Visit the USACE, St. Louis District, page at  
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis.

St. Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program Activities

Upcoming Meeting: Open house at Hazelwood Civic 
Center East Feb. 28 from 6 to 8 p.m. For updates, check 
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl or http://www.mvs.usace.
army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-
Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/ and http://
www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis.

Information Releases: Summer Newsletter – July 
2019. FUSRAP issues this newsletter twice a year.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis
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north under Highway 270 through both residential and 
public recreational areas through the communities 
of Berkeley, Hazelwood, Florissant, Black Jack and 
unincorporated St. Louis County, and empties into the 
Missouri River. 

The St. Louis District is currently sampling the CWC 
corridor and adjacent properties north of Highway 270. 
Uranium, radium and thorium contamination at the 
SLAPS Vicinity Properties is linked to both SLAPS and 
the Latty Avenue Properties. Over time, residues migrated 
from other sites or were deposited as the residues were 
hauled along transportation routes.

In FY 2018, the St. Louis District completed the cleanup of an 
additional area at Chez Paree Apartment Complex located in 
Hazelwood, continued remedial activities at IA-09 (Ballfields) 
Phase 2B, and completed the pre-design investigation sampling 
at Pershall Road and Highway I-270 areas and property 
adjacent to Eva Road. In FY 2019, the St. Louis District will 
work with the Missouri Department of Transportation and 
St. Louis County to remediate areas where road improvements 
will occur in the SLAPS Vicinity Properties.

In FY 2018, the St. Louis District continued sampling 
CWC and adjacent properties and issued documentation 
releasing 60 properties for beneficial use. The Remedial 
Design/Remedial Action Work Plan for IA-09 (Ballfields) 
Phase 3 and IA-10 was also released. During FY 2018, 
the district shipped 18,516 cubic yards of contaminated 
material from the North County SLAPS Vicinity 
Properties by rail to an off-site, licensed disposal facility. 
Progress since last newsletter: The district shipped 6,070 
cubic yards in the months of July through December.

In 2019, the district will continue remedial activities 
at Ballfields Phase 2B, initiate remedial activities at 
Ballfields Phase 3 and remediate Pershall Road and 
Eva Avenue to support road improvements. In addition, 

the district will continue sampling CWC and adjacent 
properties. The St. Louis District also plans to issue 
documentation releasing 40 vicinity properties and ship 
18,000 cubic yards of contaminated material to an out-of-
state, licensed disposal facility.

St. Louis Downtown Site
The St. Louis District continues remedial activities in 
accordance with the 1998 Record of Decision (ROD) for 
the accessible areas at the St. Louis Downtown Site, which 
includes the Mallinckrodt plant and 42 vicinity properties.

In FY 2018, the St. Louis District removed 12,872 cubic 
yards of contaminated material and shipped it to an 
off-site, licensed disposal facility. Progress since last 
newsletter: The district shipped 1,578 cubic yards in 
the months of July through December. The district also 
finalized documents releasing three properties. Additional 
efforts consisted of continued remedial activities at 
Destrehan Street/Plant 7W and completion of remediation 
at the Mallinckrodt former Building 17 area inside Plant 1 
and the Heintz Steel property. 

The district anticipates completing the cleanup of 
Destrehan Street, initiating remedial action at the Gunther 
Salt property and issuing documents to release three 
additional areas during FY 2019. Additionally, the district 
will continue to evaluate the inaccessible soils in areas 
not included in the No Further Action Inaccessible Soils 
Operable Unit (ISOU) Group 1 ROD.

Read more about it and view the SLDS map on the 
FUSRAP webpage at  http://www.mvs.usace.army.
mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-
Sites-Remedial-Action-Program by selecting “St. Louis 
Downtown Sites ISOU Group 1 Proposed Plan” under 
“Fact Sheets” in the right-hand column.

Contractors perform remedial activities at Ballfields 
Phase 2B across McDonnell Boulevard from the St. Louis 
Airport Site (SLAPS).

Remedial activities at the Heintz Steel property on the 
St. Louis Downtown Site.

http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

What is a right of entry? 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers St. Louis District’s Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
(FUSRAP) uses rights of entry to conduct its work. 
A right of entry (ROE) is legal authority to do a specified act or series of acts upon land that is not owned or 
controlled by the government.
An ROE is a legal document that furnishes evidence of the:  

•  permission granted by the landowner to the government to enter upon the owner’s land; and
•  obligations, responsibilities and liabilities assumed by the government when entering upon the land.

For FUSRAP, an ROE enables the government to:  
•  enter upon land to take soil samples or conduct other tests looking for radioactive contamination; 
•  if contamination is found, clean up and remediate the land; 
•  after testing and remediation are complete, restore the land to its previous condition; and 
•  in some cases, provide access to other lands so that they may be tested, remediated and restored. 

The terms of an ROE cannot be easily changed or modified because they are set by government regulations. 
An ROE is NOT an interest or estate in land like a deed or easement; instead, an ROE is only a contractual right.
An ROE does NOT have to be notarized; instead, a mere photocopied signature on an ROE is sufficient, and 
landowners can send signed ROEs to the government via email or fax. 
If sampling, remediation and site restoration cannot be completed within the typical two-year ROE term, then 
successive ROEs may be necessary.
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Two students from the Clyde C. Miller Career Academy 
learn about testing samples from chemist Chelsea Jarrell 
at the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), St. Louis 
District, Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
(FUSRAP) Laboratory in Berkeley, Missouri, Monday, 
March 19, 2018. Keyontay Lampkin and Jaylon Wheeler, 
both 18, toured the FUSRAP Lab as part of an internship 
with USACE through their high school.

Information Releases: Winter Newsletter – January 
2019. FUSRAP issues this newsletter twice a year.

Upcoming Meetings: For updates, check http://bit.
ly/FUSRAPstl or http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/
Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-
Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/ and http://www.
facebook.com/teamsaintlouis.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), St. Louis 
District, held a farewell ceremony for six high-school 
interns April 30 at the Robert A. Young Federal Building 
in downtown St. Louis. 

The ceremony brought the district’s internship program 
to a close for the 2017-2018 school year. From January 
through May, the students from the Clyde C. Miller Career 
Academy had worked at the district headquarters and 
toured project field sites two to three days a week.

USACE has collaborated with Clyde C. Miller Career 
Academy for seven years running. Miller has placed high-
school seniors as interns with businesses for about 20 years.

While at the St. Louis District, the interns learned how to 
communicate effectively in the workplace, pay attention 
to detail, prepare for briefings and work as a team. The 
internship gave students exposure to USACE, its missions 
and career opportunities.

At the ceremony, district commander Col. Bryan Sizemore 
praised the students for their hard work and predicted a 
bright future as a result of their participation in the Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) program.

Students Jaylon Wheeler and Keyontay Lampkin, both 
18, toured the St. Louis District’s Formerly Utilized Sites 
Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) Laboratory in Berkeley, 
Missouri, March 19. The lab analyzes samples to determine 
if they have low-level radiological contamination. FUSRAP 
addresses radiological contamination generated by activities 
of the Manhattan Engineer District and the Atomic Energy 
Commission (MED/AEC) during the development of atomic 
weapons in the 1940s and 1950s.

“My favorite part of what we saw was when the chemist 
heated up the platinum crucible and made the liquid turn to 
‘glass,’ ” Wheeler said. The glass-like disk is the result of 
a two-step process. The chemist breaks down a soil sample 
with heat and a fluoride mixture. The chemist then uses 
heat, sulfuric acid and sodium sulfate to dissolve the fluoride 
“cake.” When the melted pyrosulfate “cake” cools to room 
temperature, it looks like a glass circle.

“I’m learning a lot because I didn’t know there was such a variety 
of things under civil engineering,” he said. “It’s pretty cool.”

Lampkin explained that Clyde C. Miller Career Academy 
is a career and technical school, and its partnership with 
USACE allows the students to investigate even further the 
idea of engineering as a career. 

“Our freshman and sophomore year, we cycle through all the 
programs to give us a feeling of the (technical) pathways to 
make sure that’s really what we want to do,” she said. 

Through USACE’s internship program, young men and 
women talk about engineering in a work setting, experience 
it firsthand and possibly choose it for a career.

HS seniors explore careers at District HQ, FUSRAP

http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis
tel:3143318000
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil
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St. Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program Activities

St. Louis Downtown Site 
The St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) remedial action (RA) 
construction activities are continuing at three separate 
locations in the Mallinckrodt LLC (Mallinckrodt) Plant: the 
Plant 6 former Building 101 area, the Destrehan Street-East/
Plant 7W-North area, and the Plant 1 former Building 17 
area. In addition, pre-design investigation (PDI) sampling is 
underway in the Plant 1 former Building 10 area. Planning/
design is also underway for RA of previously inaccessible 
areas at Plant 2 North, Gunther Salt Properties, and Heintz 
Steel and Manufacturing Vicinity Property (DT-6). 

In the Plant 6 former Building 101 area, the FUSRAP team 
has completed RA, and backfill is approaching planned 
final grades. However, final grading and turnover of the area 
will be completed with adjacent RA in Destrehan Street. 

RA at Destrehan Street-East/Plant 7W-North is continuing, 
proceeding from east to west in four linear sections 
(Areas 1 through 4). The FUSRAP team has completed 
three of the four areas, including restoration of the water 
main and sewer line. RA in Area 2 included the removal 
and replacement of underground sewer lines that will be 
connected to upstream Plant 7W sewers. Demolition and 
removal of portions of the inactive concrete sedimentation 
structures was required. In addition, guided excavation 
within Plant 7W resulted in the ongoing removal of a 
portion of the 27-inch diameter underground sewer. 
The team continues to place backfill and grade it to 
base elevation for restoration of the Destrehan Street 

pavement. However, the team won’t install the pavement 
and drainage structures until all four areas are completed. 
Approximately 19,000 cubic yards of contaminated 
material have been removed and 1,500 cubic yards remain 
to complete the RA, which is projected for December.

RA at the previously inaccessible Plant 1 former Building 
17 area is nearing completion. Excavation within the 
shored area included the removal of the collapsed portion 
of the Plant 1 sewer. Once RA was complete within the 
shored area, Mallinckrodt installed a new sewer, and 
the area was backfilled to interim elevation to allow for 
removal of the internal bracing system. RA is currently 
underway in the remaining Plant 1 area to the east of the 
shored area. The team has removed about 21,000 cubic 
yards of contaminated material, and approximately 200 
cubic yards remain to be removed. Completion of RA in 
the Plant 1 former Building 17 area is currently scheduled 
for mid-2018.  

Pre-design investigation of the previously inaccessible 
Plant 1 former Building 10 area is now underway to 
determine if RA will be necessary. Upon subsequent 
removal of buildings and structures at SLDS, other 
previously inaccessible areas are expected to become 
available for additional sampling.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Feedback - If you have any suggestions, questions or comments, 
contact the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers using any one of the following 
contact methods: 

Phone:  314-260-3905/314-331-8000 
Mail:  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District 
 FUSRAP Project Office 
 8945 Latty Ave. 
 Berkeley, MO 63134-1024

Email:  STLFUSRAP@usace.army.mil

Mailing List - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for the FUSRAP mailing list using one of the 
contact methods above. 

Homepage - To reach the FUSRAP webpage, visit  
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl or http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/
Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/.

Facebook - Visit the USACE, St. Louis District, page at  
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis.

An excavator operator from contractor HydroGeoLogic Inc. 
(HGL) performs remediation at Destrehan Street at the St. 
Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) Wednesday, April 18, 2018.

http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis
tel:3142603905
tel:3143318000
mailto:STLFUSRAP@usace.army.mil
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North St. Louis County Sites 
North County shipping to a licensed, out-of-state disposal 
facility has increased to 13,943 cubic yards shipped. 

Chez Paree 

An additional area of contamination was found north of 
the original contaminated area at Chez Paree Apartment 
Complex and east of the swimming-pool area. USACE, 
St. Louis District, completed the remediation April 19 and 
restoration (backfilling and adding grass seed) May 8.  

Since the FUSRAP team started excavation on the 
additional area at Chez Paree in late January, it has removed 
more than 1,445 cubic yards of contaminated material above 
North County remediation goals. 

The team completed remedial activities and restoration 
of this area earlier than expected. As a result, Chez Paree 
residents can conduct their summer activities without 
remedial activities interfering with them. 

Ballfields Phase 2B

On April 28, after the completion of remedial activities at 
Chez Paree, the remedial activities at the Ballfields Phase 
2B resumed. To date, the FUSRAP team has removed 
more than 18,400 cubic yards of contaminated material 
from Ballfields Phase 2B. Remedial activities will continue 
at the Ballfields this summer.

After finishing discharging water through a micron filter, the 
crew prepares to begin the remedial excavation and hauling 
of contaminated material from the Ballfields Phase 2B 
project to the load-out facility Tuesday, May 22, 2018.

Public health assessment relies on Corps of Engineers data
The Agency for Toxic Substances and 
Disease Registry recently released the 
public health assessment “Evaluation 
of Community Exposure Related to 
Coldwater Creek,” drawing on thousands 
of survey and soil test data points 
collected by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, St. Louis District, Formerly 
Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
over the past 20 years.  

FUSRAP’s primary objective is to 
remediate radiological contamination 
generated by activities of the Manhattan 
Engineer District and the Atomic Energy 
Commission (MED/AEC) during the 
development of atomic weapons in the 
1940s and 1950s.

“Although FUSRAP has no direct 
medical support mission, we continue 
to pursue our assigned mission to 
protect human health and improve the 
environment for residents in the area,” 
said Bruce Munholand, the FUSRAP 
program manager. “Just recently, the 
2018 federal budget for remediation of 
St. Louis sites was increased by $12 

million, which enables us to accomplish 
our goals at a quicker pace.”

Since USACE began monitoring in 1999, 
the waters of Coldwater Creek have 
never shown the presence of radiological 
contamination above the remediation 
goals (RG) set forth in the Record of 
Decision for the North St. Louis County 
Sites. (Visit the FUSRAP website 
for the North St. Louis County Sites 
Annual Environmental Monitoring Data 
and Analysis Reports.) The FUSRAP 
team has identified isolated subsurface 
pockets of radiological contamination 
above RGs along the banks of Coldwater 
Creek. The environmental monitoring 
program continues to confirm that the 
creek is not being re-contaminated by 
these subsurface pockets.

USACE currently tests all properties 
within the 10-year floodplain of 
Coldwater Creek. If the FUSRAP team 
discovers contaminants near the 10-year 
floodplain boundary, it continues testing 
beyond the boundary until the limit of 
contamination is established. 

“Where MED/AEC radiological 
contamination is found at or near the 
surface, orderly preparations are made 
for removing the contamination and 
reducing risk of exposure as quickly as 
we can,” he said. 

Contamination found at depths that 
are inaccessible to the public will be 
scheduled for future remediation. 

Where contaminated soils are known to 
exist in soils close to a home, USACE 
will test in the home if there is also a 
demonstrated transport pathway for 
contaminants to move with the soils into 
the home during flood situations. 

FUSRAP has a plan for providing 
restricted-use signs when and where 
appropriate in accordance with local, 
state and federal regulations governing 
Hazardous, Toxic and Radioactive 
Waste (HTRW) posting requirements. 
Since the radiation levels along CWC 
are below the regulated levels that 
mandate signage, no restricted-use 
signs have been posted. This plan is 
currently under review.
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

When does USACE contact residents who live in areas under evaluation for contamination? 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) requests a right of entry signed by the property/business owner about 
six to eight weeks before the scheduled sampling date. After receiving a signed ROE, USACE sends a postcard to the 
owner one to four weeks before sampling is scheduled to start. On the first day of sampling, before starting work, the 
USACE contractor will knock on the door to remind the owner of the sampling. The contractor will leave a leaflet on 
the door when sampling is complete.
If no contamination is found on the property above the North County Record of Decision (ROD) remediation goals, 
USACE sends a letter informing the property owner and giving notice that a Pre-Design Investigation Summary Report/
Final Status Survey Evaluation will be prepared and provided in the future. Once the report is finalized, USACE sends it 
to the property owner. The report, which includes all the data from samples taken on the property, states that the data are 
below ROD RGs and the property meets the criteria for unlimited use and unrestricted exposure (UUUE). 
If contamination is found on the property above ROD RGs, USACE makes an appointment with the property owner to 
discuss the results of sampling and to arrange for additional sampling, if needed. After the investigations, USACE will 
work with the property owner to develop a remedial design and schedule to remediate the property.
Once remediation is performed, USACE sends a letter to inform the property owner that the contamination has 
been remediated below ROD RGs and to expect a full report. Once the Post-Remedial Action Report/Final Status 
Survey Evaluation is completed, USACE provides a copy to the property/business owner. The report states that the 
contamination was remediated to ROD RGs and that the property meets the criteria for UUUE, which releases the 
property for beneficial use.
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Information Releases: Summer Newsletter - July 2018 
FUSRAP issues this newsletter twice a year.

Upcoming Meetings: Public Meeting at Hazelwood Civic 
Center East Feb. 22 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. For updates, check 
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl or http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/
Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-
Action-Program/ and http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

USACE FUSRAP On-site Laboratory
Soil, sediment, water and air samples from St. Louis 
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
(FUSRAP) sites go to an on-site laboratory where scientists 
have a strict protocol to assess the samples for levels of 
radiological contamination.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) St. Louis 
District FUSRAP Laboratory (FUSRAP lab) measures 
samples’ levels of radiological contaminants – uranium, 
radium and thorium. FUSRAP lab results help USACE 
identify where cleanup is needed and confirm where it has 
been successful. The lab serves USACE’s mission to remove 
low-level radioactive contamination generated by activities 
of the Manhattan Engineer District and the Atomic Energy 
Commission during and following World War II to levels 
protective of human health and environment. The FUSRAP 
lab is integral to accomplishing that goal.

A primary advantage of the on-site lab is its quick sample 
turn-around time. The FUSRAP lab is specifically designed 
for analyzing St. Louis FUSRAP-specific contaminants. 
Therefore, this dedicated lab’s processes are specialized 
and efficient, often resulting in complete analysis of 
prioritized samples in fewer than three days. In fact, the 
lab can provide 24-hour sample turn-around for gamma 
spectroscopy results. An analysis of railcar information 
samples can be done within an hour of receipt. Commercial 
labs would typically require more time to process samples 
than the USACE FUSRAP lab because of their high 
volume of samples from numerous projects and customers.

The FUSRAP lab saves about $1 million per year 
compared to using commercial laboratories when factoring 
in the accelerated sample turn-around. An accelerated 
turn-around is required when, for example, an excavated 
area is ready for clean backfill soil but confirmation of 
radiological status is essential. Commercial labs would 
typically triple the cost of accelerating those results.

However, quality standards are never sacrificed for speed. 
The FUSRAP lab is the only U.S. Department of Defense 
(DOD) Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program-
accredited USACE laboratory performing wet-chemical 
isotopic separations followed by alpha spectroscopy. The 
FUSRAP lab undergoes stringent DOD audits that evaluate 
the lab’s quality management system. Additionally, the lab 
must successfully analyze unknown evaluation samples 
from the U.S. Department of Energy to assess the accuracy 
of reported lab results.

The FUSRAP lab is equipped with state-of-the-art nuclear 
instrumentation with calibrations traceable to National 
Institute of Standards and Technology. All technicians in 
the lab follow standard operating procedures (SOPs). The 
chemists, analysts and administrative staff have an average 
of 14 years of experience performing sample analysis at the 
FUSRAP lab, a cumulative total of 150 years of St. Louis 
FUSRAP experience.

A specially trained laboratory chemist separates thorium from 
other isotopes in a sample so thorium alone can be measured 
by alpha spectroscopy.

http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/ and http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/ and http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/ and http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis
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Even with this accumulated experience, lab management 
evaluates employees annually to test their proficiencies with 
SOPs and other processes. All sample results are reviewed 
by senior laboratory staff, approved by lab management and 
then sent for data validation against USACE requirements. 
All sample measurements must be accurate and comparably 
analyzed so that USACE can make the best decisions for 
the community and the environment.

St. Louis Downtown Site
At the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS), FUSRAP is 
currently performing remedial action (RA) construction 
activities at three separate locations in the Mallinckrodt 
LLC (Mallinckrodt) Plant: the Plant 6 area within the 
former Building 101 footprint, the Destrehan Street-East/
Plant 7 W-North area, and the Plant 1 (former Building 17 
area. In addition, planning is underway for RA in the Plant 1 
Building 10 area, including the deferred western portion of 
the former Building 17 area. 

In the Plant 6 former Building 101 area, RA is nearing 
completion. FUSRAP has placed backfill almost to finish 
grade as well as constructed a temporary haul route across 
the northern portion of the restored gravel area. This 
temporary haul route allows Mallinckrodt vehicles to access 
Building 103 and the Hazardous Waste Staging Area while 
their normal route on Destrehan Street is being excavated.  

At Destrehan Street-East/Plant 7W-North, RA is continuing. 
The work is proceeding from east to west in four linear 
sections. Overhead electrical and communication utilities 
were relocated to allow the removal of inactive facilities 
along Destrehan Street and in Plant 7W as RA proceeds. 

Also, the inactive underground water, sewer and gas lines 
are being removed as excavation proceeds. The FUSRAP 
team has completed the excavation of the first three linear 
sections, removing approximately 13,000 of the projected 
16,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil. 

Excavation of the remaining linear section will include 
demolition and removal of inactive Plant 7 West concrete 
structures, as required. The water lines are being replaced in 
three sections as excavated areas are cleared for backfilling. 
Replacement of the first water-line section is nearing 
completion. Sewer-line replacement is also continuing 
as excavated areas are cleared for backfilling. The gas 
line will be replaced later by the utility company based 
on Mallinckrodt requirements. Final restoration of the 
Destrehan Street-East/Plant 7W-North area will include 
the replacement of active underground utilities as well as 
replacement of the paved street and adjacent street lights to 
pre-construction conditions. The FUSRAP team projects 
that the Destrehan Street-East/Plant 7W-North RA will be 
completed by the end of 2018. 

Within Plant 1, Mallinckrodt recently removed Building 17 
to provide space for the expansion of the adjacent Building 
5. In April 2017, USACE began RA on the previously 
inaccessible Building 17 area with the installation of 
sheet-pile shoring to facilitate excavation in the limited 
space. Excavation is continuing in the eastern portion of the 
former Building 17 area, and approximately 50 percent of 

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Feedback - If you have any suggestions, questions or comments, 
contact the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers using any one of the following 
contact methods: 

Phone:  314-260-3905/314-331-8000 
Mail:  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers St. Louis District 
 FUSRAP Project Office 
 8945 Latty Ave. 
 Berkeley, MO 63134-1024

Email:  STLFUSRAP@usace.army.mil

Mailing List - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for the FUSRAP mailing list using one of the 
contact methods above. 

Homepage - To reach the FUSRAP webpage, visit  
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl or http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/
Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-
Program/.

Facebook - Visit the USACE St. Louis District page at  
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis.

The FUSRAP team uses an excavator to remove contaminated 
soil within the shored portion of the St. Louis Downtown Site's 
Plant 1 Former Building 17 area Tuesday, Oct. 24, 2017.

http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.facebook.com/teamsaintlouis
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the projected volume of 3,100 cubic yards of contaminated 
soil has been removed. The excavation included removal 
of the collapsed portion of the Plant 1 sewer. This sewer 
will be replaced by Mallinckrodt as the area is cleared and 
backfill proceeds. Close coordination with other ongoing 
Mallinckrodt construction projects in the limited Plant 1 
space has been required to proceed efficiently with this 
RA. USACE has deferred the RA of the western portion of 
the planned former Building 17 area because of the space 
constraints of overhead utility locations. 

Mallinckrodt is now planning for the removal of Plant 1 
Building 10 and some overhead utilities to the west of the 
current Plant 1 former Building 17 RA area. Pre-design 
investigations of the Building 10 area are now underway to 
determine RA requirements at that location. The subsequent 
removal of other Plant 1 buildings in the immediate area 
by Mallinckrodt may also allow RA in other previously 
inaccessible areas.

North St. Louis County 
Palm Drive Properties 

USACE completed the remediation and restoration of the 
six Palm Drive Properties Oct. 20, 2017. The FUSRAP team 
removed about 5,980 cubic yards of contaminated material. 
The team performed extensive preparatory work to ensure 
that the remediation was completed quickly and efficiently. 
Because of continuous contact with the property owners, the 
team maintained an excellent relationship with the residents 
throughout the remedial process.  

Pershall Road

The FUSRAP team completed the sampling and 
characterization of Pershall Road in late November 2017. 
Pershall Road became contaminated when residues were 
hauled along transportation routes and by flooding of 
Coldwater Creek. The North County Record of Decision 
describes the soils under Pershall Road as inaccessible. 
As such, they will be controlled through land-use 
restrictions. Because the anticipated future use of Pershall 
Road is continued transportation, the soils beneath the 
road will remain inaccessible, and, as a result, exposure 
of contaminated soils will be limited. Contaminated 
soils that are accessible in the ditches and rights of way 
adjacent to Pershall Road will be remediated.  

Coldwater Creek

USACE continues investigative sampling the next 
areas of the Coldwater Creek corridor and adjacent 
properties within the 10-year flood plain north of the 
St. Denis Bridge. Delineation and bounding sampling 
continues south of St. Denis Bridge at areas in the 
creek and adjacent properties where initial sampling 
identified the presence of contamination. Delineation or 
bounding sampling will show the extent and depth of the 
contaminated area. This sampling will be used to help 
develop the design to remediate these areas.

Ballfields Phase 2B

In early December 2017, after the sampling of Pershall 
Road had been completed, USACE returned to remedial 
activities at the Ballfields Phase 2B area. Since resuming 
remediation activities at Ballfields Phase 2B, more than 
1,500 cubic yards of contaminated material have been 
removed.  

Chez Paree

An additional area of contamination was found north 
of the original contaminated area at Chez Paree 
Apartment Complex and east of the swimming-pool 
area. Investigation and sampling of this area identified 
approximately 1,300 cubic yards of contaminated 
material above the North County Record of Decision 
remediation goals. USACE anticipates that removal of 
the contamination will take about three months with site 
restoration occurring in the spring/early summer 2018 
time frame. USACE completed the investigation of areas 
outside the 10-year flood plain at the Chez Paree Complex 
to ensure that the remediation area was fully delineated.

FUSRAP program manager Bruce Munholand gives a 
tour of the Ballfields Phase 2B site to Maj. Gen. Richard 
Kaiser, the commander of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' 
Mississippi Valley Division (MVD), and Col. Bryan Sizemore, 
the commander of the St. Louis District under MVD, 
Wednesday, Dec. 13, 2017.
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Educational Information - Five-Year Review

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District, plans to initiate activities for the next (fourth) Five-Year 
Review in 2018 to determine whether the cleanup response of all St. Louis Sites continues to be protective of 
human health and the environment. At hazardous waste sites where contaminants are present above levels that 
allow for unlimited use/unrestricted exposure, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability Act (CERCLA) requires that response actions be evaluated at least every five years following the start of 
cleanup at the site.

A team led by USACE with representatives from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the Missouri 
Department of Natural Resources conducts the Five-Year Review. The review consists of four components: 
document review, site inspection, site interviews and assessment of response-action protectiveness. Representatives 
from USACE's Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) team will contact businesses, utility 
companies, property owners, officials from government agencies and private citizens to arrange interviews.

The Five-Year Review will be completed and signed by July 2020.

You can find the third Five-Year Review (dated July 2015) on the FUSRAP website at http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl 
or http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-
Action-Program/ under “Five-Year Review.”

http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program/
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Information Releases: Winter Newsletter 2018 
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meetings: Public Meeting - Tentatively scheduled 
for February 2018. Check for updates at: http://www.mvs.usace.
army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-
Remedial-Action-Program.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Formerly Utilized 
Sites Remedial Action 
Program Activities

St. Louis Downtown Site

At the St. Louis Downtown 
Site (SLDS), the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
has almost completed remedial 
activities at the Mallinckrodt, 
LLC (Mallinckrodt) Plant 6 area 
within the former Building 101 
footprint and perimeter area. The 
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program (FUSRAP) team 
completed excavation activities 
within the footprint of the former 
Building 101 in January 2017. 
Backfill activities are ongoing. The 
team is phasing the final restoration 
and grading of the remediated area 
to accommodate the remediation of 
the adjacent portions of Destrehan 
Street and Plant 7 West. This 
area is situated between Hall Street and the Burlington 
Northern/Santa Fe Railroad Vicinity Property at SLDS. 

Remedial activities for Destrehan Street-East and Plant 
7 West-North began in June 2016 and are continuing. 
To date, the FUSRAP team has removed approximately 
8,500 cubic yards – about half of the planned excavation 
volume. The team recently completed preconstruction 
activities to relocate or abandon existing utilities along 

this portion of Destrehan Street. These utilities included 
overhead electrical and fire/security communication 
systems, as well as underground gas, sewer and water 
lines. The team removed the Destrehan Street Security 
Guard Station and will remove the abandoned Electric 
Substation Building as remediation nears that area. 
Destrehan Street remediation is scheduled to be 
completed in mid-to late 2018. 

FUSRAP has begun remediation activities for the former 
Building 17 area, located in Mallinckrodt Plant 1. They 
completed site preparation and installation of sheet-pile 
shoring in the deeper excavation area May 29, 2017. A 
portion of the excavation to the east of the shored area 
was completed July 12, 2017. It was backfilled to interim 
grade to provide a stable work area for equipment during 
excavation within the shored area. The installation of the 
bracing system for the shored area of the former Building 
17 remediation is planned for late summer 2017. Once the 
bracing system has been installed, excavation activities 
will resume within the shored area to design depth, 

The FUSRAP team excavated contaminated soil at former Building 17 at SLDS.

http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program.
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program.
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program.
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including removal of the Plant 1 sewer. After remediation 
activities are complete, the shored area will be backfilled 
to interim grade and Mallinckrodt will replace the Plant 
1 sewer. As of July 27, 2017, the FUSRAP team has 
excavated about 860 cubic yards of the former Building 
17 area’s total planned excavation volume of about 3,100 
cubic yards.

North St. Louis County Sites

Duchesne Park

The FUSRAP team completed remediation of Duchesne 
Park in February 2017. More than 8,600 cubic yards of 
contaminated material were removed and shipped to an 
out-of-state licensed disposal facility. In April, the team 
backfilled, seeded and mulched the remediated area, 
completing the restoration activities at the park. The City of 
Florissant has now reopened Duchesne Park to the public.

Palm Drive Properties

Remedial activities at the six Palm Drive Properties started on 
May 2, 2017. The FUSRAP team completed remediation of 
the properties in mid-June, removing more than 5,600 cubic 
yards of contaminated material. The team completed backfill 
activities in the area of excavation in July 2017. Restoration 
activities, including seeding and mulching the area, are 
underway.

This was the first time FUSRAP 
remediated an area located in the 
backyards of residences. USACE 
worked closely with the Palm 
Drive residents to ensure they were 
informed and updated on remedial 
activities on their properties. USACE 
took every precaution to protect the 
residents and the public during the 
excavation of the properties and to 
ensure the remediation would take 
place quickly, efficiently and safely. 
The excavated area was cordoned 
off from the public and several 
air-monitoring stations were placed 
around the excavation to obtain air 
dispersion data during excavation and 
loading activities. 

Coldwater Creek

USACE’s FUSRAP team continues 
investigating and sampling the 
next 1-mile section of Coldwater 

Creek (CWC) banks, sediment and adjacent properties 
within the 10-year flood plain north of St. Denis Bridge. 
Sediment sampling usually takes place in the summer or 
fall when the water temperature is above 50°F. In shallow 
water depths (less than 3 feet), sample collection is done 
by wading and using a hand-held core sampler. At water 
depths over 3 feet, a special floating platform is used to 
collect sediment samples. 

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing List - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for the FUSRAP mailing list. 

Phone:  (314) 331-8000 
Mail:  FUSRAP Project Office 
 8945 Latty Ave. 
 Berkeley, MO 63134-1024

Email:  STLFUSRAP@usace.army.mil

Homepage - To reach the FUSRAP web page,  
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-
Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program 

If you have any suggestions, questions or comments, contact 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

USACE completed remedial activities at Duchesne Park in February 2017.  More 
than 8,600 cubic yards of contaminated material were removed. The City of 
Florissant has re-opened the restored park to the public.

http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/Missions/Centers-of-Expertise/Formerly-Utilized-Sites-Remedial-Action-Program 
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Delineation/bounding sampling is taking place south 
of St. Denis Bridge at areas in the creek and adjacent 
properties where initial sampling identified the presence 
of contamination. Delineation or bounding sampling will 
show the extent and depth of the contaminated area. This 
sampling will be used to help develop a remedial design 
to remediate these areas.

Ballfields Phase 2B

USACE has resumed the remediation of Investigation Area 
(IA)-09 (Ballfields) Phase 2B. The depth of the excavated 
areas will vary to a maximum of approximately 7 feet below 
ground surface. The team will remove approximately 17,300 
cubic yards of contaminated material in Phase 2B. As stated 
in the 2005 North County Record of Decision (ROD), 
IA-09 and IA-08 remediation will include radiological and 
non-radiological contaminants of concern (COCs). IA-08 to 
IA-13 are the only St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) Vicinity 
Properties that have non-radiological COCs.

Evaluation of Structures along Coldwater 
Creek (CWC) 
At this time, USACE is not sampling within homes 
adjacent to CWC because contamination has not been 
found immediately adjacent to residential structures. 
However, if a demonstrated transport mechanism is 
found, future sampling in homes may be required.

FUSRAP developed a conceptual site 
model (CSM) that explains the 
physical, chemical, and biological 
processes controlling the 
transport, migration, and 
actual/potential impacts 
of contamination (in soil, 
air, ground water, surface 
water, and sediments) 
to human or ecological 
receptors. The original 
sources of contamination 
for CWC were SLAPS, the 
Hazelwood Interim Storage 
Site/Futura (HISS/Futura), 
and the transportation of 
the material by truck from the 
SLAPS to the Latty Avenue Sites.

Potential transport mechanisms are 
ways by which material could move from 

SLAPS, HISS/Futura, and roads into CWC. These 
mechanisms include surface water (storm-water runoff), 
ground water seepage from beneath storage areas to 
CWC, windblown emissions in the immediate vicinity, 
and physical movement (spillage of contaminated 
material during transport).

After evaluating these transport mechanisms and how 
material moved by water into CWC, USACE developed the 
current sampling strategy to investigate CWC, the CWC 
corridor, and adjacent properties within the 10-year flood 
plain. Thus far, sampling has not shown contamination 
immediately adjacent to homes bordering CWC. 

USACE uses a standard, accepted methodology when 
reviewing potential for impact to structures that was 
developed in the Final Status Survey Plan for Structures. 
It requires that the land surrounding the structures be 
evaluated to determine the potential for structure impacts. 
This process has been used throughout the St. Louis Sites 
and has shown that significant soil contamination levels 
must be very close to a structure in order to potentially 
impact that structure. This finding was shown to be true at 
the HISS/Futura Sites. To date, elevated soil contamination 
levels immediately adjacent to residential foundations 
along CWC has not been found. More than 20 surveys 
were performed on exterior structural materials — such 
as concrete, asphalt, buildings, homes, and playgrounds — 
within the CWC flood plain. No contamination was found 

on any of these structures surveyed. 

Therefore, based on an evaluation 
of the contaminant migration 

pathways and existing data, there 
is no indication that Manhattan 

Engineer District and Atomic 
Energy Commission-related 
contamination would have 
entered homes. However, if 
soil immediately adjacent 
to a home exhibits levels of 
contaminants above remedial 
goals, and evidence shows that 

CWC did flood into a home, 
then sampling within that home 

may be warranted.

USACE is developing a fact 
sheet that includes a more detailed 

explanation. 
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

What can you tell me about thorium-230 in soil on residential properties along Coldwater Creek?

Thorium-230 (Th-230) is a radiological contaminant that is being addressed by FUSRAP according to the ROD 
for the North St. Louis County Sites. The storage sites where contamination originated have already been cleaned 
up. FUSRAP cleanup is occurring on other properties, including properties along the part of CWC north of I-270.

Th-230 alpha particles are stopped by 2 inches of air and thin layers of materials (like clothing or skin). 
Radiation from Th-230 is only a hazard if it is eaten or breathed. Th-230 in the environment essentially locks 
onto soil particles and doesn’t dissolve easily in water. Water has to move soil particles to move the Th-230. 
Water from rain moved soil particles from the storage sites to CWC. Then, soil particles with Th-230 settled 
from the creek onto downstream soil. Other sediment or fill may have settled on top of that. 

North of I-270, the highest sample result in the upper 6 inches of soil on a residential property is 73 pCi of 
Th-230 per gram of soil. This level is five times the cleanup goal. The risk from Th-230 for this property 
is slightly less than the upper bound of the risk range under the federal law that applies to this cleanup. 
However, because the ROD cleanup goals are exceeded, this soil will be removed.

To date, the FUSRAP team removed contaminated soil from two recreational properties, four residential 
properties, and one undeveloped property north of I-270.  Removal of contaminated soil on one residential 
property north of I-270 is in progress.  So far, 23 residential properties north of I-270 have been evaluated 
and found to meet established cleanup goals.
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Information Releases: Summer Newsletter - 2017 
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meetings: Public Meeting - Feb 16, 2017  
6:30 - 8:30 p.m. at Hazelwood Civic Center East 8969 Dunn 
Road Hazelwood, MO 63042.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Formerly Utilized 
Sites Remedial Action Program 
Activities 

St. Louis Downtown Site 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) remedial activities at the 
Mallinckrodt LLC (Mallinckrodt) Plant 
6 area within the former Building 101 
footprint and perimeter area are nearing 
completion. Building 101, once the Bulk 
Shipping Center, was removed in 2012. To 
date, USACE has removed and disposed 
of approximately 57,000 cubic yards (cy) 
of contaminated soils and has removed an 
additional volume of approximately 9,400 
cy of soil from layback areas.

In summer 2016, USACE began remedial activities 
at Destrehan Street – East and Plant 7 West – North, 
between Mallinckrodt Plants 6 and 7 at the St. Louis 
Downtown Site (SLDS). To date, USACE has removed 
approximately 2,000 cy of contaminated soils. Remedial 
activities include approximately 450 feet of the 24-
foot wide roadway area, and additional area(s) adjacent 
to Plant 7 West, with construction proceeding in four 
segments from east to west. Significant coordination 
with utility companies and Mallinckrodt continues as 
the need for remediation activities around above- and 
below-ground utilities at Destrehan Street will require 
the modification or removal of these utilities. By the 

completion of remedial activities, USACE expects to 
remove and dispose of approximately 16,000 cy of 
contaminated soil from this area. 

USACE has investigated and sampled the area of the 
recently removed Building 17 in Mallinckrodt Plant 1, 
and has identified the presence of approximately 2,500 
cy of contaminated soil which will require removal and 
disposal. USACE is coordinating with Mallinckrodt 
to schedule remedial activities in this area. USACE 
continues to investigate and sample the soils around and 
adjacent to the Plant 1, Plant 2, and Plant 4 (currently 
Plant 10) historical sewer lines to assess the need for 
remedial activities in these areas.  

St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity Properties

The North County Sites ended Fiscal Year 2016 with the 
release of five St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity Properties 
(SLAPS VPs) for beneficial use and shipping 11,136 cy of 
contaminated material to an out-of-state licensed facility.

In July 2016, USACE FUSRAP completed remediation of 
St. Cin Park. Over 3,400 cy of contaminated material was 
removed and shipped to an out-of-state licensed facility. St. 
Cin Park was re-opened by the City of Hazelwood.

Sampling activities where Mallinckrodt's Building 17 
once stood.
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In July 2016, USACE began remedial activities at 
Duchesne Park in the City of Florissant. To date, >5,000 
cy of contaminated material has been removed and 
shipped to an out-of-state licensed facility. 

Palm Drive Properties in Hazelwood

The Palm Drive Properties consists of: 4 residential 
properties, the Chez Paree Apartment Complex and the 
St. Louis Metropolitan Sewer District (MSD) Coldwater 
Creek (CWC) right of way (ROW). Sampling identified 
low-level radiological contamination in the backyards of the 
residential properties, in the MSD ROW and in the back of 
the Chez Paree Apartment complex adjacent to CWC.

USACE completed the remedial design to remediate the 
Palm Drive Properties in June 2016. USACE anticipates 

starting remedial activities at the Palm Drive Properties 
in March 2017. Extensive preparatory work is necessary 
before remediation can begin. Once the utility companies 
have completed relocation activities of the utility poles, 
USACE will be able to remove trees in the remediation 
area, relocate fences, and build a haul road.

FUSRAP Questions
Many citizens have questions regarding FUSRAP. For the 
next several Newsletters, USACE will address as many of 
these questions as possible. An updated FUSRAP fact sheet 
is also in the works. 

1. What is FUSRAP?

FUSRAP stands for the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program. It was initiated in 1974 to identify, investigate 
and clean up or control sites throughout the United States that 
became contaminated as a result of the Nation’s early atomic 
energy program during the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s.

2. How many sites are there?

There are currently 47 sites in 14 states that are in the 
program, and none of them pose an immediate threat to 

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing List - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for our mailing list. 

Phone:  (314) 331-8000 
Mail:  8945 Latty Avenue, Berkeley, MO 63134 

Homepage - To reach our site, go to 
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl 

If you have any suggestions, questions or comments, contact 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Remedial Activities at Duchesne Park in the city of 
Florissant.

Extensive preparatory work must be done before USACE 
begins remediation at the Palm Drive properties.
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human health or the environment. At about half of them, 
remediation has been completed. At the other half, remedial 
action is planned, underway or pending final closeout.

3. How did the sites become contaminated?

During the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s, private companies 
throughout the United States under contract with the 
Government performed work during World War II for 
the Manhattan Engineer District (MED) and during 
peacetime for the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). 
Both the MED and AEC were predecessors to the present 
day U.S. Department of Energy.

4. What kinds of work were these organizations 
contracted to do?

It varies. Because it was important to national security at the 
time to keep the contracts and plans as secret as possible, many 
companies had a relatively small task to do. We now know that 
each individual task was an integral step in the larger process 
of developing and understanding atomic energy.

5. Were any of the sites cleaned up right after the MED 
and AEC work was completed?

Most sites that became contaminated during the early 
atomic energy program were cleaned up under guidelines 
in effect at the time. Because in most cases those cleanup 
guidelines were not as strict as today’s, trace amounts 
of radioactive material remained at some of those sites. 

Over the years at some sites, contamination 
was spread to other locations, either 
by demolition of buildings, intentional 
movement of materials, or by natural forces.

6. What contaminants are at FUSRAP 
sites?

FUSRAP sites are generally contaminated 
with low levels of uranium, thorium and 
radium and their associated decay products. 
Mixed wastes are sometimes also present. 
It is important to understand that these 
materials are contaminated with low-levels of 
residual radioactivity since the raw product 
was shipped offsite at the time. In most cases, 
the contaminants currently pose no risk to 

human health or the environment given their current land 
uses. Generally speaking at St. Louis FUSRAP sites, the 
contamination is in soil that is several inches below ground 
level, capped with vegetation and/or is in areas that are 
restricted from the general public.

7. How dangerous are the FUSRAP sites?

Even though FUSRAP sites may contain levels of 
radioactivity above current regulatory guidelines, none 
of the sites pose an immediate health risk to the public or 
environment given current land uses.

More questions about FUSRAP will be addressed in the 
Summer 2017 Newsletter.

Sampling on CWC with boat platform to take sediment 
samples.

Backyards of residential property on Palm Drive where low-
level radiological contamination was found. USACE will 
start remediation of these yards in March 2017.
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

What is Risk Assessment?

A risk assessment is performed for hazardous, toxic, and radioactive waste sites to estimate the potential risks 
to human health and the environment posed by radioactive substances and chemicals in the environment. 
Information from the risk assessment is used to determine whether action is necessary to address those 
radioactive substances or chemicals. Risk assessments are site specific and may vary in detail and in the 
degree of quantitative analysis used, depending on the site’s complexity. The U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency developed the procedures that USACE follows for the risk assessment process. These assessments are 
conservative estimates that ensure protection of human health and the environment.
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Information Releases: Winter Newsletter - 2017 
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meetings: Public Meeting - June 29, 2016  
6:00 - 8:00 p.m. at James J. Eagan Community Center, Florissant 
Civic Center Gym; 1 James J. Eagan Drive, Florissant.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Air Dispersal
North St. Louis County historic storage sites 
include the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) 
and Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS). 
SLAPS stored uranium ore process wastes 
from 1946 to 2006, and HISS stored similar 
waste from 1966 to 2011. After years of 
monitoring and cleanup, the SLAPS and 
HISS piles are now completely removed. The 
sites are in compliance with state and federal 
cleanup guidelines. 

USACE has modeled potential air dispersal 
of soil from the historic storage sites to 
off-site locations. Scientists used actual 
soil sampling data from the two sites in a computer 
program called RESRAD. RESRAD stands for RESidual 
RADioactivity. RESRAD produces a simulated model 
that shows the pathways radionuclides use to move 
through the environment and the risk of them coming 
into contact with people.

Because thorium-230 is the most common contaminant at 
SLAPS and HISS, USACE used it in the model. Thorium 
is a heavy element found in nearly all soils worldwide and 
is naturally radioactive. Thorium, like lead or uranium, 
is heavy, but thorium dust can move. USACE used the 
concentration of thorium-230 in soil samples taken to 
calculate movement and potential health risks.  

Modeling showed that thorium concentrations in the air 
decreased as air moved away from the sites and that almost 
all of the thorium dropped back down to the ground within a 
few hundred feet of the sites.

Accounting for extreme weather

USACE modeled results using this extreme worst case 
scenario: 

•  very dusty, windy conditions for entire duration of 
waste storage at SLAPS and HISS. 

• highest contamination sample values found onsite.

USACE found that the potential impact to surrounding 
areas from the air dispersion of contaminants previously 
stored on SLAPS and HISS did not play a significant role in 
contaminant movement leading to human exposure. 

North County has had some short-term, severe weather 
conditions. For example, the F1 tornado in 2004 had 
wind speeds up to 112 mph. Actual air monitoring 
being performed during this tornado showed no 
significant airborn contaminants migrated off the sites 
during this event.  

S u m m e r  2 0 1 6

Precipitation and gravity drop contaminants from the air
to the ground.

Airborne Dispersal

Soil Concentration 
Decreases 
With Distance

Former Storage Site
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St. Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program Activities 

St. Louis Downtown Sites 

Recent Remedial Action Construction Activities 

USACE continues remedial construction activities at the 
St. Louis Downtown Sites (SLDS) at the Mallinckrodt 
LLC Plant 6 area within the former Building 101 
footprint.  Building 101, once the Bulk Shipping Center, 
was removed in 2012.  To date, USACE has removed 
approximately 52,000 cubic yards of contaminated soils 

2

and has backfilled much of the eastern and northern 
portions of Building 101 area. Construction now includes 
installing sheet pile shoring modifications required for 
deeper excavations along the western portion of Building 
101. Excavation activities, final grading, and restoration 
of the remediated areas will be completed soon.

In the coming months, USACE will begin remedial 
activities construction at Destrehan Street East between 
Plants 6 and 7 at SLDS.  Preconstruction activities have 
already begun.

The planned Destrehan Street remedial activities will 
proceed from east to west in four linear sections and 
will result in the removal and disposal of approximately 
16,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil.  USACE 
projects completion of RA for Destrehan Street East, 
including the required utility and street restorations, in 
about a year. 

North County Vicinity Properties 

USACE completed remedial activities at St. Cin Park 
in the City of Hazelwood in February 2016. Cleanup 
required removing approximately 3,400 cubic yards of 
contaminated material. Restoration activities at the park 
are ongoing. USACE recently completed the construction 
of a basketball court at the site.  

Summer 2016

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for our mailing list any time. 

Phone:  (314) 331-8000 
Mail:  8945 Latty Avenue, Berkeley, MO 63134 
Fax:  (314) 260-3941  

Homepage - To reach our site, go to 
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If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, 
please contact us.
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Remedial activities at Duchesne Park in the City of 
Florissant started in March 2016. To date, USACE 
has removed over 1,500 cubic yards of contaminated 
material. USACE tentatively expects to complete 
Duchesne Park in August 2016.

Sampling at CWC from Frost Avenue to St. Denis Bridge 
is almost completed. USACE is currently preparing 
documents to release the sampling data from this stretch 
of the creek. When the document is complete, it will be 
posted on the FUSRAP website. (http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl)

MARSSIM-based Sampling
Four federal U.S. agencies (Department of Defense, 
Department of Energy, Environmental Protection Agency, 
and Nuclear Regulatory Commission) created a manual 
that provides detailed guidance on how to demonstrate 
that a site is in compliance with a radiation dose- or risk- 
based regulation. It is called the Multi-Agency Radiation 
Survey and Site Investigation Manual (MARSSIM). 
MARSSIM provides a standardized approach to test 
a radiologically contaminated site. USACE uses the 
MARSSIM approach to perform final status surveys to 
ensure that St. Louis FUSRAP cleanup goals are met.  

USACE follows MARSSIM in the sampling campaign 
currently taking place on the SLAPS VPs, particularly 
Coldwater Creek. Engineers and scientists use all 
available resources to carry out the Radiation Survey 
and Site Investigation, which includes scoping, 
characterization, remedial action support, and final status 

Summer 2016

surveys. While each type of survey is vital to meeting 
established goals, the scoping and characterization 
surveys are of particular interest to St. Louis FUSRAP 
because of the amount of time and efforts required to 
plan and execute this stage of the process.

Establishing a strategic sampling plan includes creating a 
gridded map that USACE uses to systematically evaluate 
an area of land. MARSSIM guidance helps to standardize 
this process by providing key points of emphasis to 
consider when classifying a particular area. 

A full evaluation, however, requires that developers 
take additional factors into account in order to focus the 
biased sampling. USACE studies areas of concern and 
plans additional samples located specifically to evaluate 
areas with a higher contamination potential. Examples 
include low-lying areas adjacent to the creek and areas of 
high sediment deposition.

Consistent use of this process allows USACE to produce 
detailed plans that can be used for efficient collection of 
data. Some sampling efforts literally require collecting 
hundreds, even thousands, of samples in order to gain 
full knowledge about a particular area. This knowledge, 
coupled with a consistent approach to evaluating risk, 
provides sufficient information for USACE to make 
evaluations based on established goals.

Currently, the MARSSIM-based approach is being used 
to perform sampling and other fieldwork. It is also being 
used during the strategic planning for the next phases of 
evaluation.

Restoration at St. Cin Park (including turf establishment, as 
shown) is in progress this summer.

To date, USACE removed over 1,500 cubic yard of 
contaminated material from Duchesne Park.
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

What is a Picocurie?

The curie is a standard measure for the intensity of radioactivity contained in a sample of radioactive material.  
The basis for the curie is the radioactivity of one gram of radium. A picocurie is one trillionth of a curie. 
To put the relative size of one trillionth into perspective, consider that if the Earth were reduced to one 
trillionth of its diameter, the “picoEarth” would be smaller in diameter than a speck of dust. In fact, it would be 
six times smaller than the thickness of a human hair.
Obtaining the most accurate information is critical to the mission of FUSRAP. Therefore, laboratory data are 
reported in either picocuries per gram (pCi/g) or picocuries per liter (pCi/L) for soil and water, respectively. 
This allows for even comparison with FUSRAP remediation goals.
Millicurie =   1/1,000 (one thousandth) of a curie 
Microcurie =   1/1,000,000 (one millionth) of a curie 
Nanocurie =   1/1,000,000,000 (one billionth) of a curie 
Picocurie =   1/1,000,000,000,000 (one trillionth) of a curie.

Summer 2016
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Information Releases: Summer Newsletter - 2016 
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meetings: St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting, 
Wednesday, February 17, 2016, 6:00 - 8:30 p.m. at James J. 
Eagan Community Center, Florissant Civic Center Gym; 1 James J. 
Eagan Drive, Florissant 

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program Activities

Coldwater Creek Floodplain Investigations

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) uses 
floodplain knowledge and geospatial mapping techniques 
to help guide Coldwater Creek (CWC) investigations. 
Investigations begin with map making and proceed with 
soil and sediment sampling and analysis.

Floodplains are low-lying areas along a river or stream 
and subject to flooding. Flood experts predict the 
frequency that a stream will reach a particular level.  For 
example, a “10-year floodplain” represents an area with 
a 10 percent chance of flooding in any year. A 100-year 
floodplain represents an area with a 1 percent chance of 
flooding in any year.  

USACE knew that floodplain maps would be valuable in 
planning investigations of CWC and its corridor. USACE 
evaluated floodplain maps from the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency and also used locally developed 
CWC data from Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District 
and USACE studies.  FUSRAP geographic information 
system (GIS) specialists used this data to estimate 10- and 
25-year floodplain elevations.

In order to develop floodplain maps, USACE uses advanced 
technology tools to test, confirm, and modify their existing 
maps. For example, FUSRAP GIS specialists create three-
dimensional models based on elevation data. Accurate 
topographic data of the CWC floodplain is collected by 
a remote sensing technology called Light Detection and 
Ranging (LIDAR). 

LIDAR uses a laser beamed to a surface area that is 
reflected back to the LIDAR sensor. This technology 

uses a GPS (global positioning system) receiver to record 
three-dimensional data about the earth’s surface. GIS 
specialists produce complex, high resolution maps called 
digital elevation models using LIDAR data. These models 
give USACE an understanding of the contour of CWC’s 
floodplain and its surroundings. 

Scientists reviewed existing laboratory results from 
hundreds of previously sampled locations along CWC 
and adjacent properties. They looked at the radiological 
findings of these sampling results and compared them to 
the floodplain maps. The analysis revealed that radiological 
contamination attributable to flooding did not appear 
to significantly extend beyond the 10-year floodplain.  
Therefore, the 10-year floodplain has since been used as the 
starting point for radiological investigations along CWC.  

If investigation results in an area warrant, USACE will 
continue investigation beyond the 10-year floodplain until 
the limits of contamination are appropriately determined.

W i n t e r  2 0 1 6

USACE uses 
remote sensing technology 
to create complex, high resolution maps 
of Coldwater Creek.
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North St. Louis County Sites

Contamination Control to Protect the Public 
and Workers

Public health and worker safety are the highest priorities 
for USACE. During remediation activities at a work site, 
USACE implements specific measures to control radioactive 
contamination and protect members of the public and 
workers. As you may have already seen, remediation work 
areas are fenced off from passersby. USACE also takes 
measures to control any potential for radioactive materials 
to become airborne. Much care goes into controlling 
any activity in which contaminated materials could be 
transferred from a work site to other areas. 

Work Area Isolation 
When USACE prepares to initiate remediation, the work 
area is isolated from the public so no one wanders into 
contaminated or potentially contaminated areas. The 
restricted area is wider than the actual work area in order 
to ensure workers do not inadvertently enter or exit a 
potentially contaminated area without the proper personal 
protective clothing and screening. Fencing is generally 
used to create the restricted area barrier and to control 
unauthorized access. Appropriate warning signs, barricades, 
ropes, and additional fencing are then used to mark the 
contaminated areas within the restricted area. Workers 
put on and remove their protective clothing at a designated 
point called the “step-off” pad before leaving the restricted 
area. This is also the point where the workers will scan their 
hands, work shoes, etc., to ensure that they have not picked 
up any contamination that could spread to clean areas. The 
pads and protective clothing items are then disposed of with 
the contaminated material.

Prevention of Airborne Spread 
The potential for radioactive materials to become airborne 
from the project site does exist, but this possibility is 
strictly controlled. USACE conducts air monitoring 
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continuously during work hours when the potential to 
generate measurable airborne radioactivity is highest. 
These air-monitoring locations are chosen based on the 
excavation location, wind direction, and the activities to be 
performed. Dust is controlled by continuously spraying the 
soil with water. Keeping soil damp keeps dust emissions 
from becoming airborne. The height that soil is dropped 
from an excavator bucket into the bed of a dump truck can 
affect how much dust is created. To avoid dust dispersion, 
the height is minimized as much as possible. 

USACE also uses geotextile fabric to cover piles of 
contaminated materials that may need to remain at the site. 
In addition, dump trucks used to transport contaminated 
materials from the project site are covered with a tarp 
before leaving the remediation area. These trucks also have 
sift-proof gates. The tarps and gates prevent contaminated 
materials or dust from escaping the truck bed and dispersing 
into the air.

Prevention of Transfer Spread 
USACE also takes care to eliminate the spread of 
contaminated soil particulates during the transfer of the soil 
from the excavation site to the area where the contaminated 
materials are loaded into railcars for disposal shipment. 
Before the dump trucks leave the remediation area, their 
exteriors are visually inspected for the presence of soil, 
sediment, or debris. If any debris is detected, the dump 
trucks are decontaminated by brushing or wiping as 
necessary. In addition, the trucks undergo a radiological 
survey. If the survey results indicate any radiological 
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Inside an access-restricted FUSRAP work site, a generator 
on the left powers an air sampling unit on the right. 
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contamination, the truck is decontaminated before it is 
allowed to leave the remediation area. 

The haul routes that trucks use to carry contaminated 
material from the project site to the loading site are also 
radiologically surveyed to ensure the transported material 
has not contaminated any part of the roadway. Any 
excavation equipment used to dig out the contaminated soil 
is decontaminated and surveyed before leaving the site. 

Selection of Sampling Locations along 
Coldwater Creek

There are two types of sampling locations within CWC, 
systematic and biased. The systematic sample locations are 
determined using a grid. The grid is used for the entire 10-year 
floodplain adjacent to CWC, following the approved work 
plans. These samples are used to provide coverage of the entire 
area. The selection of the 10-year floodplain is a starting point 
and if contamination is found at the border of the floodplain, 
sampling will be expanded beyond the 10-year floodplain until 
the extent of the contamination is determined.  

Biased sampling locations are selected based on the 
conceptual site model (CSM) for CWC. The CSM is used 
to define areas where contamination is more likely to 
accumulate or become trapped or covered. Biased sampling 
target areas are independent of systematic sampling. 
Identified by the CSM as places where contamination is 
likely, biased sampling targets include:

• Areas of known physical movement (hauling and historic 
grading)

Winter 2016

• Topographical low-lying areas (current and historical)

• Depositional areas within CWC (where the creek bends, 
around structures, etc.) 

• Mouths of tributaries (current and historical location)

• Where the channel may have been realigned or improved 
according to historical aerial photographs

• Properties where flooding has been identified.

At least 20 percent of the systematic samples are taken to a 
depth of 6 feet below ground surface. Locations of known 
fill material and areas where potentially contaminated 
materials may exist below 6 feet are sampled to greater 
depths. Biased locations, however, are sampled to a 
specified depth based on the rationale for the sample. For 
example, samples within historic tributaries will extend to 
the depth of the former channel. 

Meeting Remediation Goals 
Sampling results are compared to the appropriate Record 
of Decision (ROD) remediation goals. Samples that 
do not meet these goals are considered contaminated, 
and USACE conducts additional investigation. Further 
investigation includes defining the area – also called 
delineating or bounding an area – by collecting samples. 
Workers collect samples at a minimum of three locations 
evenly spaced around the area that exceeds the ROD 
remediation goals. The distance, depth, and amount of 
the bounding samples depend on each specific area. 
Sometimes several rounds of bounding sampling may 
occur depending on the extent of the contamination.

USACE samples soil along the creek bed of Coldwater 
Creek in order to detect contamination. 

Workers collect sediment samples at Coldwater Creek. 
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

What is a conceptual site model?

A conceptual site model (CSM) is an illustration or a document with tables and illustrations that show the physical, 
chemical, and biological processes that impact an area. These are the processes that control the way contamination in 
soil, air, groundwater, surface water, and sediments move around. The CSM shows investigators where contamination 
is likely to be. It also shows how people or the environment might be affected. Because of weather and land use 
changes, these conditions change often 
so USACE reflects those changes in the 
CSM. Scientists use CSMs to identify site 
features, including those on the surface and 
below, to understand the extent of identified 
contamination. 
USACE uses systematic sampling of soil 
and sediment in the Coldwater Creek 
10-year floodplain in order to collect data for 
a complete CSM. After evaluating the CSM’s 
“picture” of how materials move and collect in 
Coldwater Creek, USACE identifies sampling 
target areas. In addition to sampling these 
target areas, a systematic sampling grid is 
applied to the area to ensure suitable coverage.

Winter 2016
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Information Releases: Winter Newsletter - 2016 
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meetings: St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting, 
Thursday, August 20, 2015, 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. at the Hazelwood 
Civic Center.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Cin Park Activities
Sampling along Coldwater Creek has 
identified three areas with residual 
contamination: an area within St. Cin Park, 
an area within Duchesne Park, and an 
area within the Archdiocese of St. Louis 
property. These areas contain low levels 
of contamination and pose no immediate 
risk to the public. The U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) is currently working 
with the cities of Hazelwood and Florissant 
and the St. Louis Archdiocese to remediate 
these areas. The first area that will be 
remediated is St. Cin Park. Once activities 
are completed in St. Cin Park, USACE 
will remediate Duchesne Park and then the 
Archdiocesan property.

After July 4th, activities began at St. 
Cin Park to remove soil as part of the 
ongoing FUSRAP project in North St. 
Louis County. The soil being removed is 
not a risk to human health in its current 
configuration, but residual levels of some 
FUSRAP-related contaminants have been 
found at levels above the North St. Louis 
County Sites Remediation Goals. 

Unfortunately, during the removal and 
restoration activities, portions of the 
park will be closed to the public. The 
restrictions are necessary, not because of 
the residual contamination, but due to the inherent dangers 
associated with heavy equipment at a construction site. The 
restricted areas will be clearly marked with construction 
fencing at a safe distance from the working areas. 
Unauthorized entry will be prohibited beyond this fencing. 

In addition to the areas requiring soil removals, a haul route 
for entering and exiting the work areas will be established. 
The haul route will be selected to minimize the amount of 
disturbance to the park, but will likely be from the Alma 
Drive parking lot to the work areas. 

The work is expected to take between two and four months 
to complete. Typical work hours will be from 7:00 am 
to 4:30 pm Monday through Thursday. Any questions or 
concerns can be directed to the St. Louis District Public 
Affairs Office: 314-331-8000 or TeamSTL-PAO@usace.
army.mil.

S u m m e r  2 0 15

Aerial photo on St. Cin Park (bottom left); mid right is 
Archdiocese Property; top right Duchesne Park

The groupings of yellow 
triangles depict areas of 
contamination.

LEGEND:
Sample Location
St. Cin Park, Archdiocese of St. Louis Property, 
and Duchesne Park Investigation Area
Coldwater Creek average water level
Parcel Boundary

http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil
emailto:TeamSTL-PAO@usace.army.mil
emailto:TeamSTL-PAO@usace.army.mil
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St. Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program Activities 

St. Louis Downtown Sites

Recent Remedial Action Construction Activities at the 
St. Louis Downtown Sites

Remedial action (RA) construction activities at the St. 
Louis Downtown Sites (SLDS) are continuing in Plant 
6 WH of the Mallinckrodt property with excavation 
activities beneath the footprint of the former Building 
101. An approximate volume of 41,100 cubic yards of 
contaminated soil has been removed from the Building 
101 footprint area. The RA required the removal of 
several abandoned concrete foundations and utilities 
from historical Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic 
Energy Commission buildings that significantly impacted 
excavation progress. 

Challenges were encountered in removing the 
underground concrete foundations and utilities. The effort 
required separating the rebar and miscellaneous metal 
items for scanning and disposal at nearby metal recycling 
centers. The metal pieces are cut into manageable sizes 
and scanned to verify that they are not contaminated 
and can be disposed of at the recycling facility. The 
removed concrete is sized, sampled, and stockpiled for 
use as deep backfill in excavation areas below 6-feet 
deep. Backfill authorization for much of the eastern and 
northern portions of the Building 101 footprint area has 
been issued, and the backfill of these areas is underway. 
Excavation activities continue in the western and southern 
portions of the Building 101 footprint.  
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Radon Basics
Radon is a natural, radioactive gas that filters up from soil, 
rock, and water around the world. Radon has no color, odor, 
or taste. Depending on your location, the ground under you 
releases differing amounts of radon gas all the time. Radon 
typically enters the air where it never reaches hazardous 
levels. It diffuses through the atmosphere. But, radon is a 
heavy gas so when it enters buildings it will stay in basements 
and lower levels unless vented. Only the soil about 1-foot 
under or around a building affects its radon levels. Radon can 
be found in homes, offices, and schools. 

Radon comes from the natural decay of radium from uranium 
and thorium. These elements are radioactive and found in 
all soils everywhere. Radioactive elements are unstable and 
decay into other more stable elements.                                                                               

Uranium slowly decays to lead, a stable element. It happens 
in a chain of events called a decay chain that we measure in 
half-lives. The half-life of uranium-238 is 4.5 billion years. 
The half-life of radium-226 is 1,620 years. You can imagine, 
then, how very slowly radon gas production is occurring.

Radon gas is measured in picocurie (trillionth of a curie) per 
liter (pCi/L). The U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services recommends keeping indoor concentrations of 
radon below 4 pCi/L. The Missouri Department of Health 
and Senior Services measured indoor radon inside St. Louis 
County homes in 2013. All of 2,635 homes tested had radon 
levels at or below 3.8 pCi/L.

Every building has some radon gas. On the FUSRAP project, 
USACE knows that MED/AEC contamination is still present 
under the Futura Coatings buildings. Knowing this, they 
have tested the inside air quality of these buildings for radon 
each year from 2000 to the present. The annual results are 
at or below 3.1 
pCi/L, which is 
nearly equal to 
results across St. 
Louis County. The 
Environmental 
Monitoring Data 
and Analysis Report 
contains monitoring 
data for the St. Louis 
FUSRAP sites.

These reports are 
available on the 
USACE website: 
http://bit.ly/
FUSRAPstl.
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A portion of the former Building 101 footprint – St. Louis 
Downtown Site, including large amounts of rebar and metal 
that were separated, scanned and recycled.

Radon is formed in the natural uranium 
decay chain. 

Uranium-238

Thorium-230

Radium-226

Radon-222

Bismuth-214

Lead-206
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Are a watershed and a 
floodplain the same thing?
Simply put, the answer is “no.” Let’s take a 
look at the definitions of each, simple real 
world examples of each, and look at how 
these terms fit into the FUSRAP program.

A watershed is defined as the area of land 
in which all surface water drains to a 
common waterway or point. In St. Louis, 
the Mississippi River contains water from 
many watersheds, including those drained 
by the upper Mississippi, the Missouri 
River, the Illinois River, the Salt River, and 
other smaller drainages. A canoe launched 
in northern Montana eventually would 
float past the Arch in Downtown St. Louis. 
When thinking about this simple example, 
one can understand that a waterway is 
affected by what happens upstream in 
its watershed, which may be hundreds 
of miles and several states away. This 
diagram shows the entire extent of the Mississippi River 
Watershed.

A floodplain is an area of land adjacent to a stream 
or river that stretches from the banks of its channel to 
the base of the enclosing high ground or valley walls. 
Envision a floodplain by thinking of a stream and what 
ground is covered when that stream floods. Of course, 
the extent of flooding varies with more extreme flooding 
being less common.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for our mailing list any time. 

Phone:  (314) 331-8000 
Mail:  8945 Latty Avenue, Berkeley, MO 63134 
Fax:  (314) 260-3941  

Homepage - To reach our site, go to 
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl 

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, 
please contact us.
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Levels of floods are typically referred to as “events” 
associated with a number of years, such as a “100-year 
flood event.” A 100-year flood has a one percent chance 
of occurring in any given year, while a 10-year flood has 
a one-in-ten chance in any year. The higher the number of 
years, the more extensive the flooding. Going back to our 
canoe scenario, a canoe in a given stream that could not 
float beyond its banks under normal conditions will be able 
to float out of its banks and over the floodplain during a 
flood. As a flood recedes, the canoe will either float back 
to the stream, or perhaps get stuck on the floodplain and 
left behind.

The St. Louis FUSRAP program uses knowledge of the local 
watershed as well as local floodplains, and how they relate 
to known radioactive contamination sources in order to drive 
investigations and sampling campaigns. By tracing drainage 
patterns downstream from sources, USACE can rule out 
locations that would be upstream in the watershed and put 
the focus on downstream depositional areas. A focus is also 
put into the floodplain downstream from the sources where 
contaminants were most likely to come to rest as flood 
waters began to recede in past events.

Understanding the differences in a watershed and a 
floodplain and thinking of contaminants as the canoe we 
used earlier will help form a basic understanding of what 
areas are of concern to the FUSRAP program in the St. 
Louis area.

The entire Mississippi River Watershed shown in yellow

http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl
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Educational Information

Q:

A:

What is the difference in the FUSRAP gross cut 
contours and estimated extent of contamination 
contours found in design documents?

Simply put, the gross cut contours represent the 
contamination that is known to be present that must be 
removed by a remedial action (RA). Due to the nature of 
radioactive contamination, time, and budget limits, and 
other factors, it is difficult to pin point the exact bounds 
of the contamination that needs RA. During each RA, 
areas adjacent to the excavation are carefully checked to 
determine how much additional area (if any) will need to 
be remediated. The Estimated Extent of Contamination 
contours represent an educated guess as to the final 
excavation size based on factors such as elevated samples, 
geological features, soil types, and historic knowledge. 
The Estimated Extent serves as a planning tool for the 
worst case scenario.

Summer 2015
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Information Releases: Summer Newsletter – July 2015 
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meetings: St. Louis Oversight Committee meeting: 
January 29, 2015, 7:00 - 9:00 pm, Hazelwood Civic Center, 8969 
Dunn Road, Hazelwood, MO 64042

Check http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl for updates.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program Activities 

Recent Remedial Construction Activities at the 
St. Louis Downtown Sites

Remedial action (RA) construction activities at the St. Louis 
Downtown Sites (SLDS) are continuing at the Mallinckrodt 
property beneath the former Building 101 footprint in Plant 
6 West Half.  Restoration was recently completed for  two 
properties – the DT-2 City of St. Louis Vicinity Property (VP) 
east of the Mississippi River Flood Protection Levee near the 
foot of Destrehan Street, the Kiesel property located at the 
northeast corner of Hall and Branch Streets, and adjacent City 
of St. Louis and Gunther Salt parcels. The remediation of the 
DT-2 City Property, east of the Levee, required approximately 
38,200 cubic yards of excavation from January 2011 to 
August 2014 in six excavation areas, and the remediation 
of the Kiesel Hall Street and adjacent properties required 
approximately 10,500 cubic yards of excavation from May 
2013 to August 2014 in ten excavation areas.   

Excavation beneath Mallinckrodt’s former Bulk Shipping 
Center (Building 101) footprint continues and approximately 
25,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil have been removed 
with an additional volume of approximately 5,700 cubic 
yards of soil removed in excavation layback areas.  This 
excavation required the removal of several abandoned 
concrete foundations and utilities from historical Manhattan 
Engineer District/Atomic Energy Commission (MED/
AEC) buildings that have significantly impacted excavation 
progress.  Backfill authorization for much of the eastern area 
has now been issued, and the backfilling of these approved 
portions is underway.  

Sheet pile shoring previously installed around most of 
the perimeter of the building footprint is being modified 
for some of the deeper excavation areas.  After RA of the 
eastern portion of the building footprint is completed, the 
western portion excavation will begin prior to the scheduled 
completion of the total building footprint area in the fourth 
quarter of 2015.  

The restored surfaces of the Kiesel Hall Street and 
adjacent properties included approximately 94,000 square 
feet of gravel and approximately 6,700 square feet of 
asphalt pavement.  The restored surfaces of the DT-2 City 
Property east of the Levee included the replacement of 
approximately 430 lineal feet of asphalt pavement for the 
St. Louis Riverfront Trail, re-vegetation of approximately 
57,000 square feet of River bank area, and restoration of 
approximately 24,000 square feet of rip rap slope protection.   

North St. Louis County Sites
The USACE is supporting construction by the St. Louis 
Metropolitan Sewer District (MSD) for a wet-weather 
storage tank facility on the eastern portion of VPs 57 

W i n t e r  2 0 15

Building 101 looking west from the northeast corner - SLDS

Restored area looking south at DT-2 - SLDS
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and 58, and Pershall Road: South Ditch, south of Pershall 
Road, and west of Coldwater Creek (CWC), in the City of 
Hazelwood, Missouri. To provide the MSD with the necessary 
utility support for construction, the USACE is sampling and 
remediating approximately seven acres along the Pershall 
Road South Ditch, and eastern portions of VPs 57 and 58. This 
work is being  performed on a very fast-track basis. In order to 
assist the MSD with their construction efforts, the USACE has 
already excavated over 9,000 cubic yards of materials in the 
area and the work continues.  The USACE will start remedial 
activities in the west bank of CWC adjacent to VPs 57 and 58. 
This area is also needed by MSD to complete the construction 
of the storage tank facility.

In 2014, 10 properties in North County were returned 
for beneficial use.  In the past few months, the USACE 
initiated sampling at Latty Avenue and Pershall Road. 
CWC sampling continues from Frost Avenue to the St. 
Denis Bridge including the creek, creek banks, and ten-year 
flood plain. The USACE anticipates completion of this part 
of CWC in mid 2015. The USACE anticipates initiating 

remedial activities in CWC at the McDonnell Bridge after 
completing remedial activities at VPs 57 and 58, as well as 
the CWC west bank.

Monitoring the Sites 
Since beginning the process of remediation, the USACE 
has also been monitoring the St. Louis Downtown and 
North County sites to determine the environmental impact 
of remediation.  USACE monitors four main areas – air, 
excavation water, CWC, and ground water – and develops 
an annual Environmental Monitoring Implementation Plan 
(EMICY) for each site. The results of this monitoring are 
collected in an Environmental Monitoring Data and Analysis 
Report (EMDAR).
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Air Monitoring

There are three types of radiological air monitoring that occur 
at the St. Louis FUSRAP sites: gamma radiation, airborne 
radioactive particulates, and airborne radon.  

Gamma radiation is emitted from natural, cosmic, and 
manmade sources.  USACE uses thermoluminescent 
dosimeters to measure the overall gamma radiation at the sites.  

Airborne radioactive particulates are a result of radionuclides 
in soils that become suspended in the air.  These radionuclides 
include naturally occurring as well as radioactive particles 
resulting from manmade activities.  Airborne radioactive 
particulates are measured by drawing air through a filter 
membrane with an air sampling pump placed approximately 
three feet above the ground, and then analyzing the material 
contained on the filter.  The results of the analysis are 
compared to the amount of air drawn through the filter and 
reported as radioactive contaminant concentrations.  

Airborne radon or Rn-222, is a naturally occurring radioactive 
gas found in the Uranium-238 (U-238) decay series.  A 
fraction of the radon produced from U-238 diffuses from 
soil and rock into the atmosphere, accounting for natural 
background airborne radon concentrations.  Additional radon 
is produced from the above background concentrations of 
radioactive materials present on the St. Louis Formerly 
Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) sites.  
Radon alpha track detectors (ATDs) are used to measure 
alpha particles emitted from radon and its associated decay 
products.  Besides the outdoor ATDs, ATDs are also placed 
in locations within applicable structures to monitor for indoor 
radon exposure.  

Air monitoring occurs in several locations at both sites.  
However, as gamma radiation, airborne radioactive 
particulates, and airborne radon occur naturally, USACE 
also performs air monitoring at another location in order to 
determine background concentrations.

Excavation Water

Excavation water is storm water and groundwater that 
accumulates in excavations that are present at the St. Louis 
FUSRAP sites as a result of remedial actions.  The purpose 
of excavation water discharge sampling at each of the sites 
is to maintain compliance with the specific discharge 
requirements for each site.  Monitoring results obtained from 
these activities are presented and compared with the various 
authorization letters or permit-equivalent limits as provided 
by the MSD Special Discharge Approval letters and National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits.  Excavation 
water that does not meet these requirements is filtered prior 
to being discharged.  Waste water produced by the USACE 
owned and operated laboratory located within the Latty Site 

Winter 2015

Pershall Road sampling - SLAPS VP
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in North County is also considered to fall within excavation 
water and has its own permits and regulations.

Coldwater Creek

CWC  surface water and sediment is sampled twice yearly 
in six locations along the creek.  Starting in October of 
2014, USACE began sampling an additional two locations 
downstream of the North County sites.  The purpose of 
this sampling is to monitor and document the effect on the 
creek by the remedial actions in North County and provide 
additional data to assess whether CWC is being measurably 
affected by contamination migration from the shallow 
groundwater aquifer.  Water quality parameters measured 
include pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, specific 
conductivity, oxidation reduction potential, and turbidity.  
In addition, a sample of sediment and a sample of surface 
water are tested for radioactivity and other contaminations 
of concern as established by the North County Record of 
Decision (ROD). All samples taken from the CWC semi-
annual monitoring have been below regulatory goals.

Ground Water

Several monitoring wells are strategically placed in both 
the St. Louis Downtown and North County sites.  While 
the majority of these wells are screened in the shallow 
ground water aquifer, a few wells are screened in the deeper 
aquifers.  As the shallow-most aquifer is not considered to 
be a viable source of drinking water, the purpose of ground 

water monitoring is to maintain the protectiveness of CWC 
and of the lower aquifers. 

Static water levels of the monitoring wells are measured 
quarterly.  Field parameters and water samples are taken 
according to an analysis of previously recorded data.  Field 
parameters include pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, 
specific conductivity, oxidation reduction potential, and 

turbidity.  Water samples are tested for either radioactive 
or inorganic contaminations of concern as established by 
the appropriate ROD.  Monitoring wells are sampled a 
minimum of once every three years.

Review of Historical Documents

A thorough review of historical documents is included 
throughout the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) process, from 
the initial identification of a site until final site closure.  
The most comprehensive review takes place during the 
preliminary assessment.  The purpose of the assessment is 
to determine whether a site is releasing, or has the potential 
to release, hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants 
into the environment.  This includes compiling and 
evaluating available information on the potential sources 
of hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants.  For 
the FUSRAP sites, this included research into the uranium 
refining process that was conducted at the SLDS to evaluate 
what types of waste materials may have been transported 
and stored at the SLAPS, and later at the Hazelwood Interim 
Storage Site. This review also included the inventory 
records, transportation information, regulatory documents 
and submittals, and other pertinent correspondence that may 
contain details regarding the origin of waste materials.  All 
of the information gathered during the review is used to plan 
and execute the remedial investigation, propose alternatives 
for remediation of the wastes, and select the remedy for the 
site.  The documentation reviewed throughout the CERCLA 
process is contained in the Administrative Record for the 
Site.  The Administrative Record for the North St. Louis 
County Sites may be viewed at the USACE Project Office, 
8945 Latty Avenue, in Berkeley, Missouri or at the St. Louis 
Public Library, Government Information Room, 1302 Olive 
Street, St. Louis, Missouri 63103.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for our mailing list any time. 

Phone:  (314) 260-3905 
Mail:  8945 Latty Avenue, Berkeley, MO 63134 
Fax:  (314) 260-3941  

Homepage - To reach our site, go to 
http://bit.ly/FUSRAPstl

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, please 
contact us.
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Educational Information

Q:

Q:

A:

A:

What is the Uranium-containing sand from Japan that is referred to in the Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) 
between DOE and EPA?  Are the radiological contaminants of concern different than those from other sources/
materials stored at SLAPS?

Was SLAPS used to store plutonium (or other transuranic isotopes)?

Winter 2015

The material referred to in the FFA has had various descriptions, depending upon the source document.  Descriptions include 
“Japanese precipitates” (ROD, p.2-3), “Japanese uranium precipitates” (FS, Table 2-1), “Japanese uranium-containing sand” 
(Historical Summary, p.3), and “captured Japanese uranium."  

Regardless of the description, the references describe approximately 60 tons of material that was captured and transported and 
stored at SLAPS in 1954.  Of the total 60 gross tons, approximately 0.2 tons was inventoried as uranium.  The radionuclides 
contained in the precipitates, or sands, are the same that are in other FUSRAP wastes, namely uranium, thorium and radium.  
Therefore, the methods and techniques used throughout the FUSRAP investigation, remediation, and verification processes 
will detect the radionuclides if present. The Remedy selected for the North St. Louis County Sites was chosen based on these 
radionuclides, and is protective of human health and the environment.

The work performed by Mallinckrodt for the AEC was related to the refining of uranium ore to produce uranium metal and 
uranium oxide.  This material was then shipped to other locations for uranium enrichment (primarily Oak Ridge, TN) and 
plutonium production (Hanford, WA).  Transuranic compounds, such as plutonium, are chemical elements with atomic numbers 
greater than that of uranium (92) and are unstable elements that do not occur naturally.  Rather, they are artificially generated via 
nuclear reaction or particle accelerators.  Therefore, transuranic compounds would not be contained in the waste residues from the 
refinement of uranium ore that occurred at the SLDS.  

Transuranic compounds were not stored at the SLAPS.  The sampling data collected during the investigation phase confirms that 
transuranic elements were not at the SLAPS.
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Information Releases: Winter Newsletter - January 2015 
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meetings: Check http://www.mvs.
usace.army.mil/Missions/CentersofExpertise/
FormerlyUtilizedSitesRemedialActionProgram.aspx for updates.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program Activities 

St. Louis Downtown Sites

Recent Remedial Action Construction Activities at the 
St. Louis Downtown Site

Remedial Action (RA) construction activities at the St. Louis 
Downtown Site are continuing at three locations. These 
include the Mallinckrodt property beneath the Building 101 
footprint in Plant 6 WH, the City of St. Louis property east of 
the Mississippi River Flood Protection Levee, near the foot 
of Destrehan Street, and the Kiesel property located at the 
northeast corner of Hall and Branch Streets.  

Excavation beneath Mallinckrodt’s former Bulk Shipping 
Center (Building 101) footprint continues and approximately 
34,000 cubic yards (cys) of soil, to an average depth of about 
10 feet below ground surface, have been removed from the 
eastern portion of the area. This excavation required the 
removal of several abandoned concrete foundations from 
historical Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic Energy 
Commission buildings, significantly impacting excavation 
progress.  The excavated volume includes layback volumes 
required for the deeper portions of the excavation.  Backfill 
authorization for much of the eastern area has now been 
issued, and the backfilling of these approved portions is 
about 10 to 20% completed. After RA of the eastern portion 
of the building footprint is completed, the western portion 
of the excavation will begin. This will occur prior to the 
scheduled completion of the total building footprint area in 
the fourth quarter of 2015.  A 500 foot rail spur extension is 
planned for the northern portion of this restored area. The 
spur will provide for additional gondola rail car storage for 
the adjacent Soil Storage and Loadout Facility.  

Recent activities at the City Property east of the Levee have 
included the required excavation adjacent to the previously 
installed sheet pile wall at the toe of the levee. The purpose 
is to remove contaminated soil around the abandoned 
Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District sewers.  After a flood 
protection berm was re-established at the river bank, deep 
excavation proceeded to the required depth of about 35 feet.  
This required removal of about 18,000 bank cys of soil. 

RA on the Kiesel Hall Street Property is nearing 
completion. Related contamination on adjacent City of St. 
Louis and Gunther Salt properties is also being removed.  
Additional excavation on the Gunther Salt property north 
of the Kiesel property to remove contaminated soil should 
be completed by the second quarter of 2014.  A total of 
about 9,800 bank cys of contaminated soil, including about 
3,600 bank cys of contaminated soil from adjacent City of 
St. Louis and Gunther Salt properties has been removed 
from this area to date.  

North County

Coldwater Creek Sampling

In North County, pre-design investigation (PDI) sampling 
is ongoing in several areas. The U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) continues to sample within the 
Coldwater Creek (CWC) corridor and the adjacent 10 year 
floodplain from Frost Avenue to the St. Denis Bridge. 
Sampling started in October 2013 and, to date, over 2000 
samples have been collected. The USACE appreciates 
the cooperation of those property owners and the cities 
of Hazelwood and Florissant who have signed Rights-of-
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City of St. Louis Property – St. Louis Downtown Site
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Entry (ROE) to allow sampling to progress.  Winter and 
spring weather conditions have at times made sampling soil 
and sediment too dangerous beneath the creek water line or 
on the steep creek banks; therefore, the majority of sampling 
progress has been made in areas outside of the creek banks 
and within the 10 year floodplain during this period of time.  

The USACE completed sampling from McDonnell 
Boulevard to Frost Avenue and will begin remedial 
activities at the southernmost end of Area 1 at McDonnell 
Boulevard and move northward toward Frost Avenue. The 
remediation of Area 1 is projected to begin in September 
2014 and is anticipated to take approximately four months. 
The PDI Report that contains the CWC sampling data from 
McDonnell Boulevard to Frost Avenue is on the Formerly 
Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) website. 

 

North County Sampling Activities

The USACE has completed PDI sampling in several areas of 
North County so far this year. Sampling was completed on 
the properties adjacent to McDonnell Boulevard (Vicinity 
Properties {VPs} 1, 2, 7, 13, 14, 15, and IA-11); Byassee Road 
and adjacent properties. Banshee Road, and Latty Avenue 
were completed as well. The USACE began PDI sampling at 
the Pershall Road Property in May 2013. This PDI sampling 
effort, which includes approximately 300 sampling locations, 
is expected to be completed in September 2014. The USACE 
has slated PDI sampling to begin in October 2014 at the 
Frost Avenue Property, which includes the Frost Avenue 
roadway and portions of the Frost Avenue ROW property. 
This PDI sampling effort includes approximately 160 sample 
locations and is expected to take approximately eight weeks 
to complete once the work begins. Sampling is expected 
to begin at the eastern end of the Frost Avenue Property at 
the North Hanley Road intersection and progress westward 
toward the Eva Avenue intersection.
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How does FUSRAP determine if remediation is 
necessary?

In 2005 the USACE signed the Record of Decision (ROD) 
for the North St. Louis County Sites. The ROD includes 
site descriptions and history as well as the planned 
response actions. 

For the North St. Louis County Sites, the radionuclide 
contaminants of concern are radium (Ra)-226, thorium 
(Th)-230, and uranium (U)-238.  The cleanup criteria or 
remediation goals (RGs) for the North St. Louis sites are: 
within the top six inches of soil, the RGs are 5 PicoCuries 
per gram (pCi/g), 14 pCi/g, and 50 pCi/g, respectively.  In soil 
below six inches RGs are 15 pCi/g, 15 pCi/g, and 50 pCi/g, 
respectively.  In sediment (i.e., under the water in CWC) the 
RGs are 15 pCi/g, 43 pCi/g, and 150 pCi/g, respectively.

The ROD stated that RA (i.e., cleanup) is needed when the 
amount of FUSRAP-related radioactive material in the soil 
exceeds background levels by more than the cleanup criteria 
cited in the ROD.  The RGs in the ROD are specific to each 
of the principle FUSRAP radionuclides (Ra-226, Th-230, and 
U-238).  The USACE determines if cleanup is required by 
sampling or characterizing individual properties.  

If the assessment shows that the amount of radioactive 
materials in soil does not exceed the background level by more 
than the cleanup criteria, then cleanup is not needed and a Final 
Status Survey Report is written to provide the details of the 
assessment used to release the property.

 If the assessment shows that the amount of radioactive 
materials in soil exceeds the background level by more than 
the cleanup criteria, then remediation is required.  

The North County ROD uses an ARAR (applicable or 
relevant and appropriate requirements) (40 CFR 192, 
Subpart B) which requires that the surface and subsurface 

Summer 2014

Latty Avenue Sampling

Area 1 is where the USACE will begin remedial activities in 
CWC in the fall (starting at the McDonnell Boulevard Bridge)
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standards for Ra-226 of 5 pCi/g and 15 pCi/g, respectively, 
be met as an average [over 100 square meters (m2)]. Since 
Ra-226 is in the radioactive decay chain of both Th-230 
and U-238, this requirement is applied by USACE for all 
three principle radionuclides. If the result of a sample is 
over the RG, then additional samples are collected at 
100 m2 surrounding that sample to determine the extent of 
contamination in that area. This is why the environmental 
data is evaluated (i.e., averaged) over 100 m2 instead of at 
individual locations.  

Also, since more than one cleanup criteria must be 
evaluated at the same time, a sum-of-ratios (SOR) 
approach is used with the individual cleanup criteria for 
each of the principle radionuclides to determine if cleanup 
is required.  The SOR must also be applied over 100 m2.

 

 

 
 
 
 

In general, the following steps are utilized to evaluate the 
environmental data and assess if cleanup is required.

1. All the sample results are evaluated against the 
cleanup criteria as described above at each individual 
sample location.

2. If the SOR for each sample collected on the property 
is ≤ 1.0, then the cleanup criteria has been met over the 
entire land area and cleanup is not required.  

3. In cases where an individual sample result has an 
SOR > 1.0, then the average SOR must be calculated 
over 100 m2 to determine if the RG has been met at 
that location.  In these cases, additional samples are 
typically collected within each of these 100 m2 areas 
so that sufficient information is available to determine 
if cleanup is necessary.  

4. If the average SOR at this 100 m2 location is ≤ 1.0, 
then the RG has been met and cleanup is not required.  

5. If the average SOR is > 1.0 at this 100 m2 location, 
then the RG has not been met and cleanup is required. 

Assessment Example

Environmental soil samples were collected on a property, 
analyzed at an analytical laboratory, and all individual 
sample results had SOR values < 1.0 except at one location.  
As a result, additional samples were collected within the 
100 m2 area surrounding that sample and the following 

assessment was conducted to determine if remedial action 
would be necessary at this 100 m2 area.

Example of a Sample Situation:

Samples collected within the 100 m2 area requiring 
additional evaluation:  SVP68932, SVP109640,  
SVP109641, SVP114485, and SVP109643.

Table 1. 100 m2 Area Sample Data Summary

Sample ID
Ra-226 
(pCi/g)

Th-230 
(pCi/g) U-238  SORN

Background (Avg) 0.95 1.49 1.08 ---

SVP68932 1.04 15.0 1.38 0.99
SVP109640 0.75 8.28 0.48 0.49
SVP109641 0.88 5.33 0.86 0.27
SVP114485 1.48 24.0 1.03 1.5
SVP109643 1.13 5.03 1.10 0.29

 
Table 2. Area-Weighted Average SORN

Station ID Sample ID
Depth 
(ft) SORN

Effective 
Surface 
Area (m2)

Area 
Weighted 
Average 
SORN

SVP68392 SVP68392

0.0-0.5

0.99 20.0

0.71

SVP109640 SVP109640 0.49 20.0

SVP109641 SVP109641 0.27 20.0

SVP109642 SVP114485 1.50 20.0

SVP109643 SVP109643 0.29 20.0

Note: Bold font indicates the sample with SORN value greater than 1.0.

Since the area weighted average was < 1.0, the area does 
not require remediation.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

How do you correlate real-time survey results to contaminant concentrations for a Superfund Site?

Summer 2014

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Superfund program has developed a new Counts per 
Minute (CPM) calculator to correlate real-time survey results. These are often expressed as CPMs to 
contaminant concentrations that are more typically provided in risk assessments or for cleanup levels that are 
usually expressed in pCi/g or pCi/m2. Currently, there is no EPA guidance for Superfund sites on correlating 
CPM field survey readings back to risk, dose, or other ARARs-based concentrations. This calculator is a 
web-based model that estimates a gamma detector response for a given level of contamination. The intent 
of the calculator is to facilitate more real-time measurements within a Superfund response framework. The 
CPM calculator has two major sub-calculators based on the field survey scenario: (1) ground-based scanning 
of surface contamination and (2) ground-based scanning of volumetric contamination. Work on a third major 
sub-calculator, areal-based scanning of contamination, has not begun yet. When using the Volume calculator, 
there are six different options for source material – soil, concrete, plate glass, wood, steel, and drywall. The 
model for these sources is based on a uniformly contaminated cylindrical slab source of varying thickness. In 
addition to facilitating greater use of real-time measurement at Superfund sites, the CPM calculator may also 
standardize the process of converting laboratory data to real time measurements. It will thus lessen the amount 
of laboratory sampling that is needed for site characterization and confirmation surveys. However, it will not 
remove the need for sampling. The CPM calculator was developed as a stand-alone device, but, in the future, it 
will be incorporated into all of EPA's Superfund models for risk and dose assessment. (Stuart Walker OSRTI)

http://online.unitconverterpro.com/unit-conversion/radiation.html 
http://hps.org/publicinformation/ate/q10433.html

http://online.unitconverterpro.com/unit-conversion/radiation.html
http://hps.org/publicinformation/ate/q10433.html
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Information Releases: Summer Newsletter - August 2013 
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meeting: St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting - 
6:00 pm, January 14, 2014 at the Hazelwood Civic Center East. 
Check www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/fusrap.html 
for updates, or call Jo Anne Wade at 314.260.3913.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program Activities 
In Fiscal Year 2013 (FY13), 28,500 cubic yards (cys) 
of contaminated material were shipped from the St. 
Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
(FUSRAP) sites to an out-of-state, licensed and permitted 
disposal facility.  

St. Louis Downtown Sites

At the St. Louis Downtown Sites (SLDS), remediation 
continues underneath the footprint of former Building 101. 
Four properties were released at the SLDS in FY13. 

Inaccessible Soil Operable Unit Proposed Plan 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is currently 
developing a Proposed Plan (PP) recommending no further 
action for selected properties associated with the Inaccessible 
Soil Operable Unit at the SLDS.  The properties included 
in this PP are those that require no further action for the 
protection of human health and the environment.  The public 
will have an opportunity to review and comment on the PP 
this winter. The PP and other supporting documents will be 
available on the St. Louis District FUSRAP website and in 
the Administrative Record File locations during the public 
review period.  A public meeting will occur this winter to 
present the proposed remedy, as well as to accept public 
comments regarding the PP. 

Latty Avenue Sites

During FY13, the USACE completed remedial activities at 
the Latty Avenue sites with the clean-up of the Futura and 
Vicinity Property (VP)-01(L) Buildings. Documentation 
to release VP-02(L) and the Hazelwood Interim Storage 
Site were issued. In FY14, the USACE will issue 

documentation to release the VP-01(L) Buildings and the 
Futura property.  Institutional controls for the soils under 
the Futura Buildings will be implemented.

St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity Properties

During FY13, the USACE completed remedial activities 
at the Ballfields Phase 2. Remedial activities were also 
completed at two other VPs. Sampling in Coldwater Creek 
(CWC) was completed from the McDonnell Boulevard 
Bridge to Frost Avenue. Sampling in CWC from Frost 
Avenue to the St. Denis Bridge was initiated and is 
anticipated to be completed by late next Fall (2014). Eleven 
North County properties were released in  FY13. 

Five Year Review

The USACE will conduct the third Five Year Review (FYR) 
in 2014. Under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act, an evaluation of response 
actions at hazardous waste sites where contaminants remain 
on site above the remediation goals is required at least every 
five years following the start of cleanup activities at the site. 
The FYR determines whether the cleanup response continues 
to be protective of human health and the environment. 
These reviews begin five years after the initiation of the first 
response and continue in five year cycles to perpetuity or at 
least until the contamination is removed from the site.
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Building 101 Remediation – St. Louis Downtown Site
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Radiation Basics
At its simplest, radiation is energy moving through 
something. Heat traveling through your coffee mug to warm 
your hand and light from the sun traveling through space are 
just a couple of examples of radiation. 

A more scientific definition of radiation is a type of energy 
given off by atoms with unstable nuclei that travels in waves 
or particles and may be able to penetrate various materials. 
The Electromagnetic Spectrum (or EM Spectrum) arranges 
the forms of radiation from lowest energy to highest energy.  
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Light, radio waves and microwaves are examples of radiation 
that appear on the low end of the EM Spectrum. These low 
energy types of radiation are called non-ionizing radiation 
because they do not have enough energy to acquire a negative 
or positive charge by gaining or losing electrons. 

Higher energy radiation is called ionizing radiation because 
atoms with unstable nuclei carry enough energy to emit 
energy or mass in order to reach stability. The types of 
ionizing radiation a person typically encounters are alpha, 
beta or gamma/x-ray. 

Alpha particles are an emission of two protons and two 
neutrons. These particles travel very short distances (1-3 
inches) in the air and can be blocked by a sheet of paper. 
Alpha particles are too large to penetrate your skin.

Beta particles are an emission of stray electrons. They can 
travel 6-10 feet but can be blocked by plastic, aluminum, 
your clothing etc. 

Gamma rays are produced by the decay of atomic nuclei 
from high energy states but are also created by other 
processes. They can travel the farthest but can be stopped 
with higher density materials such as lead or concrete.

Radiation is measured by the dose – defined as the 
quantity of absorbed energy. The rem is the unit used for 
equating radiation absorption within human tissue. The 
mrem (millirem, or one thousandth of a rem) is often used 
for the dosages commonly encountered.

Background radiation can be found everywhere in our 
environment in trace amounts. We encounter radiation in 
naturally occurring radioactive isotopes from terrestrial 
sources such as rock, vegetation, water, soil and people 
and also from cosmic sources such as the sun. 

Each year an individual receives an average radiation dose 
of approximately 300 mrem from background radiation. 
The average American receives an additional 60 mrem 
per year from human activities such as x-rays and other 
medical devices. 

How does FUSRAP compare to of Chernobyl?

Often when people think of radioactive contamination 
they think of the Chernobyl nuclear reactor explosion that 
occurred in 1986. While both FUSRAP and Chernobyl 
involve unintentional release of radioactive contamination 
into the environment, there is a vast difference. A 
comparison appears in the following table.

Winter 2014

Rad Basics - 081202

It is important to understand doses are averages that span a rather large range of values.  For example,
individual doses due to radon average about 200 millirem per year per person in the U.S.  The actual dose
can vary widely, depending on where you live/work.

WHAT ARE THE SOURCES OF EXPOSURE TO RADIATION?
While it is true that radiation can cause biological damage, it is important to keep risks in perspective.  Each
year, we receive about a 300 millirem dose of radiation from natural sources.  Natural sources include rocks and
soil, which contain naturally occurring radioactive isotopes such as radon, thorium, uranium and radium, or from
cosmic sources such as the sun and other sources in space.  The average American receives an additional 60
millirem per year from human activities, mostly medical sources (such as x-rays).  Thus, in the United States, the
average person receives a dose of about 360 millirem per year from all sources.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RADIATION AND RADIOACTIVITY?
Radiation is the energy or particles that are released during radioactive decay.  The radioactivity of a material
refers to the rate at which it emits radiation.

Each decay throws off particles and energy and is referred to as a “disintegration”.  The number of disintegrations
per second, or per minute is the activity of a sample.  Activity is expressed in Curies.  One Curie equals 2.2 trillion
disintegrations per minute.  At the FUSRAP St. Louis Sites, activity is commonly expressed in picocuries (pCi),
which is one 1 trillionth of a Curie.  In comparison, one picocurie is 22 disintegrations per minute.

HOW ARE PEOPLE EXPOSED TO RADIATION
AND HOW CAN THEY PROTECT THEMSELVES?
We can be exposed to ionizing radiation through a
number of pathways.  We can be exposed through
inhalation, ingestion, and direct exposure.  The
main pathways for most people are exposure to
cosmic radiation, exposure to and breathing indoor
and outdoor air, exposure to radiation from rocks
and soils, and through all of the foods and liquids
that we eat and drink.

We can protect ourselves from direct exposure by
using time, distance and shielding to limit our
cumulative levels of exposure.  A person is safer the
farther from the source of radiation, the shorter the
time of exposure, and the thicker the shielding.  We
cannot eliminate radiation from our environment;
we can however, reduce our risks by controlling our
exposure.

It may also be interesting to note, that the radiation
dosage varies depending on where we live.  For
instance, the dose in Colorado is about 100 millirem/
year more than would be present at sea level.  This is
due mainly to the increased altitude, which brings the
person in closer proximity to the sun in a thinner
atmosphere, but also due to the geology of the area.

Sources of Ionizing Radiation

Radon- 200mrem (55%)

Inside Human Body- 40mrem (11%)

Rocks & Soil- 28mrem (8%)

Cosmic- 27mrem (8%)

Source: (NCRP) Report No. 93, 1987
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements

Medical/Dental X-rays- 39mrem (11%)

Nuclear Medicine- 14mrem (4%)

Consumer Products- 10mrem (3%)

Other (<1%)

Natural and Manmade

Exposure Due to
Natural Sources

Exposure Due to
Human Activities

Total Average Annual Exposure = 360mrem/year
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Coldwater Creek
In 2012, the USACE initiated sampling in Coldwater Creek 
(CWC) from the McDonnell Boulevard Bridge to Frost 
Avenue. Over one thousand samples have been collected to 
characterize this segment of the creek. The results of this 
effort indicate contamination exceeds FUSRAP remedial 
goals at McDonnell Bridge and two other isolated locations 
of deposition along the creek bank. Sampling was initiated 
at the second segment of CWC from Frost Avenue to the St. 
Denis Bridge in October 2013. The USACE anticipates that 
this sampling effort will be completed by late 2014.

Why does it take so long to sample a segment of the creek?

There are several steps involved to initiate and complete 
sampling in the creek.  Before sampling can begin, a 
sampling plan is prepared to summarize the existing data, 
define additional data needs, describe the rationale and 
methods for conducting the sampling and identify the 
proposed sample locations. This multi-prong approach 
ensures that all potentially contaminated areas in the creek 
and banks are investigated. 

In order to physically access the creek, the rights-of-entry 
(ROEs) must be obtained from property owners adjacent 
to the creek. Once the sampling crews are allowed access, 
a path must be cleared through the heavy vegetation on the 
creek banks. The sampling crews may encounter obstacles 
such as tree roots, debris, and rocks that prevent sampling 

in the appointed areas. When this occurs, the sampling 
locations are changed to locations that are as close as 
possible to the original location.  The steepness of the creek 
banks and water in the creek also pose obstacles that make 
sampling difficult.  In addition, the weather, such as heavy 
rain or flash floods prevents the sampling crews from safely 
entering the creek channel, thus causing delays.  Finally, 
USACE collects a large number of samples from within 
the creek corridor which takes time.  Collecting numerous 
samples assures that adequate sample coverage of the area 
has been achieved.

Once the samples have been collected, they are sent to the 
laboratory for analysis. To obtain accurate measurements of 
the samples, the sample must be dried. In some cases, based 
on the moisture content of the sample, it takes several days to 
prepare and dry the creek samples for analysis. In addition to 
the creek samples, the laboratory analyzes samples collected 
from other St. Louis FUSRAP sites. As a result, sample 
schedules occasionally require adjustment based on the 
overall project priority.  Sample results are quality checked 
and validated to ensure the data are accurate and precise. 

If the analytical results of the sample indicate that 
contamination is present above the remediation goals, then 
another round of sampling may be required in the vicinity 
of the elevated sample to further investigate the area. 
These additional samples are used to bound or delineate 
the area of contamination around the original sample. 
This information assists in determining the size of the 
area impacted and the depth of the contamination. The 
process of preparation, analysis and validation of data must 
be performed again for any additional samples collected. 
Once all the data is analyzed and validated, a data table 
is prepared that contains all the results, depths, and 
identification of each sample. At the conclusion of sampling 
and analysis, a report is written to discuss the results of the 
sampling and to describe any deviations, such as sample 
location or schedule delays, from the original sampling plan 
and the rationale for that deviation.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed 
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If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, please 
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FUSRAP Chernobyl

FUSRAP is a program that 
identifies and remediates 
radioactive residues as a result 
of uranium processing during the 
nation’s early atomic program in 
the 1940’s and 50’s.

Chernobyl was a nuclear reactor 
that suffered a full meltdown in 
the 1980’s sending radioactive 
particles and gases into the 
atmosphere.

North County and the SLDS 
FUSRAP wastes contain low-level 
radioactive residues from the 
uranium conversion process.

High-level radioactive fission 
products from the nuclear 
reactor were released into the 
atmosphere because of the 
Chernobyl explosion.

FUSRAP wastes contain naturally 
occurring radium, thorium and 
uranium that primarily emit alpha 
particles.

Fission products from the nuclear 
reactor explosion primarily 
emit beta and gamma radiation 
(iodine-131, cesium-137 and 
strontium-90).

FUSRAP waste is mostly found 
within shallow land areas (soils), 
migration areas and sediment. 

Chernobyl radioactive products are 
found on the surface of vegetation, 
soils, buildings, and surface water.
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

How Does the USACE Determine if Contamination Exceeds Remedial Goals? 

When more than one radiological contaminant is present on a site, the combined effects of the contaminants are 
evaluated through the use of the sum of the ratios (SOR) calculation.  The SOR, also known as the "unity rule", is the 
sum of each individual contaminant concentration, corrected for background, and divided by its applicable remedial goal 
(RG). The total sum of the ratios of concentrations to their RG is limited to one (i.e., unity) when averaged over a 100 
square meter (m2) area. Remedial goals for the FUSRAP contaminants are presented in the Records of Decision (ROD). 

To concurrently address each of the radionuclides of interest, a SOR calculation is applied as follows for Ra-226,  
Th-230 and U-238 using the North County remedial goals as an example: 

 

When the soil/sediment sampling average SOR is less than 1.0 over a 100 m2 area, remediation is not required. If the soil/
sediment average SOR is greater than 1.0 over a 100 m2 area, then ROD RGs are exceeded and remediation is required.
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Ra-226  –

Th-230  –

U-238  –
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Information Releases: Winter Newsletter - January 2014
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meeting: St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting 
The next meeting time and date will be posted on the USACE 
website when scheduled: www.mvs.usace.army.mil. Click on 
FUSRAP for updates, or call Jo Anne Wade at 314.260.3913.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Downtown Site
Recent RA Construction Activities at SLDS

Remedial action (RA) construction activities at the St. Louis 
Downtown Site (SLDS) currently include excavation beneath 
the footprint of the Mallinckrodt Plant 6 Building 101, 
on City Property east of the Mississippi River area flood 
protection levee, and on the Kiesel Hall Street Property. 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) completed 
demolition of the superstructure of Plant 6 Building 
101 (Mallinckrodt’s former Bulk Shipping Center) in 
October 2012. Excavation of the concrete slab foundation 
and contaminated soil beneath the building continues. 
The excavation includes removal of abandoned concrete 
foundations from historic Manhattan Engineer District and 
Atomic Energy Commission (MED/AEC) era buildings at the 
Destrehan Street plant. USACE has removed approximately 
25 percent of the contaminated soil. This effort is scheduled 
for completion in the third quarter of 2015.

Recent high Mississippi River levels flooded the area 
and temporarily delayed excavation at the City Property. 
In August 2012, the USACE completed the removal of 
abandoned 15-inch and 30-inch sewer outfall structures 
from the river. Excavation will resume when river conditions 
allow for access. The USACE has removed about 50 
percent of the contaminated soil. Excavation of this area is 
scheduled for completion in the third quarter of 2016.

The USACE began RA of the Kiesel Hall Street Property  
in May 2013. This remediation will require removing a total 
of about 3,000 cubic yards in seven excavation areas. This 
RA is scheduled for completion in August 2013.

SLDS - Inaccessible Soils Operable Unit Proposed Plan

The USACE is currently developing a Proposed Plan (PP) 
recommending no further action for selected properties 
associated with the Inaccessible Soil Operable Unit at the 
SLDS.  The properties included in this PP are those that 
do not pose an unacceptable risk to the public and require 
no further action for the protection of human health and 
the environment.  The PP and other supporting documents 
will be available on the St. Louis District Formerly Utilized 
Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) website and in 
the Administrative Record File locations during the public 
review period.  A public meeting will likely occur this 
summer to present the proposed remedy as well as to accept 
public comments regarding the PP.

North County
Ballfields

The “Ballfields” area consists of approximately 60 acres 
north of Lambert-St. Louis International Airport. The area 
is bounded to the south by McDonnell Boulevard, to the 
north by Coldwater Creek and Frost Avenue, and to the 
east by Eva Avenue. Historically, the area was agricultural 
land, a baseball field, and a part of the former Brown 
Road. Contamination of the area occurred when residues 
migrated from SLAPS via runoff onto adjacent properties 
through CWC or was windblown, released, or otherwise 
deposited when material was transported along haul routes.

To assist with water management, the USACE decided 
to remediate the Ballfields in three phases, generally 
moving from up gradient to down gradient areas. Phase 1 is 
complete. Remediation in Phase 2 (17 acres) is ongoing. The 
remedial design for Phase 2B is currently being prepared.

Ballfields Phases 1, 2, and 2B
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VP-16/Eva Loadout

The USACE has completed remediation at VP-16/Eva Loadout. 
This property is located at Eva Road and McDonnell Boulevard. 
Efforts required coordination with the railroad.  

IA-10

IA-10 is the area north of the Ballfields and adjacent to CWC. 
The USACE is completing the characterization of IA-10. 
Additional samples were needed to identify and bound areas 
that may need remediation. In 2011, the USACE remediated 
the part of IA-10 adjacent to McDonnell Boulevard and CWC.

Coldwater Creek

The U.S. Department of Energy and the USACE have 
supported several sampling events in CWC.  USACE 
continues to develop plans for reaches of the creek    – 
working upstream to downstream   – to fill data gaps. 
The purpose of the sampling is to confirm that the creek 
meets North County Record of Decision (ROD) cleanup 
requirements or to identify and quantify any material 
requiring removal in order to meet ROD requirements. If 
remediation is required, USACE will remove the sediment 
and soil and ship it to an offsite, permitted disposal facility 
in accordance with the ROD.

In 2012 to 2013, the USACE initiated sampling of CWC 
from McDonnell Boulevard to Frost Avenue. Sampling was 
completed in March 2013, but additional sampling is needed 
to identify and bound areas that may need remediation.

The USACE is currently developing a sampling plan for the 
CWC reach from Frost Avenue to the St. Denis Bridge and 
the area within the 10-year floodplain of the creek. Sampling 
is scheduled to begin in late summer or fall 2013. After 
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Text Coming

IA-10 Delineation Sampling

Coldwater Creek

this reach of CWC is completed, the USACE will continue 
characterizing the creek from St. Denis Bridge toward the 
Missouri River.

Other VPs

This summer/fall sampling will also be conducted on 
two additional groups of vicinity properties – one along 
McDonnell Boulevard (between Lindbergh Boulevard and 
Airport Road) and one along Byassee Road. Sampling plans 
are being prepared for these areas. Real estate access will 
also be pursued.

Conceptual Site Model and 
Coldwater Creek
Before the ROD was prepared for the North County sites 
(including CWC), a Conceptual Site Model (CSM) was 
developed. A CSM presents the conditions and the physical, 
chemical, and biological processes that control the transport, 
migration, and potential impacts of contamination to human 
and/or ecological receptors. It may be a simple illustration 
(i.e., a drawing) or a sophisticated, comprehensive document.  
In the pre-ROD phase of a project, a CSM is used to identify 
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the sources, receptors and pathways associated with the site, 
to identify data gaps and develop a sampling plan to address 
those gaps, and to support remedial decision making. In 
the post-ROD phase of a project, a CSM is continually re-
examined to ensure that the most recent understanding of 
the site (based on additional sampling and actual remedial 
action data) continues to support the original CSM. This 
assists in the development of pre-design sampling and 
remedial action design documents (if such action is needed) 
and ensures protection of the public and environment.

In the case of CWC, the original CSM (as presented in the 
Feasibility Report/Baseline Risk Assessment) was re-
examined. Historical characterization data and remediation 
activities in North County supported the conclusions of the 
original model. The model was then developed in greater 
detail with specific focus on CWC to identify target areas 
for the currently planned round of sampling. 

The CSM indicated that the original sources of 
contamination for CWC were the storage of materials at 
the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS), the stockpiling and 
processing of materials at the Latty Avenue Site, and the 
transportation of the material (by truck) when the material 
was moved from SLAPS to the Latty Avenue Site. 

Potential transport mechanisms are ways by which material 
could move from SLAPS, the Latty Avenue Site, and roads 
into CWC. These mechanisms include surface water (i.e., 
storm water runoff), ground water seepage from beneath 
storage areas to CWC, windblown emissions (in the 
immediate vicinity) and physical movement (i.e., falling off 
trucks into CWC or falling off trucks and being carried by 
storm water into CWC).

After evaluating these transport mechanisms and how the 
material would be moved by water within the creek, the 
following target areas were identified:

• Areas where channel improvements, realignments, or 
obstructions could have trapped sediment between 1946 
and present;

• Tributaries and drainage areas within the 10-year 
floodplain of CWC;

• Depositional areas within the creek; and,

• Topographical low-lying areas outside the banks of 
CWC.

In addition to sampling these target areas, a systematic 
sampling grid will be applied to the area to ensure suitable 
coverage for statistical purposes. Flooded structures will be 
scanned, and gamma walkover surveys will be performed to 
cover those areas not previously evaluated.

Because USACE will require access to private property 
to perform portions of the sampling, landowners may be 
contacted by USACE real estate personnel. A signed right-
of-entry document will be required before sampling can 
proceed on private property.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for our mailing list any time. 
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contact us.

Coldwater Creek - Sampling Depositional Areas 
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

Which government agencies control FUSRAP? How is a site included in FUSRAP?

FUSRAP was established to address contamination resulting from the Nation’s early atomic weapons program. 
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) acted as the lead agency for the entire program until October 1997 
when Congress transferred the lead agency role and responsibility for the execution of the cleanup aspect to 
the USACE. DOE continues to be responsible for site designation (“pre-cleanup”) and long term management 
of remediated sites (“post cleanup”). Typically for site designation, DOE initiates an evaluation of the site. The 
basic criteria for inclusion in FUSRAP are: (1) the site/area was involved in MED/AEC activities, (2) residual 
radioactive contamination likely remains at the site from these activities at levels that may pose a risk to human 
health or the environment or exceed applicable standards, and (3) the site is not subject to cleanup under any 
other remedial action program or a Nuclear Regulatory Commission or state license. A site can also be added to 
FUSRAP by legislation directed by Congress. 

After inclusion in FUSRAP, the site competes for a share of the 
USACE’s annual FUSRAP budget. When funded, USACE follows the 
CERCLA process for planning, investigating, and executing remedial 
activities. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the state 
assist USACE by reviewing documents, providing field oversight, and 
providing input into project decisions.
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Information Releases: Summer Newsletter - August 2013 
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meeting: St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting - 
7:00 pm, April 25, 2013 at the Florissant Civic Center. Check 
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/fusrap.html for 
updates, or call Brenton Barkley at 314.260.3922.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Downtown Site
Current remedial action (RA) construction activities at the St. 
Louis Downtown Site include removal of contaminated soil 
from beneath the footprint of Building 101 in Mallinckrodt’s 
Plant 6 and additional excavation on City Property east of 
the Mississippi River Flood Protection Levee. Workers will 
remove abandoned 15-inch and 30-inch Metropolitan Sewer 
District sewers and river outfall structures. 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) recently 
demolished the superstructure of Building 101, 
Mallinckrodt’s former Bulk Shipping Center.  Also 
underway is the demolition of the concrete foundation 
from the 57,400 square foot building, including removing 
abandoned foundations beneath the building footprint. 
Remediation of this area will require the removal 
of approximately 46,000 bank cubic yards (cys) of 
contaminated material. RA of this area is scheduled for 
completion in 2015.

The dry weather and low flow conditions of the Mississippi 
River this past year have aided the safe removal of 
abandoned 15-inch and 30-inch sewer outfall structures 
located in the river. Excavation of these contaminated 
concrete structures below normal water level and about 
60 feet of the connecting sewers back to the toe of the rock-
fill berm, which protects the excavation slope, is almost 
complete. The USACE has authorized the backfill for a 
portion of this area, and backfilling is now underway.  

Excavation of the remaining portion of this area and the 
next phase of this RA will continue as resources and 
favorable river level conditions allow.  Remediation of 
this area will require the removal of approximately 
7,500 cys of contaminated material around the sewers and 
river outfall structures. RA of this area is scheduled for 
completion in 2016.

SLDS Inaccessible Soils Operable Unit Feasibility Study 
and Proposed Plan

The USACE is currently preparing the Feasibility Study 
(FS) and Proposed Plan (PP) for the SLDS Inaccessible 
Soils Operable Unit (ISOU). The FS uses information 
gathered and analyzed during the Remedial Investigation 
(RI) phase to develop and evaluate potential remedial 
alternatives. The goal of the RI and FS is to gather 
information sufficient to support an informed risk 
management decision regarding which remedy appears to 
be most appropriate for the site. 

The PP identifies the preferred alternative, provides a 
rationale for this preference, and includes summaries of other 
clean up alternatives evaluated.  A public meeting will take 
place to present the FS/PP to the stakeholders in 2013. The 
stakeholders may review the FS/PP and provide comments.  
The USACE will issue a public announcement stating the 
date, time, and place for the SLDS ISOU public meeting. 

North County

Latty Avenue Sites
Hazelwood Interim Storage Site/Futura

The USACE completed remedial activities on the 
Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS) property in October 
2011. In 2000 and 2001, the USACE removed more than 
39,000 cys of contaminated material from the storage piles 
at the Latty Avenue properties. Since 2007, the USACE 
has removed over 105,000 cys of contaminated material 
from below the soil surface and shipped it to an out-of-state 
licensed disposal facility. In 2011, the USACE removed and 
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remediated under the HISS railspur to complete the remedial 
activities at the HISS. A Post Remedial Action Report 
(PRAR)/Final Status Survey Evaluation (FSSE) for HISS is 
to be completed in 2013.

The USACE is currently remediating the interior of Building 
2/3 located on the Futura property. Building 4 was completed 
during the summer of 2012.  All remedial activities at the 
Futura site are expected to be complete by February 2013.  A 
PRAR/FSSE for Futura is to be completed in 2013.

The USACE will place institutional controls on any 
contamination left in place at the Futura property in 
accordance with the North County Record of Decision 
(ROD), signed September 2, 2005. An institutional controls 
plan is currently under development and expected to be 
published in late 2013.  In order to protect Coldwater Creek, 
adjacent to the Futura property, the USACE established a 
long-term environmental monitoring program that evaluates 
the groundwater for radiological parameters that may affect 
Coldwater Creek.

Latty Avenue Vicinity Properties

The Latty Avenue Vicinity Properties (VPs) include 01L, 
02L, 03L, 04L, 05L, 06L, 10K530087, and VP-40A (Latty).   
A PRAR/FSSE for Latty VPs 03L, 04L, 05L, and 06L was 
published in September 2012.  The VP-02L PRAR/FSSE 
was published in December 2012.  The PRAR/FSSE for 
portions of VP-40a is scheduled for completion in 2013.

RA is required in the interior of buildings located at VP-01L.  
A design is currently underway at VP-01L, and remediation 
is expected to begin in early 2013.  An addendum to the 
VP-01L/10K530087 PRAR/FSSE will be published upon 
completion of remediation within the buildings.
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Ballfields Phase 2 Excavation

VP16 Eva Loadout Remediation

St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity Properties
Ballfields Area

The USACE continued remedial activities at the Ballfields 
area, which comprises approximately 60 acres in Berkeley and 
Hazelwood, Mo. The property is located north of Lambert-
St. Louis International Airport and south of Frost Avenue. 
The Ballfields area is bordered to the south by McDonnell 
Boulevard and to the west by Coldwater Creek.

Contamination of the Ballfields occurred when residues 
migrated from the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) via runoff 
onto adjacent properties from Coldwater Creek or when 
material being transported along haul routes was windblown, 
released, or otherwise deposited.

Remediation of the Ballfields will be completed in multiple 
phases. Phase 1, consisting of 25 acres, was completed on 
July 18, 2012. The design for Phase 2, encompassing 17 acres, 
was completed in mid-May 2012 and remediation began 
in early July 2012. An addendum to the Phase 2 design is 
currently underway, including an additional 11 acres directly 
adjacent to the west side of the initial Phase 2 design, and 
work is expected to begin in February 2013.  All remedial 
excavations are controlled with dust suppression and waste 
water management to prevent migration.

Other St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity Properties

Currently, sampling designs are underway for VPs-1, 2, 7, 
13, 14, 15, and IA-11 along McDonnell Boulevard, and at 
VPs-09C and 10C on Byassee Road. The RA for VP-16/Eva 
Loadout Facility is nearly complete. Eva Avenue has been 
reopened due to completion of the RA along the railroad 
adjacent to it.  PRAR/FSSEs for both VPs 10, 11, and 12 and 
VPs 60, 61, and 62 are currently being developed. 
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Coldwater Creek

Potential radiological contamination in Coldwater Creek 
can be attributed to runoff or windblown migration of the 
prior storage of uranium processing residues and wastes 
at SLAPS and at HISS. The USACE removed the SLAPS 
and HISS wastes, which resulted from the ore-processing 
activities at SLDS. 

The USACE routinely conducts sampling in Coldwater 
Creek as part of the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program (FUSRAP) Environmental Monitoring 
Program. Sediment and water are sampled biannually at 
six different locations. The resulting data is reported and 
evaluated in annual environmental monitoring reports, 
which can be viewed on the FUSRAP homepage. 

Although many sediment and water samples have been 
taken along Coldwater Creek, some data gaps still exist. 
As part of the plan to work from upstream to downstream, 
the USACE sampled Coldwater Creek from McDonnell 
Boulevard to Frost Avenue in October and November 
2012.  Currently, the USACE is sampling and analyzing 
the data along the banks adjacent to Coldwater Creek from 
McDonnell Boulevard to Frost Avenue. The Pre-Design 

Investigation Report Phase 1 will be completed in 2013 
upon completion of the data analysis.  In addition, the 
USACE is developing a sampling plan for the portion of the 
creek from Frost Avenue to St. Denis Bridge. 

Once the sampling plan has been issued, the USACE will 
begin sampling this stretch of the creek.  The results of this 
stretch will determine the density of sampling required 
throughout the remainder of the creek to the mouth of the 
Missouri River.  The purpose of this final round of sampling 
will be to confirm that the creek meets ROD cleanup 
requirements or to identify and quantify any material 
requiring removal in order to meet these requirements.

5-Year Review
The USACE initiated the Third 5-Year Review for the St. 
Louis FUSRAP sites in 2012. CERCLA requires a 5-year 
Review on RAs when “hazardous substances, pollutants, 
or contaminants will remain on site above levels that 
allow for unlimited use and unrestricted exposures.” 
Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic Energy Commission 
contamination still exists at the SLDS and North 
County sites. The USACE is currently in the process of 
remediating these areas.

5-Year Review activities consist of a document review to 
ensure requirements of the selected remedy have been 
implemented; data review and analysis; site inspections; 
and interviews from the state, representatives of the 
community, local officials, potential responsible parties, 
property owners, and the public. The final component of 
the review is an overall evaluation to determine whether 
the selected remedy upon completion will be protective 
of human health and the environment. The results of the 
community interviews will assist in judging whether the 
strategies and activities of the selected remedy remain 
responsive to the needs of the FUSRAP stakeholders. These 
steps will culminate in a 5-Year Report which will be 
available for public review in 2014.

The St. Louis Oversight Committee
The most recent St. Louis Oversight Committee meeting 
was held on November 8, 2012, at the Florissant Civic 
Center. The USACE gave a presentation on FUSRAP, 
summarizing the remediation work that is taking place 
at all of the St. Louis Sites. Jonathan Garoutte of the 
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services 
gave a presentation on the biological effects of radiation.  
Jaynie Doerr gave a presentation on the regulatory 
process, including Section 404 of the Clean Water Act 
and Section 10 of the River and Harbors Act. The next 
Oversight Committee meeting is set for 7:00 pm, April 25, 
2013, at the Florissant Civic Center. 

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for our mailing list any time. 

Phone:  (314) 260-3905 
Mail:  8945 Latty Avenue, Berkeley, MO 63134 
Fax:  (314) 260-3941  

Homepage - To reach our site, go to 
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/fusrap.html

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, please 
contact us.

Coldwater Creek Sampling
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

What sources of radiation are we exposed to?

Since the beginning of time, all living creatures have been, and continue to be exposed to radiation. Many 
people are not aware of all the natural and manmade sources of radiation in our environment. The chart 
displayed here shows the sources 
of the 620 millirem of ionizing 
radiation that people generally 
receive every year. Of this total, 
natural sources of radiation 
account for about 50 percent, while 
manmade sources account for the 
remaining 50 percent.

Winter 2013

Sources of Radium Exposure in the United States

Cosmic (Space) - 5% Radon and 
Thoron - 37%

Medical 
Procedures -
36%

Terrestrial (Soil) - 3%

Internal - 5%

Nuclear 
Medicine - 
12%

Natural Sources - 50%
~310 millirem (0.31 rem)

Manmade Sources - 50%
~310 millirem (0.31 rem)

Consumer Products - 2%

Industrial and 
Occupational - .1%

Source: NCRP Report No. 160
Full report is available on the NCRP website at www.NCRPpublications.org
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Information Releases: Winter Newsletter - January 2013 
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meeting: St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting - 
November 8, 2012 at the Florissant Civic Center. Check www.mvs.
usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/fusrap.html for updates, or 
call JoAnne Wade at 314.260.3912.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Downtown Site
Remedial action construction activities in progress or 
recently completed at the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) 
include the Mallinckrodt – Plant 7 West (7W) 700 Pad, 
Plant 6 West Half (6WH), City Property Phase 1- west of 
the Mississippi River Levee and Phase 2- east of the levee. 

Between April 2011 and February 2012, remediation and 
restoration of two additional survey units at the Plant 7W 
700 Pad were performed, resulting in the removal and 
disposal of approximately 3,500 bank cubic yards (cys) 
of contaminated soil. Remediation of the third survey 
unit, completed in May 2012, included the removal of 
approximately 2,550 bank cys of contaminated soil along 
the historical rail spur. Restoration of the third survey unit 
and excavation of the fourth survey unit is underway and 
scheduled for completion in late summer 2012. 

In May 2012, the demolition began on the above ground 
structure known as Building 101, which is located at 
Mallinckrodt's abandoned shipping center in Plant 6WH. 
The demolition of the 57,600 square foot building is 
necessary for the removal of contaminated soils beneath 
the structure and includes several abandoned foundations 
of the historical Manhatten Engineering District/Atomic 
Energy Commission Destrehan Street Plants. Demolition 
of the building and debris management is scheduled for 
completion in September 2012. The remediation and 
restoration of this area is expected to be completed by 
December 2015.

Between November and December 2011 remediation 
and restoration were performed on City Property Phase 
1, west of the levee, along the Destrehan Street sewer. 
Its completion included the removal and disposal of 

approximately 300 bank cys of contaminated soil and the 
removal and restoration of approximately 35 linear feet of 
30-inch sewer. This area is located adjacent to a previously 
remediated area completed in October 2009 and is beneath 
an overhead trestle. Slide rail trench shoring was used to 
meet the vertical clearances available at this location.

In November 2011, remediation and restoration were 
completed on Area 3 of City Property Phase 2, east of 
the levee. This area’s remediation began in February 
2011 and included the removal, disposal, and restoration 
of approximately 7,900 bank cys of contaminated soil. 
Excavation in this area followed the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) River Stage/Excavation Guidelines, and 
restoration included the replacement of the clay cap layer with 
a vegetation cover and rip rap protection for the river bank.

In October 2011 remediation began at the final two 
excavation areas, Area 7 and Area 8, on City Property 
Phase 2, east of the levee, along the abandoned portion of 
the Destrehan Street sewer. This excavation will extend 
from the east toe of the levee into the edge of the river 
and will remove abandoned sewer outfall structures. 
Excavation at this location is approximately 10 percent 
complete; it is currently on hold until required river 
levels are reached (potentially in late summer 2012 at 
current river stage discharges). Required river levels are 
such that sewer outfall structures are exposed for periods 
long enough to allow remediation. The remediation 
and restoration of these final two excavation areas are 
expected to be completed in early 2016.
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City Property Phase 2 (Area 7) Looking East
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North County

Latty Avenue Sites

Hazelwood Interim Storage Site Futura

Remedial activities on the Hazelwood Interim Storage 
Site (HISS) property were completed in October 2011. In 
2000 and 2001, the USACE removed over 39,000 cys of 
contaminated material from the storage piles located at 
the Latty Avenue properties. Since 2007, the USACE has 
removed over 105,000 cys of contaminated material from 
below the soil surface and shipped it to an out-of-state 
licensed disposal facility. In 2011, the USACE removed and 
remediated under the HISS railspur to complete the remedial 
activities at the HISS. A Post Remedial Action Report 
(PRAR)/Final Status Survey Evaluation (FSSE) is underway 
for the HISS property, and USACE anticipates the document’s 
release in 2013. 

The USACE is currently completing designs and beginning 
remediation of contaminated material on buildings 2/3, and 
4 located on the Futura property. The USACE’s goal is to 
complete all the remedial activities at the Futura site during 
2012. Following the decontamination of the buildings, the 
USACE will prepare a PRAR/FSSE for the Futura property 
and anticipates its release in 2013.

The North County Record of Decision (ROD) determined 
that contamination located under buildings is inaccessible. 
The USACE will place institutional controls on any 
contamination left in place at the Futura property. In order to 
protect Coldwater Creek, adjacent to the Futura property, the 
USACE established a long-term environmental monitoring 
program that will evaluate the groundwater for radiological 
parameters that may affect Coldwater Creek. 
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Futura Building 4 Raceway Decon

Futura Building 2/3 Decon Prep Work

Latty Avenue Vicinity Properties

In October 2011, the USACE completed remedial activities 
of the soils at the Latty Avenue Vicinity Properties (VPs). 
The Latty VPs include 01L, 02L, 03L, 04L, 05L, 06L, 
10K530087, and VP-40A (Latty). All Latty Avenue VPs are 
currently in final status survey to ensure the properties are 
releasable for unrestricted use and unlimited exposure.

At VP-02L, the USACE removed over 17,500 cys of 
contaminated material and shipped it to a licensed out-
of-state facility. At VP-40A (Latty), over 29,000 cys of 
contaminated material were removed and shipped to 
a licensed out-of-state facility. A minimal amount of 
contaminated material was removed during utility support 
work at the VP-03L through 06L sites. VP-01L is currently 
undergoing building inspection to determine if additional 
remediation is required within the building. The USACE 
anticipates the PRARs/FSSEs for the Latty Avenue 
properties, with the exception of HISS/Futura and VP-40a 
(Latty), to be completed by the end of 2012.
  

St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity Properties

Ballfields Area

The USACE also continued the remedial activities at the 
Ballfields, which comprises approximately 60 acres in 
Berkeley and Hazelwood, Mo.  The property is located 
north of Lambert-St. Louis International Airport and south 
of Frost Avenue.  It is bordered to the south by McDonnell 
Boulevard and to the west by Coldwater Creek.  The 
property is vegetated with grasses, trees, and brush and is 
currently unused except for the small northeast portion, 
which is used as a shooting range for the City of Berkeley. 
Historically, the property was used for agricultural land 

Summer 2012
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and as a baseball field complex. Contamination of the 
Ballfields occurred when residues migrated from the 
St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) via runoff onto adjacent 
properties through Coldwater Creek or when material being 
transported along haul routes was windblown, released, 
or otherwise deposited. The alignment of McDonnell 
Boulevard (which was once Brown Road in that area) has 
changed over time.

The remediation of the Ballfields will be completed in 
three phases. Phase 1 includes the east portions of Eva 
Avenue, IA-08 North Ditch, IA-09 North Ditch, the area 
north of IA-09, and Eva Avenue. This area is situated 
on the east of the area drainage divide and comprises 
approximately 25 acres. Phase I remediation was completed 
on July 18, 2012. The design for Phase 2 was completed in 
mid May, and remediation began in early July. All remedial 
excavations are controlled with dust suppression and waste 
water management to prevent migration.

Other St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity Properties 

In December 2011, the USACE released the PRAR/FSSE 
for the SLAPS VPs 54 and 55 located on Pershall Road. 
Currently, sampling designs are underway for VPs 1, 2, 7, 13, 
14, and 15 along McDonnell Boulevard, VPs 09C and 10C on 
Byassee Road, as well as the Ballfields West IA-10 property, 
north and west of Coldwater Creek. The remedial design for 
VP-16/Eva Loadout Facility is nearly complete, and remedial 
activity is expected prior to the reopening of Eva Avenue.

Coldwater Creek

Potential radiological contamination in Coldwater Creek 
can be attributed to the prior storage of uranium processing 
resides and wastes at SLAPS and subsequently at HISS. 
These wastes resulted from the ore-processing activities at 
SLDS and have been removed by USACE. The potential 
movement of wastes into the creek would have occurred by 
wind or water.

Sampling is routinely conducted in Coldwater Creek by 
USACE as part of the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program Environmental Monitoring Program 
(FUSRAP).  Sediment and water are sampled biannually at 
six different locations.  The resulting data is reported and 
evaluated in annual environmental monitoring reports, which 
can be viewed on the USACE homepage.  

Although many sediment and water samples have been taken 
along Coldwater Creek, some data gaps still exist.  As part 
of the plan to work from upstream to downstream, USACE 
currently is developing a sampling plan for the part of the 
creek from McDonnell Boulevard to the railroad bridge 
crossing just northeast of VP-9C.  The purpose of this final 
round of sampling will be to confirm that the Creek meets 
ROD cleanup requirements or to identify/quantify any material 
requiring removal in order to meet these requirements.  If 
remediation is required, the sediment/soil will be removed and 
shipped to an offsite permitted disposal facility in accordance 
with the North County ROD.

The St. Louis Oversight Committee
The most recent St. Louis Oversight Committee meeting 
was held on April 26, 2012, at the Florissant Civic 
Center. The USACE gave a presentation on FUSRAP, 
summarizing the remediation work that is taking place 
at all of the St. Louis Sites. Mr. Jonathan Garoutte of the 
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services gave a 
presentation on the biological effects of radiation, and Dr. 
Bruce Stinchcomb gave a presentation on the geology of 
Coldwater Creek. 

The next Oversight Committee meeting is set for 
November 8, 2012, at the Florissant Civic Center. 

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for our mailing list any time. 

Phone:  (314) 260-3905 
Mail:  8945 Latty Avenue, Berkeley, MO 63134 
Fax:  (314) 260-3941  

Homepage - To reach our site, go to 
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/fusrap.html

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, please 
contact us.
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

If something contains radiation, is it contaminated?

The short answer is “not necessarily.”   

Radiation, which is energy in the form of particles or electromagnetic rays released from radioactive atoms, 
comes from many sources – some natural and some man-made.  The four major sources of naturally 
occurring radiation exposures are:  cosmic radiation (i.e. from the sun and outer space), terrestrial (sources 
in the earth’s crust such as soils and rocks), sources in the human body and radon (which comes from the 
decay of naturally occurring radium in the soil.)  The major sources of man-made radiation are: medical 
radiation (such as x-rays or scans), consumer products (such as some TVs and older smoke detectors), and 
others (such as residual fallout from atmospheric nuclear weapons testing in the 1950s and early 1960’s).    
Because radiation can occur in places where it is beneficial or unavoidable, radiation is only considered as 
contamination when one has a radioactive material in an unwanted place.

Summer 2012
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Information Releases: Summer Newsletter - July 2012
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meeting: St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting - 
TBD. Check www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/
fusrap.html for meeting date and time.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Downtown Site
Remedial Action (RA) construction activities completed 
since the last newsletter or currently in progress at the St. 
Louis Downtown Site include additional excavations in the 
Covidien (formerly Mallinckrodt) Plant 7 North (7N) at 
their former Hazardous Waste Storage Area, in Plant 7 West 
(7W) at the historic Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic 
Energy Commission (MED/AEC) 700 Pad, along the BNSF 
Railroad tracks on the eastern edge of the Covidien Plant 
and on the City of St. Louis property along Destrehan Street 
between the Covidien Plant and the Mississippi River. 

Remediation and restoration of seven areas located along 
the BNSF Railroad right-of-way between Angelica Street 
and Dock Street were performed between May 2010 and 
September 2011. Approximately 2,300 bank cubic yards 
(cys) of contaminated soil were removed and transported 
to the Soil Storage and Loadout Facility for loading into 
railroad gondola cars for off-site disposal. The excavation 
depths in six of the areas varied from about 2 to 6 feet, 
but around the Destrehan Street 30-inch sewer main, the 
maximum excavation depth extended to about 14 feet. 

Restoration of the remediated Plant 7N former hazardous 
waste storage area is nearing completion. Covidien has 
now completed the required closure procedures for this 
previously permitted hazardous waste storage facility. The 
remediation of this area included excavation depths up 
to 12 feet and the removal of approximately 2,750 cys of 
contaminated soil. 

Remediation of the Plant 7W Building 700 Pad was started 
in April 2011 and is continuing. Demolition and removal of 
the former building foundations were completed recently. 
Remediation of this area may require the removal of 
approximately 4,890 bank cys of contaminated soil per the 

Plant 7W design documents. Completion of the RA activities 
in this area is currently scheduled for March 2012.

Remediation and restoration of three excavation areas (Nos. 
4, 5, and 9) on city property on the east side of the levee 
were performed between January and April 2011. Their 
completion included the removal of approximately 800 
bank cys of contaminated soil. Work in these areas required 
daily monitoring of Mississippi River levels to follow U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) River Stage/Excavation 
Guidelines.  Restoration of the surface area at these locations 
also required the replacement of the clay cap layer with a 
vegetation cover and rip rap protection for the river bank to 
minimize seepage and erosion adjacent to the river.

Remediation and restoration of the fourth excavation area 
(No. 3) on city property on the east side of the levee is 
nearing completion. The remediation of this area began in 
February 2011 and included excavation depths extending 
to approximately 22 feet for the removal of approximately 
7,900 bank cys of contaminated soil. Excavation in this area 
also followed USACE River Stage/Excavation Guidelines. 
Restoration of this area also includes the replacement of the 
clay cap layer with a vegetation cover and rip rap protection 
for the river bank to minimize seepage and erosion adjacent 
to the river.
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Remediation and restoration at city property east of the levee
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Remediation of the last two areas (Nos. 7 and 8) on city 
property on the east side of the levee was started in October 
2011. Over 200 linear feet of sheet pile shoring were 
previously installed along the east side of the levee toe to 
facilitate remediation of the area, and a cable marker sign 
was moved to a location outside the planned excavation area. 
The planned excavation of this area will extend into the edge 
of the river to remove abandoned sewer outfall structures and 
will be staged for work in that area to be performed during 
low river levels.  The projected schedule for the remediation 
and restoration of these areas extends until early 2013. 

An additional excavation area on city property on the west 
side of the levee is now underway to remediate the section 
of the Destrehan Street 30-inch sewer main beneath an 
overhead trestle between the previous remediation area and 
the adjacent BNSF Railroad property line. This excavation 
requires the use of slide rail shoring to facilitate the deep 
excavation in order to remove contaminated soil around 
the 30-inch sewer. Approximately 30 linear feet of the 
sewer main will be removed and replaced as well as the 
removal of approximately 250 bank cys of contaminated 
soil. The completion of this RA is currently scheduled for 
January 2012.

North County

Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)/Futura

In 2000 and 2001, the USACE removed over 54,000 cys 
of contaminated material from the storage piles located 
at the Latty Avenue properties. Since 2007, the USACE 
removed over 102,000 cys of contaminated material 

2

Sampling Futura property for radioactive contamination

Removal of contaminated soil at the Ballfields area

from below the surface and shipped it to an out-of-state 
licensed storage facility. In 2011, the USACE removed 
and remediated beneath the Hazelwood Interim Storage 
Site (HISS) rail spur to complete the remedial activities 
at the HISS, which completed remediation of the HISS 
property. 

The USACE is currently characterizing the buildings 
on the Futura property for radioactive contamination. 
Once the characterization of the buildings is complete, 
the USACE will remediate/decontaminate the buildings 
on the Futura site. The USACE’s goal is to complete all 
the remedial activities at the HISS/Futura site in 2012. 
Following completion of remedial activities, a Post-
Remedial Action Report (PRAR)/Final Status Survey 
Evaluation (FSSE) will be prepared to release these 
properties. The USACE anticipates the release of the 
PRAR/FSSE for HISS/Futura properties in 2013.

The North County Record of Decision states 
contamination under buildings is inaccessible. The 
USACE will place institutional controls on the 
contamination left in place at the Futura property. In 
order to protect Coldwater Creek (adjacent to the Futura 
property), a Long-Term Environmental monitoring 
program has already established. This program 
evaluates and identifies the groundwater for radiological 
parameters that may affect Coldwater Creek. There is 
currently no migration of contamination.

Winter 2012
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Latty Avenue Vicinity Properties (VPs)

In 2011, the USACE completed remedial activities at 
the Latty Avenue Vicinity Properties (VPs). The Latty 
Avenue VPs include VPs 02L, 03L, 04L, 05L, 06L, and 
40a. At VP-02L, the USACE removed over 17,000 cys of 
contaminated material and shipped it to a licensed out-of-
state facility. At VP-40a, over 29,000 cys of contaminated 
material were removed and shipped to a licensed out-of-
state facility. From VP-03L to -06L, a minimal amount of 
contaminated material was removed during utility support 
work at the sites. The USACE anticipates the PRARs/
FSSEs for the Latty Avenue properties to be completed by 
the end of 2012. The USACE released the PRAR/FSSE for 
VP-01L/10K530087 in 2010.

SLAPS Vicinity Properties

In 2011, the USACE completed remedial activities at 
several of the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) VP. At 
VP-12 (located on the north side of McDonnell Boulevard 
and to the north of Coldwater Creek), over 5,000 cys 
of contaminated material were removed and shipped 
to an out-of-state licensed facility. Remedial activities 
were completed on the southeast section of McDonnell 
Boulevard (known as East Section B), removing 166 cys 
of contaminated material. Approximately 734 cys of 
contaminated material were removed from VP-31A located 
at Frost and Hazelwood Avenues in 2011. 

In 2011 the USACE completed the characterization of soils 
under McDonnell Boulevard and Eva Avenue, VP-16/Eva 

Loadout area, and VP-40a (SLAPS VP). The USACE also 
released the PRARs/FSSEs for VPs 5, 6, 8, 9, 53, 54, 55, 
and 63 and the Pre-Design Investigation Report (PDIR)/
FSSE for VPs 3 and 4.

The USACE also initiated remedial activities at the 
Ballfields (IA-09). The Ballfields area consists of 
approximately 60 acres in Hazelwood, MO. The property 
is located north of Lambert-St. Louis International Airport 
and bounded to the north by McDonnell Boulevard, to the 
east by Eva Avenue, to the north by Frost Avenue and to the 
west by Coldwater Creek. Historically, the property was 
used for agricultural land and a baseball field complex and 
was also a part of the former Brown Road. Contamination 
of the Ballfields occurred when residues migrated from 
SLAPS via runoff onto adjacent properties through 
Coldwater Creek or was windblown, released, or otherwise 
deposited when material was transported along haul routes. 
The northern portion of the Ballfields is currently used by 
the City of Berkeley as a shooting range; the remainder of 
the property is not in use. 

The remediation of the Ballfields will be completed in 
three phases. Phase 1 includes the east portion of the 
Ballfields area along Eva Avenue; IA-08 North Ditch (east 
portion); IA-09 North Ditch (east portion) and Eva Road. 
This area is situated on the east side of the area drainage 
divide and comprises approximately 25 acres. The 
USACE anticipates the removal of approximately 3,580 
bank cys of contaminated material. Remedial activities 
have started at the Ballfields along Eva Avenue and along 
McDonnell Boulevard. Estimation of the completion of 
Phase 1 Ballfields will be approximately 8 to 12 months. 
The USACE is currently performing additional sampling 
of the Phase 2 area in the Ballfields to determine the 
extent of remediation.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for our mailing list any time. 

Phone:  (314) 260-3905
Mail:  8945 Latty Avenue, Berkeley, MO 63134
Fax:  (314) 260-3941  

Homepage - To reach our site, go to
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/fusrap.html

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, please 
contact us.

Winter 2012

Contaminated material removed from SLAPS
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Educational Information

Q:

A:

What is the difference between the Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) and the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)?

RCRA regulates how wastes should be managed to avoid potential threats to human health and the 
environment. CERCLA, on the other hand, comes into play when mismanagement occurs or has occurred 
(i.e., when there has been a release or a substantial threat of a release in the environment of a hazardous 
substance or of a pollutant or contaminant that presents an imminent and substantial threat to human health). 

Information quoted from RCRA Orientation Manual: CERCLA - The Hazardous Waste Cleanup 
Program. For additional information, the full manual can be viewed at:  
http://www.epa.gov/osw/inforesources/pubs/orientat/rom62.pdf

Winter 2012
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Information Releases: Winter Newsletter - January 2012
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meeting: St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting- 
TBD. Check www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/
fusrap.html for meeting date and time.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Downtown Site
In Fiscal Year (FY) 2011, Remedial Action (RA) 
construction activities were in progress or recently 
completed at the Covidien (formerly Mallinckrodt) Plant.  
These areas include Plant 6 West Half (6WH) Phase 
2, Plant 7 North (7N) Hazardous Waste Storage Area 
(HWSA), Plant 7 West (7W)700 Pad; Burlington Northern 
Santa Fe (BNSF) Railroad Vicinity Property (VP) DT-12; 
and City Property Phase 2, East of the Mississippi River 
(River) Levee (Levee).

 In November 2010, remediation of Plant 6WH was 
completed in Excavation Areas (EAs) 4 through 6; the 
surface was restored with asphalt pavement in November 
2010. The remediation of EAs 4 through 6 required the 
removal and disposal of approximately 12,100 bank cubic 
yards (cys) of contaminated soil. EA 3 continues to be 
used for railcar loading activities. 

The demolition of the above ground structure at the Plant 
7N HWSA was completed in FY10 and remediation began 
in November 2010. Remediation of this area required the 
removal and disposal of approximately 2,750 bank cys of 
contaminated soil as well as buried concrete foundations 
that were left in place following the decommissioning of 
historical Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic Energy 
Commission (MED/AEC) operation support facilities. 
Restoration of this area will begin after Covidien 
completes the required closure procedures for this 
previously permitted hazardous waste storage facility. 

Remediation of the adjacent Plant 7W 700 Pad began 
in June 2011 with the demolition of the concrete 
foundation. An estimated volume of 4,890 bank cys 
yards of contaminated soil is anticipated to be removed. 

Remediation of this area is expected to be completed in 
October 2011. 

Remediation of BNSF property DT-12 included the removal 
of approximately 2,200 bank cys of contaminated soil from 
six excavation areas along the railroad right-of-way between 
Angelica Street and Dock Street. One of the excavation 
areas was expanded into Covidien Plant 7 South (7S) and 
included the removal of approximately 150 bank cys of 
contaminated soil. This extension of Covidien Plant 7S 
remediation was also completed in November 2010.

In Spring 2011 remediation began on City Property Phase 
2, East of the Levee. City Property Phase 2 consists of  
6 EAs, containing approximately 21,200 bank cys of 
contaminated soil to be removed. Remediation of EAs 4, 
5, and 9 was completed in April 2011 and included the 
removal and disposal of approximately 810 bank cys of 
contaminated soil. Over 200 linear feet of sheet pile shoring 
was installed along the east side of the levee in March 2011 
to protect the levee during remediation of EA 7, but RA at 
this location has been delayed because of continuing high 
river levels. Completion of the remediation of EA 3, which 
began in April 2011, has also been delayed because of 
continuing high river levels.

Demolition of SLDS 700 Pad
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North County

Latty Avenue Sites

Hazelwood Interim Storage Site/Futura

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) continues 
remedial activities at the Latty Avenue site.  In February 
2011, the USACE completed remedial activities at the 
Futura site removing a total of 37,447 cys of contaminated 
material and shipping it to an out-of-state licensed facility.  
The Futura site is currently undergoing restoration 
activities.  

Remedial activities are almost completed on the Hazelwood 
Interim Storage Site (HISS) property.  The USACE 
removed the HISS rail spur and completed the cleanup of 
soil underneath and adjacent to the railspur.  Since the HISS 
railspur has been removed, contaminated soils and material 
are being transported to the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) 
and shipped off-site to a designated disposal facility. Work 
is currently being completed at the north end of the HISS 
property close to Latty Avenue.  Additional remedial 
activities at the HISS include the removal and cleanup of 
the sanitary sewers at the site.  Plans for the removal and 
replacement of sanitary sewers at the HISS are in progress 
to allow for excavation of remaining contaminated soils. 
The USACE anticipates remedial activities at the HISS 
site will be completed by the end of the year.  Since the 
beginning of FY11, over 27,000 cys of contaminated soil/
material has been shipped to an out-of-state licensed 
facility. 

Latty Avenue Vicinity Properties 

In FY10, the USACE completed remedial activities 
on Vicinity Property (VP)-02L.  Over 16,000 cys of 
contaminated soil/material was removed from the property 
and shipped to an out-of-state licensed facility.  The 
USACE is completing the remediation of the building at 
VP-02L.  Contaminated dust was found in the dock/loadout 
area and on the rafters of the structure, as well as in two 
exhaust fans and in the floor drain located in the dock/
loadout area.  No contamination was found in the storm 
water drainage system or the floor drains inside of the 
building. The remediation/decontamination of the building 
has been expedited by the USACE since the building is 
empty. The USACE anticipates the completion of remedial 
activities in the building by the end of this summer.  

The USACE has completed the characterization of VPs 3L–
5L.  In FY12, the USACE plans to release these properties 
under a Pre-Design Investigation Report/Final Status 
Survey Evaluation (PDIR/FSSE) because no remedial 
activities were required on these properties.

SLAPS Vicinity Properties

During FY11, the USACE also completed remedial 
activities and restoration at VP-12 located on McDonnell 
Boulevard across from the SLAPS with the removal of 
2,821 cys of contaminated soil. In addition, 2,939 cys of 
contaminated soil was removed from the Coldwater Creek 
(CWC) area adjacent to VP-12 on McDonnell Boulevard, 

Removal of HISS Railspur

Decontamination of the building at VP 02(L)
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166 cys was removed from VP-31A located on Hazelwood 
Avenue, and 734 cys was removed from McDonnell 
Boulevard (East Section).

During this FY, the USACE characterized the soils under 
McDonnell Boulevard and Eva Road and is currently 
characterizing soils in the VP-40a (Norfolk Southern 
Railroad property located within the Formerly Utilized 
Sites Remedial Action Program [FUSRAP] boundaries) 
and VP-16/Eva Loadout areas located on Eva Road in 
anticipation of remedial activities in the FY12.  The 
USACE also expects to start remediating the eastern 
portion of the Ballfields adjacent to Eva Avenue.

As of July 2011, the USACE has released the Post Remedial 
Action Reports (PRARs) for VPs 5, 6, 8, and 9 and PDIR/
FSSE VPs 3 and 4.  The USACE anticipates the release of 
the PRARs for VPs 53 and 63 during late summer/early 
fall timeframe. VPs 5, 6, 53, and 63 were cleaned up using 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funds.

Coldwater Creek

CWC is the major drainage mechanism for the SLAPS, 
SLAPS VPs, and the Latty Avenue Properties.  It has 
been designated as a Metropolitan No-Discharge Stream.  
CWC flows adjacent to the SLAPS and SLAPS VPs, then 
meanders near the HISS, Futura and other Latty VPs and 
continues to flow through northern St. Louis County until 
it discharges into the Missouri River.  In the industrial 
area located between the airport and Pershall Road, the 
water quality in CWC is generally poor. The present and 
reasonably anticipated future uses of the lower reach of 
CWC are recreation and live stock/wildlife watering.

Since 1998, as part of the St. Louis FUSRAP 
Environmental Monitoring Program (EMP), the USACE 
has monitored surface water and sediment for radiological 
and chemical parameters at six different monitoring 
stations along CWC adjacent to and downstream from the 
North County Sites. These sampling events are conducted 
semi-annually and have the following objectives: to 
document compliance with appropriate standards; to 
provide the public with information; to provide a historical 
record for year-to-year comparisons; and to identify 
environmental impacts.  The EMP for CWC evaluates the 
water quality and radiological and chemical parameters 
present in the surface water and sediment.

Surface water and sediment data collected from CWC are 
evaluated relative to historical sample results obtained at 
each station. In addition, the Record of Decision established 
sediment remediation goals for radium-226, thorium-230, 

Location of the 6 monitoring stations on Coldwater Creek

and uranium 238 and these criteria are also being used in 
evaluating CWC sediment.  Although CWC is not a source 
of drinking water, the drinking water standard for total-
uranium is used as a monitoring guide for surface water. 

A trend analysis of the data from each station is also 
performed to determine the effects of the remedial 
actions on surface water and sediment in CWC. This 
trend analysis is reported annually in the Environmental 
Monitoring Data and Analysis Report (EMDAR). This 
assessment evaluates if surface water and sediment could 
adversely affect human health.  Assessments completed 
since 1998 indicate that radiological dose levels in CWC 
are 100 times less than the regulatory limit.

It should be noted that FUSRAP was created to address 
environmental waste resulting from MED/AEC operations. 
Non-FUSRAP discharges are relatively common along 
the sampled reaches of CWC, and consequently sample 
parameters could be influenced by existing industrial 
sources rather than former MED/AEC operations.
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

What does the Environmental Monitoring Program at FUSRAP involve?

The intent of the EMP is to: 1) document compliance with appropriate standards; 2) provide the 
public with information; 3) provide a historical record for year-to-year comparisons; and 4) identify 
environmental impacts.  The USACE issues the Annual EMDAR for each calendar year. The EMDAR 
provides an evaluation of the data collected as part of the EMP.  The USACE monitors various media 
at the FUSRAP sites including groundwater, surface water, air, and sediment for contaminants-of-
concern. The public will be able to review the EMDAR for 2010 along with other key FUSRAP 
documents on our website at http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/fusrap.html.

Phone:  (314) 260-3905
Mail:  8945 Latty Avenue, Berkeley, MO 63134
Fax:  (314) 260-3941  

Homepage - To reach our site, go to 
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/fusrap.html.
If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, please contact us.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing List - To receive newsletters and other printed communications, sign up for our mailing list any time. 
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Information Releases: Summer Newsletter - July 2011
This newsletter is issued twice a year.

Upcoming Meeting: St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting - 
Friday, February 25, 2011, 1:00 pm at the FUSRAP Project 
Office at 8945 Latty Avenue in Berkeley, MO 63134.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Five Year Review
The Second Five Year Review (FYR) has been 
completed for the St. Louis FUSRAP sites. Under 
the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), an 
evaluation of response is required at least every five 
years following the start of the cleanup at hazardous 
waste sites where contaminants are present above levels 
that allow for unlimited use/unrestricted exposure. 
The Second Five Year Review covers the 09/01/2003 
to 12/31/2008 time period. This review evaluates the 
protectiveness of the St. Louis Sites (SLS) remedies.

The Second FYR for the SLS was conducted by 
a team led by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), with representatives from the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and the Missouri 
Department of Natural Resources. The FYR 
consisted of four components: document review, 
site inspection, site interviews, and assessment of 
response action protectiveness.

The remedial actions of the St. Louis Downtown Site 
(SLDS) operable unit (OU) and the North St. Louis 
County OU are under construction. These actions 
for the SLS OUs are designed to be protective of 
human health and the environment upon completion. 
In the interim, exposure pathways that could result in 
unacceptable risks are being controlled.

The results of the FYR are available to the public 
in the Five Year Review Report for the St. Louis 
FUSRAP Sites. This report documents the methods, 
findings, and conclusions of the review. Any problems 

found and recommendations to address them are 
documented in the report.

The public can read copies of this report in the 
Administrative Record located at the FUSRAP Project 
Office at 8945 Latty Avenue in Berkeley, MO. Because 
the main branch of the St. Louis Public Library is 
closed for remodeling, a copy of this FYR can be 
also found at the St. Louis Public Library – Prairie 
Commons Branch at 915 Utz Lane in St. Louis. The 
FYR can also be viewed on the FUSRAP website: 
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expertise/fusrap.html

St. Louis Downtown Site
During the period from October 1, 2009 until 
September 30, 2010, Remedial Action (RA) 
construction activities were in progress or completed 
at the City Property west of the Mississippi River levee 
(Vicinity Property [VP] DT-2), BNSF Railroad (VP 
DT-12), Covidien - Plant 7N Hazardous Waste Storage 
Area (HWSA), and Covidien - Plant 6WH, Phase 2.

Remediation of the DT-2 area surrounding the 30-inch 
sewer in the Destrehan Street right-of-way, west of the 
levee, was completed with authorization to backfill in 
October 2009. The active sewers rerouted during RA 
activities were restored, and the area was backfilled 

USACE has nearly remediated the sixth area in Plant 6WH, 
Phase 2 at the St. Louis Downtown Site.
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Excavation of the Plant 7 Hazardous Waste Storage Area 
continued during FY10.

and restored during FY10. Most sheet pile shoring, 
which was installed to safely reduce the excavation 
size and for protection of the Mississippi River Flood 
Protection Levee, was left in place but cut-off about 
2 ft. below finished grade. However, some sheet pile 
was removed for use at other locations. A total of 
approximately 9,200 cubic yards of soil was removed 
for the DT-2 RA, including roughly 3,900 cubic yards 
of contaminated material and about 5,300 cubic yards 
of clean overburden soil. 

Remediation of six areas in DT-12 along the 
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad right-of-way 
between Angelica Street and Dock Street was started 
in May 2010 and five of the six areas were completed 
in FY10. Remediation of the sixth area on this 
property was nearing completion at the end of FY10. 
Approximately 1,200 cubic yards of soil were removed 
from the five areas in FY10, and the completed areas 
were backfilled and the surface restored with gravel. 

Remediation of the Plant 7N HWSA area began 
in February 2010 with the installation of sheet pile 
shoring along portions of the south and west sides 
of the excavation to protect building structures on 
the adjacent property. During FY10, the storage area 
canopy structure and historical building foundations 
were removed to prepare the area to complete the 
planned RA in FY11. 

Remediation of the Plant 6WH, Phase 2 area continued 
in FY10 with two of the six planned excavation areas 
being completed during that period. At the end of 
FY10, five of the six planned areas had been completed 

2

USACE completed remedial activities at VP-02L in FY10.

including the three areas completed prior to FY10. The 
RA in the two areas included the removal of about 
8,100 cubic yards of contaminated soil. These areas 
were backfilled, and the surface was restored with 
asphalt pavement for the continued use as the Soil 
Storage and Load-Out Facility for the SLDS operations 
adjacent to the rail spur. Remediation of the sixth area 
in Plant 6WH, Phase 2 was nearing completion at the 
end of FY10. 

North County

Latty Avenue Sites

In FY10, the USACE continued remedial activities at 
the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)/Futura 
site. The USACE removed another set of underground 
tanks buried behind the buildings at Futura and 
continued remediating around the Futura buildings 
and on the HISS side of the property. Remedial 
activities also continued at VP-40A (Norfolk Southern 
Railroad property) adjacent to the HISS. The USACE 
removed over 19,100 cubic yards of contaminated 
material from these areas. Remedial activities were 
completed at VP-2L in FY10 removing over 16,000 
cubic yards of contaminated material. The USACE 
also issued Post Remedial Action Reports (PRARs) 
for two Latty Avenue. properties (VP-1L and 
10K530087) during FY10.
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During FY11, the USACE anticipates completing the 
remediation on the Futura property and remediating 
the soils under the HISS railspur with the removal 
of the tracks. The USACE will begin sampling and 
characterizing the building on VP-2L and Latty 
Avenue properties, VP-3L and -5L. VP-6L and 
other parts of VP-40A property will be remediated 
concurrent with the HISS railspur remediation.

St. Louis Airport Vicinity Properties

In FY10, the USACE received American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds to remediate 
properties at the SLAPS VPs. Five properties (VPs-5, 
-6, -53, -54, -55, and -63) were remediated. Over 3,000 
cubic yards of contaminated material was removed 
from the ARRA properties and shipped to a licensed, 
out-of-state facility. 

Remediation was also initiated at three other SLAPS 
VPs: VP-12; area north of McDonnell Boulevard, 
adjacent to Coldwater Creek (CWC); and, the south 
eastern section of the McDonnell Boulevard Right-
of-Ways (ROWs). To date, the USACE has removed 
over 1,900 cubic yards from VP-12; over 1,800 cubic 
yards from the area north of McDonnell Boulevard 
adjacent to CWC; and, over 450 cubic yards from the 
McDonnell Boulevard ROWs. Remediation continues 
at these properties and will be completed in FY11.

During FY10, the USACE issued the PRARs for eight 
SLAPS VPs along Hazelwood Avenue (VPs-32, -35, 
-35A, -36, -39, -40, -42, and -47) and a Pre-Design 
Investigation Report/Final Status Survey Evaluation 
(PDIR/FSSE) for three Hazelwood Avenue properties 
(VPs-33, -34, and -37). 

In FY11, the USACE anticipates the release of the 
ARRA properties (VPs-5, -6, -53, -54, -55, and -63) 
when the PRARs for these properties are issued and 
the PDIR/FSSE for VPs-3 and -4 is finalized.

Fiscal Year 2011 Funding
As of January 2011, Congress has not passed an 
appropriations bill for FUSRAP. In December, 2010 
Congress passed and the President signed an extension 
of the Continuing Resolution through March 4, 2011. 
Essentially, a Continuing Resolution provides interim 
authority to continue funding federal programs until 
an appropriations bill is enacted.

Personnel 
At the end of December, Mr. Roy Parks, the SLDS 
Project Manager (PM), retired after serving USACE for 
28 years. He worked on FUSRAP’s St. Louis sites for 
the past ten years, three of which he served as the SLDS 
PM. We wish him well.

St. Louis FUSRAP welcomes our new PM, Steve 
Hamm. Steve comes to us with experience from 
U.S. Steel - Granite City Works and Environmental 
Resources Management.

Remediation proceeds along the McDonnell Boulevard 
Right-of-Way.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed 
communications, sign up for our mailing list any time. 

Phone:  (314) 260-3905
Mail:  8945 Latty Avenue, Berkeley, MO 63134
Fax:  (314) 260-3941  

Homepage - To reach our site, go to
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/eng-con/expetise/fusrap.html.

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, please 
contact us.
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

What is radon?

Radon is a tasteless, odorless, and colorless gas naturally found in rocks, soil, and water. Radon is 
a radioactive and carcinogenic element known to cause lung cancer. As a result, it is considered to 
be a contaminant that affects indoor air quality and is typically the largest source of background 
radiation dose for humans. 

Radon is formed from the radioactive decay of uranium and thorium from rock and soil. The 
radon gas rises from soil and tends to accumulate in low lying areas in buildings due to its heavy 
density. The concentration of radon in a building depends on several factors, including ventilation, 
local geology, weather, and building design. The EPA estimates that one in 15 homes have 
concentrations of radon that are at or above the EPA’s national voluntary action level of  
4 picocuries per liter. Many test kits are available to test your home or office for radon levels. 

For more information, refer to the EPA’s citizen’s guide to radon. 
http://www.epa.gov/radon/pubs/citguide.html 
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Information Releases: Winter Newsletter - January 2011
This newsletter is issued twice a year (January and July).

Upcoming Meeting: The next St. Louis Oversight Meeting is 
scheduled for July 21, 2010 at noon at the Sunset Park Lodge 
in Florissant.  There will be an optional tour of the Lodge at the 
end of the FUSRAP meeting for interested participants.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

North St. Louis County

Latty Avenue Properties
Currently, Remedial Actions (RA) are focused on two 
adjacent properties – the Vicinity Property (VP)-02(L) 
and the Futura part of the Hazelwood Interim Storage 
Site (HISS)/Futura property located on the west end of 
Latty Avenue.

An RA was initiated in December 2009 at the VP-02(L) 
property. To date, approximately 15,294 cubic yards (cys) 
of contaminated soil have been removed from the site 
and shipped to an out-of-state licensed disposal facility. 
This portion of the RA is scheduled for completion 
by August 2010. In addition, the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) and the property owner are working 
together to assess the inside and the outside of the on-site 
building for possible radiological contamination.

At the Futura property, over 27,700 cys of Manhattan 
Engineer District/Atomic Energy Commission (MED/
AEC) contaminated soil have been removed from the 
Futura portion of the site and shipped to an out-of-state 
licensed disposal facility. An estimated 6,200 bank cubic 
yards (bcys) remain to be removed. (See “Educational 
Information” on page 4 for an explanation of “bank” 
versus “shipped” volumes.) The property owner is 
currently working with the Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources to remove several underground storage 
tanks. Once this is accomplished, the USACE will 
remediate all MED/AEC contamination under the tanks. 
This remaining remediation work should be complete 
by the fall of 2010. Contamination under the Futura 
buildings is considered inaccessible, and institutional 
controls will be established to minimize any health risks.  

At the HISS property, over 33,600 cys of contaminated 
soil have been removed and shipped to an out-of-
state licensed disposal facility. An additional 21,000 
bcys remain to be removed. Most of the remaining 
contamination is located under the HISS railspur and 
will be removed at a future date.

St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity 
Properties

In February 2010, an RA was started using funds 
furnished by the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act (ARRA). Five properties are targeted for remediation 
under this RA. Most of the work is on road rights-of-way 
adjacent to Pershall Road and McDonnell Boulevard. 
To date, work has been completed at VP-63 (the old 
Ford Automobile Plant) off Lindbergh Boulevard, and 
remediation has been completed at three properties along 
Pershall Road (VPs-53, 54, and 55) and at VPs 3, 4, 5, and 
6 off of McDonnell Boulevard. The last ARRA property 
to be remediated is VP-12, a property located on the 
northwest side of McDonnell Boulevard across from the 
St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS). An estimated 706 bcys 
will be removed from VP-12. To date, approximately 864 
cys of contaminated soil have been removed from the 
ARRA properties and shipped to an out-of-state licensed 
facility. Final restoration of the ARRA properties is 
expected to be completed by the end of the summer.

Restoration of VP-54 along Pershall Road
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Work on McDonnell Boulevard
Stay alert this summer and fall when travelling 
McDonnell Boulevard.

Starting in July, the USACE will be remediating the 
rights-of-way along McDonnell Boulevard between 
Banshee Road and Genaire Drive. An estimated 310 bcys 
of contaminated soil and gravel will be removed from 
the rights-of-way on both sides of this stretch of road. 

The USACE will also be sampling under the surface 
of McDonnell Boulevard. The results of the sampling 
activities will identify and evaluate areas of possible 
radiological contamination under the road. Sampling 
will be conducted on McDonnell Boulevard from North 
Lindbergh Boulevard to just north of the intersection 
with Genaire Drive. To minimize traffic disruption, 
the majority of this work will be done on weekends. 
However, drivers need to be alert and anticipate lane 
closures and traffic delays whenever work is in progress.

The USACE is working with the St. Louis County 
Department of Highways and Traffic to safely execute 
these activities.

When driving McDonnell Boulevard, please stay alert 
and slow down to protect yourself and the workers 
conducting these activities.

Coldwater Creek
The section of Coldwater Creek (CWC) that pertains to 
the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
(FUSRAP) begins south of McDonnell Boulevard 
adjacent to the SLAPS and continues in a northeasterly 
direction through Hazelwood, Florissant, unincorporated 
St. Louis County, and the northern edge of Blackjack 
before discharging into the Missouri River. CWC, 
which forms the western boundary of the SLAPS, was 
contaminated when radioactive residues migrated from 
the SLAPS during significant rainfall events, primarily 
as storm water runoff. Prior to the installation of the 
gabion wall that stabilized the bank, bank erosion 
on the western end of the SLAPS also contributed to 
the contamination of the creek. Since the 1980s, the 
U.S Department of Energy and then the USACE have 
conducted several sampling investigations of the creek. 

To date, the USACE has cleaned up two areas of 
the creek. In 1998, the USACE assisted the City of 
Florissant during their construction efforts to replace 
the St. Denis Bridge, which is located approximately 
3 miles downstream of the SLAPS. During the project, 

approximately 450 cys of MED/AEC contaminated 
soils and sediments were removed from the creek and 
its banks. In 2004, the section of CWC adjacent to the 
SLAPS, between the Norfolk Southern railroad on 
the south, and the McDonnell Boulevard Bridge on 
the north, was also remediated as part of the SLAPS 
remedial activities. Approximately 11,230 cys of 
contaminated soils and sediments were removed from 
CWC and its banks. The remediation of CWC in this 
area culminated in the reconstruction of the channel and 
the armoring of the banks and creek bed with riprap.

Sampling is routinely conducted in CWC as part of the 
FUSRAP Environmental Monitoring Program. The 
data is evaluated and reported in annual environmental 
monitoring reports. The USACE has also started 
characterization sampling in CWC to determine the 
areas of the creek that need to be remediated. CWC will 
be remediated in accordance with the North County 
Record of Decision (ROD).

St. Louis Downtown Sites                                   

Mallinckrodt Plant 6-West Half
Excavation continues in Mallinckrodt Plant 6-West 
Half.  The FUSRAP team previously remediated the 
southern portion of this plant area, and Mallinckrodt 
removed their source material from this area under 
a separate contract. Currently, remedial activities are 
being conducted adjacent to FUSRAP’s Soil Storage and 
Load-out Facility in the northern area of Plant 6-West 
Half.  Prior to initiating excavation, sheet pile shoring 
was installed along the eastern side of Building 101 
and between some of the excavation areas to protect 

2

Coldwater Creek south of Pershall Road 
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Plant 6-West Half Excavation
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the building foundation and to facilitate the staging of 
the various excavation areas.  FUSRAP coordinated 
closely with Mallinckrodt, who removed additional 
source material from this area under a separate contract. 
All Mallinckrodt work has been completed in this area 
and it is anticipated that the FUSRAP remediation of 
Plant 6-West Half will be completed by this September. 
To date, FUSRAP has shipped about 35,000 cys of 
contaminated material from Plant 6-West Half to an 
out-of-state licensed disposal facility.

Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad 
Vicinity Property
In May 2010, the USACE released the final remedial 
design and initiated the remediation for the Burlington 
Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) Railroad property (DT-12). 
Remedial activity here includes the removal of about 
2,620 bcys of contaminated soils in six areas along 
the railroad right-of-way between Angelica and Dock 
Streets.  The current schedule calls for excavation and 
backfill completion at this property in September 2010.

7N Hazardous Waste Storage Area
The Plant 7N Hazardous Waste Storage Area, which 
consisted of a metal canopy and concrete foundation, 
has been demolished to allow for the removal of 
approximately 2,900 bcys of MED/AEC contaminated 
soil at that location. Sheet pile shoring was installed 
south and east of the planned excavation area to ensure 
stability of adjacent building foundations and pavement 
while remediation was underway.  Excavation and 
restoration of this area will begin after the nearby 
BNSF VP (DT-12) is remediated.

City Property Vicinity Property
Another remedial action area nearing completion is 
the City Property VP (DT-2), Phase 1 West of the 
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Mississippi River Flood Protection Levee. Sheet pile 
shoring was installed along the toe of the levee and 
along sides of the Destrehan Street right-of-way in order 
to protect the integrity of the levee and to facilitate the 
removal of the approximately 15-foot-deep sewers and 
the contaminated soil surrounding the sewers. About 
9,200 bcys of soil were excavated, including about 3,900 
yards of contaminated soil and about 5,300 yards of 
clean overburden, which was stockpiled and reused for 
backfilling some of the area. Both active and abandoned 
sewer lines were removed or grouted, and the active 
portions restored to connect to the newer diversion sewer. 
Final restoration of the area at City Property-West of the 
levee has been completed.

St. Louis Downtown Sites Inaccessible Soils 
Operable Unit
The original ROD for the St. Louis Downtown Sites 
(SLDS) specified a remediation remedy for ‘accessible’ 
soils. Accessible soils are those that are not beneath 
buildings or other permanent structures. FUSRAP is 
currently investigating and characterizing the remaining 
areas potentially impacted by MED/AEC contamination. 
Sewer lines, building surfaces, and inaccessible soils 
comprise what is designated as the SLDS Inaccessible 
Soils Operable Unit (OU).

FUSRAP has recently completed most of the sampling 
required to issue a Remedial Investigation Report for 
this OU. An internal draft of this document is under 
preparation and a final document is expected in 2011. A 
Proposed Plan and ROD will be issued in 2012. Public 
input and comment, a valuable component of these 
documents, will be sought and incorporated during the 
development process. 
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

What are the differences among various soil volume descriptions?

Readers of the FUSRAP Update or of other FUSRAP documents and briefings may be confused 
by different designations used to describe soil volumes. For example, in some contexts, we refer to 
“bank” or “in situ” volumes of soil and in other situations discuss “loose,” “disposed,” “ex situ,” or 
“shipped” volumes.

Bank and in situ volumes are synonymous and generally are used in design or other pre-remediation 
discussions of contaminated soils prior to excavation.  The terms refer to undisturbed soil volumes. 
After excavation, the synonymous terms loose, disposed, ex situ, and shipped volumes of soil may be 
used to reflect the expanded volume of the soil after it is excavated. Soil is broken apart during the 
excavation process and is no longer subject to compaction by overburden or surrounding soil. The 
soil expands to about 1.3 times its in situ volume when excavated.

Perhaps a good way to visualize the distinction is to picture a gardener digging a hole to plant an 
azalea or rose bush in the spring. The volume of the hole itself would represent a bank soil volume, 
while the pile of soil on the ground would be a disposed or loose volume.
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Information Releases: Winter Newsletter - December 2009
This newsletter is issued twice a year in July and December.

Upcoming Meeting (Please come if you are available!): 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting - Date TBD, 11:30 a.m. 
at the FUSRAP office on Latty Avenue.

2nd 5-year Review: See update on page 2.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Fiscal Year 2009 in Review

Fiscal year 2009 (FY09) was a productive year for the St. 
Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
(FUSRAP).  During FY09 several properties were 
remediated and/or released and preparations are underway to 
begin work on properties targeted for cleanup during FY10.

In FY09 a total of 58,847 cubic yards (cy) of contaminated 
material was shipped from St. Louis FUSRAP sites to out-
of-state, licensed and permitted disposal facilities – 39,423 
cy from Latty Avenue, 4,915 cy from the St. Louis Airport 
Site (SLAPS) Vicinity Properties (VPs), and 14,509 cy 
from the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS).

St. Louis FUSRAP Sites FY 2010 Budget

On October 28, 2009 President Obama signed the Energy 
and Water Development Appropriations Act which 
provides funding for the St. Louis FUSRAP (among other 
programs) for FY 2010.  $43.2 million was appropriated 
for St. Louis FUSRAP.  An additional $2 million in 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds 
was provided.  These funds will be used to continue 
remediation at the St. Louis District's FUSRAP sites. 

North St. Louis County

Vicinity Properties
A total of 17 North St. Louis County VPs were released 
under a Pre-Design Investigation Report/Final Status 
Survey Evaluation (PDIR/FSSE) report.  This means that 
these properties were investigated and found to meet the 
North County Record of Decision (ROD) objectives with 

no remediation. All 17 of these properties are located on 
Frost and Hazelwood Avenues.

Remedial activities continue at VP-40a East with a total 
of 11,434 cy of contaminated material removed in FY09.  
The USACE anticipates completion of remediation of this 
property in FY10. The VP-40a East pump-around area on 
the Coldwater Creek tributary adjacent to the Hazelwood 
Interim Storage Site (HISS) was completed and restored 
in late October 2009. Remedial activities continue at the 
HISS/FUTURA properties with the removal of 27,987 cy of 
contaminated material in FY09. The USACE anticipates the 
completion of remedial activities at the Futura part of this 
property in FY10.  Contaminated materials removed from 
the above-referenced properties have been sent to out-of-
state, licensed and permitted disposal facilities.

Plans are also under way to begin work at VP-02L, a 
property immediately adjacent to the HISS.  The USACE 
currently intends to remove approximately 5,800 cy of 
contaminated material from this VP. 

Hazelwood Avenue Remediation Complete
The USACE completed remediation of the rights-of-way 
and under the road for Hazelwood Avenue  in August 2009.  
Hazelwood Avenue became contaminated when it was used 
as a haul route for transporting uranium-bearing residuals 
from the SLAPS on McDonnell Boulevard. to the HISS 
on Latty Avenue. The USACE expedited the remediation 
of Hazelwood Avenue because the City of Hazelwood is 
planning to improve and widen the road beginning in the 
Spring 2010.  A total of 1,364 cy of contaminated materials 
was removed from Hazelwood Avenue and sent to an out-of-
state licensed and permitted disposal facility. 

Due to the possible exposure of contaminated soils under the 
roadway during the City of Hazelwood's road improvement 
activities, the USACE decided to clean up the inaccessible 
soils under the road.
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During the remediation of Hazelwood Avenue, the USACE 
sent out traffic updates to business and property owners 
and posted signs on adjacent roads to enable workers and 
residents to exit and enter Hazelwood Avenue without 
running into sections of the road that were closed.

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 Funding
In early FY10, the USACE St. Louis FUSRAP received 
funds from the ARRA .  These funds will be used to 
remediate at least five FUSRAP properties located in North 
St. Louis County.  Work was started in the spring of 2009 to 
complete the Pre-design Investigation and Remedial Design 
documents to remediate these properties.  In keeping with 
President Obama’s request to create jobs, a new contract 
was awarded to Cabrera Services to perform the remedial 
activities.  The USACE estimates that approximately 2,000 
cy of contaminated material will be removed from the 
ARRA properties. 

Five-Year Review Progresses

The USACE plans to release the second St. Louis FUSRAP 
Sites Five-Year Review early in 2010.  The purpose of 
this review is to evaluate whether the response actions 
implemented on the FUSRAP St. Louis Sites continue to be 
protective of human health and the environment. The St. Louis 
Sites consist of the North St. Louis County Site and the SLDS. 

FUSRAP activities at the St. Louis Sites follow the 
guidelines established by the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) 
more commonly known as Superfund. Under CERCLA, a 
review of the response actions must be conducted at least 
every five years following the start of the cleanup.  As part 
of the five-year review process, the USACE, Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), and Missouri Department of 
National Resources (MDNR) work together to inspect each 
site and document conditions observed. Members of the 
community are also interviewed and asked to provide their 
views about the cleanup to help the team better understand 
the impacts of the work on the local community. 

The results of the review will be published in the “Five-
Year Review Report for the St. Louis FUSRAP Sites.” The 
report will also document any problems found and include 
recommendations to address them. The draft report is 
currently under regulator review. After regulator comments 
are addressed copies of the report will be placed with the 
Administrative Record located at the St. Louis Public 
Library, 1301 Olive Street, and at the FUSRAP Project 
Office at 8945 Latty Avenue in Berkeley.

St. Louis Downtown Site

The USACE proceeded with remediation efforts in three 
different areas of SLDS in FY09. Remediation was initiated 
at Plant 6 West Half, Phase 2. The effort was closely 
coordinated with Covidien, who accomplished Columbium-
Tantalum (C-T) pit removal simultaneously. The USACE 
also initiated  excavation west of the flood protection levee 
at City Property (DT-2) and completed remedial activity at 
the Terminal Railroad Association VP (DT-9). 3,023 cy of 
contaminated material from DT-9 was shipped to an out-of-
state, licensed and permitted disposal facility.

In addition, the USACE prepared the plan for sampling 
inaccessible soils, sewers, and buildings and submitted it for 
regulatory review and comment. This plan is a precursor to 
a ROD regarding the disposition of inaccessible soils and 
other media not addressed in the 1998 SLDS ROD.

Finally, a PDIR/FSSE for DT-35 and DT-36, releasing 
the accessible soils on these properties as having met the 
SLDS ROD remedial goals without any requirement for soil 
removal, was published.

What’s Next?
Preliminary investigation and/or design work is currently 
underway for the Burlington Northern Santa Fe VP (DT-12) 
and the City Property (DT-2).  These two properties are 
scheduled for remediation in FY10.  In addition, the Plant 
6W Phase 2 remediation is scheduled for completion in 
2010, including Covidien’s removal of two remaining C-T 
pits.  Finally, inaccessible soils sampling will be completed 
in preparation for the resulting Remedial Investigation 
Report and Feasibility Study.

2

In FY09, the USACE initiated excavation west of the 
flood protection levee at City Property (DT-2).
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Missouri Department of Natural 
Resources Role in the St. Louis 
FUSRAP Process

The MDNRs’ Federal Facilities Section provides state 
regulatory oversight to the St. Louis FUSRAP. Section 
staff coordinate with the EPA, USACE, and other sections 
within the MDNR to ensure that the selected remedy is 
implemented in a manner that is protective of public health 
and the environment.  One way MDNR staff carry out 
this task is by providing independent technical review on 
major decision documents, work plans, PDIRs, remedial 
designs, and Proposed Remedial Action Reports.  Section 
staff also regularly collect independent environmental 
samples (e.g. soil and water). The purpose of independent 
sample collection includes confirmation of both remedial 
action results and storm water management practices and 
investigation of locations of potential concern. 

MDNR personnel are available for questions, requests for 
information, or as a means of submitting comments and 
concerns.  The MDNR encourages community involvement 
in order to ensure that the concerns of Missouri citizens are 
addressed.  For more information or to submit comments or 
concerns please contact the following MDNR staff members 
located at the Florissant Field Office:  Daniel Carey, North 
County project coordinator (314-877-3047 or daniel.carey@
dnr.mo.gov) and Tiffany Burgess, SLDS project coordinator 
(314-877-3251 or tiffany.burgess@dnr.mo.gov).

St. Louis Oversight Committee

On October 7, 2009, an Oversight Committee meeting was 
held at the Jana Elementary School in Florissant.  Meeting 
participants included the USACE, MDNR, a Council 
member from Florissant Ward 4, representatives from 
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the offices of Congressmen Lacey Clay and Todd Aiken, 
current members of the Oversight Committee (Sally Price 
and Jack Frauenhoffer), representatives from the Missouri 
Coalition on the Environment, and various members of the 
community.  The meeting consisted of a presentation from 
the USACE on the project’s current issues and questions 
from the community about FUSRAP and how it affects 
the North County community. Also, interested citizens/
stakeholders were encouraged to join the Oversight 
Committee to replace several of the original members who 
have recently resigned.  

The next meeting is yet to be scheduled, but will take place 
at the FUSRAP office trailers located at 8945 Latty Avenue, 
Berkeley, MO 63134.  Future newsletters will provide the 
date and further information on Oversight Committee 
meetings.  Information and dates for the Oversight 
Committee meetings will also be posted on the FUSRAP 
Website.  

Comings and Goings

New St. Louis FUSRAP Engineer
We extend a warm welcome to Vick James, our new St. 
Louis FUSRAP team Senior Project Engineer. Vick brings 
25 years of construction experience working with the 
USACE to his new role of overseeing activities at both the 
SLDS and North County Sites. 

St. Louis FUSRAP Team Members Serve on 
Operation Enduring Freedom
Sonny Roberts, the USACE construction manager for North 
St. Louis County, recently volunteered to serve his second 
tour of duty on Operation Enduring Freedom. Sonny will 
soon be heading for Wardak Province, Afghanistan where 
he will be working as Lead Construction Representative 
on numerous construction contracts for the Army. Sonny 
has been a member of the St. Louis FUSRAP team since 
January 1999. We will miss him and wish him well.

The St. Louis FUSRAP team also wishes a fond farewell 
to Gerald Allen, Project Engineer for the SLDS site. 
Gerald is now serving his second tour of duty with 
Operation Enduring Freedom. His first assignment was as 
a Resident Engineer near the city of Baqubah, Iraq. Gerald 
is now serving as a Resident Engineer of the Bagram Area 
Office in Afghanistan.

Congratulations are due to Susan Adams, who has been 
with the St. Louis FUSRAP team for 10 years. Susan has 
assumed Gerald’s responsibilities and is the new SLDS site 
Project Engineer.
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Educational Information

Q:

A:

What is the difference between alpha, beta, and gamma radiation?

There are three types of nuclear radiation emitted from radioactive atoms: alpha, beta, and gamma.

Alpha particles are the slowest moving and least penetrating of the three forms of radiation. Alpha 
particles can be stopped by a sheet of paper or the dead layer of a person’s skin. Alpha particles are only 
harmful if ingested or inhaled.

Beta particles travel faster than alpha particles and are more penetrating. These particles can pass 
through a sheet of paper, but cannot penetrate a sheet of aluminum foil. Beta particles are also 
harmful if ingested or inhaled.

Gamma rays are not particles but electromagnetic energy. They have a much greater penetration power 
than alpha or beta particles and require shielding with materials such as concrete, lead, steel, or water. 
Gamma rays are the most hazardous type of radiation because they can travel up to a mile in open air 
and penetrate all types of materials, including the human body.
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Information Releases: Winter Newsletter - December 2009
This newsletter is issued twice a year in July and December.

Upcoming Meeting (Please come if you are available!): 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting - Date TBD, 11:30 a.m. 
at the FUSRAP office on Latty Avenue.

2nd 5-year Review: ongoing in 2009

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Downtown Site

The FUSRAP team has been busy at the St. Louis 
Downtown Site (SLDS). The FUSRAP team

-   completed remedial activities at the Terminal 
Railroad Association Vicinity Property in early 
June 2009. This large area in the northeast corner 
of SLDS included a total of 2,860 cubic yards 
of contaminated soil. The soil was removed and 
shipped to a licensed, out-of-state facility.

-   continued excavation and shipping of contaminated 
material from Plant 6 West Half in the winter and 
spring of 2009.  Since the fall of 2008, a total 
of 5,000 cubic yards of contaminated material 
was removed and shipped to a licensed, out-of-
state facility.  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) returned a small portion of this area to 
Mallinckrodt.  The remaining contaminated soil, 
including additional licensed material excavated by 
Mallinckrodt, will be removed in 2010.

-   is currently preparing a design change at Plant 7 
North to accommodate the removal of contaminated 
soil beneath Mallinckrodt’s Hazardous Materials 
Storage Area.  Mallinckrodt is replacing this facility 
with a new one, making the contaminated soil under 
the old facility available for remediation beginning in 
the Fall 2009.

City Property Sheet Pile Installation

At the “City Property,” sheet pile was installed in 
preparation for excavation of contaminated soil in the 
adjacent area.  “City Property” is a large Vicinity 
Property of the SLDS.  This portion of the property is 
located along Destrehan Street, east of the Burlington 
Northern rail line and west of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) Mississippi River Flood Protection 
Levee (Levee).  

Sheet piling consists of long sheets of interlocking half-
inch-thick steel.  The purpose of the sheet pile is to form 
a wall around the excavation to keep surrounding soil 
from falling into the excavation.  As seen in the photos, 
sheet pile is driven into the ground before excavation 
begins.  The installation of sheet pile will facilitate 
remediation activities in this area which include 
the removal of approximately 5,200 cubic yards of 
contaminated soil, an abandoned MSD 30-inch-diameter 
sewer line, and nearby sewer support structures.  

The installation involved driving 168 pairs of sheet pile, 
approximately 506 linear feet, into the ground.  The 
pairs of sheet pile varied in height from 29 to 44 feet, 
depending on the specific installation location and the 
planned depth of excavation in that area.  The excavation 
itself may be as deep as 30 feet in certain places.

Heavy pile-driving equipment is used to initiate the sheet pile 
protection for the City Property Vicinity Property at SLDS.
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The USACE must ensure the stability of the levee, and 
therefore the team installed monitoring equipment to 
detect soil movement in the levee during sheet pile 
installation and during actual soil excavation.  The 
FUSRAP team initiated excavation activities in mid-
May following completion of the sheet pile installation 
and after a brief delay caused by high levels of the 
Mississippi River.  

Throughout the excavation activities, river level and 
levee stability will be continuously monitored to 
ensure that remediation is completed safely and that 
the St. Louis flood protection levee is not compromised.  
Remediation is expected to continue well into 2010. 

North St. Louis County Site

HISS/Futura/Norfolk Southern Properties

Remediation of the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site 
(HISS) and Futura Coatings Company and adjoining 
Norfolk Southern Railroad properties continues in 2009.  
During the 1960s uranium-bearing residues from St. 
Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) were stored and processed 
at the Futura and HISS properties. 

Since early 2008, the FUSRAP team has remediated 
approximately 4 acres of the combined 11-acre Futura/
HISS properties.  They have excavated over 28,000 
cubic yards of contaminated material and shipped it 
to an approved waste disposal facility.  Part of the 
remediation process has included the partial restoration 
of completed areas.  During remediation activities, 
close coordination occurs to ensure site stockpiling and 
rail car loading cause minimal impact to the business 
operations of the current tenant.

Remediation also continued on the adjoining 
Norfolk Southern Railroad property, which included 
excavation around a tributary of Coldwater Creek.  
After excavation of over 12,000 cubic yards of 
material from the area near the tributary, work was 
temporarily suspended due to saturated soil conditions. 
Remediation will resume this summer or fall during a 
period of drier weather.

The remediation of the Norfolk Southern area was 
particularly interesting from a technical standpoint. 
The FUSRAP team installed a temporary pump-around 
system in the tributary area to divert an estimated 
1,500 gallons per minute of dry-weather flow around 

the construction area.  The system included portable 
diesel-powered pumps, temporary piping, check dams, 
and scour protection. 

In addition to providing easier access to the tributary 
area, the system eliminated any possibility of 
Coldwater Creek contamination by diverting flow away 
from the area of remediation. 

SuperValu Property

A second phase of the St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity 
Property 38 (SLAPS VP-38) cleanup activities was 
completed this spring.  VP-38 is an area immediately 
adjacent to the USACE FUSRAP office compound on 
SuperValu, Inc., property. 

The team performed an earlier remediation phase at 
the location of the compound in 2000.  During the 
current remediation, the FUSRAP team excavated 
and transported  approximately 1,600 cubic yards of 
contaminated soil to an off-site disposal facility. 

As part of the recent excavation, 1,000 cubic yards of 
clean overburden soil were removed, stockpiled, and 
re-used as backfill for the excavation.  The remediation 
team screened this material during handling to verify 
that the soil met applicable remediation criteria. 

Re-use of overburden results in significant cost 
savings since more expensive clean soil does not 
have to be purchased and imported to the site.  The 
term ‘overburden’ is explained in this newsletter’s 
Educational Information on page 4.

2

Sheet pile protection system for the City Property 
excavation is shown nearing completion.
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Hazelwood Avenue Right-of-Way

You may have noticed the signs posted on Pershall 
Road, Hanley Road and Hazelwood Avenue recently 
warning of road closures along Hazelwood Avenue.  
The road signs are up because the USACE started 
remediation along the Hazelwood Avenue Right-of-
Ways (ROWs) this spring.  The USACE decided to start 
remediation activities along the ROWs before the City 
of Hazelwood begins their road improvement project 
along Hazelwood Avenue later this year.  

The City of Hazelwood received a grant from 
the East-West Gateway Council Transportation 
Improvement Program to make road improvements 
and widen Hazelwood Avenue from Frost Avenue to 
Pershall Road.  The USACE has been coordinating 
with the City of Hazelwood to ensure the time frame 
of our remediation does not interfere with the road 
improvement project for Hazelwood Avenue.

In order to lessen the problems with the road closures, 
the USACE passed out announcement letters to all 
the businesses that use Hazelwood Avenue.  For 
those business owners and employees that wanted to 
be updated on the road closures, the USACE set up 
an email notification list.  When the road barriers 
are moved, all on the list are notified of the changes 
by email.  The USACE has been working with the 
Hazelwood Police Department to verify that our signs 
are properly situated along the roads.  The Hazelwood 
Police have increased their patrols along Hazelwood 
Avenue since remediation activities started.

In the 1960s, Hazelwood Avenue was used as a haul 
route transporting uranium-bearing residuals from 
the St. Louis Airport Site on McDonnell Boulevard 
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to the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site on Latty 
Avenue.  Contamination along Hazelwood Avenue 
occurred as a result of soil spillage from transport 
vehicles.  As a result of characterization sampling and 
investigations along Hazelwood Avenue, twelve areas 
require remediation to estimated depths ranging from 
1 to 3 feet below ground surface.  Remedial action is 
currently underway with an estimated 635 cubic yards 
of contaminated soil to be removed.

Ballfields Site

The remedial design effort has begun for the area north 
of SLAPS and McDonnell Boulevard that is commonly 
referred to as the Ballfields Site.  Historically, the site 
was used as agricultural land and then as a baseball 
field complex.  Today, the only remnants of the former 
baseball fields are a small building and a concrete pad, 
located in the center of the four fields on the eastern 
half of the site. 

The Ballfields Site is estimated to be the largest 
contaminated FUSRAP North County site remaining 
in terms of volume.  It is comprised of four contiguous 
properties totaling approximately 60 acres, of which 
about 14.4 acres contain contaminated soil.  The majority 
of contaminated soil is located in the southwest portion 
of the site (near the intersection of Coldwater Creek and 
McDonnell Boulevard) and is covered by an average of 
4.5 feet of clean overburden soil (totaling approximately 
43,000 cubic yards).  This overburden soil will be 
moved aside and stockpiled prior to the removal of the 
underlying contaminated soil. 

Two large pumps divert Coldwater Creek flow around an 
excavation at the Norfolk Southern Vicinity Property in 
North County. 
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Educational Information

Q:
A:

What is Overburden?

The term ‘overburden’ has a unique context in FUSRAP work. Overburden refers to a layer of 
material, generally soil, which exists atop deeper, contaminated soil.  This material may be 
backfill from a previous, shallower remediation, or it could have been brought to the site as part 
of land development by the property owner.  The FUSRAP team must first excavate this top layer 
of material prior to removing and shipping the contaminated material off site.  Because bringing 
clean backfill material is costly, moving the overburden aside and saving it for later reuse as 
backfill can result in significant cost savings.  Before reusing it as backfill, FUSRAP tests the 
stockpiled overburden to ensure it is free from contamination.
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Information Releases: Spring Newsletter - April 2009
Upcoming Meeting (Please come if you are available!): 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting - Date TBD, 11:30 a.m. 
at the FUSRAP office on Latty Avenue.

Community Involvement Plan update: Early 2009

2nd 5-year Review: ongoing to 2009

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

North St. Louis County Sites

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
completed cleanup of the St. Louis Airport Site 
(SLAPS) in May of 2007 and immediately moved on 
to work at other North County locations. At the top of 
the list are the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS) 
and Futura Coatings Company (Futura) on Latty 
Avenue. In the past year and a half, USACE removed 
over 80,000 cubic yards of contaminated material 
from these sites and sent it to an out-of-state licensed, 
permitted disposal facility.

Short History of HISS/Futura
The original owners used SLAPS as a storage site 
for uranium ore residues and uranium- and radium-
bearing process wastes. The waste and byproducts 
were generated at the Mallinckrodt plant from 1942 
through the late 1950s. In 1966, the Continental 
Mining and Milling Company (CMMC) purchased 
and stored the waste at the present HISS/Futura 
site on Latty Avenue. Before shipping them for 
reclamation, CMMC processed the waste. As a 
result of this processing, the HISS/Futura site and 
several adjacent properties were contaminated and, 
consequently, required cleanup. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency placed 
the HISS/Futura site on the National Priorities List in 
1989. A Record of Decision for this site and all other 
North St. Louis County Sites was completed in 2005.

Current HISS/Futura Remediation Activities
The St. Louis Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program (FUSRAP) team is progressing 
toward cleanup goals at HISS and several adjacent 
locations. The FUSRAP team removed 5,000 cubic 
yards of contaminated material from the Futura site 
in the summer of 2008. It was shipped out-of-state 
for disposal at a permitted, licensed facility. USACE 
also removed and decontaminated eight previously 
identified 4,000-gallon underground storage tanks. 
The tanks were returned to the property owner. 
Missouri Department of Natural Resources is 
currently working with the property owner to safely 
dispose of the tanks.

Current excavation work continues at HISS, moving 
from the northern portion of the work site toward 
the southern portion. Restoration work has included 
adding 3,200 tons of clean backfill soil to HISS. 
Cleanup crews excavated the southern portion of the 
Futura property and backfilled it with 5,000 tons of 
clean material.

Over 80,000 cubic yards of contaminated material have been 
removed from HISS and Futura since 2007 and shipped 
out-of-state for disposal at a permitted, licensed facility.
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North County Vicinity Properties

Since the Spring 2008 newsletter, USACE has 
completed the remediation and restoration of several 
more North County Vicinity Properties:

•	 Since	June	2008,	USACE	and	the	owner	of	the	
property, the Lambert-St. Louis International 
Airport have worked together on an area called 
IA-13. The site became an important location 
for all existing utility lines. Various utilities 
worked in cooperation in order to correctly locate 
and identify utility lines existing on the site. 
Excavating around utilities requires special care 
and conditions safe for utility digging. Particularly 
challenging was the discovery of an unexpected 
utility line and manhole. After much study, the 
owner was identified and contacted, and work was 
able to move forward. After re-locating a portion of 
the Lambert-St. Louis International Airport fence 
in order maintain the high security level required 
for the runway area, excavation work began. The 
excavation and removal process has thus far been 
successful, and Phase I is now complete.

•	 In	other	areas,	Vicinity	Properties	(VPs)	8	and	9	
are located on McDonnell Boulevard, northwest of 
SLAPS. VPs 8 and 9 are owned by Florissant Valley 
Sheltered Workshop and Ameren/UE, respectively. 
The cleanup crew removed about 252 cubic yards of 
radiologically contaminated soil to ship to an out-of-
state licensed, permitted disposal facility. 

•	 USACE	completed	a	Pre-Design	Investigation/
Final Status Survey Evaluation  on VPs 21, 22, 23, 
24, 26, 28, 29, 30, and 31, located on Frost Ave. 
The final round of sampling and data evaluation 
determined that no excavation would be necessary 
at these properties. They were released for 
unlimited use and unrestricted exposure.

Hurricane Ike Causes Flooding in North County
Heavy rainfall resulting from Hurricane Ike caused 
significant flooding on September 14, 2008 at the 
North St. Louis County FUSRAP sites. Ike’s aftermath 
dumped over 4.5 inches of rainfall over a very short 
time span in the St. Louis area, causing Coldwater 
Creek to overflow its banks. At the St. Louis Airport 
Site, flood waters covered the western portion of the 
site from Entrance 2 to the Creek depositing debris 
but causing only minimal damage to vegetation. 

Because areas upstream from Coldwater Creek are 
not contaminated, no radiological contamination was 
deposited at the Airport Site.

At HISS, the flood waters covered the majority of the 
site and entered the storage buildings on the east end. 
FUSRAP uses these buildings as temporary office 
space and for storage. The flooding caused extensive 
damage to the equipment and files stored inside the 
buildings. The water receded quickly, but left over one 
million gallons of water in a large, open excavation 
at the northern end of HISS. Because contaminated 
soil had already been removed from the area, no 
contamination was transferred from the excavation 
surface to the floodwaters.

St. Louis Downtown Site

USACE has completed several remedial actions at 
the St. Louis Downtown Site since the Spring 2008 
newsletter.

•	 One	area,	the	Terminal	Railroad	Soil	Spoils	Area	
on the southernmost extent of SLDS, was completed 
in August 2008. The cleanup crew removed a total 
of 166 cubic yards of contaminated soil to ship 
out-of-state for licensed disposal.

•	 Norfolk	Southern	Railroad	Vicinity	property,	
similarly, had 125 cubic yards of contaminated soil 
excavated and shipped.

•	 The	cleanup	crew	completed	excavation	of	18,570	
total cubic yards of soil at PSC Metals, a large scrap 
metal processor, early in 2008. The property was 
used throughout 2008 by FUSRAP for temporary 
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Flooding from Hurricane Ike caused extensive damage 
to storage buildings, their contents, and vehicles parked 
outside the buildings at the east end of HISS.
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stockpiling material excavated from other SLDS 
properties. The construction crew completely 
removed the stockpile and restored the property 
in	October	2008.	It	has	now	been	returned	to	the	
property owner.

Plant 6 West Half, Phase 2

The Corps can now see the ‘light at the end of the 
tunnel’ in its program to remove contamination left 
by our country’s early efforts to develop atomic 
weapons. In the fall of 2007, the FUSRAP team 
initiated the final phase of cleanup on the western 
half of Mallinckrodt’s Plant 6. The cleanup of Plant 
6 West Half represents one of the last remediation 
efforts to be undertaken by the Corps of Engineers 
on Mallinckrodt property. 

Before remediation could begin, USACE and 
Mallinckrodt worked together to develop a 
delineation agreement for the site. This agreement 
established the respective cleanup responsibilities for 
both parties. Negotiations were necessary because 
contamination at the site came from both Manhattan 
Project activities and unrelated Mallinckrodt 
commercial activities. This agreement was signed in 
the summer of 2007.

USACE and Mallinckrodt identified and agreed 
on separate but closely phased cleanup efforts in 
order to find the most efficient overall procedure. 
First, the plant required numerous utility and 
structural modifications. The major effort involved 
Mallinckrodt removing a 500,000 gallon, above-
ground fuel oil tank. They also relocated utility lines 
from two buildings on the site and moved a guard 
shack and its utilities.
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The team submitted the remedial design and after 
approval, construction began in November 2007. The 
first step was to install sheet piling surrounding the 
excavation areas. Sheet piling allowed the required 
deep excavation while simultaneously maintaining 
the integrity of surrounding structures (see photo 
above). These structures include Destrehan Street, 
Building 101, and the soil loadout facility.

Soil excavation began in February 2008 at the 
southwest corner and progressed eastward along 
Destrehan Street. Before a short break in the excavation 
in late March, USACE removed and shipped 3,000 
cubic yards of contaminated material to a licensed, out-
of-state facility. For a short time, a licensed contractor 
for Mallinckrodt occupied the site and removed a 
portion of contaminated material under the oversight 
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. USACE then 
continued its FUSRAP excavation.

The FUSRAP remediation continues at the site 
today. Currently, USACE is working in the area 
immediately south of the loadout facility. FUSRAP 
remediation is expected to continue in this area until 
late 2009. In 2010, Mallinckrodt will excavate the 
remainder of its licensed material at the site. USACE 
will then finish the deep excavation and backfill the 
site. The final restoration of Plant 6 West Half is 
expected to take place later in 2010. 

To date, USACE has removed 19,000 cubic yards 
of contaminated soil from Plant 6 West Half and 
shipped it to an out-of-state, licensed disposal facility.

The final phase of cleanup on Mallinckrodt's Plant 6 West 
Half is well underway. Sheet piling forms walls around the 
excavation.
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Educational Piece

Q:

A:

What is a PDI/FSSE?

Several FUSRAP properties have had Pre-Design Investigations (PDI) and Final Status Survey 
Evaluations (FSSE). The USACE conducts a PDI to see if a property contains contamination above 
cleanup goals. The investigation looks for areas of known or suspected radiological contamination. 
When it is proved that no more cleanup is necessary at a property, USACE writes a FSSE in 
accordance with the Multi-Agency Radiation Survey and Site Investigation Manual. The FSSE 
declares that residual radioactivity does not exceed the limits specified by the Record of Decision. The 
property is then released to the property owner for use without restriction. If the PDI indicates that 
contamination is found on a property, no FSSE is written at that time. Instead, a remedial design is 
prepared to address removal of the contamination.
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Information Releases: Fall Newsletter - October 2008
Upcoming Meetings (Please come if you are available!): 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting - June 20, 11:30 a.m. 
at the FUSRAP office on Latty Avenue.

Community Involvement Plan update: Early 2009
2nd 5-year Review: ongoing to 2009

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

St. Louis Airport Site

Closing Ceremony
A formal closing ceremony took place on May 30, 2007 
to commemorate the completion of the cleanup at the St. 
Louis Airport Site (SLAPS).  Over 600,000 cubic yards 
(cy) of radiologically contaminated material was removed 
from the site over a 9-year period.

Representatives from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA), the Missouri Department of Natural Resources 
(MDNR), the St. Louis Oversight Committee, and other 
concerned citizens attended the ceremony.  The main 
address was given by Brigadier General Robert Crear, 
Commander, Mississippi Valley Division, USACE. 
Colonel Lewis Setliff, Commander, St. Louis District, 
USACE opened the ceremony.  Other speakers included 
Sharon Cotner, the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial 
Action Program (FUSRAP) Program Manager, Richard 
Cavanagh, Chairman of the St. Louis Oversight 
Committee, and Dan Schuette, Director of the Division 
of Environmental Quality, MDNR.  All agreed that the 
commitment of the citizens of Missouri, federal, state, and 
local agencies together achieved this milestone.  

The SLAPS is a 21-acre site just north of the St. 
Louis Airport that was used during the nation’s early 
atomic weapons program for storage of radioactive 
process residues/by-products and other material from 
the downtown site.  On October 4, 1989, SLAPS was 
added to the EPA’s National Priorities List. The USACE 
remediated SLAPS between 1998 and 2007.

In October 1997, 
under the Energy and 
Water Development 
Appropriations Act, 
Congress transferred 
management of 
FUSRAP from the 
U.S. Department 
of Energy to the 
USACE. 

North St. 
Louis County 
Sites

Since spring 
2007, the USACE 
has completed 
remediation of 
three different 
North County sites. 15,075 cy of contaminated material 
was removed from the Federal Mogul property (VP-01L) 
and the 10K530087 parcel.  Restoration was completed 
and the property was released to the property owner.  In 
addition, three cy of contaminated material was removed 
from the Graham Manufacturing Property (VP-04L) and 
a total of 5,735 cy of contaminated material was removed 
from VP 8C. Both properties were restored and released 
to the property owners.  Contaminated materials removed 
from these sites were shipped to an out-of-state licensed, 
permitted disposal facility.

Remediation activities continue at the VP-40A East Parcel.  
So far the USACE has removed and shipped over 14,400 cy of 
contaminated material to an out-of-state licensed, permitted 
disposal facility.  Though restoration of the IA-12 property 
continues, excavation of the property was completed with the 
removal of 8,450 cy of contaminated material.  

USACE remediation activities scheduled to begin in 2008 
include the IA-13 and VP-2L properties.  Work on IA-13 
will begin in June.  The area to be remediated and restored 
starts on the south side of Banshee Road and extends to 
the St. Louis Airport property.   VP-2L is a Latty Avenue 
property adjacent to the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site.  
Remediation on VP-2L will begin in the fall.

Colonel Lewis Setliff, Commander, 
St. Louis District, USACE opened 
the SLAPS Closure Ceremony.
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St. Louis Downtown Site 

River Sampling
The USACE St. Louis District has developed a plan to 
investigate a portion of the Mississippi River to determine 
if elevated levels of radiological activity exist from nearby 
historical Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic Energy 
Commission (MED/AEC) operations.  From the 1940’s 
through the 1950’s, the MED/AEC conducted uranium 
processing operations at the nearby Mallinckrodt Chemical 
Works.  During the years that MED/AEC operations were 
being conducted at Mallinckrodt, and prior to sewage 
treatment upgrades, plant sewer effluent containing some 
residual radioactivity was discharged directly to the River.  

Some elevated activity was detected in riverbed sediment 
samples collected in an area slightly downstream of the 
sewer outfall during an investigation in the 1990’s, but 
these results could not be duplicated in a subsequent 
investigation of the riverbed.  To address this issue, the 
Record of Decision (ROD) for the St. Louis Downtown 
Site (SLDS) stipulated that the area of the riverbed where 
radiological contamination was detected would be revisited 
and characterized.  The recent USACE plan describes the 
sampling to fulfill the ROD requirement.  

In December 2007, river levels were low enough for samples 
to be collected from the dry riverbed using hand equipment.  
Based on the findings of the riverbed samples, the USACE 
will determine if any further actions are needed.

Inaccessible Soils
In the spring of 2007, the USACE began investigative 
activities ultimately leading to an Inaccessible Areas (IA) 
ROD for SLDS.  The 1998 ROD addresses MED/AEC 
contamination in accessible soils at the SLDS.  The future 
IA ROD will address inaccessible MED/AEC contaminated 
soils under buildings, structures, roads, and active rail 

lines.  While the IA ROD is in development, the USACE 
will continue remediation of MED/AEC contaminated 
soils in accessible areas at the SLDS in agreement with the 
present ROD.

A Remedial Investigation (RI) and Feasibility Study 
(FS) will be conducted to characterize the MED/AEC 
contaminated inaccessible soils at the SLDS.  The RI/FS 
will assess the risk for the public and the environment and 
develop and evaluate the remedial alternatives and costs.

After completion of the RI/FS, a proposed plan (PP) will 
be prepared.  The PP will inform the public of all the 
alternatives considered to remediate the site including the 
preferred remedy.  The PP will be made available for public 
inspection in the administrative record file.  A 30-day 
public comment period will be held.

After the public comment period ends, a remedy will be 
selected and documented in the Record of Decision.  The 
selected remedy will be based on the PP, comments received 
from the public, the regulators, and the lead agency.

Mallinckrodt and Vicinity Properties Cleanup 
Moves Forward
Work at the SLDS Mallinckrodt Plant and VPs continues 
to progress smoothly, with only a few areas remaining to be 
remediated.  Recently completed Mallinckrodt areas include 
Plant 7 North and South where USACE removed 23,000 cy 
of contaminated material, Plant 9 Security Gate area where 
22 cy of contaminated material were removed, and the Soil 
Storage and Load-Out facility in Plant 6West Half (6WH) 
where 8,000 cy of contaminated material were removed.  The 
Plant 6WH load-out area was completed and operational 
in January 2007.  Recently completed VPs include Thomas 
and Proetz where 1,995 cy of contaminated material were 
removed, Christiana Court where 47 cy of contaminated 
material were removed, Norfolk Southern Railway property 
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Excavation activities at Gunther Salt North and South 
resulted in the removal of 2,826 cy of contaminated material 
to an out-of-state licensed/permitted disposal facility.

In December 2007, river levels were low enough for 
USACE to collect samples from the dry riverbed.
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where 243 cy of contaminated material were removed, and 
Gunter Salt North and South where 2,826 cy of contaminated 
material were removed.  Contaminated materials removed 
from these remediated properties were shipped to an out-of-
state licensed, permitted disposal facility.

5-Year Review

The second 5-year Review for the St. 
Louis FUSRAP sites will be completed 
in 2009.  CERCLA requires a 5-year 
Review on remedial actions when 
“hazardous substances, pollutants, or 
contaminants will remain on site above 
levels that allow for unlimited use and 
unrestricted exposures.” MED/AEC 
contamination still exists at the SLDS 
and North County sites. The USACE is 
currently in the process of remediating 
these areas.

The 5-year Review activities consist of: a document review 
to ensure all requirements of the selected remedy have been 
implemented; data review and analysis; site inspections; and 
interviews from the state, appropriate representatives of the 
community, local officials, potential responsible parties, 
property owners, and the public.  The final component of 
the Review is an overall evaluation to determine whether 
the selected remedy continues to protect the health and 
safety of the public and the environment.  The results of 
the community interviews will assist in judging whether 
the strategies and activities of the selected remedy remain 
responsive to the needs of the FUSRAP stakeholders. These 
steps will culminate in a 5-year Report that will be available 
to the regulators and the stakeholders for review and 
comment before the 5-year Review is finalized.
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The USACE is the lead agency that will be conducting the 
5-year Review with support from the EPA, the state, and 
the community.  Activities for the 5-Year Review will begin 
in spring, 2008 with the community interviews.  If you are 
interested in participating in the Review via an interview, 

please contact Roy Parks at the USACE, 
314-260-3923.

Community Involvement 
Plan

The Community Relations Plan (CRP) has 
a new name.  It is now the “Community 
Involvement Plan for the St. Louis 
FUSRAP Sites (CIP).”  Along with the new 
name, the CIP is in the process of being 
revised and updated.  There have been 
many changes at the St. Louis FUSRAP 
sites since the last CRP update in 2003.  

The first 5-Year Review was completed in 2004, the North 
County ROD was completed and signed in 2005, SLAPS 
and other properties were remediated and released back to 
the property owner at the North County sites and SLDS, and 
work has started on the second 5-Year Review.  All of these 
changes will be reflected in the revised CIP.  Community 
interviews will be conducted by the USACE in June 2008.  
After the community interviews, the interview results and 
comments and revisions from EPA and the regulators will 
be incorporated into the CIP.  CIPs will be sent to EPA, 
the regulators, and the administrative record file for public 
review.  Copies will be kept at the USACE FUSRAP trailers.

New St. Louis FUSRAP Sites Project 
Managers 

Two new project managers (PM) for the St. Louis FUSRAP 
sites have been added to the FUSRAP team.  Roy Parks 
is the new PM for the SLDS site.  Roy brings seven years 
of St. Louis FUSRAP experience to the project,  having 
previously been technical manager for contracts providing 
characterization and verification support. He also worked 
in the environmental area for 13 years at USACE's Europe 
District. Roy may be reached at (314) 260-3923 or by 
e-mail at roy.e.parks@usace.army.mil.

Jo Anne Wade is the new PM for the North St. Louis County 
sites.  Jo Anne has eight years of experience overseeing the 
St. Louis FUSRAP Sites working for the State of Missouri 
and over 15 years experience as an Environmental Chemist. 
Jo Anne can be reached at (314) 260-3932 or by e-mail at 
josephine.a.wade@usace.army.mil.

St. Louis FUSRAP Sites 
FY2008 Budget

The USACE received funding 
for the St. Louis FUSRAP sites 
in February 2008.  $39,500,000 
was allotted for the St. Louis 
FUSRAP sites FY 2008 budget.  
This money will be used to 
continue the cleanup at the St. 
Louis FUSRAP sites.
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What is Thorium?

Q:
A:

What is Thorium?

Thorium is a soft, silvery white metal that is a naturally occurring radioactive metal found at very low levels in 
soil, rock, and water.  It has several different isotopes, both natural and man-made, all of which are radioactive. 
Thorium was discovered in 1828 by the Swedish chemist Jons Jakob Berzelius who named it after the Norse 
god of thunder and weather, Thor.

Thorium is useful in lantern mantles because when heated, thorium oxide glows bright white.  However, 
alternatives are replacing the use of thorium in lantern mantles. Thorium also has coloring properties that has 
made it useful in ceramic glazes.  It is also used in welding rods and is an alloying agent in certain metals 
used in the aerospace industry.  Scientists today are researching thorium as the next fuel material for nuclear 
reactors.

Small quantities of thorium are in virtually all rock, soil, water, plants, and animals.  People will always be 
exposed to tiny amounts of thorium through air, food, and water because it is found nearly everywhere on earth.  
Thorium is excreted from the body within a few days of exposure.  
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Upcoming Events

Upcoming Meetings (Please come if you are available!): 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting - April 13, 11:30 a.m. 
at the FUSRAP office on Latty Avenue.

SLAPS Closeout Ceremony - May 30, 10:00 a.m. at SLAPS

Upcoming Events

St. Louis Airport Site

Closing the Chapter

Excavation at the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) 
was completed in mid-December 2006.  Following 
confirmation sampling during the early part of 
January 2007, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) released the final portion of the site 
for unrestricted use.  This milestone marks a  9-
year effort in which over 600,000 cubic yards of 
radiologically contaminated material were removed.  

This important milestone closes one chapter of the 
continuing work in the St. Louis area under the 
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program 
(FUSRAP) to excavate contamination generated 
during the nation’s early atomic weapons program. 
To commemorate the completion of one of the nation’s 
Superfund Sites, USACE will hold a site closeout 
ceremony at SLAPS 
building complex 
on May 30, 2007 at 
10:00 A.M.    

SLAPS Loadout 
Pad Remains

The SLAPS railcar 
loading facility, or 
“Loadout Pad,” will 
remain to support 
the transportation 
of soils from other 
contaminated 
properties in North 
County.

Currently, USACE project managers have the option 
of loading railcars from the rail facility at SLAPS or 
the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS) on Latty 
Avenue.  The decision on which facility is used is 
based on minimizing the distance contaminated soils 
must travel on public roads as well as other safety and 
economic considerations.

The SLAPS loadout pad sits on previously remediated 
soil and is paved with 8 in. of sloped and curbed asphalt 
designed to collect any runoff generated from the 
contaminated soil while it awaits loadout into a rail car.  
There is an automatic pump and piping able to move 
water into storage basins capable of accommodating up 
to 1.5 million gallons of water, if necessary.  

The SLAPS loadout facility will be removed when it 
is no longer needed to support North County remedial 
activities.  Once removed, the area underneath will 
undergo verification to confirm that the area still meets 
remediation goals. 

Latty Avenue Start-up

FUSRAP Breaks New Ground

Upon completion of remedial activity at SLAPS, crews 
and equipment transitioned to the next remediation 
area: the 9100 block of Latty Avenue, in Berkeley, MO. 

Final yards of contaminated soil at SLAPS are excavated.

Loadout sign warns of danger 
during rail load operations.
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The first location to undergo remediation is the VP-
02(L) property located on the north side of Latty 
Avenue.  To initiate work on this property, the USACE 
removed the railroad tracks and fencing that blocked 
the remediation, located and marked buried utilities, 
and coordinated with the property owner to ensure 
uninterrupted operations.  

On January 23, 2007, all initial preparations were 
complete and excavation of contaminated soil began 
along the southern side of VP-02(L).  Trucks continue 
to transport the contaminated material the short 
distance from the work site to the railcar loading 
facility at HISS.  To date, remedial activities have 
been occurring as planned at several locations 
throughout the property.

Due to the shallow nature of the contamination on the 
Latty Avenue property, work is expected to continue 
for just three to four months.  Once complete, the 
USACE plans to continue to remediate westward 
towards Coldwater Creek.

Remediation Of Mallinckrodt Plants 7 
North & 7 South

Mallinckrodt Plants 7N and 7S encompass an area of 
about 4 acres located north of downtown St. Louis, 
south of Destrehan Street between Hall and Wharf 

Streets.  The current location of Plants 7N/7S was 
once occupied by several buildings that were used for 
green salt production, thorium extraction processes, 
and support for the Manhattan Engineer District 
/Atomic Energy Commission (MED/AEC) uranium 
metal production activities until 1958.  Several areas 
of residual subsurface radiological contamination from 
these MED/AEC processing operations were further 
identified and evaluated by pre-design investigations at 
this location.

In February 2005, remediation of the Plant 7N/7S 
area was initiated. This remediation included the 
excavation and disposal of about 23,000 cubic yards 
of contaminated soil. These contaminated soils were 
safely transported by rail to an approved out-of-state 
disposal facility.  The Plant 7N/7S area was subdivided 
into smaller excavation areas, and construction was 
staged to minimize impacts on traffic patterns in 
the operating chemical plant.  During the various 
excavations, several abandoned and active underground 
utilities were encountered, most notably the removal 
and replacement of about 400 ft of a 30 in. diameter 
combined sanitary/storm water sewer serving this 
portion of Mallinckrodt’s plant.  A temporary sewer 
bypass pumping and piping system was required to 
accommodate flows while this portion of the sewer 
was out of service.  The sewer work also required that 
sheet pile shoring be installed along the south curb 
line of Destrehan Street to facilitate the 15 ft deep 
excavation without impacting the adjacent street.  

2

Sheet pile retaining wall preserves Destrehan Street 
stability during Plant 7N/7S remediation.

Laborers cut and remove fencing to allow equipment 
access to contaminated soil.
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The remediation work included backfilling and 
restoration of surfaces to pre-construction conditions.  
Much of the area was restored with a gravel surface, 
but a significant amount of concrete pavement was 
required between a trailer staging area in Plant 7S 
and the driveway to Destrehan Street.  A concrete 
fire training pad, removed for the excavation was 
also replaced. Most of the remediated area was 
backfilled by late 2006. The Plant 7N/7S remediation 
also included decontamination of two abandoned 
foundation pads. Mallinckrodt will use these 
foundation pads for the relocation of their current 
Hazardous Materials Waste Handling Building to 
allow FUSRAP remediation in an adjacent plant area.            

A New Loadout Facility For SLDS

The Plant 6 storage and loadout facility became 
operational in January 2007, upon completion of 
paving the rail spur area and construction of a 
water runoff management system.  Completion 
of this facility will increase the USACE’s loadout 
capability and provide greater efficiency throughout 
the remainder of the project.  The Plant 6 loadout 
facility is located in Mallinckrodt’s Plant 6 near the 
intersection of Hall and Destrehan Streets and will 
replace the current loadout facility.
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Prior to construction of the new facility, 
the original rail spur was removed and the 
soil underneath remediated as part of the 
Plant 6 task.  USACE then built a new rail 
spur on the newly remediated area.  This 
new facility consists of an asphalt pad for 
soil storage and rail car loading, two water 
collection sumps, and a water storage basin 
for water management and containment.  
The collected water will be filtered to 
remove suspended solids and then sampled 
to ensure water meets discharge criteria for 
release to the Metropolitan Sewer District 
sewer system. 

The current Plant 6 loadout facility is 
co-located on Mallinckrodt’s Plant 6 and 
the PSC Metals property (DT-8).  Moving 
the soil storage and loadout operation to 
a new location will allow contaminated 

soil underlying the loadout facility to be excavated for 
disposal.  USACE estimates that approximately 8,000 
cubic yards of contaminated material lie under the 
current rail loadout facility and along the property line 
between PSC Metals and Mallinckrodt.

The new rail spur is approximately 250 ft long and 
will allow four railcars at a time to be staged and 
loaded with contaminated material.  The spur is also 
located just off a main track line which will allow 
daily railcar service to the new facility, if needed.  
This will give work crews the capability of shipping 
up to four railcars per day or approximately 12 to 16 
railcars per week.

Applying sealant to the Plant 6 rail spur.
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Cross-Contamination

What is “cross-contamination”?

All contaminated material 
is secured and covered 

during transport to avoid 
cross-contamination.

In the context of FUSRAP, cross-contamination occurs when contaminated material gets disturbed 
and relocated to a previously uncontaminated area.  Instances where this could happen are during 
sampling, excavation, or 
transport. Throughout these 
processes, USACE utilizes 
administrative controls and 
engineered work practices to 
avoid cross-contamination 
and minimize risks to the 
community, the workers, and 
the environment.
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Upcoming Events

Information Releases: 
• Summer Newsletter – August 2006
Upcoming Meetings (Please come if you are avail able!):
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meetings at the FUSRAP 
Project Office located at 8945 Latty Avenue in Berkeley, 
Missouri. Meetings will begin at 11:30 a.m. on July 14th and 
September 8th.

Upcoming Events

North County

Long-Term Stewardship (LTS) Meeting 

While much remains to be done at the St. Louis 
FUSRAP sites, citizens can look forward to a day 
when cleanup work is completed and the land is 
released for unrestricted use, with the exception of 
inaccessible areas. 

The selected remedy for the North St. Louis County 
FUSRAP sites calls for removing contaminated soils 
to meet unlimited use and unrestricted exposure 
standards with a limited number of specific 
exceptions.  These exceptions include areas where the 
soils are not easily accessed and do not present an 
immediate health risk under their current land use.  
More specifically, contaminated soils may remain if 
they are located under permanent structures such as 
roads, active rail lines, and buildings. 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is 
developing a Long Term Stewardship (LTS) 
plan to ensure land use does not change and site 
conditions remain protective over the long term using 
Institutional Controls (ICs) such as zoning restrictions 
and deed notices.  The USACE is responsible for 
implementing this plan for two years after site 
completion.  At that time, these responsibilities will 
transfer to the Department of Energy (DOE) under an 
agreement between the USACE and DOE.

The St. Louis FUSRAP Oversight Committee met 
with representatives from the DOE’s Office of Legacy 
Management at a special meeting on May 11th.

The Committee discussed several long-term 
stewardship issues including:

• DOE’s role in long term stewardship
• Site transition from USACE to DOE management 
• DOE process for funding long-term stewardship 

activities
• Public involvement opportunities in the long-term 

stewardship process
Oversight Committee Co-Chairman, Ric Cavanagh, 
stated, “This meeting was a unique opportunity for us 
to learn firsthand about DOE’s operations in long-term 
stewardship. It also gave us a chance to voice concerns 

A Long-Term Stewardship plan will ensure the long-
term protectiveness of the remedy for soils located under 
permanent structures such as roads.



about how DOE will perform these tasks in St. Louis 
once the clean up of radioactive waste at the sites is 
completed.”

Meeting attendees included representatives of the 
USACE, Missouri Department of Natural Resources 
(MDNR), St. Louis County Government, and the Cities 
of Berkeley and Hazelwood.  

The details of the LTS plan will be closely coordinated 
with other federal, state, and local government 
agencies as well as land owners.  USACE is scheduled 
to submit a draft IC design and implementation plan to 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and 
MDNR for review in January 2007 under the Record 
of Decision for the St. Louis North County Sites.  

Much hard work has been accomplished.  As the 
FUSRAP mission approaches the finish line, USACE 
remains committed to a careful balance between 
contamination removal and minimizing project 
impacts on peoples’ lives (and livelihoods).  In all 
matters pertaining to this balance, the final decision 
has always been in favor of public safety and security.  
We fully expect that this will continue to be the 
choice throughout cleanup and long-term stewardship 
of these sites.

St. Louis Airport Site

Signal Replacement Supported

As excavation of large open areas of the St. Louis 
Airport Site (SLAPS) continues, USACE is also 
working to address small, difficult-to-access areas 
of contaminated soil.  One such area is located at the 
corner of McDonnell Boulevard and Norfolk Southern 
Rail Line near the eastern tip of SLAPS.  

Norfolk Southern informed USACE that it planned 
to replace the current railroad crossing signal.  The 
railroad’s plan to replace this signal made soils in 
an otherwise inaccessible area of SLAPS accessible 
for cleanup. While most of the contaminated soil in 
this area had already been removed, contamination 
remained beneath the existing signal.  USACE left this 
soil behind to minimize potential traffic and safety 
problems on heavily-traveled McDonnell Boulevard.  

In order to address the signal area and support the 
railroad, USACE closely coordinated field activities 
with local agencies and utilities.   St. Louis County 
Highway and Traffic Division supported excavation 
activities immediately adjacent to McDonnell 
Boulevard.  Missouri American Water Company 
supported the location of an existing water line.   In 
addition, crews worked closely with Norfolk Southern 
to ensure the existing crossing signal was not damaged 
and to locate communication lines critical to operation 
of the crossing signal when a train was in the area.   

Approximately 390 cubic yards of contaminated soils 
were removed.  Cleanup activities included saw- 
cutting and removing 80 linear feet of McDonnell 
Boulevard’s shoulder, placing traffic barriers along 
the affected area of McDonnell Boulevard, removing 
contaminated soils, and backfilling with clean 
soil.  With cleanup and backfill complete, Norfolk 
Southern has scheduled the new signal for installation 
in June 2006.

Cleanup Approaches Completion  

Cleanup of contaminated areas at SLAPS continues 
at a steady pace.  However, funding constraints have 
forced USACE to make difficult choices.  USACE had 
to choose between shutting down the site mid-season 

2

USACE closely coordinated its fi eld activies with local 
agencies and utilities to support Norfolk Southern Rail 
Line’s crossing signal replacement project.
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or continuing excavation activities and limiting the 
shipment of contaminated soil to out-of-state facilities.  

Continuing business as usual (excavating and shipping 
contaminated soils to out-of-state facilities for 
disposal) would mean shutting down the site in the 
middle of the construction season this summer.  Under 
this scenario, the contractor would “demobilize” from 
the site.  Highly trained and experienced field crews 
would be laid off until USACE received funding 
for the next government fiscal year in October.  
Construction equipment would either be cleaned and 
sent off-site or remain idle.  Although no equipment 
would be working, USACE would take measures to 
prevent contaminated sediments from moving off-site.  

Conversely, continuing excavation activities and 
limiting off-site shipments would allow the USACE 
to keep the contractor working onsite.  Field crews 
could work straight through to project completion.  
The shipment of excavated soils would be temporarily 
delayed until the next government fiscal year when 
funding is received.  These soils would instead be 
temporarily stockpiled onsite.

Not willing to lose the expertise of its contractor or 
incur additional expenses to re-mobilize equipment 
the following fiscal year, the USACE chose to focus 
on completing excavation of contaminated areas and 
position the site for completion in 2007.  

The contractor will stockpile the soil beside the railcar 
loading area. At its maximum volume, the stockpile 
will be approximately 12 feet tall and will cover 
approximately 1 acre.  Storm water run-off from the 
contaminated stockpile will be collected, treated, and 
tested before release.

To control potential public and environmental 
exposure to fugitive dust and to minimize erosion 
of the stockpile, a soil stabilizer will be applied to 
the surface of stockpiled soil.  The soil stabilizer is 
a polymer-based solution that becomes completely 
transparent after drying.  The stabilizer creates 
a temporary surface “crust” that is impermeable 
by water.  It will have no adverse impact on the 
environment. 

This approach allows for the maximum amount 
of contaminated soil to be removed, given current 
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funding levels.  Groundwater, surface water, and 
atmospheric contact with contaminated soil is 
minimized, soil is positioned for immediate shipment 
as funds become available, and the expense associated 
with the demobilization and/or idling of construction 
equipment is eliminated.  All things considered, 
stockpiling at SLAPS is beneficial to USACE, the 
contractor, and the taxpayer.

To position the site for completion in 2007, SLAPS 
contaminated soils will be stockpiled onsite beside the 
railcar loading area. 
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Institutional Controls (IC)

A Critical Component of Long-Term Stewardship (LTS)

Question:Q:Question:Q:   When all is said and done and the excavation equipment is gone, is that the end of FUSRAP 
in North County?  

Q:
in North County?  

Q:
Answer: A:Answer: A: In short, no.  Contaminated soils under permanent structures at the North County FUSRAP 
sites such as active roads, rail lines, and the Futura Coatings buildings have been deemed inaccessible.  
Due to the high cost associated with replacing these structures and potential worker safety issues, these 
soils will be left undisturbed.  A  Long-Term Stewardship (LTS) plan will be developed to ensure the 
long-term protectiveness of the remedy.  

Critical to all LTS plans are Institutional Controls (ICs).  ICs are administrative and legal controls that are 
used when residual contamination remains onsite at a level that does not allow for unrestricted land use.  
Some common examples of ICs are:

•  easements •  deed restrictions 
•  zoning restrictions •  state or local ordinances
•  well-drilling prohibitions 

Implementing ICs should prevent inaccessible contaminated areas from being developed and used for 
residential housing, elementary and secondary schools, child care facilities, and playgrounds. While ICs 
may sound imposing, they only affect areas that are already inaccessible to the general public. USACE is 
cleaning areas accessible to the general public to a degree that will allow unrestricted use.   
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Upcoming Events

Information Releases: 
• Winter Newsletter – January 2006

Upcoming Meetings (Please come if you are available!): 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meetings at the FUSRAP Project 
Office located at 8945 Latty Avenue Berkeley, Missouri at 11:30 
a.m. on December 9th, and January 13th, and February 10th

Open House reguarding the North St. Louis County Sites ROD 
at the FUSRAP Project Office located at 8945 Latty Avenue in 
Berkeley, Missouri from 3:00 - 6:30 p.m. on November 10th.  

Upcoming Events

North St. Louis County Sites 

Record of Decision Signed
The St. Louis District U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) is pleased to announce the signature and release 
of the final Record of Decision (ROD) for the North St. 
Louis County Sites. Subsequently, all are invited to an 
open house on November 10th to view this document and 
ask questions.  (See “Upcoming Events”)

The North St. Louis County sites consist of the St. Louis 
Airport Site (SLAPS), the Latty Avenue Properties 
including the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS) and 
the Futura Coatings Property, and the SLAPS Vicinity 
Properties which include Coldwater Creek.

The ROD outlines the final remedy selected to address 
contamination at the North St. Louis County sites. 
In response to the potential risk of exposure to site 
contaminants, the USACE will implement Alternative 
5, Excavation with Institutional Controls for Soils under 
Roads, Rail lines, and Other Permanent Structures, to 
protect human health and the environment.

One part of the remedy includes the removal of 
contamination in accessible soils, sediment, and on 
various structures to concentrations that will allow for 
unrestricted land use. Inaccessible contaminated soil 
under buildings, roadways, or active rail lines will remain. 
The second part of the remedy, which includes long-term 
stewardship, institutional controls, and monitoring, will 
address the inaccessible soils left in place.

The USACE worked with the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and Missouri Department of Natural 
Resources to develop the ROD. The final remedy was 
selected based on comments received from the public 
and regulatory agencies on the North County Feasibility 
Study and Proposed Plan (FS/PP). Responses to 
comments submitted on the FS/PP are included in the 
Responsiveness Summary. The Responsiveness Summary 
is an appendix to the ROD.

Contamination at the sites is the result of Manhattan 
Engineer District/Atomic Energy Commission activities 
that supported our nation’s early atomic program. The 

North St. Louis County sites were contaminated through the 
storage, handling, and transportation of radiological residues 
and uranium production by-products from 1946 through 
1973. Residual contamination left behind, and corresponding 
risk to the long-term occupants, resulted in SLAPS, HISS 
and the Futura Property being added to the National Priority 
List in 1989.

Individuals interested in viewing a copy of the complete 
ROD may view the document on-line at www.mvs.usace.
army.mil or visit the FUSRAP Project Office to view the 
document in the Administrative Record for the North St. 
Louis County Sites.

The remedy for the North St. Louis County Sites calls 
for excavation with institutional controls for soils under 
roads, rail lines, and other permanent structures to protect  
human health and the environment.
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St. Louis Airport Site 

Cleanup Approaches Completion
The final phase of cleanup at the St. Louis Airport Site 
(SLAPS) is underway. This phase of work, called Phase 6, 
requires the removal of contaminated soils beneath the rail 
load out facility. USACE uses the facility to carefully load 
contaminated soils into lined rail cars for off-site disposal.
 
This summer, crews installed a 2,200 foot sheet-pile 
wall to support the cleanup of the southern border of the 
site. The wall forms a boundary between the SLAPS and 
Norfolk Southern Corporation rail line. The wall will 
minimize disruption to Norfolk operations by maintaining 
the stability of the main line as the adjacent contamination 
is removed.
 
As work progressed from west to east, crews relocated the 
SLAPS rail load out facility to facilitate completion of the 
final phase of cleanup at the site. The load out facility has 
been moved to the northeastern portion of the site where 
cleanup has already occurred. This new facility includes 
a 1-acre paved load out pad to prevent recontamination of 
the site and a detention basin for collecting storm water 
runoff. USACE anticipates using the new load out facility 
to complete the cleanup of SLAPS and nearby SLAPS 
vicinity properties.
 
Completion of the Phase 6 area is expected to require the 
removal of 85,000 cubic yards of material in fiscal year 
2006. USACE anticipates completing the cleanup of the site 
in August 2006.

 

SLAPS Vicinity Properties 

Ballfields “Hotspot” Removed
Additional work to stabilize the SLAPS area and 
minimize the migration of contaminated soils to 
Coldwater Creek was completed in September.  Crews 
removed a small area of contamination, known as the 
Ballfields “Hotspot.”  The (former) Ballfields are located 
north of SLAPS and are bordered by Coldwater Creek.  
The “Hotspot,” which was found along the bank of the 
creek, covered approximately 1/3 acre.   
 
Approximately 950 cubic yards of contaminated materials 
were shipped off-site for disposal. Prior to excavation, 
crews removed trees and underbrush to prepare the area for 
the excavation of the contaminated soil.  Open excavations 
were covered with plastic sheeting and surrounded by an 
earthen berm to prevent the spread of contaminated soils 
off-site from runoff during storms.

USACE removed the soils in accordance with the 1998 
SLAPS Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA) 
document.   Although the Ballfields are considered a 
SLAPS Vicinity Property, the cleanup of the “Hotspot” 
was included in the scope of the EE/CA as part of the 
USACE’s effort to protect the creek from further off-site 
migration of contaminants.

Hazelwood Interim Storage Site

GIFREHC Improvement Supported
During the summer, support was provided to a Latty 
Avenue property owner, GIFREHC.  USACE support of 
the owner’s property drainage plans resulted in the removal 
of an estimated 800 cy for offsite for disposal.  

2

Crews relocated the SLAPS rail load out facility to facilitate 
completion of the final phase of cleanup at the site.

An estimated 950 cubic yards of contaminated material was 
removed from the Ballfields in September.
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St. Louis Downtown Site 

Remediation Progresses
Crews made strong progress at the St. Louis Downtown 
Site (SLDS) during fiscal year 2005. USACE successfully 
completed plans for remediation of the Mallinckrodt Plant 
7 South, Thomas & Proetz Lumber Company, and Midtown 
Garage. USACE also initiated plans to cleanup Plant 7 
North and relocate the rail load out facility in Plant 6 West. 
These cleanup efforts resulted in the off-site disposal of 
11,134 cubic yards from the site.
 
USACE also made significant progress toward clearing 
numerous other properties for release without restriction. 
Soil samples were collected from twelve properties west 
of Broadway, located between Bremen Street on the north 
and Dock Street on the south.  None of these samples 
exceeded remedial goals identified in the SLDS ROD. 
Since no contamination was found, letters will be issued 
to the property owners documenting the investigation and 
subsequent release of the property for future development 
without restriction.  
 
Similarly, USACE completed the analysis of data on 
properties where excavation was required. Reports for the 
release of Mallinckrodt Plant 10, the City of Venice, Heintz 
Steel, Midwest Waste, and Midtown Garage were recently 
issued. These properties have been released without 
radiological restrictions.
 

New Colonel Takes Command
A new leader assumed control of the USACE, St. Louis 
District on June 30, 2005 during the time-honored Change 
of Command Ceremony. Col. Lewis F. Setliff III became 

the 48th District 
Engineer of the 
USACE St. Louis 
District. He replaced 
Col. C. Kevin 
Williams, who retired 
after a 26-year career 
with the U.S. Army.
 
Col. Setliff comes to 
his new assignment 
from previous duty 
as the deputy to the 
Deputy Chief of 
Staff - Engineer for 
the Multinational 
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Forces-Iraq in Baghdad. He has held a variety of command 
and staff positions to include Brigade Operations Officer 
and Executive Officer in the 1st Engineer Brigade at Fort 
Leonard Wood, Missouri, and Battalion Commander of the 
14th Combat Engineer Battalion at Fort Lewis, Washington. 
Col. Setliff is a 1982 graduate of the U.S. Military Academy 
at West Point.

Currently, Col. Setliff is heading a special team of USACE 
personnel from the St. Louis and New Orleans Districts for 
the Hurricane Katrina recovery effort.  He is scheduled to 
return to St. Louis in November.

Cleanup activities at SLDS this fiscal year resulted in the 
removal and off-site disposal of 11,134 cubic yards of con-
taminated material from the site. 

Colonel Lewis "Skip" F. Setliff III
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You're Invited!

Open House Scheduled 
You’re invited to attend an Open House regarding 
the North St. Louis County Sites ROD on Thursday, 
November 10, 2005 from 3:00 - 6:30 p.m. at the 
FUSRAP Project Office, 8945 Latty Avenue in 
Berkeley, Missouri.

Copies of the North St. Louis County Sites ROD and 
handouts summarizing key components of the remedy 
will be available for interested parties.

Interested citizens may examine copies of the recently 
signed ROD and discuss specific details of the remedy 
with team members. USACE representatives will be 
available to answer questions regarding the ROD and/
or the design to implement the remedy.

The FUSRAP Project Office is located in the Berkeley 
Industrial Park, just west of I-170.  Contact Ms. 
Jacqueline Mattingly, FUSRAP Project Manager, at 
(314) 260-3924 for more information or for specific 
directions to the Open House.

ROD Issued

The Record of Decision for the North County 
Sites has been issued. To view this or other St. 
Louis FUSRAP documents, feel free to visit 
either of our Administrative Record locations.

St. Louis Public Library  
Government Information Section 
1301 Olive Street 
St. Louis, Missouri 63103 
(314) 241-2288

OR 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
FUSRAP Project Office 
8945 Latty Avenue 
Berkeley, Missouri 63134 
(314) 260-3905
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USACE follows U.S. Department of Transportation 
regulations to package and transport contaminated materials 
from the FUSRAP sites.

1

Upcoming Events

Information Releases: 
• Spring Newsletter – June 2005

Upcoming Meetings (Please come if you are available!): 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meetings at the FUSRAP Project 
Office located at 8945 Latty Avenue Berkeley, Missouri at 11:30 
a.m. on April 8th, May 13th, and June 10th. 

Upcoming Events

What Safety Precautions does USACE 
Follow Before Shipping Waste Off-site?

The local media recently aired coverage of nuclear waste 
shipments by rail line through the St. Louis area from 
eastern power plants.  The levels of radioactivity in soils 
shipped from the St. Louis FUSRAP Sites are not nearly 
as toxic as these shipments.  But what safety precautions 
does U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) follow in 
its shipping process?

Cleanup of the St. Louis FUSRAP sites requires disposal 
of contaminated materials at an approved, out-of-
state, disposal facility.  In accomplishing this mission, 
USACE abides by the regulations of the U.S. Department 
of Transportation (DOT) that govern the packaging, 
communication, and transportation of excavated materials.  

Appropriate packaging of the material is vital to safe 
transportation.  Railcars are lined with heavy plastic liners 
that are then folded and tied in such a fashion as to form 
a tight, secure package impervious to weather.  Once the 
liner is properly closed, the material cannot escape.  Crews 
survey every liner and railcar prior to transport off-site 
to assure surfaces are free of contamination. The exterior 
surface of the liner is waterproof.  No water can get into 
or out of the liner.  This ensures that any precipitation 
encountered during transportation can safely drain away 
through holes in the railcar floor.  

railcar is inspected by quality control personnel to ensure 
the proper closure and integrity of the liner, and that the 
proper information has been placed on the railcar. 

USACE is committed to the safe shipment and disposal of 
FUSRAP material.  USACE maintains open communication 
with the surrounding community, including local emergency 
responders.  No railcars are allowed to leave the site 
until USACE certifies that all of the paperwork has been 
completed and the material is ready to ship.  

Each railcar’s progress from the site to the disposal facility 
is tracked.  To ensure that all the material shipped arrives 
safely at its destination, the disposal facility provides receipt 
notification to the USACE.  Since 1998, USACE has safely 
shipped over 7,000 railcars to disposal facilities.
 Placards, or signs, posted on 

the railcar help communicate 
the contents held by the 
railcar.

All of the required labels and/or placards for these hazards 
are applied to each railcar along with a destination sticker.  
A manifest and bill of lading for each railcar is also 
completed and given to the railroad company along with 
emergency response information.  Prior to release, each 
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Cleanup:  A Property Owner’s 
Perspective 
  
In 1896, Mr. Thomas’ ancestors founded the Thomas & 
Proetz Lumber Company on a tract of land in northern St. 
Louis City.  The location proved to be a business incubator 
for the fledgling lumber company.

Riverfront lumber companies supported the explosive 
development of the city, providing lumber to meet the 
growing demand for materials to build homes, businesses 
and even some of St. Louis’ majestic mansions.  Piles 
of wood, 10- to 15-feet high, were stacked as far as the 
eye could see.  From the Mississippi riverfront, workers 
pulled logs brought downriver from vast northern forests 
directly to St. Louis sawmills.  The raw timber was quickly 
converted into finished lumber and sold. 

But as shrewd as they were in selecting this location and 
setting up business, how could Thomas & Proetz have known 
that decades later -- half way through the 20th century – the 
U.S. would be involved in a global war culminating in a 
headlong rush to become the first nuclear power under the 
Manhattan Project?  And how could they have foreseen the 
resulting radioactive contamination of their property?  

Although the lumber company was not on the property 
where the actual work took place, radioactive contamination 
spread from Mallinckrodt Chemical Works to the adjacent 
property, through no fault of the lumber company.

So what was the lumber company’s reaction?  Frankly, 
when USACE first sat down with them, they were less 

than enthusiastic about granting access to the government 
to cleanup his property.  Neither Mr. Thomas nor his 
employees had presented any illnesses to make him 
concerned.  Most died of old age.  From what he, his family 
and his workers had experienced, he didn’t understand 
what all the fuss was about.  He couldn’t think of one 
suspicious illness related to the radiological contamination.

And human health wasn’t their only concern.  What about 
the health of the business?  The lumber yard was a “just 
in time” business, producing what the customer requested 
as they requested it.  Taking a “few days” off for a 
government cleanup could risk the business and employees’ 
job security.  Even if USACE could cleanup the property in 
two weeks, they couldn’t afford the risk.  The lumberyard 
might not have any customers left when the government 
finished and the employees could be out of their jobs.  

As with most FUSRAP areas, the levels of radioactivity 
on his property did not pose an immediate health risk.  No 
one lived on this property and it certainly was not used for 
recreational purposes. The potential risks were long-term, 
related to future property inhabitants more likely to live or 
play on the property.  

But even if Mr. Thomas was willing to accept the 
contamination on his property, future buyers might not 
and he could encounter difficulty getting full market 
value his property.  In today’s business world, few banks 
would support purchase of a contaminated property 
and few businesses would accept such risks themselves.  
Impacting the value of the property also impacted the 
value of the business.  

2

The Thomas & Proetz office building was constructed in 
1903.  This photo from Angelrodt Street was taken in 1910.

USACE worked closely with the lumber company to minimize 
disruptions to daily business operations.
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Finally, Mr. Thomas asked, “Would the government give his 
property a ‘clean bill of health’?”  That could be a problem.  If 
the contamination were inaccessible (i.e. - under permanent 
structures, such as his buildings), USACE could not remove 
it.  Two potential areas of inaccessible contamination existed.  
One was under the rail spur where he received and shipped 
product.  The other was under the planer building, where 
he transformed raw lumber into finished materials.  Any 
disruption to the operation of either of these structures could 
literally put him out of business.  

USACE had a plan ready for just this type of problem.  
We’d learned many lessons in the course of our work and 
had time to refine work plans.  USACE proposed a plan to 
investigate both areas with Mr. Thomas’ permission.  Then, 
we could regroup and find a win-win solution for both Mr. 
Thomas and USACE.  

We arrived at an agreement last year.  Together, we were 
able to identify the risks for each party and develop an 
approach agreeable to both parties for the cleanup of the 
property.  USACE started the cleanup in November 2004, 
removing and restoring one section at a time, careful to 
minimize disruption to ongoing business operations.  In 
February 2005, USACE “returned” the property free of 
contamination.

The success of this cleanup is a story of “adaptive 
management,” or stepping back and examining progress 
periodically and adapting future work to take into 
consideration new or changing facts as presented by 
each project stakeholder.  The USACE adapted plans to 

USACE started cleanup of the Thomas & Proetz property in 
November 2004 working in one small area at a time.
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By working with the lumber company, USACE was able 
to successfully complete the cleanup of the property in 
February 2005.

accommodate the lumberyard’s requirements to permit 
property access for the proposed cleanup. Mr. Thomas 
also adapted.  He adapted to a future that neither he nor 
his ancestors who founded the lumber company could have 
possibly foreseen.

In so doing, two great organizations have moved ahead.  The 
USACE is taking another step toward completing its mission 
and Mr. Thomas, his family, and employees continue to 
enjoy a bright future in their chosen lives.  It’s called a “win-
win” solution… and now you know the rest of the story.
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Unusually heavy rainfall earlier this year delayed work at the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) where crews are preparing 
for the final phase of cleanup.  

Crews are installing sheet pile along the Norfolk Southern 
Corporation rail line, which in part forms the southern 
border of SLAPS.  Sheet piling is being installed to maintain 
the stability of the rail line during the excavation of the final 
phase of SLAPS – Phase 6.  

USACE has been working closely with the railroad.  The 
sheet piles are being driven from a rail-mounted crane that 
operates from their track siding.  This, in turn, minimizes 
disruption to main line operations.  

The sheet piling installation will continue throughout the 
upcoming summer.  Excavation of contaminated material 
will follow this installation in a “stair-step” manner.   
Removal will generally proceed from the west end of the 
site by Coldwater Creek to the east.  Phase 6 is estimated to 
result the removal of some 90,000 cubic yards of material.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - St. Louis District
FUSRAP Project Office
8945 Latty Avenue
Berkeley, Missouri 63134
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St. Louis Airport Site Enters Final Phase

Crews are installing sheet piling along the Norfolk 
Southern Corporation rail line from a rail-mounted crane.  
Sheet piling is being installed to maintain the stability of 
the rail line during upcoming cleanup activities.
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What’s Next? 
The North St. Louis County ROD will be finalized once 
issues on the draft final version of the document are 
resolved.  The USACE, USEPA. and MDNR are committed 
to making every effort to resolve remaining issues with the 
ROD in a timely manner.  USACE expects to submit the 
document for final approval by the end of December 2004.

ST. LOUIS AIRPORT SITE 
Strong Progress in 2004 
Crews continue to make strong progress at the St. Louis 
Airport Site (SLAPS).  USACE successfully cleaned up 
another 5.5 acres of the site in 2004. These cleanup efforts 
resulted in the removal and out-of-state disposal of more 
than 106,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil from the site.

To achieve this success, USACE focused its efforts on the 
western 1/3 of the site, which consists of five separate work 
areas identified as Phases 2 - 6.

Although significant progress has been accomplished in 
these areas, more work remains.  Storm water control basins 
will remain in Phases 2 and 3, near the west central portion 
of the site until no longer needed.  Removal work in Phases 
4 and 5, at the west end of the site will be completed early 
this winter. Work on Phase 6 along the southern edge of the 
SLAPS will continue through 2005. 

Removal activities in the Phase 4 and 5 work areas at the 
St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) are nearing completion.

1

NORTH COUNTY
Record of Decision Nears Completion 
The North St. Louis County Sites Record of Decision 
(ROD) identifies the final selected remedy for the 
North St. Louis County sites.  The ROD is the key legal 
document needed to authorize the final cleanup for these 
sites.  

The North St. Louis County sites consist of the St. Louis 
Airport Site (SLAPS), the Latty Avenue Properties and 
the St. Louis Airport Site Vicinity Properties including 
Coldwater Creek. The sites include commercial/ industrial, 
residential and recreational properties. 

On June 22 and 23, 2004, the St. Louis District, U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) met with personnel 
from the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(USEPA) and the Missouri Department of Natural 
Resources (MDNR) to resolve comments on the draft 
ROD.  Discussions focused on long-term stewardship 
concerns, the remedy for inaccessible soils, Applicable or 
Relevant and Appropriate and Requirements (ARARs) and 
the approach to address contaminated soil on structures.  
In general, the meeting went well and was very productive.

The draft ROD was revised based on these discussions.   
The document was then re-issued for further agency 
review as a draft final document on September 10, 2004.

Upcoming Events

Recent Informational Releases:
• Five-Year Review Report: Initial Five-Year Review - October 2004
• Derivation of Site-Specific Derived Concentration Guidelines 
  Levels (DCGLs) for North County Structures - October 2004.

Information Releases: 
• Winter Newsletter – February 2005

Upcoming Meetings (Please come if you are available!): 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meetings at the FUSRAP Project 
Office located at 8945 Latty Avenue Berkeley, Missouri at 11:30 
a.m. on December 10th and January 14th, and February 11th. 

Upcoming Events
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Coldwater Creek Removal Action is Complete 
Crews safely removed radiologically contaminated soils 
from Coldwater Creek without incident this summer.  This 
small segment of the creek, between Banshee Road and 
McDonnell Boulevard, was addressed as part of the Phases 
4 & 5 cleanup at the west end of the SLAPS.

Removal activities were delayed earlier this year by the 
presence of high voltage power lines at the west end of 
the site.  The USACE worked closely with AmerenUE 
to relocate the lines, which service a number of large 
manufacturing businesses in the area.  Once the relocation 
was complete, crews were ready to begin removing 
contaminated soil from the creek. 

Excavation activities began on August 6, 2004.  Two 
crews, each working daily 10-hour shifts, completed the 
cleanup.  The first shift removed contaminated material 
from the creek and confirmed that cleanup criteria were 
met.  Without missing a beat, the second shift backfilled 
and placed riprap over the same creek section excavated by 
the first shift.

Despite the occasional rains that caused some delays, 
removal and backfilling activities were completed on 
September 9, 2004.  Approximately 12,700 cubic yards of 
material were removed from Coldwater Creek as part of the 
removal action for SLAPS Phases 4 and 5.

What’s Next? 
Removal activities in the SLAPS Phases 4 and 5 will be 
completed this winter.  Efforts to complete the cleanup of 
SLAPS will continue with Phase 6.

ST. LOUIS DOWNTOWN SITE 
Plant 6WH Phase I Nearly Complete 
The Plant 6 West Half (6WH)  - Phase I area is a 20,400 
square foot area on the south side of Building 101, between 
the building’s south wall and Destrehan Street.  The area 
includes a nine-bay loading dock that serves as one of the 
main shipping and receiving areas for Mallinckrodt Inc.’s 
St. Louis operations.  

To maintain access to this important building during 
remediation of the Phase I area, it was necessary to divide 
the planned remediation and restoration into three work 
areas.  Each work area was estimated to take approximately 
two months to excavate, confirm the area meets cleanup 
goals, backfill and restore.  An estimated total of 2,340 
cubic yards of contaminated material was to be removed 
from the three Phase I work areas based on Pre-Design 
Investigation sampling results.

Excavation activities in Plant 6WH Phase I were initiated on 
June 21, 2004.  The presence of ground water and numerous 
utilities (both overhead and underground) presented some 
challenges to the cleanup.  As work progressed, the cleanup 
was complicated somewhat by contamination found around 
the buried remnants of former building foundations.  
Discovery of this “capped” contamination required 
the removal of the old foundations and the underlying 
contamination.  As a result, the volume of contaminated soil 

Removal activities in Coldwater Creek on the western 
border of SLAPS began on August 6, 2004 and were 
completed on September 9, 2004.

Repair of a sewer line in Plant 6WH Phase I. 

Before

After
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At the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) crews had to deal 
with old concrete foundations, overhead and underground 
utilities and water infiltration during remediation of Plant 
6W Half Phase I.

removed from areas 1 and 2 exceeded the estimated volume 
by approximately 800 cubic yards.   

Overall, however, the work progressed better than 
anticipated.  As of October 15, 2004, all areas had been 
excavated and verified clean.  Areas 1 and 2 have been 
backfilled and fully restored.  Area 3 has been partially 
backfilled.  A total of approximately 3,600 cubic yards of 
contaminated material were removed from Plant 6W Half 
- Phase I and shipped to a permitted out-of-state disposal 
facility. 

What’s Next? 
Crews will complete Area 3 of Plant 6W Half Phase I by 
restoring the manhole and sewer lines, completing backfill 

restoration and re-paving.  Once Area 3 of Plant 6W Half 
Phase I is completed, crews will prepare to begin remedial 
activities in Plant 7N/7S, the next Mallinckrodt plant 
scheduled for cleanup.

Thomas & Proetz VP Cleanup Progress 
Pre-Design Investigation and remediation design work has 
been completed for Thomas and Proetz Lumber Company 
(DT-10).  Remediation of the Thomas and Proetz Lumber 
Company property will be initiated in November 2004.  

Excavation activities will be phased to minimize disruption 
to the property owner’s ongoing daily business operations.  
Rather than opening all four contaminated areas of the 
property at once, crews will excavate and restore one area at 
a time.  An estimated 300 cubic yards of contaminated soils 
will be excavated and removed from the property over a six-
week period. 

Remediation work continues at the southern boundary in 
Plant 6W Half Phase I Area 3.

DT-10 remediation activities began in November 2004.
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Cleanup Guidelines for Structures

The final  “Derivation of Site-Specific DCGLs for North County Structures” or DCGLs document has been final-

ized. In October 2004, the USACE released the document for public review and comment.  Based on public input, 

the DCGLs document was revised and finalized.  

In May 2003, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District released a feasibility study for removing ra-

dioactive contamination from the North St. Louis County Sites. This study identified alternatives to address site 

contamination resulting from activities associated with the nation’s early atomic energy program. 

Although the “Feasibility Study for the St. Louis North County Site” presented some information related to the 

removal of contaminated soils from the surface of structures, the St. Louis District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

developed guidelines, which are known technically as “derived concentration guideline levels” (DCGLs), to identify 

cleanup levels specifically for structures. These measures were documented in the “Derivation of Site-Specific DC-

GLs for North County Structures”, which was made available for public review and comment July through August, 

2004.   An electronic copy of the final document, incorporating responses to comments received, is available online 

at http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/engr/fusrap/home2.htm.
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Excavation activities have begun in Phase 4 and 5 on the 
western border of SLAPS.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases: 
Summer Newsletter - August 2004
Draft Five-Year Review Report - June 2004 

Upcoming Meetings (Please come if you are available!): 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meetings at the 
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on 
June 11, July 9 and August 13. 

North St. Louis County Sites 

Record of Decision (ROD) Processing
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), St. Louis 
District is preparing the Record of Decision (ROD) for the 
North St. Louis County Sites.  These sites include the Latty 
Avenue/Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS), the St. 
Louis Airport Site (SLAPS), the SLAPS Vicinity Properties 
(VPs) and Coldwater Creek.

On May 1, 2003, the USACE issued the North St. Louis 
County Sites Feasibility Study and Proposed Plan (FS/PP) 
for public comment.  The documents present a range of 
potential alternatives to address contamination at the sites 
related to the Manhattan Engineer District / Atomic Energy 
Commission’ s (MED/AEC) activities. The USACE also 
prepared a plan for addressing North County structures 
that have been impacted by MED/AEC operations.  When 
finalized, the plan will provide derived concentration 
guideline level (DCGL) values to be used during the 
evaluation, clean-up and release of structures.  The DCGL 
values will ensure compliance with all applicable or relevant 
and appropriate requirements (ARARs) as established in the 
FS/PP.   In response to public request, the comment period 
was extended through July 14, 2003.  

Private citizens, property owners, public interest groups, and 
local, state, and federal officials attended the public meeting at the 
Hazelwood Civic Center – East on May 29, 2003.  A transcript 
of the meeting, which includes oral comments submitted, may be 
obtained from the St. Louis FUSRAP website.

Oral and written comments submitted on the alternatives 
during the comment period and at the public meeting 
are being used to assist with the selection of the final 

remedy for the sites, which will be identified in the final 
ROD.   Responses to comments submitted on the FS/PP 
will be published in the Responsiveness Summary.  The 
Responsiveness Summary is an appendix to the ROD.  

Due to the complexity of the comments received, 
development of the final approved ROD will require more 
time than originally anticipated. The ROD is expected to be 
finalized in the summer of 2004.

The USACE completed its first internal review of the 
ROD in February 2004.  The United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) and Missouri Department 
of Natural Resources (MDNR) have begun reviewing the 
document.  

What’s Next? 
The USACE will work with the USEPA and MDNR to 
resolve comments regarding the draft ROD.  Upon successful 
resolution of the comments, the document will be finalized 
and signed by the USACE and USEPA.

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

Removal Action Continues
Excavation activities at the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) 
Phases 2 & 3, near the west central portion of the site, have 
geared down for a while.  Two temporary water storage 
basins have been constructed in this area and will remain 
there for two more construction seasons.  Approximately 
83,500 cubic yards of contaminated materials from this area 
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have been removed and shipped for disposal at an out-of-
state permitted and licensed disposal facility.

Work is now focused mainly in SLAPS Phases 4 & 5 (the 
western border of the site) adjacent to Coldwater Creek 
between Banshee Road and McDonnell Boulevard.  A 
220 foot long sheet-pile wall has been installed along the 
shoulder of McDonnell Boulevard in order to protect the 
road surface during excavation.  The removal along the 
sheet-pile wall is complete and confirmation is underway.  
Other areas along McDonnell Boulevard are currently 
being backfilled to original grade.  Also, high-voltage 
electrical lines along the Coldwater Creek border are in 
the process of being relocated by AmerenUE to allow the 
safe excavation of the area.

The USACE negotiated agreements with AmerenUE and 
Norfolk Southern Railroad to facilitate continuing removal 
activities. Similar discussions were also held with adjoining 
property owners (GKN Aerospace Sciences, Inc. and the 
Metropolitan Sewer District) to minimize disruptions to on-
going business activities at neighboring properties.

In December 2003, work was initiated to remove 
contamination from Phase 6 in the southwest corner of 
SLAPS where one of the utility poles to remain on the site 
would be placed.    During sampling efforts to verify the 
area met cleanup goals, a record rainfall event on January 
4th caused Coldwater Creek to overflow the protective berm 
separating the excavation from the creek. 

After creek levels returned to normal, some water 
remained in the excavation trapped behind the berm.  
Although potentially contaminated portions of the area 
were covered with weighted tarps, water remaining in the 
excavation was held onsite and tested. The results of the 
test showed that there was no hazard to human health or 
the environment. After the last of the water was pumped 
from the excavation, the verification sampling was 
completed and the area was backfilled.

Coldwater Creek Removal Scheduled
Excavation and drainage improvements in Coldwater 
Creek are currently scheduled to begin in August 2004 
as part of the SLAPS Phase 4 & 5 construction activities.  
August is the start of the next historically low flow period 
for Coldwater Creek. The Coldwater Creek work is to last 
approximately twenty days. 

Crews will operate seven days a week in two shifts.   Work 
plans include precautions to decrease the potential for 
contamination to migrate from the excavations.  The creek 
will be diverted between Banshee Road and McDonnell 

Collecting PDI samples from test pits allows sampling crews 
to better investigate any geological features of interest.

Boulevard using large pumps to minimize water levels in 
the excavation.

The work will be performed in segments.  The area of 
the creek that is excavated during the first shift will be 
backfilled on the second shift of the same day. Should there 
be rain in the forecast, no excavation will occur in the creek. 
Creek excavation would resume once the creek has receded 
to normal levels.

What’s Next?
Removal activities in Phases 4 & 5 will continue. Coldwater 
Creek restoration and removal action is scheduled to begin 
in August 2004.

St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Mallinckrodt Remediation Progresses
Two more plants have been returned to Mallinckrodt 
as a result of successful cleanup efforts at the St. Louis 
Downtown Site (SLDS).  Remediation and site restoration 
work at Mallinckrodt Plants 6 East/East Half and 7 East 
are complete. The USACE excavated approximately 
24,230 cubic yards of contaminated material from Plant 
6E/EH.  Another 2,028 cubic yards of material were 
excavated from Plant 7E. 

Remediation and disposal activities were accomplished in 
accordance with the 1998 Record of Decision (ROD for 
SLDS.  Now that the cleanup of these two areas has been 
completed, work has begun on preparing a Post Remedial 
Action Report (PRAR) for each plant.  The PRAR will 
document the current (post remedial) radiological conditions 
of the plant.  The PRAR will also document how those 
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Drill crew collecting soil samples on the City of Venice, 
Illinois Vicinity Property DT-11 south of the McKinley 
Bridge to delineate the extent of contamination.

conditions meet the cleanup criteria established in the ROD 
for the St. Louis Downtown Site.

The USACE will combine the PRAR for Plants 6 East/
East Half and Plant 6 West (6W) and issue the combined 
document after remediation of Plant 6W is completed.  
Similarly, the PRAR for Plant 7 East will be combined 
with the Plant 7 North/South document and issued after 
remediation of Plant 7 North/South is completed. 

Vicinity Property Cleanups Progress
In October 2003, USACE successfully completed remedial 
activities at Heintz Steel (also identified as DT-6).  In 
accordance with the 1998 Record of Decision (ROD) for 
SLDS, 1,790 cubic yards of material were excavated and 
shipped to an out-of-state licensed/permitted disposal 
facility.  Site restoration activities were completed in 
November 2003. 

For efficiency reasons, the Post Remedial Action Report 
(PRAR) for this property will be combined with the PRAR 
for the adjacent property to the east, Midwest Waste Vicinity 
Property (DT-7), which was remediated in 2002. A draft copy 
will be provided for regulator review in June 2004.

McKinley Bridge Status
The USACE supported plans to replace the McKinley 
Bridge.  In 2002, the USACE was notified of pending 
plans to replace the structure.  To minimize impacts of 
contamination on the proposed construction project, the 
property was investigated and a design developed for the 
removal of the contaminated soils.

Remediation of the McKinley Bridge / City of Venice 
property (also identified as DT-11) began in November 
2003.  Approximately 2,590 cubic yards of contaminated 
soil and debris were excavated and shipped to an out-of-

state licensed/permitted disposal facility.  Site restoration 
activities were substantially completed in January 2004.

What’s Next?
The USACE will complete the post remedial action reports 
for Heintz Steel, Midwest Waste, McKinley Bridge / City of 
Venice and Mallinckrodt Plants 6/6E, and 7E.  Investigation 
and design for Thomas and Proetz (DT-10), Gunther Salt 
(DT-4) and Mallinckrodt Plants 6W and 7N/S properties 
will continue.   

Five-Year Review Report
In 2003, the USACE initiated a review of cleanup actions 
underway at the St. Louis FUSRAP sites to ensure that 
the selected response actions being implemented continue 
to be protective of human health and the environment.  A 
team, consisting of representatives of the USACE, U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and Missouri 
Department of Natural Resources (MDNR), inspected 
each site.  The team also interviewed members of the local 
community to better understand the impacts of the work on 
the surrounding area.

The results of the five-year review have been compiled.  
Any problems found at the sites and recommendations to 
address them are documented in the report. The report will 
be made available to the public in the Five-Year Review 
Report for the St. Louis FUSRAP Sites.

What’s Next?
The USACE anticipates releasing the report in June 2004.  
Interested parties may view this document on-line at: 
http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/engr/fusrap/home2.htm.
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What does it take to design the cleanup of a property?
A property cleanup typically consists of removing contaminated soil, placing it in a railcar and shipping it for disposal at an out-of-
state and licensed/permitted facility, verifying that cleanup criteria have been met and restoring the property to its original condition 
using clean off-site borrow material.  This process appears relatively simple but before the removal begins, a design must be completed.  
So, what does it take to design the cleanup of a property?  The following is a listing of some of the steps of our design process:

• Collect property development historical Information – this provides insight to the various activities that have shaped the 
character of the site. It discloses material facts about the site, which impact construction methods, equipment, costs, and schedule.

• Review archival documents – provides a preliminary assessment of property features to be considered, e.g. ownerships, utilities, 
and historical land uses.

• Interview property owners – gives a verbal recounting of events that affect a site and often reveals latent defects, anomalies, and 
special considerations peculiar to the property as well as current activities, uses, and coordination efforts required.

• Perform radiological walkover surveys – gives a cursory overview and provides decision makers an opportunity to develop 
a basis for further, more in-depth investigation of a site and the ability to generally assess the magnitude of potentially 
hazardous conditions.

• Collect & analyze soil samples – provides an analysis of the nature and concentration of the specific contaminants of concern.

• Coordination of design features with current property use – allows the construction sequence and progress to proceed with 
minimal disruption to on-going business activities and in a cooperative spirit for the mutual benefit of all stakeholders involved in 
the process.

Produce design document (including regulatory/property owner reviews) – maintains a living record for posterity of actions taken and 
rationale used in site development.
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More than 80,000 cubic feet of soil was excavated to
complete Phase 1.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases: 
Fall Newsletter - October 2003
Draft Five-Year Review Report - Sept. 2003 

Upcoming Meetings (Please come if you are available!): 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meetings at the 
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on
Sept. 12, Oct. 10, Nov. 14, and Dec. 12. 

North County

On May 29th the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St, 
Louis District (USACE) held a public meeting on the 
North County Feasibility Study and Proposed Plan 
(FS/PP).  Seventy-four members of the public were 
in attendance.  Twelve individuals gave comments.  
Comments centered around the cleanup of areas under 
roads, bridges, railroads and buildings as well as 
Coldwater Creek. 

The comment period for the North County FS/PP 
closed on July 14th.  USACE is currently in the process 
of addressing the public comments received on the 
documents and using those responses to assist in the 
preparation of the Record of Decision (ROD) for the 
North County Site.  The responses to the public and 
stakeholder questions submitted on the North County 
Site FS/PP will be published in the Responsiveness 
Summary.  The Responsiveness Summary will be an 
appendix to the ROD and is currently scheduled to be 
completed (signed by the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency and USACE) in early 2004.          

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

Since the beginning of Fiscal Year 03 more than 85,843 
cubic yards of contaminated soil have been removed 

and shipped from the St. Louis Airport Site to an out-
of-state permitted and licensed disposal facility.  The 
shipments have been made in 1,153 lined gondola rail 
cars.  Most of this material came from phase I, located 
in the center of the site, which is now complete.  Phases 
2 and 3, which are located west of Phase 1, began in 
December 2002.  USACE expects to remove more than 
60,000 cubic yards and ship it out-of-state during this 
stage of the remediation.  Phases 2 and 3 are expected 
to be about 75% complete by the end of the fiscal year.

  After completion of Phases 2 and 3, the next step in 
the remediation of SLAPS is the remaining western 
portion of the site, Phases 4 and 5, which are adjacent to 
Coldwater Creek.  This work is currently scheduled to 
begin in mid 2004.  

Most notable to the public is the roadway progress.  
More than 50% of the contamination along the south 
shoulder of McDonnell Boulevard has been removed 
and the roadway surface replaced. 
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Water Treatment

You may have noticed the large corrugated steel tanks 
on the south side of McDonnell Blvd. These tanks 
help facilitate the de-nitrification process, which 
allows USACE to more efficiently remove selenium 
from the water.  With the tremendous amount of rain 
experienced this past June, there was significant water 
at SLAPS.  Any water that comes into contact with 
our remediation efforts must be treated prior to release 
to the Metropolitan Sewer District (MSD).  So far 
this year we have treated and released more than 1.8 
million gallons to MSD.        

Five-Year Review Progresses  
USACE plans to release the Five-Year Review in 
November 2003, evaluating whether the response 
actions implemented on the FUSRAP St Louis Sites 
continue to be protective of human health and the 
environment.  The St. Louis Sites consist of the North 
County Site and the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS).

FUSRAP activities at the St. Louis Sites follow 
the guidelines established by the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability Act (CERCLA) more commonly known as 
Superfund. Under CERCLA, a review of the response 
actions must be conducted at least every five years 
following the start of cleanup.

This five-year review was triggered by the 
commencement of field operations at SLDS on 
September 8, 1998.  The five-year review began 
in spring 2003 and will take nine to 12 months to 
complete.

As part of the five-year review process, the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and the Missouri Department 
of Natural Resources inspected each site and 
documented the conditions observed. Members of the 
community also gave their views about the cleanup 
to help the team better understand the impacts of the 
work on the local community. 

Excavation begins at Heintz Steel and Manufacturing.

The results of the review will be published in the 
“Five-Year Review Report for the St. Louis FUSRAP 
Sites.”  The report will also document any problems 
found and include recommendations to address them. 
Copies of this report will be available, after comments 
from the regulators are addressed, on-line at: http:
//www.mvs.usace.army.mil/engr/fusrap/Home2.htm. 

Hard copies will be placed with the Administrative 
Record located at the St. Louis Public Library, 1301 
Olive St., and at the FUSRAP Project Office at 8945 
Latty Avenue in Berkeley.         

St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Heintz Cleanup Underway

USACE is working on the cleanup of the second 
SLDS vicinity property this year.  The property is 
identified as DT-6 and is currently owned by Heintz 
Steel and Manufacturing.

Phase one of the remediation resulted in excavation 
and disposal of 65 cubic yards of material.  

Applying the lessons learned from the cleanup of the 
adjacent Midwest Waste property USACE chose to 
further investigate the remainder of the property.  The 
investigation better defined the area of contamination 
and helped to minimize the impact of the cleanup to 
on-going business operations.
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Crews are removing material from Plant 7 East.

Crews are now working on phase two of the cleanup, 
which required more extensive excavation on the 
property.

Contaminated materials will be shipped via rail to a 
certified out-of-state disposal facility.  

USACE estimates that contractors will remove 1,800 
cubic yards of material to complete the remediation 
under this phase of the plan.  Remedial activities 
for this property are scheduled to be complete in 
September.  Restoration of the property will be 
complete in October.

USACE works on the SLDS vicinity properties in 
accordance with the 1998 Record Of Decision for the 
St. Louis Downtown Sites.

Plant 6 East Half (6EH) Complete

In accordance with the 1998 St. Louis Downtown 
Site Record of Decision, the USACE completed the 
remediation of Mallinckrodt s̓ Plant 6 East Half in July 
2003.  A total of 23,937 cubic yards of material were 
excavated from the site and shipped to an out-of-state 
disposal facility. The Atomic Energy Commission 
(AEC) contracted with Mallinckrodt to use Plant 6 for 
uranium processing from 1946 through 1957.  By 1962, 
the AEC had cleaned the area to criteria then in effect 
and returned the area to Mallinckrodt.  However, since 
that time buildings have been demolished to facilitate 
ongoing business operations at Mallinckrodt.  

Prior to backfill and restoration the site was verified 
with a final site survey, which confirmed that the area 
was free of radiological contamination.  Following 
the completion of restoration activities Plant 6EH was 
returned to Mallinckrodt for beneficial use.  

Plant 7 East Under Construction

Concurrently with Vicinity Property DT-6 cleanup, 
Mallinckrodt Plant 7E is also being addressed.  Plant 
7E is located in the eastern portion of SLDS, south of 
Destrehan Street and east of the Burlington Northern 
Railroad tracks.  Historically Plant 7E was used as a 
parking lot and coal storage area.  Remedial activities 
began in July.  Because there are no buildings or 
underground utilities USACE expects this area to 
progress relatively quickly.

With approximately 1500 cubic yards of material slated 
for removal, the projected end date is in September.  

Whatʼs Next?

In the coming months USACE will complete the 
cleanup of DT-6 (Heintz Steel) and Plant 7E.  USACE 
will also address contamination around the McKinley 
Bridge as the Illinois Department of Transportation 
prepares to work on bridge restoration.       
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Where does all of that material go?

There are an awful lot of cubic yards of 
material being removed from the FUSRAP 
locations here in the St Louis area, but where 
does it all end up?

Because Missouri does not have any facilities 
available to accept radiological waste, all of 
the material generated in the remediation must 
be shipped to properly licensed facilities out-
of-state.  At this point, USACE has contracts 
with hazardous waste facilities in Utah and 
Idaho.  The facilities were selected based 
upon an evaluation of their safety record, 
ability to accept FUSRAP materials, and cost 
effectiveness.  The shipments are generally 
completed by rail.           

Crews prepare material for shipment from SLAPS.
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ST. LOUIS SITES

5-Year Review Initiated

A 5-year review of radiological cleanup actions is underway
for local sites that are being addressed by the Formerly
Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP).

FUSRAP activities follow the guidelines established by
the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), more
commonly known as Superfund.

Superfund establishes the process to identify,
investigate, and clean up hazardous waste sites. It
requires a review at least every five years following the
selection of a final site remedy. The purpose of the
review is to determine whether the cleanup continues to
be protective of human health and the environment.

The five-year review will assess cleanups underway at
the St. Louis Downtown Site in northern St. Louis City,
and the North County Site in St. Louis County. The
North County Site includes:  the St. Louis Airport Site
(SLAPS), the SLAPS Vicinity Properties, the Hazelwood
Interim Storage Site/Latty Avenue Vicinity Properties,
and the Futura Coatings Property.

The cleanups at these sites consist of excavating
radioactively contaminated soils. The soils are then

loaded into rail cars, covered and shipped to an out-of-state
licensed facility for disposal.

A team will inspect each site. The team will be led by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and will include
representatives from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and the Missouri Department of Natural Resources.
The team will document the conditions of the sites and the
surrounding area.

As part of the review process, members of the community
will be contacted for their views about the cleanup. Their
responses will help the team to better understand the
impacts of the work on the local community.

The results of the five-year review will be made available to the
public in the Five-Year Review Report for the St. Louis FUSRAP
Sites. Any problems found at the sites and recommendations to
address them will also be documented in the report.

For more information or to participate in the review, please
visit our web site at www.mvs.usace.army.mil/engr/fusrap/
home2.htm or call (314) 260-3905.

What’s Next?

Site inspections and interviews will continue until the end of
May. In August, the community will be notified of the
availability of the Five-Year Review Report and comments
on the review will be accepted for 30 days following the
release of the document.       
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Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases:
Summer Newsletter - July 2003
Draft Five Year Review Report - August 2003

Upcoming Meetings (Please come if you are available!):
St. Louis North County Site Feasibility Study/
Proposed Plan Public Meeting at the Hazelwood
Civic Center - East at 6:00 p.m. on May 29, 2003.

St. Louis Oversight Committee Meetings at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on May 9,
June 13, and July 11.

A five-year review will assess cleanup underway at the
St. Louis Sites. Workers here take soil samples to monitor
conditions as cleanup progresses.
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What’s Next?

Crews will restore Plant 6 East and East Half to its original
condition and prepare to begin remedial activities in Plant
7 East, the next area requiring cleanup.       

NORTH COUNTY

FS and PP Available for Public Review

The St. Louis North County Feasibility Study (FS) and
the Proposed Plan (PP) are available for public review
from May 1, 2003 through May 30, 2003. The FS and PP
address the remediation of contamination related to the
storage of wastes at the North County Site. The site
includes the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS), the Latty
Avenue Properties including the Hazelwood Interim
Storage Site (HISS), the Futura Coatings Property, the
SLAPS Vicinity Properties, and Coldwater Creek.

The FS describes six remediation alternatives under
consideration to reduce the impact of contaminants resulting
from previous uranium manufacturing and processing
activities. The PP summarizes the alternatives and provides
the rationale for the USACE’s preferred alternative.

The alternatives, which identify a range of potential final
site remedies from no action to complete excavation, are
all under consideration. However, the USACE has
identified Alternative 5, Excavation with Institutional
Controls Under Roads, Bridges, Railroads and Other
Permanent Structures, as the preferred alternative based on
the information available at this time. Under this
alternative, USACE would excavate all accessible soils

ST. LOUIS DOWNTOWN SITE

VP Cleanup Complete

The cleanup and restoration of the first privately-owned
vicinity property owned by Midwest Waste and identified
as DT-7, was completed in February 2003.  Cleanup
efforts began under the 1998 St. Louis Downtown Site
Record of Decision in Fall 2001.  Work progressed slowly
as small crews diligently identified and removed
numerous small pockets of contamination scattered
throughout the property.

In 1942, when work under the Manhattan Project began,
the elevation of the property was much lower than its
present day level.  Efforts to raise the property above the
floodplain altered the elevation of the property 4 to 5 feet
above its 1942 surface elevation.  Subsequent rainfall
pooled surface contamination in low-lying areas on the
property creating the small pockets of contamination that
were subsequently covered during the intervening years.

Sampling has verified that above-criteria radiological
contamination was successfully removed from the property.
Approximately 4,800 cubic yards of contaminated soils were
excavated from the property, which is located at the foot of
Angelrodt Street.

Plant 6EH Approaches Completion

The remediation of Plant 6 East and East Half is almost
complete.  Nearly 23,000 cubic yards of contaminated
soil and debris have been removed from the 4.5-acre area
since December 2000.

Cleanup of the area was complicated by the discovery of
unmapped sewer lines, the difficulty in accessing
contamination located near active utility lines, and
“capped”  contamination covered by the former building
foundations. During the Manhattan Project, Plant 6 East
Half was the home of former Buildings 102, 112, 115,
116, and 117.  Over the years, these buildings were
demolished to accommodate ongoing business operations
at Mallinckrodt, but their foundations remained.

Crews removed the foundations.  The cleanup of
impacted soils from beneath these foundations will
signal the completed remediation of accessible soils in
the Plant 6 East and East Half area.  Once remediation is
complete, restoration activities can begin.
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Nearly 23,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil and debris
have been removed from the 4.5-acre Plant 6 East Half
since December 2000.
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from all locations and place institutional controls, such as
land use and zoning restrictions, to control soils beneath
roads, bridges, railroads, and other permanent structures.

The public is encouraged to review and comment on all
alternatives described in the FS and PP. The preferred
alternative can change in response to public comment or to
new information. Comments on the proposed remedial
action at the North County Site will be accepted for 30 days
following the release of the documents. Unless a request to
extend the comment period is received, all comments must
be received before June 1st. Interested participants should
call the main office or check the website.

On May 29, 2003, a public meeting will be held at the
Hazelwood Civic Center East, beginning at 6 p.m. with a
poster session and technical staff available to answer
questions. At 7 p.m., the USACE will briefly identify the
alternatives then request verbal comments from the
public. Speaker’s comments about the alternatives will be
recorded, and written comments may be submitted at that
time or mailed to the address given in the “Keeping in
Touch”  box on this page.      

ST. LOUIS AIRPORT SITE (SLAPS)

Removal Actions Still Going

Crews have also been very busy cleaning up the
St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) over the past several
months.  Under the 1998 Engineering Evaluation/Cost
Analysis (EE/CA), two more areas have been
completed, one more is approaching completion, and
yet another has begun.

The final section of the Radium Pits, identified as Survey
Unit 21, was cleaned up in November 2002.  Survey Unit
21 served as a temporary sump during the removal of
contamination from adjacent areas.  The removal of
approximately 10,000 cubic yards resulted in the cleanup
completion of the Radium Pits.

The USACE was also able to complete the cleanup of
contaminated material from the remainder of the East
End Extension in April 2003.  Successful coordination
with St. Louis County’s Department of Highways and
Traffic allowed the USACE to remove contaminated soil
from the southern shoulder of McDonnell Boulevard and
drainage ditch.  Approximately 11,731 cubic yards of
contaminated materials were excavated from the shoulder
and shipped to an out-of-state disposal facility.

Crews are nearly finished with the cleanup of the
central portion of SLAPS, referred to as the Phase 1
region.  Completion of the area was delayed to allow
crews to complete the cleanup of the McDonnell
Boulevard shoulder and drainage ditch adjacent to the
Radium Pits before spring rains seriously impacted the
work.  Removal efforts are back underway with an
anticipated completion date of May 2003.
Approximately 97,000 cubic yards of contaminated
soils have been removed since December 2001.

The USACE began the remediation of Phases 2 and 3,
located in the northwest and north central portion of the
site in early December 2002. Over 10,000 cubic yards of
material of an expected 75,000 cubic yards, has been
remediated to date.

What’s Next?

USACE will continue the cleanup of Phases 2 and 3.     

Workers finished the McDonnell Boulevard drainage ditch
before spring rains impacted work.
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North County Public Review Period

The North County Feasibility Study (FS) and Proposed Plan (PP) are available for public review and comment
now through May 30th!  Public comments on cleanup alternatives presented in these documents will aid in the
selection of the final remedy for the North County Site.  Copies of the FS and PP have been placed with the site
Administrative Record File and may be reviewed during normal business hours at the following locations:

St. Louis District, Corps of Engineers   St. Louis Public Library
FUSRAP Project Office    Government Information Section
8945 Latty Avenue, Berkeley, MO  1302 Olive Street, St. Louis, MO

Additional copies of the FS and PP only are also available for review at select St. Louis City and County
Libraries during normal business hours.  These libraries include:

• Julia Davis Branch at 4415 Natural Bridge Road in St. Louis, MO
• Prairie Commons Branch at 915 Utz Lane in Hazelwood, MO
• St. Louis County Library Headquarters at 1640 S. Lindbergh Boulevard in St. Louis, MO
• Washington University - Earth & Planetary Sciences Library at One Brookings Drive in St. Louis, MO

Electronic copies of these documents are also available at:  www.mvs.usace.army.mil/engr/fusrap/home2.htm.
All comments are due to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District, FUSRAP Project Office at 8945
Latty Avenue in Berkeley, Missouri by June 1st.        
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A Year In Review

The federal government began a new
fiscal year on October 1st, 2002.  At this
time each year the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) team pauses to
reflect on what was accomplished and
what remains.  The highlights of our
observations follow.

Last October, the team set a goal to
remove 70,700 cubic yards of
contaminated soils from the St. Louis
FUSRAP Sites.  Instead, we excavated
and disposed of 92,958 cubic yards of
contaminated materials —more than any
previous year!

We prepared for future cleanup actions
by working to define the extent of
radiological contamination on 36
properties (7 at the Downtown Site and 29 in North
County).  This information led to the development of
designs and reports that will direct future cleanup
activities.  In addition to these planned activities, the
team also responded to 20 requests from private
interests for radiological support during subsurface work
on impacted properties.

Our achievements were not limited to fieldwork.  We
transferred long-term stewardship responsibilities
(consisting of records management) for the Madison
Site in Madison, Illinois to the Department of Energy.
We held a public workshop on a series of environmental

and legal topics affecting site work to facilitate the
review of the North County Feasibility Study and
Proposed Plan.  Moreover, the team made
technological advances to better treat selenium found
in contaminated water encountered during the
excavation at the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS).

So where will we go from here?

Our ultimate purpose in working on these sites is to
complete the cleanup of radioactive contamination
left behind by the Manhattan Project.  To do that,
we’ve set two goals for fiscal year 2003:  1) to
remove 88,000 cubic yards from the St. Louis Sites;
and 2)  to issue the North County Feasibility Study
and Proposed Plan.

At the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS), the team
plans to remove 13,000 cubic yards of contaminated
material.  This will include the completion of remedial
activities at the Mallinckrodt Plant 6 East Half and two
vicinity properties, as well as initiate the cleanup of
Plant 7E at Mallinckrodt.
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Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events
Information Releases:
Winter Newsletter - February 2003

Upcoming Meetings:
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meetings at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on Decem-
ber 13th, January 10th, and February 14th.
Please come if you are available!

Soil removal is just one of the team’s many acheivements
pushing the project to its ultimate goal, complete cleanup
of the FUSRAP St. Louis Sites.



More recently, crews have begun collecting borings
from properties north of the facility.

Meanwhile, excavation activities are winding down at DT-
7, the first privately owned vicinity property to be
remediated under the SLDS Record of Decision.  An
estimated 4,500 cubic yards of contaminated soils have
been removed from the property, located south of
Mallinckrodt along Angelrodt Street.  The remediation of
this property is expected to be complete in December 2002.

What’s Next?

The remediation of DT-7 is expected to be complete in
December 2002 while remedial activities in the Plant 6
East Half will continue through 2003.        

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

Phase 1 Removal Continues

Cleanup activities at the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)
Phase 1 work area are continuing.  The Phase 1 work
area consists of a 2.3-acre block of contaminated soils in
the central portion of SLAPS.

In North County, we expect to remove 75,000 cubic
yards of material under the 1998 SLAPS Engineering
Evaluation/Cost Analysis document.  Work will consist
of completing cleanup of the central portion of SLAPS
identified as Phase 1and the ditch to the north, and
begin work in the northwestern portion of the site
(identified as Phase 2).

The Vicinity Properties and the Hazelwood Interim
Storage Site have not been left out.  Efforts to characterize
the extent of contamination at these sites will continue.
Removal of contamination on these properties will occur
after a final cleanup remedy is selected.        

St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Mallinckrodt Cleanup Progresses

Cleanup activities are progressing in the Mallinckrodt
portion of the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS).  Under
the approved 1998 SLDS Record of Decision (ROD) for
accessible soils, remedial activities at the Mallinckrodt
facility have addressed 33,800 cubic yards of
contaminated material.

The USACE is investigating newly accessible areas
within Plant 1 in support of Mallinckrodt’s recent plans
to demolish several structures in Plant 1.  Since the
foundations of these buildings are not believed to cover
contamination, the USACE has arranged to assess the
underlying soils once the buildings are demolished and
the debris is removed.  This confirmation effort is
scheduled for completion in December 2002.

Within the Plant 6 East Half work area, cleanup
activities are continuing.  Approximately 20,000 cubic
yards of contaminated material has been shipped to out-
of-state disposal facilities from the work area.  The
USACE anticipates removing a total 27,000 cubic yards
of contaminated material from Plant 6 East Half before
completing cleanup of this work area in early 2003.

Vicinity Property Cleanup Underway

Although the work may not be as visible as within the
Mallinckrodt facility, remedial efforts are also
continuing on the surrounding properties.  Under the
1998 SLDS ROD, the vicinity properties are being
studied to assure that any FUSRAP-related
contamination is addressed.

Soil borings, which assist in defining the extent of
contamination on a property, are being collected.
Borings have been collected from most of the known
impacted properties south of the Mallinckrodt facility.

Accurately placed soil borings assist with ensuring the
cleanup criteria specified in the approved environmental
documents are met.
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The USACE subdivided the work area into five smaller
units, each of which encompasses roughly one-half
acre.  Breaking the work area into smaller pieces makes
water management during excavation easier.  It also
helps prevent storm-water runoff from transporting
contaminated sediments to clean areas.  As of
November, crews have finished three of the five units
and are working on the remaining two as they work their
way to the west across the site.

Under the approved 1998 SLAPS Engineering
Evaluation/Cost Analysis, 63,000 cubic yards of
contaminated soil have been shipped to an out-of-state
disposal facility from the Phase 1 work area.  The
USACE anticipates finishing the 75,000 cubic yard
Phase 1 excavation in December 2002.

Water Treatment Advances

Efforts by the FUSRAP team to improve its onsite water
treatment facility have paid off.  Since runoff from open
construction sites can have a significant impact on water
quality, crews carefully check excavation water before
releasing it from the site to ensure it will meet discharge
criteria and not adversely affect local water bodies.

During construction activities, water periodically
collects on the excavation floor.  This water is pumped
to onsite holding tanks and tested for a number of
pollutants.  These pollutants include radionuclides (such
as uranium) and inorganics (such as selenium).

Selenium,
which is a type
of metal
pollutant, was
present in
excavation
water above
allowable
discharge
limits.

For the past
year, the team
has been
working to
improve the
treatment
facility to
enable it to
address the
selenium-
contaminated
water held

onsite.  They developed a bioremediation process that
uses bacteria to successfully reduce selenium, reduce
interfering nitrates, and separate uranium from the
water.  As of mid-November, the USACE has been able
to safely dispose of 132,000 gallons of accumulated
excavation water using the new treatment process.

SLAPS Ditches Planned

Last winter, crews removed contaminated soils from the
eastern portion of the drainage ditch between
McDonnell Boulevard and SLAPS.  The work was
performed as part of the effort to cleanup the East End
Extension under the approved 1998 SLAPS
Engineering Evaluation/ Cost Analysis document.

Approximately 1,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil
have been shipped to out-of-state disposal facilities
from the drainage ditch.  The USACE chose to delay
work on the remainder of the ditch last spring to
minimize potential sediment migration issues during the
wet season, which runs from late-March to early-June.

An estimated 9,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil
await removal from the western half of the drainage
ditch, which extends from the former Radium Pits to
Coldwater Creek.  Excavation work will begin upon
completion of Phase 1.

What’s Next?

Crews will work to finish the cleanup of the Phase 1
work area so that work may begin on the drainage
ditch between McDonnell Boulevard and SLAPS in
early 2003.        

Crews carefully check excavation
water before releasing it from the site
to ensure it will not adversely affect
local water bodies.
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Reaching Out

Environmental Training Sessions Offered

FUSRAP... ionizing versus non-ionizing radiation... rem and Curie...
ARAR... such is the mysterious vocabulary of the people cleaning up
radioactive contamination from the Manhattan Project.  These and
other words, phrases and concepts were the focus of the training
sessions offered by the team August 13th and 20th in North County.

The USACE offered the public a two-day training session to
familiarize people with technical processes and terms used to
accomplish FUSRAP work.  Graphics and handouts presented the
fundamentals of various topics including radiation, risk assessments,
risk range, cleanup, and long-term stewardship.  Hands-on
demonstrations reinforced the concepts of soil sampling, and
surveys, while handling radiological detection equipment and
instruments illustrated how fieldwork is achieved.  Participants
received copies of the presentations, fact sheets, and contact
information for future reference.

About 50 people from widely varied backgrounds attended the two
sessions.  The training was limited to general information and did not
identify or discuss final cleanup alternatives, which are still under
development.        

The USACE offered a two-day training
session to familiarize people with
technical processes and terms used to
accomplish FUSRAP work.



Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)

Pile Removals Successfully Completed

The USACE has successfully completed the removal of
the stockpiles from the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site
(HISS).  Gravel now covers ground where the interim
storage piles once stood, over twenty years after the first
stockpile was created on the site.

Removal of the stockpiles began in March 2000, when
crews began loading spoil piles generated by the
construction of the HISS railspur into railcars for disposal.
Cleanup activities continued over the next eighteen
months as crews removed two stockpiles from an adjacent
vicinity property and two stockpiles from HISS.

Environmental control measures were instituted to protect
the public from the potential off-site migration of

contamination during the removal of these piles.  Crews
sprayed work areas with water regularly to prevent soils
from drying and becoming airborne during the removal.
Permanent air sampling stations monitored the perimeter
of the site to assure that contaminants did not become
airborne and leave the site.

Nearly 58,000 cubic yards of material were removed
from the site using a woman-owned, small business
contractor.  Crews loaded the stockpiles of soil and
debris onto railcars and sent them to an out-of-state
disposal facility.  The removal of the stockpiles achieved
one of the objectives of the approved 1998 HISS
Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis.

Now that the stockpiles have been removed, the next
step for USACE is to characterize subsurface soil
contamination on the portion of the site that was
previously concealed by the large stockpiles.
Completing the characterization of contamination at
HISS will enable the USACE to design its cleanup once
the final remedy is selected for the site.

What’s Next?

Crews will begin pulling soil samples to characterize
contamination in the newly accessible areas of HISS
this spring.       
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Gravel now covers the ground where the 58,000 cubic
yard HISS piles once stood, over twenty years after the
first stockpile was created on the site.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Before

After

Information Releases:
Spring Newsletter - May 2002

Upcoming Meetings:
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meetings at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on March
8th, April 12th, and May 10th. Please come if
you are available!



North County

Environmental Documentation Update

An extensive internal review of the draft North County
Feasibility Study and Proposed Plan (FS/PP) is nearing
completion.  The FS/PP will address the presence of
contamination related to the activities of the Manhattan
Engineer District / Atomic Energy Commission in North
St. Louis County which includes the Latty Avenue/
Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS), the St. Louis
Airport Site (SLAPS), the SLAPS Vicinity Properties
(VPs), and Coldwater Creek.

Comments on draft versions of the North County FS/PP
were received from the U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and Missouri Department of Natural
Resources (MDNR).  As the USACE began
incorporating modifications into the documents based
on the agencies’ comments, the basis for the cost of each
alternative changed.  A comprehensive review of each
alternative’s cost was performed to ensure the
information, when presented to the public, is accurate.

The revised draft FS/PP, which incorporates the first
group of regulatory comments and the new cost data, is
under internal USACE review to ensure comments are
adequately addressed. Once the internal review is
complete, the USACE will submit the revised draft
document to the EPA and MDNR for review over a 30-
day period.

What’s Next?

The North County FS/PP will be presented to the public
for a 30-day review and comment period after comments
from the regulatory review cycle are addressed.      

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

East End Extension Winding Up

Cleanup activities in the main body of the East End
Extension are complete.  Of the five-acre wedge that
comprises the East End Extension work area at the St. Louis
Airport Site (SLAPS), only a portion of the drainage ditch
next to McDonnell Boulevard remains to be addressed.

Removal of contaminated soils from the drainage ditch
was delayed to avoid potential water and traffic
management problems on McDonnell Boulevard during
the wetter winter months.  Under the approved SLAPS
Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA),
approximately 60,000 cubic yards of material have been
removed from the main body of the East End Extension.
The USACE anticipates removing an additional 2,000
cubic yards from the shoulder and ditch next to McDonnell
Boulevard along the northern border of SLAPS.

Crews will begin removing material from the shoulder of
McDonnell Boulevard in February.  Efforts to remove
this material have been coordinated with the St. Louis
County Highway Department to ensure the safety of
McDonnell Boulevard travelers and construction crews.

Phase 1 Removal Begins

Now that the removal of contamination from the main
body of the East End Extension is finished, crews are
focusing on the central portion of the St. Louis Airport
Site (SLAPS), referred to as Phase 1.

The 2.3-acre SLAPS Phase 1 work area has been divided
into five smaller work areas to ease the management of
drainage water during the excavation.  Removal activities
will progress westward across the site from areas of
higher to lower elevations in order to stabilize the site
and berms will be constructed to prevent storm-water
runoff from transporting contaminated sediments into
clean areas.  Although the majority of contaminated soils
are within twelve feet of the surface, some areas will
require excavation to depths of 20 feet.

Since December 2001, over 14,000 cubic yards have been
removed and shipped to an out-of-state disposal facility
from the Phase 1 work area.  The USACE anticipates
completing the 42,000 cubic yard excavation of the
SLAPS Phase 1 work area by the end of this summer.

What’s Next?

Removal activities will continue in the SLAPS Phase 1
work area through the end of this summer.  In the
meantime, the USACE is completing the Phase 4 and 5
designs for future work at SLAPS.      

Crews lay sod as part of the site backfill and restoration
process upon completing the cleanup of the East End
Extension.
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St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Mallinckrodt Remediation Progressing

Under the approved 1998 St. Louis Downtown Site
(SLDS) Record of Decision for accessible soils,
cleanup work is progressing steadily.  Over 35,900
cubic yards of contaminated soil and debris have been
excavated from the site to date.  Remedial activities at
the Mallinckrodt facility alone produced nearly 27,700
cubic yards of this material.

The USACE completed the remediation of 10,800 cubic
yards of contaminated soil from Plant 2 in April 2000.
Plant 1 will be added to the list of completed work areas
within the facility by the end February.

An estimated 3,700 cubic yards of contaminated soils
were removed from Plant 1.  Although activities within
the main body of the Plant 1 work area were completed
by June 2001, work in small isolated areas continued
through 2002.  Progress in these areas slowed as the
USACE worked with the property owner to
accommodate their need for access to the same isolated
areas.   Since these areas were only large enough to
accommodate one construction crew at a time, cleanup
activities in Plant 1 had to be carefully coordinated.

Remedial activities are continuing within the Plant 6
East/East Half work areas. The USACE has excavated
approximately 13,200 cubic yards of contaminated soil
and debris from the Plant 6 East/East Half to date.  While
most of the contamination in this work area has required
the excavation of soils within eight feet of the surface,
one area of remediation reached a depth of 20 feet.

Remedial activities are well underway at the DT-7
vicinity property (located south of Mallinckrodt along
Angelrodt Street).
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Approximately 27,000 cubic yards of soil, concrete and
debris are anticipated for disposal from the Plant 6 East/
East Half work area.

Vicinity Property Cleanup Underway

The USACE is also working to cleanup properties
around the Mallinckrodt facility that were contaminated
by Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic Energy
Commission (MED/AEC) activities.  Under the 1998
SLDS Record of Decision, the vicinity properties are
being studied to assure that any MED/AEC
contamination present is addressed.

Crews are collecting soil samples to characterize the
full extent of contamination at the vicinity properties.
Data from these samples will confirm the absence of
contamination or will be used to design the remediation
of the property.

Remedial activities are well underway at DT-7 (located
south of Mallinckrodt along Angelrodt Street).  DT-7 is
the first privately owned vicinity property to be
remediated under the SLDS Record of Decision.
Approximately 3,700 cubic yards of contaminated soils
and debris have been removed to date.  The completion
of the 4,000 cubic yard excavation and restoration is
expected this summer.

What’s Next?

Efforts to remediate Plant 6 East/East Half will continue
through the remainder of this fiscal year.  DT-7 is
scheduled to be complete this summer.      
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Q:
A:

If you were to trying to explain radiation to someone, what would you say?  Radioactivity is not
detectable with the five senses.  You cannot see, hear, smell, taste, or feel it. How would you describe it?

What is Radiation?

The simplest explanation is that radiation is a type of energy.  Nuclear radiation is a specific type of energy
produced when an unstable atom tries to become more stable by “decaying” or releasing particles.  These
particles, called photons, are pure energy.  Radiation may take one of two forms:  ionizing or nonionizing.
Ionizing radiation consists of high-energy particles capable of creating electrical charges (ion pairs) in
substances they pass through.  Nonionizing radiation cannot create ion pairs as it passes through material.

Nonionizing radiation consists of radiowaves and may be found in common household products such as light,
microwaves, or televisions.  Ionizing radiation can be found in everything in nature in trace amounts – including
people.  It can be found in carbon and potassium, as well as elements such as uranium and thorium.  If radiation
is natural, why are we spending so much to clean it up?  Just like sunlight (another radiation source), radiation
poses little harm until you’ve been exposed to too much of it.  The Corps is working on the FUSRAP sites to
limit the amount of radiation to which we are exposed.

Naturally occurring ionizing radiation may be one of three types (alpha, beta, or gamma).  Alpha particles can
only travel approximately one to two inches in air and can be blocked by a sheet of paper.  Beta particles can
travel 6-10 feet in air and can be blocked with Plexiglas® or glass.  Gamma particles can travel the farthest but
may be stopped with lead.

Some people believe radioactive materials can be treated by finding the right chemical mixture to neutralize it
or “make it go away”.  Unfortunately, since radioactivity is a type of energy released by elements, which are
already in their simplest form, it cannot be neutralized.  We can only control the locations of radioactive
material and wait until nature takes its course.          
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St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Plant 6 East Half Continues

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is
continuing to remove radiological contamination from
the east half of Plant 6.  Under the approved St. Louis
Downtown Site (SLDS) Record of Decision, the USACE
expects to remove 15,000 cubic yards of material from
the Plant 6 East Half.

Remedial activities in the Plant 6 East Half began in
January 2001 with the removal of the concrete pad,
which covered the foundations of the former
Mallinckrodt Buildings 116 and 117.  Since the removal
of this concrete pad, crews have been systematically
removing soils from the 4.5-acre site.  Additional soil
borings were collected from the floor of the excavation
and from beneath a concrete ring-wall encompassing the
work area to ensure the cleanup requirements outlined in
the 1998 SLDS Record of Decision are met.

Approximately 10,100 cubic yards of soil, concrete and
debris have been removed from Plant 6 East Half to

date.  Cleanup activities are expected to continue in the
plant through February 2002.

Vicinity Property Cleanup Begins

Efforts to remove residual radioactively contaminated
soils at the SLDS Vicinity Properties are underway.
Remediation activities have begun on the first vicinity
property scheduled for cleanup, DT-7 (located south of
Mallinckrodt along Angelrodt Street).

Preparatory work for the DT-7 remediation began last
May with the installation of temporary fencing to
prevent inadvertent entry into the work area.  Although
no buildings or other facilities are currently located on
the property, the USACE put environmental controls in
place to prevent the offsite migration of sediments.  Air
and water resources are being monitored during the
removal. Over 1,700 cubic yards of material have been
excavated to date. A total of 2,000 cubic yards is
anticipated for removal.

The USACE is working to identify the full depth and
extent of contamination on other surrounding properties
resulting from the activities of the resulting from the
activities of the Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic
Energy Commission (MED/AEC).  Samples are being
collected from properties surrounding the Mallinckrodt
facility.  Data from these samples allow the USACE to
identify areas of concern or to certify the property free of
MED/AEC contamination.

What’s Next?

Upon completing the cleanup of DT-7, the USACE will
begin remediating DT-8 located north of the
Mallinckrodt facility.  Efforts to cleanup Plant 6 East
Half are expected to continue through the winter.      
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Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases:
Winter Newsletter – December 2001

St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on
October 12th, November 9th, and December 14th.
Please come if you are available!

Crews have removed over 10,100 cubic yards of soil and
debris as work progresses across the 4.5-acre Plant 6 East
Half site.



alternative USACE identifies in the Proposed Plan as
the one preferred.

What’s Next?

After State and Federal agency comments on the
documents are addressed, the North County FS/PP will
be released to the public for review and comment.      

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

East End Extension Progresses

Since November 2000, the USACE has made significant
progress in removing contaminated soils from the five-
acre wedge of the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS),
known as the East End Extension.

The work area was divided into ten half-acre units to
minimize potential contaminant migration issues during
the cleanup. Under the approved 1998 SLAPS
Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA), the
USACE has removed almost 60,000 cubic yards of
contaminated soil from seven units located in the main
body of the East End Extension.  Most of the
contaminated soils were contained within the first five
to nine feet of the surface, although some areas required
excavation to depths of 21 feet.

Contamination in a portion of the East End Extension,
comprised of the drainage ditch along McDonnell
Boulevard, will be removed next summer.  Work in this
area is being delayed to avoid potential water management
problems during the wet winter months.  In the meantime,
the USACE is working with the County Highway
Department to ensure that the integrity of McDonnell
Boulevard is maintained during the removal of a few small
areas of contamination extending under its shoulder.

North County

Feasibility Study/Proposed Plan Update

The North County Feasibility Study/Proposed Plan (FS/
PP) is getting closer to release for public review.  The
North County FS/PP will present six remedial
alternatives to address contamination resulting from the
activities of the Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic
Energy Commission (MED/AEC) during the
development of the atomic bomb in the 1940s and 50s.

The USACE provided draft copies of the North County
FS/PP to the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency and
the Missouri Department of Natural Resources for review
last fall.  As the USACE began incorporating changes
based on formal comments from these agencies, the basis
for the cost of each alternative was altered.  To ensure the
accuracy of information presented to the public, the
USACE elected to perform a comprehensive review of
the reported cost for each alternative.

An extensive internal USACE review of the draft
documents incorporating the first round of regulatory
comments and the new cost data was recently
completed.  Copies of the revised draft FS/PP are
currently under internal USACE review.  Once comments
are addressed, the USACE will present the North County
FS/PP to the regulators for a 30-day review and comment
period.  Following a USACE response to the regulators’
comments, the North County FS/PP will be presented to
the public for a 30-day review and comment period.

The final remedy selected to address contamination at
the North County sites will be selected based on written
comments received during the public comment period.
The final cleanup remedy may be different from the

Removal activities are nearly finished in seven of the ten
areas that make up the SLAPS East End Extension.

The long, thin finger of the East End Extension in the
drainage ditch along McDonnell Boulevard will be
removed next summer to avoid potential water
management problems during wet winter months.
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Currently, a temporary 21,000 cubic yard stockpile of
soil from the East End Extension is being shipped to an
out-of-state disposal facility.  These soils were
temporarily stockpiled at the SLAPS rail load out facility
due to funding constraints in the 2001 fiscal year, which
ended in September.

Excavation activities will resume after the stockpile has
been loaded into railcars for transport. The USACE
anticipates that the remaining 3,000 cubic yards of soil
will be removed from the main body of the East End
Extension by early November.

What’s Next?

Once cleanup work in the main body of the East End
Extension is finished, crews will begin removing
contaminated material from the central portion of
SLAPS, referred to as Phase 1.      

Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)

Pile Removal Nears Completion

The appearance of the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site
(HISS) has undergone a dramatic change over the past
year.  The large stockpiles of material covered with green
tarps and rock will soon be completely gone.  Under the
1998 Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA) for
Latty Avenue/HISS, the removal of the final stockpile
(the Main Pile) is nearly complete.

USACE began removing the HISS Main Pile last fall.
Using a small business contractor, over 20,000 cubic
yards of contaminated soils and debris from the Main

The USACE anticipates loading the final material from the
HISS stockpiles into a railcar for transportation and
disposal by the end of October.
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Pile have been loaded onto railcars for transport to an
out-of-state disposal facility.  Removal of the remaining
9,500 cubic yards of material began in September.  The
USACE anticipates pile removal activities will be
completed in October, with the loading and shipping of
the final railcar of material.

Until a final cleanup remedy for the North County site is
selected, the USACE will cover soils in the footprint of
the piles to stabilize the site and ensure sediments cannot
readily move offsite.  Nearly 50,000 cubic yards of
material have been removed from HISS to date.

What’s next?

Crews will characterize the HISS Site to determine the
extent of contamination remining.      

Visit the St. Louis Oversight Committee web page!  Each month,

members of the St. Louis District, Corps of Engineers team meet

with the Oversight Committee to present the current status of work

around the project.  A copy of the Corps’s presentation and the

Committee Chairman’s notes from the previous month are posted

on the site for others to view.  Visit www.mvs.usace.army.mil/engr/

fusrap/SLOC.htm, to keep up with the latest information available

about progress at the St. Louis Sites!

Want to really keep up with what’s happening at FUSRAP?
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Q:
A:

Have you ever wondered what all those people on a FUSRAP site do?

What kinds of people does it take to cleanup FUSRAP?

The FUSRAP team is comprised of people from a variety of occupational backgrounds.  We use the technical
expertise of environmental and design engineers, geologists, physicists, chemists, and biologists to design
effective environmental cleanup strategies.  The practical skills of field engineers, technicians, laborers,
inspectors, health and safety personnel, and transportation and disposal officials ensure cleanup work is
carried out safely and effectively.  Blending and supporting the expertise of these two groups to ensure the
project work is well-coordinated and operating smoothly is the function of project management, real estate,
the office of counsel, community outreach, accounting, contracting and information management personnel.
Effective cleanup of a FUSRAP site takes the experience, knowledge and skills of all these professionals.      
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St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) 

Plant 6 East Half Progressing 

Remedial activities are progressing in the east half of Plant 
6 at the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS).  Under the 1998 
SLDS Record of Decision, preparatory work within the 
designed excavation outline began last fall.  Crews 
installed fencing around the cleanup area and temporarily 
relocated utility lines to minimize safety risks.  By January, 
the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) began 
removing contaminated soil from the area. 

The bulk of the contaminated material was contained 
beneath the concrete pad, which once covered the footprint 
of the demolished Buildings 116 and 117. As the removal of 
this material progressed, additional soil contamination was 
discovered beneath a layer of clean clay during a routine 
walkover survey, which is performed to ensure the area 
meets the 1998 SLDS Record of Decision cleanup criteria. 

During the 1800s, landowners in St. Louis typically filled in 
swampy areas with a mix of readily available waste (cinder 
and ash) material. A layer of clay was then dumped on top 
of the waste material. This allowed landowners to 
temporarily fill the low area and reclaim the land for 
productive use. As these layers settled, a bowl-like 
impression formed and more material was added to the area. 

Such activities might have occurred at Plant 6, which is 
located within 1,000 feet of the Mississippi River.  Clay does 
not readily absorb water, which can transport soluble 
radionuclides.  However, the porous, mixed-cinder material 
may allow water to transport radionuclides to the cinder 
layer. While the cinder layer beneath may have been 
contaminated, the layer of clay above appeared to be clean 
in soil sample data. 

Upcoming Events 

Information Releases: 
Fall Newsletter - September 2001 

Upcoming Meetings: 
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting at the 
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on July 13th, 
August 10th, and September 14th.  (Please come if 
you are available!) 

Routine walkover 
surveys (shown 
here) assist 
excavation crews 
with ensuring the 
cleanup criteria 
specified in the 
approved 
environmental 
documents are 
met. 

Additional soil

borings for the

remainder of the

plant have been

collected for

further analysis

to ensure the

cleanup meets

the requirements

outlined in the SLDS ROD. Although most of the work

has reached no deeper than eight feet below the surface, a

remedial activity in one area has reached depths of

twenty-two feet. Approximately 7,700 of the estimated

15,500 cubic yards have been removed to date from the

4.5-acre area of Plant 6 East Half.


Plant 1 Nearly Finished 

In June, the USACE successfully completed the 
remediation of all except 10 cubic yards of contaminated 
material in Plant 1 at SLDS.  Over 2,500 cubic yards of 
material were removed from the Plant 1 area, which was 
the center of Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic Energy 
Commission activities during the 1940s and 50s. 

Progress in the isolated areas slowed through the winter 
months when the USACE accommodated the property 
owner’s need to meet regulatory requirements for current 
operations. The owner is installing temporary overhead 
piping to carry wastewater from on-going business 
operations.  Since the isolated areas are only large enough 
to accommodate one construction crew, cleanup activities 
have to be carefully coordinated. 

The remaining isolated area, which contains 10 cubic yards 
of contaminated material, is the final area in Plant 1 
impacted by the property owner’s project.  Cleanup of this 
final isolated area of contamination, which is located 
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Keeping in Touchwithin one of two entrances to a building essential to 
current business operations, will be delayed until 
construction activities in the other entrance are complete. 

What’s Next? 

Once the remaining accessible contamination in Plant 1 
is successfully remediated, the USACE will return the 
plant to Mallinckrodt.  In the meantime, crews will 
continue cleanup activities in Plant 6 East Half and begin 
work at the SLDS Vicinity Properties. 

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) 

Removal Action Continues 

Under the approved 1998 Engineering Evaluation/Cost 
Analysis for the site, removal activities in the East End 
Extension are well underway at the St. Louis Airport Site 
(SLAPS).  Over 33,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil 
have been removed during this phase and another 18,000 
cubic yards are anticipated. 

The East End Extension consists of a five-acre wedge of 
contaminated soils nestled between the Radium Pits and 
East End (see photo below), which the USACE has already 
cleaned up.  It also includes a large portion of the drainage 
ditch that borders the northern boundary of the site. 

Although the majority of the contamination in this work 
area is within five to nine feet of the surface, some areas 
require excavation to depths of 15 feet. The USACE 
anticipates encountering ground-water five feet below 
the original surface. 

Crews completed removal of the upper four feet of 
contaminated soil from the East End Extension this 
spring. The remainder of the cleanup in the East End 

Removing contaminated material from the SLAPS East End 
Extension will help ensure contamination does not migrate 
to recently cleaned areas such as the East End or the 
Radium Pits. 

Keeping in Touch 
Mailing Lists - To receive regular updates on the project, 
sign up for our mailing list anytime. 

Phone: (314) 260-3905
Mail: 8945 Latty Avenue 

Berkeley, MO 63134 
Fax: (314) 260-3941 

Public Speaking - If your group, school, or association 
would like a presentation on our work, give us a call. We 
would love to talk to you! 

Homepage - To reach our site, set your browser to 
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/engr/fusrap/home2.htm 

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, contact 
our office anytime. 

Extension has been divided into smaller sections to enable 
the USACE to better manage drainage water during the 
excavation.  Black tarps weighted with sandbags cover 
sections awaiting cleanup and prevent contaminated soils 
and water from migrating offsite. The tarps also aid in 
segregating clean rain water from other contaminated 
water in an effort to minimize water management costs. 

By removing contaminated soils from the East End 
Extension, the USACE can continue to minimize the 
potential migration of contamination from the site. 
Excavation activities in this area are expected to continue 
through the end of this summer. 

Modular Building Installed 

Personnel at the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) have new 
offices. The USACE recently completed the installation 
of a 9,600 square foot modular office building, which was 
transferred to the USACE when the building was listed as 
excess government property. 

The availability of the building is a result of cleanup work 
at the Weldon Spring Site Remedial Action Project in St. 
Charles County nearing completion. The Department of 
Energy used the building as an office to accommodate its 
workforce at its site. Authorities verified the structure 
was free of contamination and it became available for use 
by another federal agency. 

The USACE immediately began negotiations to provide a 
government-owned building for site personnel rather than 
leasing office space.  By February, pieces of the structure 
began arriving on site. 

Positioned in the recently cleaned Radium Pits area of 
SLAPS, the building is now occupied by the USACE 
contractor and onsite USACE oversight personnel. The 
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USACE will remove many, but not all, of the previously 
occupied on-site support trailers. By removing these trailers, 
other portions of the site will be more readily available for 
investigation, design and remediation activities. 

What’s Next? 

The USACE will analyze soil samples from the 
McDonnell Boulevard right-of-way borings and calculate 
the extent of contamination beneath the road. 

Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS) 

Pile Removals Near Completion 

Under the authority of the 1998 Engineering Evaluation/ 
Cost Analysis (EE/CA) for the Latty Avenue/Hazelwood 
Interim Storage Site (HISS), removal of the final 
stockpile of soil is nearly complete. 

The final stockpile is known as the HISS Main Pile 
due to its size.  It once contained an estimated 25,000 
cubic yards of soil and debris from property 
development and improvement projects along Latty 
Avenue twenty years ago. 

Last fall, the USACE successfully removed 4,400 cubic 
yards of material from the northeastern corner of the pile 
using a small business contractor. As removal activities 
continued clockwise around the pile this spring, another 
15,800 cubic yards were shipped to an out-of-state 
licensed disposal facility. 

Approximately 4,800 cubic yards of the Main Pile’s 
material remain to be loaded into gondola rail cars and 
shipped for disposal. Until funding becomes available to 
finish the process, activities at HISS will be postponed. 
Currently, the USACE anticipates the removal activities 
will resume next fiscal year, which begins in October. 

What’s Next? 

The completion of the Main Pile removal action will be 
completed when funding becomes available. 

North County 

FS/PP Costs Re-Evaluated 

The public will soon be able to review and submit 
comments on six alternatives designed to address the 
presence of Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic 
Energy Commission-related contamination in northern 
St. Louis County. 

The Feasibility Study and Proposed Plan (FS/PP) for the 
North County Sites will present remedial alternatives to 

Removal of the final stockpile at HISS is nearly complete. 
Of the estimated 25,000 cubic yards comprising the Main 
Pile, roughly 20,200 cubic yards have been removed. 

address contamination present at the following sites: 
Latty Avenue/Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS); St. 
Louis Airport Site (SLAPS); the SLAPS Vicinity 
Properties (VPs); and, Coldwater Creek. 

While the Feasibility Study describes each alternative in 
detail, the Proposed Plan will identify the alternative 
recommended by the USACE. The final remedy for the 
North County sites will be selected based on the written 
comments received during the 30-day public comment 
period. The final remedy may not be the alternative 
identified by the USACE as the preferred alternative in 
the Proposed Plan. 

The USACE began incorporating the changes into the FS/ 
PP based on the formal comments received from the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and the Missouri 
Department of Natural Resources on draft copies of the 
documents last fall.  Some of these changes altered the 
basis for the cost of each alternative. To ensure the 
accuracy of information presented to the public, the 
USACE elected to perform a comprehensive review of the 
reported cost for each alternative. 

Once the cost information is reviewed internally, draft 
copies of the documents will be provided to the U. S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and the State of 
Missouri for final review and comment.  Once these 
comments are addressed, the USACE will present the 
North County FS/PP to the public for review and 
comment over a 30-day period. 

What’s Next? 

The North County FS/PP will be released to the public for 
review and comment.  Copies of these documents will be 
available for public review at the FUSRAP Project Office 
and at select local libraries. 
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Won’t radiological contamination be left behind? 

Q: 

A: 

The St. Louis area landscape has changed dramatically since the early days of the Manhattan Project. 
Developments now cover what was once empty countryside.  Will contamination remain after the rest of 
FUSRAP is finished because of these improvements?  What will protect the public then? 

The St. Louis area has changed.  Since the time when St. Louis played a major role in the nation’s early nuclear 
weapons program, structures such as buildings, roadways, bridges and railroads cover what was once only 
farmland. This statement remains true at the FUSRAP sites. 

When structures such as these are present on a FUSRAP site, the USACE evaluates its usage and the potential 
for contamination beneath the structure.  If the structure’s current construction is protective of the public’s health 
and safety, residual contamination may remain undisturbed until a capital improvement project (such as a road 
repair or building demolition) provides the government access to the contamination. Then the contaminated 
material will be removed. 

To develop a process to manage this type of residual contamination, the USACE is working with landowners; 
railroads; utility companies; and representatives from federal, state and local government agencies to develop a 
long-term stewardship plan. The goal of this plan is to establish controls needed to ensure the protection of the 
public and the environment after the cleanup of the FUSRAP contamination is considered complete. These 
controls will be designed to ensure assistance with obtaining information and/or managing the potential risks 
attributable to the contamination is readily available.  By involving these potentially affected groups early in the 
development process, the USACE can design a collaborative plan that satisfies their needs. 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - St. Louis District

FUSRAP Project Office

8945 Latty Avenue

Berkeley, Missouri 63134


This newsletter is printed on recyclable paper 
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Foreword

It’s no secret that bad weather heavily impacts the
progress of outdoor work. Remedial activities at the
FUSRAP project are no exception.  Excavation activities
at the St. Louis FUSRAP Sites slowed considerably after
the sites were hit with not only the second coldest
December on record but also with heavy snowfall-nearly
14 inches in two weeks.  Soils at the sites were effectively
frozen in place by the sudden cold snap.

With this temporary delay, we thought this was a good
time to consider how far work has come on the project.
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), St. Louis
District assumed responsibility for completing the cleanup
of FUSRAP sites in the St. Louis area nearly three and
one-half years ago. In addition to the current activity
update normally presented in this newsletter, we have
added a brief description of achievements since the Corps
assumed responsibility for FUSRAP. We hope you find
this review as encouraging as we did.        

North County

Project Review

When USACE took over in 1997, the DOE had just begun
removing contamination from the West End of the St.
Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) under a 1997 Engineering
Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA).  Since then, the
USACE-St. Louis District has successfully accelerated
work and made substantial progress toward the final
cleanup of SLAPS and the Hazelwood Interim Storage
Site (HISS) in North County.

Under separate EE/CAs, the FUSRAP team obtained public
approval to conduct specific actions at the SLAPS and
HISS sites.  The USACE constructed railspurs at HISS and
SLAPS to safely increase shipping and disposal capacity.

Upon completing the West End removal action at SLAPS,
site stabilization efforts began.  A sedimentation basin was
constructed to limit the migration of contamination offsite
via stormwater runoff.  The Radium Pits, believed to
contain the most contaminated soils at the site, were
safely removed.  Approximately 112,600 cubic yards of
material have been removed by USACE from the SLAPS
East End, Radium Pits and adjacent ditches to date.

Perhaps the most dramatic change since 1997 has been the
removal of the piles that stood at HISS for nearly twenty
years.  Roughly 28,400 cubic yards of soils from the
railspur construction piles, two Eastern Piles, the HISS
Supplemental (or Front) Storage Pile, and part of the
HISS Main Pile have been removed.  Today, only a
portion of the Main Pile remains at HISS.

FS/PP Release Scheduled

The North County Feasibility Study and Proposed Plan
(FS/PP) will be issued this summer for public review and
comment over a 30-day period. These documents will
address the presence of contamination related to the
activities of the Manhattan Engineer District / Atomic
Energy Commission in North St. Louis County.

Six alternatives have been developed to address
contamination at the North County Site, which includes
the Latty Avenue/Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS),
the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS), and the SLAPS
Vicinity Properties (VPs), and Coldwater Creek.

1

Since October 1997, the USACE has removed 112,600
cubic yards of contaminated material from SLAPS.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases:
Spring Newsletter – May 2001

Upcoming Meetings:
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on
April 13th, May 11th, and June 11th.  (Please feel
free to attend if you are available!)
St Louis Earth Day Celebration - April 22nd in Forest
Park (Please stop by and see us!)
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While the Feasibility Study (FS) describes each alternative
in detail, the Proposed Plan identifies the alternative
recommended by the USACE.  Once these documents are
ready, the public will be given 30 days to review the
documents and provide comments to the USACE on the
alternatives.  In addition, the USACE will host a public
meeting to explain the alternatives presented in the
documents and accept comments from interested citizens.

The USACE will review all of the comments received
and select a final remedy for the North County Sites.  The
final selected remedy will be based on the comments
received during the 30-day comment period and may not
necessarily be the alternative identified as the preferred
alternative by the USACE in the Proposed Plan.

What’s Next?

The North County FS/PP will be released to the public
for review and comment once the USACE, EPA and State
agencies put the finishing touches on it. Copies of FS/PP
will be available for public review at the Project Office
and at the local information repositories.        

SLAPS Vicinity Properties (VPs)

Letters to Property Owners

SLAPS Vicinity Property owners will soon be receiving
letters from the USACE regarding FUSRAP
contamination on their property. Although owners are
aware of the presence of the contamination on their
property, the USACE is concerned that not everyone may
understand how to request assistance with managing
contamination on their properties.

Owners may wish to make property improvements before
a final remedy is selected for the North County Site. They
are encouraged to contact the FUSRAP Project Office to
allow the USACE to verify the presence of radiological
contamination in the impacted area and advise owners of
the potential impacts it may have on their work.  By
working with the property owners, the USACE can
minimize the adverse effects of contamination.

What’s Next?

Once the final cleanup alternative is selected, the
USACE will begin developing plans for the design and
cleanup of the site.  Progress will be based on the level
of funding received from Congress.        

Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)

Main Pile Removal Underway

Twenty years after its initial creation, the removal of the
Main Pile from the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site
(HISS) has begun.  This final pile will be removed
under the approved 1998 Engineering Evaluation / Cost
Analysis (EE/CA) for the Latty Avenue/Hazelwood
Interim Storage Site (HISS).

The Main Pile contains an estimated 25,000 cubic
yards of soil and debris from two property
development / improvement projects on Latty
Avenue. The USACE completed removal of a portion
of the northeastern corner of the Main Pile in
November using a small business contractor. Crews
will continue removing the Main Pile this spring by
working in a clockwise pattern.  Approximately,
4,400 cubic yards have been removed to date.

Twenty years after its initial creation, the removal of the
Main Pile from HISS has begun.  The pile contains
approximately 25,000 cubic yards of soil.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive regular updates on the project,
sign up for our mailing list anytime.

Phone: (314) 260-3905
Mail: 8945 Latty Avenue

Berkeley, MO 63134
Fax: (314) 260-3941

Public Speaking - If your group, school, or association
would like a presentation on our work, give us a call. We
would love to talk to you!

Homepage - To reach our site, set your browser to
www.mvs.usace.army.mil/engr/fusrap/home2.htm

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, contact
our office anytime.
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What’s Next?

Using a small business contractor, the USACE
anticipates completing the removal of half of the Main
Pile this summer if funding is available.  Removal
activities will continue through the end of October.        

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

East End Extension Removal

In November, the USACE began excavating
contaminated soils from areas adjacent to the recently
decontaminated East End of the St. Louis Airport Site
(SLAPS).  The removal action, referred to as the East
End Extension, is progressing in two general areas:  work
in the drainage ditch along McDonnell Boulevard, and
work between the Radium Pits and East End.

The USACE designed the work to progress from east to
west across the site to create a continuous decontaminated
area and further stabilize the site.  Under the approved 1998
SLAPS Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis,
approximately 46,000 cubic yards of soil will be removed
during the East End Extension removal action.  The USACE
anticipates completing this effort sometime late this year.
Nearly 4,000 cubic yards of soil have been removed to date.

What’s Next?

The USACE will continue removing contamination from
the East End Extension through the end of this summer.
In the meantime, the USACE is completing the design
for the next phase of work at SLAPS.         

St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Project Review

In 1997, the Department of Energy (DOE) was in the
process of completing its building demolition activities
in the Mallinckrodt facility at the St. Louis Downtown
Site (SLDS).  Contaminated soils along the Mississippi
River had been removed to support the construction of
the Riverfront Trail.

In October 1997, Congress transferred responsibility for
FUSRAP from the DOE to the USACE.  Within six
months, the USACE presented cleanup alternatives for
the final cleanup of SLDS to the public.  By October
1998, the final SLDS Record of Decision (ROD)
identifying the selected site cleanup alternative for
accessible soils was issued.

Nearly 18,000 cubic yards of contaminated material have
been removed under this ROD.  This material has been

removed from the remainder of the property bordering
the Mississippi River, the Mallinckrodt Plant 2 area, and
portions of Plant 1 and Plant 6 East Half.

Plant 1 Remediation Progressing

Remedial activities in Plant 1 began late last summer when
the concrete pad covering the former Building K foundation
was demolished.  Work continues as the USACE focuses its
efforts in two separate areas of the plant - the main
excavation area located beneath the Building K pad, and the
small, isolated areas of radiological contamination scattered
about the remainder of the plant.

Work in the isolated areas is progressing slower than
originally anticipated as the USACE attempts to
accommodate the owner’s need to meet regulatory
requirements for current operations.  The owner is
installing temporary overhead piping to carry wastewater
from on-going business operations.  After the USACE
completes removal of the small, isolated areas of
contamination, the owner’s construction crews erect
permanent supports (pylons) and piping.  Since these areas
are only large enough for one crew, backfill activities must
be delayed as the pylon bridge is constructed.

The remediation area in Plant 1 contains 2,400 cubic
yards of accessible contamination within a 6.5-acre area.
Approximately 2,100 cubic yards of contaminated
material have been removed from Plant 1 to date.

What’s Next?

Although the remediation of the Main Area of the Plant 1
cleanup will be complete this spring, work in the isolated
areas will continue through the end of this summer.  As
work winds down in Plant 1, the USACE will intensify
efforts to cleanup Plant 6 East Half.         

Once the small, isolated areas of contamination are removed,
permanent supports (called pylons) and piping are being
constructed by the owner to support business operation.



Q:

A:

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - St. Louis District
FUSRAP Project Office
8945 Latty Avenue
Berkeley, Missouri 63134
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Do I Count?

You often mention a “30-day public review period”. What does the public review of a document have to
do with cleaning up waste?  Even if I review your documents and turn in comments, will my opinions
really make a difference?

Congress believed that most citizens want to be aware of and participate in decision-making processes that
affect their communities.  When it created CERCLA (Comprehensive Environmental Response and
Compensation Liability Act) in 1980, Congress required agencies to encourage community involvement in the
cleanup of hazardous waste sites, especially during the selection of the final remedy.  Upon completion of the
Feasibility Study (FS), 30 days are set aside for interested citizens to review alternatives presented in the
document and provide comments to the issuing agency.  However, recognizing that lengthy technical
documents can be intimidating, agencies also host a public meeting during the 30-day comment period to
provide an understandable explanation of the proposed alternatives and accept comments on the alternatives.

Based on the comments received during the 30-day period, a specific long-term remedy is selected and
identified in the Record of Decision (ROD).  As the primary decision document, the ROD will substantiate the
need for a remedial action, describe the proposed action and justify the action selected.  Public comments,
responses to those comments and any new information provided during the public review period are detailed in
the Responsiveness Summary, a section of the ROD.

If you review the FS and provide written comments to the agency, you could influence the final remedy
selected for a site.  Although the issuing agency will identify its preferred alternative in the Proposed Plan, the
final remedy for a site may be different from the alternative preferred by the agency.  So yes, your comments
really do make a difference.        
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North County

FS/PP Release Scheduled

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) continues
work with its Headquarters, Environmental Protection
Agency and State agencies to finish the North County
Feasibility Study/Proposed Plan (FS/PP).  These documents
will present remedial alternatives to address contamination
present at the Latty Avenue/Hazelwood Interim Storage Site
(HISS), the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS), the SLAPS
Vicinity Properties (VPs) and Coldwater Creek.  The
purpose of these alternatives is to address the presence of
Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic Energy Commission-
related contamination at the sites.

Alternatives for remediating the North County sites will
be described in detail in the Feasibility Study and
presented to the public for review and comment.  The
Proposed Plan will identify the alternative recommended
by the USACE to address contamination at the sites.

In August, draft copies of the North County FS/PP were
provided to the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
and the State of Missouri for review and comment.  The
USACE is currently working to address the comments
received from these agencies in late-October.  Once these
comments are addressed, the USACE will present the
North County FS/PP to the public for review and
comment over a 30-day period.

The final remedy for the North County sites will be
selected based on the written comments received during
the 30-day public comment period.  The final remedy may
not necessarily be the alternative identified as the preferred
alternative by the USACE in the Proposed Plan.

What’s Next?

The North County FS/PP is currently scheduled to be
released to the public for review and comment in
January 2001, after responses to the EPA and State
comments have been addressed.  Copies will be made
available for public review at the Project Office and at
the Local Information Repository        

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

Radium Pits Excavation Complete

In November, the USACE successfully and safely
completed the removal of the most contaminated
material encountered to date in the St. Louis FUSRAP
project.  Approximately 49,800 cubic yards of
radiologically contaminated soils were removed from
the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) Radium Pits area.

The USACE took every precaution to prevent any release
of the material from the site.  Air monitors operated
continuously in and around the excavation area.  Crews
regularly sprayed the work area with water to prevent the
soils from drying and becoming airborne.  New fencing
and barriers were installed around the perimeter of the site
to prevent inadvertent access.  Berms and sumps were
located around and within the Radium Pits to ensure the
water that fell on contaminated soils was collected,
sampled and, if necessary, treated prior to release.
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Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases:
Winter Newsletter – February 2001

Upcoming Meetings:
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on
December 8th, January 12th, and February 9th.
(The public is welcome to attend.)

Clean soil and rock are being used to backfill the 2-acre hole
left behind by the cleanup of the Radium Pits.  Restoration of
this area will be completed by the end of this year.
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Rock and clean soil are being used to backfill the 2-acre
hole left from this removal action.  The restoration of the
area will be completed in December with the exception of
a small section at the southwestern corner of the Radium
Pits, which will serve as a sump during the next phase of
cleanup at SLAPS.

East End Extension Removal Underway

With the completion of excavation activities in the
Radium Pits, the USACE is shifting its focus to the
removal of the SLAPS East End Extension.  The East
End Extension contains approximately 46,000 cubic
yards of contaminated soils.  It includes the region of
contaminated soil between the Radium Pits and the East
End, and in the drainage ditch immediately south of
McDonnell Boulevard.

Removal activities have been designed to limit the total
area open at any given time and to prevent cross-
contamination.  The East End Extension removal action
is proceeding in three general phases:  work in the
drainage ditch from the eastern tip of SLAPS to the edge
of the East End; work in the main body of the East End
Extension; and work in the drainage ditch from the
western edge of the Radium Pits eastward.

In November, the USACE began the first phase of the
East End Extension removal action by beginning work
in the drainage ditch south of McDonnell Boulevard.
Removing contamination from the East End Extension
and the drainage ditch will create a continuous area of
clean soils in the northeast portion of SLAPS.

What’s next?

Once the first phase of the East End Extension removal
action is complete, work within the main body will begin.  

Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)

Pile Removals Continue

In October, the USACE removed approximately 7,100
cubic yards of material from the Hazelwood Interim
Storage Site (HISS) using a small business contractor.
The removal of the Supplemental Storage Pile under the
1998 HISS Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/
CA) was completed in four weeks.

The Supplemental Pile, which was the result of a
drainage and utility improvement project performed by
the Cities of Berkeley and Hazelwood in 1986, could be
seen behind the project trailers from Latty Avenue.
Only the footprint where that pile once stood remains.

The USACE has begun the removal of the Main Pile,
the final pile left at HISS.  Approximately 12,500 cubic
yards of material contained in the Main Pile will be
removed under the next contract.  The USACE began
removing approximately 5,000 cubic yards of soil from
the North Half of the Main Pile in November, under an
existing contract.

What’s Next?

The USACE will continue removing the Main Pile
through the end of the year using a small business
contractor.         

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed
communications, sign up for our mailing list anytime.

Phone: (314) 260-3905
Mail: 8945 Latty Avenue

Berkeley, MO 63134
Fax: (314) 260-3941

Public Speaking - If your group, school, or association
would like to hear from one of our experts, give us a call.
We can speak on a variety of fields, including engineering,
the environment, and geology.

Homepage - To reach our site, set your browser to
www.mvs.usace.army.mil and click on the FUSRAP icon.

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, contact
our office anytime.

The excavator (shown above) is moving material from the
HISS Supplemental Pile into a front end loader, which takes
the material directly to the railcars.
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St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Plant 1 Remediation Continues

The remediation of Plant 1 at the Mallinckrodt facility is
continuing forward on schedule.  Cleanup activities in Plant
1 are continuing as two simultaneous remediation efforts -
the main excavation area and the eleven isolated areas.

Under the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) Record of
Decision (ROD), remediation activities in the main
excavation area will result in the removal of
approximately 1,500 cubic yards of contaminated soil
next to building foundations and roadways.  To protect
these structures during excavation activities, a steel slide-
rail shoring system is being used.  This system allows
shoring and excavation to be accomplished
simultaneously, whereas the installation of traditional
sheet piling would have delayed excavation activities 30
days.  Removal activities are being accomplished in a
series of strips using the slide-rail system.

The eleven isolated areas of elevated radiological activity
require remediation to depths of three feet or less.
Remedial activities in these areas are expected to produce
an additional 400 cubic yards of material for disposal.

Roughly 1,600 cubic yards of material have been
removed from Plant 1 to date (including material from
four of the isolated areas).   The USACE anticipates
completing the 1,900 cubic yard excavation and
backfill by the end of this year. Restoration of the
remediated areas in Plant 1, however, will not be
completed until early 2001.

Plant 6 East Half Begins

Preparatory work for the Plant 6 East Half remediation
began in November.  Since Mallinckrodt uses Plant 6
East Half for current shipping and receiving
operations, the USACE plans to phase remedial work
to minimize the impact of the cleanup on current
business operations.

Workers prepared the site by surveying and staking the
excavation area for the first phase of work.  Fencing
was then installed around the perimeter of the work
area to prevent inadvertent access.  Electric, water and
sewer lines are currently being routed away from the
area to minimize safety risks to personnel.

Pre-design characterization data indicates that the
Plant 6 East Half contains approximately 3,800 cubic
yards of material.  Remedial work in this area will
begin early in 2001 with the removal of the concrete
pad that covers the footprint of the demolished
Buildings 116 and 117.

SLDS Vicinity Properties Sampled

The USACE has been busy over the last several
months systematically collecting soil samples to
characterize contamination on properties surrounding
the Mallinckrodt facility.  These properties are known
as the SLDS Vicinity Properties.  They are primarily
operating industrial facilities.

Areas of potential contamination were identified in a
limited soil sampling event over ten years ago.  The
current sampling event is necessary to better define
the depth and extent of contamination on these
properties and to verify that Manhattan Engineer
District/Atomic Energy Commission (MED/AEC)
contamination is not present in other areas.  Several
rounds of sampling are typically necessary to fully
determine the extent of contamination.

Information obtained from these sampling events will
be used to develop work plans and designs for
remedial activities at the vicinity properties.  The
USACE plans to begin remediating the SLDS Vicinity
Properties in 2001.

What’s Next?

The USACE will begin excavation activities in Plant 6
East Half once the remediation of Plant 1 is finished.
In the meantime, data from the sampling of the SLDS
vicinity properties will be compiled and analyzed to
develop work plans and designs.        

Characterization data obtained from the soil samples will be
used to develop remedial designs for the cleanup of the
vicinity properties at SLDS.



Q:
A:

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - St. Louis District
FUSRAP Project Office
8945 Latty Avenue
Berkeley, Missouri 63134
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Why Don’t You Just Start Digging?

If you know where the contamination is, why don’t you just start digging it up and hauling it away?  Once all of the
contamination is removed, the problem is resolved and everyone can go home.  Why do you keep writing documents?

Although an environmental cleanup project seems very simple, numerous documents must be written before the contamination
can be removed.  No one wants to go into a contaminated area without being certain they know what pollutants are present.
Unless you know what contaminants are present, it is difficult to protect yourself or others against its health risks or to protect
the environment from additional harm.

In 1980, Congress passed the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA).
CERCLA dictates several activities must be conducted before a final remedy can be selected for a site.  (FUSRAP is
conducted according to CERCLA.)

The first activity in the CERCLA process is to conduct a Preliminary Assessment (PA).  During the PA, historical background
information is collected to determine the likely locations of hazardous materials and to determine the initial extent of site
contamination.  Next, a Site Inspection (SI) is performed to verify this information by collecting limited soil and water samples.
If substantial amounts of contamination are confirmed to be present on the site, further study and analysis are needed.

The Remedial Investigation (RI) further identifies the types of contaminants present at or near the site, the degree and extent
of contamination, and potential risks to public health and the environment.  Information gathered during this phase will assist
in developing cleanup alternatives to address the contamination, which will be identified in the Feasibility Study (FS).  Once
the remedial alternatives are identified, the Proposed Plan (PP) is written.  The PP summarizes the alternatives presented in
the FS and identifies a recommended cleanup remedy for a site.

Upon completion of these documents, the FS/PP is presented to the public for review and comment over a 30-day period.
While the public can submit comments at any time during this review period, a public meeting is also held to provide an
opportunity to discuss the alternatives.  After the 30-day comment period has ended, a specific long-term remedial action or
cleanup technology can be selected.  The selected cleanup alternative is identified in the Record of Decision (ROD), which is
the final document in the CERCLA process.  The ROD will substantiate the need for a remedial action, describe the proposed
action and justify the removal action selected.  Public comments, the Corps’s replies to public comments, and any new
information are addressed in the Responsiveness Summary of the ROD.
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MADISON SITE

Madison ROD Signed

In May 2000, the St. Louis District, U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) released the signed Final Record of
Decision (ROD) for the Madison Site in Madison, Illinois.
In response to the potential risk of exposure to radioactive
dust, the USACE selected a final remedy for the site
entailing a cleanup that is protective of human health and
the environment.

During the late 1950s and early 1960s, the site was used to
perform extrusions of uranium metal and straightening of
extruded uranium rods for the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC). In 1999, the USACE identified
uranium contamination in two buildings operated by a
manufacturer in Madison, Illinois.  The contamination was
limited to dust on overhead surfaces.

In February 2000, four remedial alternatives were
identified to address the contamination at the Madison
Site.  These alternatives were presented to the public for
review and comment in a Remedial Investigation/
Feasibility Study (RI/FS) and Proposed Plan. Based on
comments received from the general public and
regulatory agencies, the USACE selected Alternative 4,
decontamination of accessible surfaces.

Alternative 4 is identified as the final remedy for the
Madison Site in the Record of Decision (ROD).  The ROD
incorporates public comments received on the Feasibility

Study and outlines the final cleanup method selected to
address the contamination. The Madison ROD was
developed in accordance with the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA).  The Madison Site Administrative Record, on
which the final decision was based, was completed and
released in May with the signing of the ROD.

Madison Decontamination Complete

Under the Final Record of Decision (ROD),
decontamination activities at the Madison Site began in
June. The USACE designed the cleanup activities so that
the site would meet the specific cleanup levels
established to protect human health and identified in the
Madison Site ROD.

The small business contractor mobilized its
decontamination teams to the site with protective clothing,
scaffolding and equipment.  Uranium-contaminated dust
was vacuumed from overhead structures over a 12-day
period.  By mid-July, independent surveys confirmed that
the USACE had successfully decontaminated Buildings 6
and 4 ahead of schedule and under budget.  Forty cubic
yards of contaminated dust and materials were sent to a
licensed, out-of-state facility for disposal.

The current condition of the site will be documented in a
Post Remedial Action Report for the Madison Site.  This
report will document how the current condition of the
decontaminated areas meet the criteria established in the
Madison Site Record of Decision.

What’s Next?

After the Post Remedial Action Report is complete, the site
will be removed from the list of active FUSRAP sites.     
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Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases:
Fall Newsletter – November 2000

Upcoming Meetings:
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on
September 8, October 13, and November 10.  (The
public is welcome to attend.)

Uranium-contaminated dust at the Madison Site was
vacuumed and scraped from overhead structures.
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ST. LOUIS DOWNTOWN SITE (SLDS)

Plant 2 Remediation Complete

Asphalt now covers Plant 2, which is the first area within
the Mallinckrodt facility successfully remediated under
the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) Record of Decision.

Remediation of the SLDS Plant 2 area began last year
with the excavation and removal of contaminated
material covering the  area.  By May, construction crews
encountered 19th century utility lines predating available
maps.  Utility lines had to be temporarily relocated and/
or shutoff before the excavation could proceed.

Remedial activities were temporarily delayed again in
August 1999 when Civil War ordnance was discovered in
the excavation.  The USACE paused to develop a plan for
the remediation of the remainder of the Plant 2 area in
accordance with the SLDS Record of Decision while
minimizing safety risks for plant personnel and
remediation workers.

Over the next seven months, contaminated soils were
removed in 10- to 15-inch thick layers after being
scanned for the presence of metal objects.  Law
enforcement authorities received thirty pieces of ordnance
for disposal recovered from the Plant 2 excavation.

The USACE removed approximately 10,600 cubic yards
of contaminated material from Plant 2.  A Post Remedial
Action Report, which documents the condition of the site
after remedial activities have taken place, is being
prepared.  This document will confirm how the current

condition of the site meets the criteria established in the
SLDS Record of Decision and will be released in October.

Plant 1 Excavation Begins

Now that the remediation of Plant 2 is complete, the
USACE has shifted its focus to Plant 1 where
Mallinckrodt’s Building K once stood.

Plant 1 site preparatory work began this spring within
the anticipated excavation footprint.  Crews installed
fencing around the excavation area to prevent
inadvertent entry.  Electric, water and sewer lines
continue to be routed around the area to minimize the
safety risk to personnel.  A temporary ramp was also
built to provide access to the remediation area for
transporting material to the loading facility.

For Plant 1, a steel, slide-rail shoring system will be
used to provide additional support to the walls during
remedial activities.  The Plant 1 excavation will be
completed in three separate strips reaching 12 feet in
depth.  The main area (or the area where Building K
once stood) will be remediated using open excavation
techniques expected to reach depths of up to 16 feet.

The USACE anticipates completing the 1,500 cubic yard
excavation and backfill of Plant 1 by the end of this year.
However, site restoration, which consists of restoring utility
connections, grading and paving the area, will continue
into next year.

What’s Next?

Plant 1 will be backfilled and restored once survey data
confirms that the remediation criteria established in the
SLDS Record of Decision have been met.     

A slide-rail shoring system (shown above) prevents the
walls of the excavation from caving in during the Plant 1
remediation.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed
communications, sign up for our mailing list anytime.

Phone: (314) 260-3905
Mail: 8945 Latty Avenue

Berkeley, MO 63134
Fax: (314) 260-3941

Public Speaking - If your group, school, or association
would like to hear from one of our experts, give us a call.
We can speak on a variety of fields, including engineering,
the environment, and geology.

Homepage - To reach our site, set your browser to
www.mvs.usace.army.mil and click on the FUSRAP icon.

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, contact
our office anytime.
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NORTH COUNTY

FS/PP Nears Release

The selection of the final remedy for the North County sites is
on the horizon.  The USACE has been busy developing the
North County Feasibility Study and Proposed Plan (FS/PP) for
presentation to the public.  These documents will address the
presence of Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic Energy
Commission-related contamination at the Hazelwood Interim
Storage Site (HISS), the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS), the
SLAPS Vicinity Properties (SLAPS VPs) and Coldwater Creek.

Alternatives for remediating the North County Sites will be
described in detail in the Feasibility Study, while the Proposed
Plan will identify the USACE recommended alternative to
address contamination at the sites.

Over the past several months, the USACE has been carefully
reviewing draft documents to ensure they adequately address
contamination in the North County area.  Currently, the U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency and the State of Missouri are
reviewing draft copies of these documents to ensure they fully
consider all applicable, relevant and appropriate requirements.
Once the regulator’s comments have been addressed and
incorporated into the documents, the public will be given the
opportunity review and comment on the North County FS/PP.

What’s Next?

This winter the USACE will present the FS/PP to the public for
review and comment to determine the final remedy for the site.
A public meeting will be held approximately two weeks after
the release of the documents to the public to gather comments.

ST. LOUIS AIRPORT SITE (SLAPS)

Radium Pits Excavation Continues

Excavation activities at the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)
have left a large, 2-acre hole where a contaminated area
known as the Radium Pits was once located.

The gross excavation of contaminated soils in the Radium Pits,
which began in May 2000, is complete.  While the bulk of the
excavation is complete, surveys are being performed to
identify the locations of residual radiological contamination
for removal.  To date, over 525 railcars containing 37,800
cubic yards of material have been shipped from the site to a
licensed, out-of-state disposal facility.  Backfill of the Radium
Pits with clean soils is expected to begin in October.

What’s Next?

Once confirmation is received that removal criteria have been
met for the Radium Pits activity, the area will be backfilled
and grass seed will be placed to prevent erosion.     

HAZELWOOD INTERIM STORAGE SITE

(HISS)

Supplemental Pile Removal

Fourteen years after its creation, the HISS Supplemental Pile,
which can be seen from Latty Avenue, is being removed. This
material is being removed under the 1998 Engineering
Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA) for the Latty Avenue/
Hazelwood Interim Storage Site.  The Supplemental Pile
contains 5,500 cubic yards of material that resulted from
drainage and improvement project performed by the Cities of
Berkeley and Hazelwood in 1986.

The USACE completed negotiations with a woman-owned,
small business contractor for the removal of the HISS
Supplemental Pile in August.  Since then, the contractor has
submitted the project plans to the USACE for approval.  The
project plans describe how the contractor will carry out the
pile removal.  Once the plans are approved, the contractor will
mobilize its crew to the site and begin removing the pile.

Beginning in September 2000, the Supplemental Pile
soils will be loaded into railcars at the HISS railspur,
which was built in 1999.  The soils will then be shipped
to a licensed, out-of-state facility for disposal.  The
USACE has implemented additional protective measures
to protect human health and the environment. Crews will
spray the area with water regularly to prevent soils from
drying and becoming airborne. Permanent air sampling
stations have been installed around the perimeter of the
site that will operate continuously to help assure soil or
dust particles do not migrate from the site.

What’s Next?

During the removal of the Supplemental Pile, the USACE will
design the removal of the first half of the HISS Main Pile.     

While the bulk of the Radium Pits excavation in complete,
walkover surveys help identify the locations of residual
radiological contamination for removal



U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - St. Louis District
FUSRAP Project Office
8945 Latty Avenue
Berkeley, Missouri 63134

If you came by the Project Office lately, you would notice some pretty big changes have taken place.

Throughout the month of July, we have been busy moving the trailers from 9170 Latty Avenue to

8945 Latty Avenue (just up the street).  By moving the trailers off the site, heavy construction

equipment will have

more room in which to

operate and begin

removing the piles at

the Hazelwood Interim

Storage Site (HISS).

Feel free to visit us at

our new location  - 8945

Latty Avenue!  Or call

us at our new number,

(314) 260-3905, if you

have any questions

about the program!
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We’ve Moved!
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Madison Site

Record of Decision (ROD) Coming Soon

Comments received from the public on the Remedial
Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) are assisting the
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) in developing a
final plan to address the Madison Site.

Four remedial alternatives were developed to address the
presence of uranium-contaminated dust on overhead steel
beams at the Madison Site.  These were presented to the
public for review and comment in the Feasibility Study.

The USACE developed remedial alternatives to address
uranium-contaminated dust based on detailed site-
specific characterization data presented in the Remedial
Investigation.   The alternatives presented at the public
meeting included No Action (for baseline comparison),
Institutional Controls, Containment, and
Decontamination of Accessible Surfaces.  The USACE
identified its recommended alternative, Decontamination
of Accessible Surfaces, in the Proposed Plan.

The Madison Site RI/FS and Proposed Plan were
presented to the public at the Madison City Hall in
February.  Comments received during the public comment
period on these documents are being carefully weighed
and considered as the USACE develops the final Record of
Decision (ROD), which identifies the approved selected
alternative for addressing site contamination.

What’s Next?

The USACE will respond to comments received during
the public review of the Madison Site RI/FS and
Proposed Plan. The approved Madison Site Record of
Decision (ROD) is expected in May 2000.     

North County

Feasibility Study Nears Release

The USACE has been busy developing a North County
Feasibility Study and Proposed Plan (FS/PP) for
presentation to the public.  These documents will address
the presence of low-level, radioactive contamination at
the Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS), the St.
Louis Airport Site (SLAPS), the SLAPS Vicinity
Properties (SLAPS VPs) and Coldwater Creek.

Alternatives for remediating the North County Sites will
be described in detail in the Feasibility Study, while the
Proposed Plan will identify the recommended alternative
to address contamination at the sites.

Over the past several months, the USACE has been
carefully reviewing draft documents to ensure they
adequately address contamination in the North County area
prior to releasing the document to the public for review.

What’s Next?

The FS/PP will be presented to the public for review and
comment this summer.  After the public review, the
USACE will consider comments on the FS/PP and select
the final remedial alternative, which will be identified in
a North County Record of Decision.     
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Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases:
Summer Newsletter – July 2000

Upcoming Meetings:
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on
May 12, June 9, and July 14.  (The public is
welcome to attend.)

The selected remedy addressing uranium-contaminated
dust, found on overhead eaves in Buildings 4 and 6, will be
identified in the Record of Decision for the Madison Site.
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Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)

Pile Removal Underway

The first significant removal action at the Hazelwood
Interim Storage Site (HISS) is underway.  The
contractor, a woman-owned small business, mobilized
its crew to the site in February.

Removal work began in March with the construction
of a haul road alongside the HISS railspur.  In the first
20 days, 5,900 cubic yards of excess soil generated last
year during the railspur construction was removed
from the site.  After the excess soils stored between the
main and supplementary storage piles were removed,
the contractor began to focus on the removal of the
Eastern Piles.

The Eastern Piles contain approximately 8,000 cubic
yards of material.  The Corps is removing these piles
under the 1998 Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis
(EE/CA) for the Latty Avenue/Hazelwood Interim
Storage Site.

What’s Next?

The USACE is reviewing characterization data and
developing designs for the removal of the
Supplemental (or Front) Pile immediately behind the
Project Offices.     

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

Radium Pits Removal Underway

The removal of low-level, radioactive contamination
from an area of the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)
commonly referred to as the Radium Pits is underway.
In September 1999, the Corps sampled the area to
better define geological, chemical and safety issues
specific to the Radium Pits.

While historical records indicated that the USACE
could reasonably anticipate encountering elevated levels
of radium and thorium in the Radium Pits area, data
collected from this sampling effort found significantly
lower radium levels than expected.  The decreased
concentrations somewhat eased concerns over exposure
to radon, which is a daughter product of the decay of
radium.  In contrast, sample results found higher levels
of thorium than anticipated.

To maintain site safety during this removal action, air
monitors are operating continuously in and around the
excavated area.  Crews regularly spray the area with water
to prevent soils from drying and becoming airborne.  New
fencing and barriers were installed around the perimeter of
SLAPS to prevent inadvertent access.  Berms and sumps
are located around and within the Radium Pits to ensure
the water that falls on contaminated soil is collected,
sampled and, if necessary, treated prior to release.

Approximately 29,000 cubic yards of contaminated
material are scheduled for removal from the Radium Pits to
a permitted, out-of-state disposal facility by July 3, 2000.

The first significant removal action at HISS began with the
disposal of 5,900 cubic yards of excess soils generated by
the construction of the railspur.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed
communications, sign up for our mailing list anytime.
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Berkeley, MO 63134
Fax: (314) 524-6044

Public Speaking - If your group, school, or association
would like to hear from one of our experts, give us a call.
We can speak on a variety of fields, including engineering,
the environment, and geology.

Homepage - To reach our site, set your browser to
www.mvs.usace.army.mil and click on the FUSRAP icon.

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, contact
our office anytime.
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What’s Next?

The USACE hopes to complete the Radium Pits removal
action in July 2000.  Once the bulk of the excavation is
complete, crews can begin surveying the area to verify
that it meets the cleanup criteria set forth in the 1998
SLAPS Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA).

East End Removal Complete

Site stabilization work on the SLAPS East End resulted
in the removal of approximately 27,000 cubic yards of
contaminated soil.  Removal work, which began on the
East End to create a continuous path of excavation from
east to west across the site, concluded in February.

Once radiological surveys confirmed the removal of the
contamination, the area was partially backfilled with clean
soil.  Final backfilling and grading activities will occur
after the USACE develops its final site grading plan.

What’s Next?

Removal work will continue to move westward across the
site from areas of higher to lower elevations in order to
stabilize the site and prevent storm-water runoff from
transporting contaminated sediments into clean areas.     

St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Plant 2 Excavation Complete

The excavation of the Mallinckrodt Plant 2 footprint was
concluded in April 2000 with the removal of approximately
10,200 cubic yards of material.  Remedial work was delayed
temporarily in late August when unexploded Civil War
ordnance was discovered during excavation activities.

Ordnance experts developed a plan to address the
possibility of encountering more ordnance in Plant 2.  The
plan enabled the USACE to continue remediation of the
site in accordance with the approved St. Louis Downtown
Site (SLDS) Record of Decision while minimizing safety
risks for plant personnel and remedial workers.

Magnetometers, which can detect buried metal objects
four feet below the surface of the soil, were used to
verify the work area was clear of all metal objects.  Once
a work area was cleared, excavators removed the top 10-
to 15-inches of soil for disposal.  Roughly 5,000 cubic
yards of contaminated soils were removed this way and
resulted in the discovery of additional Civil War
ordnance in December and March.

What’s Next?

The USACE anticipates completing backfill activities in
the Plant 2 area in May.

Plant 1 Work Underway

SLDS Plant 1 site preparatory work began in March with
the staking of the excavation footprint. Electric, water
and sewer lines will be routed away from the area to
minimize safety risks to personnel.

Since the Plant 1 remediation area is adjacent to currently
operated buildings without the cushioning barrier of a
street or walkway, a great deal of care and coordination
will be required to protect plant workers. The USACE is
working closely with Mallinckrodt personnel to
coordinate remedial activities and minimize the impact
on daily business operations as much as possible.

Pre-design characterization data indicates that Plant 1
contains approximately 1,500 cubic yards of contaminated
material in the main area of excavation.  Another 500 cubic
yards, divided between an additional eleven nearby areas of
elevated radiological activity, will also be remediated.

What’s Next?

Sheet piling, which are steel sheets used to reinforce and
protect the foundations of nearby buildings during
remediation of the Plant 1 area, will be driven into the
ground.  Once this is complete, the excavation of
radiological contamination in Plant 1 will begin.     

Excavation of Plant 2 concluded in April with the removal
of approximately 10,200 cubic yards of material.



Q:

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - St. Louis District
FUSRAP Project Office
9170 Latty Avenue
Berkeley, Missouri 63134

A:

As I pass by your sites, I see workers dressed in moon suits and white garments?  Am I
protected from the radiation at your site?
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Am I Protected?

Radiation presents a hazard if taken into the body.  Radioactive particles can be taken into the body
through inhalation or ingestion (eating or drinking).  Three factors can be used to protect the body from
external radiation–distance, time and shielding.  Individuals are better protected the farther from the
source of radiation, the shorter the time of exposure, or the thicker the shielding.

As you pass by one of the St. Louis Sites, you are protected from its radioactive materials by a variety of
protective measures taken by the Corps.  First, a fence around contaminated areas reduces the potential
for inadvertent entry and distances you from the radiation.  Second, water sprayed on the site prevents
dust from becoming airborne (or inhaled) as crews excavate contaminated soils.  Third, continuously
operating air monitors positioned around the excavated area, assess the effectiveness of these protective
measures by monitoring the levels of airborne particles present.

Because they may work directly with materials for long periods of time, workers are exposed to the
greatest risks posed by FUSRAP contamination.  Depending on the levels of radiation and their
proximity to the material, workers are dressed in varying degrees of protective clothing.  As you pass by
one of the FUSRAP sites, you will see workers dressed in varying levels of protective gear.
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North County

Feasibility Study Being Developed

The USACE is currently developing the North County
Feasibility Study/Proposed Plan (FS/PP), which will
describe remedial alternatives to address contamination on
the sites.  The North County FS/PP will address
contamination at the Latty Avenue/Hazelwood Interim
Storage Site (HISS), the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS), the
SLAPS Vicinity Properties (VPs) and Coldwater Creek.

By working with the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources and the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency,
the USACE hopes to resolve outstanding issues prior to
releasing the document to the public for review.  The
agencies are working together to determine which federal
and state regulations apply to these sites and to resolve
issues regarding potential contaminants of concern.

In the comming months, the FS/PP will be presented to
the public for review and comment. After the review
period is over, the final remedial alternative will be
selected and identified in the Record of Decision.

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

Radium Pits Tested

In September, the USACE dug test pits in an area of the
St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS), commonly referred to
as the Radium Pits, which are located in the curve of the
site next to McDonnell Boulevard.  The test pits were
dug to better characterize the extent of contamination
and to develop a geological profile for this portion of
the site.

The Atomic Energy Commission/Manhattan Engineer
District (AEC/MED) previously used the Radium Pits to
store residues from manufacturing operations at the St. Louis
Downtown Site (SLDS).

By investigating the Radium Pits, the USACE gathered
valuable radiological and geotechnical data for
developing plans, which accurately address the Radium
Pit’s conditions. While significantly less radium than
expected was found, the results of this activity showed
that higher levels of thorium exist in this location.

The USACE was concerned that radon, which is a
byproduct produced by the decay of radium, would be a
problem given the original data that calculations were
based on. However, since the actual radium levels were
low, radon levels were not an issue.

The USACE, in conjunction with state and federal
agencies, is currently developing the Plans and
Specifications for this removal action. It is anticipated
work will begin this spring in the Radium Pits. An
estimated 26,000-28,000 cubic yards of contaminated
soils are scheduled for removal.
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Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases:
Winter Newsletter – February 2000

Upcoming Meetings:
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on
December 10, January 14, and February 11.

Workers, dressed in the appropriate level of personal protective
clothing and respiratory equipment, collected samples from the
Radium Pits to verify contaminant information.

One more way to keep in touch:

MDNR FUSRAP Field Oversight Office
917 N. Highway 67, Suite 104

Florissant, MO 63031
phone (314) 877-3250



The relocated facility will better support the number of
samples that need to be analyzed.  As the USACE
removes more contaminated material from the St. Louis
sites, the increased capability will enable the lab to
process these samples without impacting the schedule of
work on the rest of the project. The new lab should be
fully operational by mid-December 1999.

Pile Removal Design Continues

In September, the USACE completed technical
negotiations regarding the removal of the HISS Eastern
Pile and the Spoil Piles from the railspur construction
with a selected small, woman-owned business.  Together
these piles contain approximately 12,000 cubic yards of
material.  The Corps will remove these piles to
minimize disruption to business operations and facilitate
the current owner’s use of the property.

The contractor has submitted the project plans to the
USACE for approval. These plans describe how the
contractor will implement the design plans during the
actual pile removal.  Once the plans are approved, the
contractor will mobilize its personnel and equipment
on-site, receive site-specific training to ensure
personnel are familiar with the site, and begin
removing the piles using the new railspur.

What’s Next?

Once these preparatory activities have been completed,
the piles will be removed under the approved 1998 HISS
Engineering Evaluation /Cost Analysis (EE/CA).  Until a
Record of Decision (ROD) describing the final cleanup
method is approved, no subsurface contamination at
HISS can be removed.
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East End Excavation Continues

Site stabilization work is continuing at the East End of
SLAPS in the wedge between McDonnell Boulevard and
Banshee Road. Confirmation surveys have verified that the
contamination has been removed from the eastern most
survey unit. Under the USACE’s direction, contractors
have begun backfilling the cleaned areas.

Removal work on SLAPS will progress in a continuous
path of excavation from east to west across the site.  This
progression will stabilize the site and prevent storm-water
run-off from re-contaminating cleaned areas as work
moves from higher to lower elevations. To date, the
contractor has excavated 16,500 cubic yards of
contamination from the East End.

What’s Next?

Once the confirmation surveys and the backfill of the
remainder of the East End are completed, the SLAPS
Construction Support Area will be moved to the East End and
thus allow excavation activities to continue across the site.

Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)

Lab Relocation Nearly Completed

The USACE has procured a new site lab to replace the
current facility. Production requirements and the HISS
Railspur construction this spring brought attention to
potential production problems with analyzing samples at the
lab’s original location.

The analysis of radiological samples requires a stable
environment.  Once heavy equipment begins removing the
nearby piles, the lab’s original location at the end of a
railspur will no longer suffice.
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The workers shown here are in the process of surveying an
area to determine if further excavation is required. Once
surveys confirm the contamination has been removed, the
Corps can direct its contractors to begin backfilling the
excavated area with clean material.
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St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Plant 2 Progress on Hold

Remediation work in Plant 2 stopped when unexploded Civil
War ordnance was found during site excavation in late August.

Historians suspect the ordnance originated from a prior
land owner  (Buck’s Stove & Range Company), which
manufactured cast iron stoves.  After the Civil War,
many weapons were decommissioned and sold as scrap
iron.  Authorities speculate that Buck’s Stove & Range
Company, which was using the iron from the rounds for
manufacturing stoves, discovered the live rounds and
buried the rounds rather than disarming them.

Years later, in 1935, Mallinckrodt purchased and
demolished the foundry. They discovered and disposed
of hundreds of cannonballs left over from the Civil
War, unaware of the buried rounds.  By 1941
Mallinckrodt erected buildings on that same site to
support Manhattan Engineer District / Atomic Energy
Commission (MED/AEC) activities
during World War II. Now more than
sixty years after the demolition of the
foundry, the buried rounds  have been
discovered.

While the USACE will not continue
remediation in the main area of
excavation until an Unexploded
Ordnance (UXO) plan is approved, four
small adjacent areas of elevated
radiological activity are being
remediated. These four areas total
approximately 120 cubic yards.

UXO Plan Under Review

Ordnance experts are working with physicists to finalize a
plan that addresses the possibility of encountering more
ordnance in the radiologically contaminated soils of the
main excavation area in Plant 2. The plan will enable the
USACE to backfill the open excavation.

Magnetometers, which can detect buried metal objects
four feet below the surface of the soil, will be used to
verify the work area is clear of all metal objects.  If the
magnetometer detects a metal object beneath the surface,
a team of UXO specialists will dig up the object by hand.
If it is identified as ordnance, it will be turned over to the
St. Louis Bomb Squad for disposal. Once the work area
is cleared using the magnetometer, an excavator will
remove the top 10- to 15-inches of soil for disposal.

This process would be repeated for each layer of soil until
the remaining 5,000 cubic yards of contamination in Plant 2
has been removed as described in the SLDS Record of
Decision. The USACE hopes that the remedial work in
Plant 2 can be completed by February assuming inclement
weather does not further hamper remediation efforts.

Plant 1 Remediation Starting

Concurrent with the Plant 2 work, contractors are focusing
their efforts on Plant 1.  Remediation activities in Plant 1
will begin with the removal of the asphalt and concrete,
which presently cover the contaminated soils around the
footprint of the demolished Building K.

To prepare the site, crews will survey and stake the
excavation area so that it may be fenced off to prevent
inadvertent access. Electric, water and sewer lines will be
routed away from the area.  Due to an elevation difference
between the Building K pad and the street, a temporary ramp
will be constructed to assist the trucks in transporting material

from Plant 1 to the loading facility.

Pre-design characterization data indicate
Plant 1 contains approximately 1,500
cubic yards of contaminated material in
the main excavation area. Another 500
cubic yards divided between an additional
eight areas of elevated radiological
activity in Plant 1 will also be remediated.

What’s Next?

Once the UXO plan is finalized,
remedial work in the main excavation
area of Plant 2 will resume while regular
construction crews remediate Plant 1.

Excavation in Plant 2’s main remediation area will continue
once unexploded ordnance plans, which address the
presence of the Civil War Ordnance, are approved.

This twelve pound cannon ball
made of iron was one of the pieces
of ordnance found during the
Plant 2 remediation. Originally,
the hole in the cannon ball would
have been plugged. The ball was
filled with black powder.



Q:

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - St. Louis District
FUSRAP Project Office
9170 Latty Avenue
Berkeley, Missouri 63134

A:

Why Don’t You Just Start Digging?

If you know the contamination is there, why don’t you just start digging it up and hauling it away? Once all of the
contamination is removed, the problem is resolved and everyone goes home.  Why do you keep writing documents?

Although an environmental cleanup project seems very simple, numerous activities must take place before
contaminants can be removed.  No one wants to go into a contaminated area without knowing what pollutants are there.
Unless you know what contaminants are present, it is difficult to protect yourself against its health risks.

In 1980, Congress pessed the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA).
FUSRAP is conducted according to the processes described in CERCLA.

The first step in the CERCLA process is to conduct a Preliminary Assessment (PA).  Historical background information is
collected to determine the likely locations of hazardous materials and to determine the initial extent of site contamination.
Next, a Site Inspection (SI) is performed to verify historical information through limited soil and water sampling. If
substantial amounts of contamination are confirmed present on the site, further study and analysis are needed.  The
Remedial Investigation (RI) further identifies the types of contaminants present at or near the site, the degree and extent of
contamination, and potential risks to the public health and environment.  Information gathered during the RI will assist in
developing cleanup alternatives, which will be identified in the Feasibility Study (FS).  Once the remedial alternatives are
identified, the Proposed Plan (PP) is written.  The PP compares the alternatives presented in the FS and identifies a
recommended cleanup remedy for a site.  When the draft FS/PP is completed, the documents are presented to the public for
review and a 30-day public comment period begins.  While the public can submit comments at any time during this review
period, a public meeting is also held to provide an opportunity to discuss the alternatives. After the 30-day comment period
has ended, a specific long-term remedial action or cleanup technology is selected.

The selected cleanup alternative is identified in the Record of Decision (ROD), which is the final document in the
CERCLA process.  The ROD will substantiate the need for a remedial action, describe the proposed action and justify
the removal action selected. Public comments, the Corps’ replies, and any new information are detailed in a section of
the ROD known as the Responsiveness Summary.
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St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

East End Excavation Resumed

In October 1998, the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) began a two-phase removal action on the East
End of the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS).  Work began
in the wedge between McDonnell Boulevard and
Banshee Road as part of the site stabilization effort to
prevent surface water runoff from carrying radioactive
contaminants from the site.

The East End removal action was originally designed as a
single activity; however, above normal winter rainfall
hampered the progress of removal efforts.  As a result of the
moisture delay, the removal activity was split into two
sections –the Northern and Southern Sections.

Under the initial contract, 9,000 cubic yards of
contaminated material were excavated from the
Northern Section.  The new contractor will remove an
additional 10,000 to 15,000 cubic yards of soil from the
Southern Section and backfill the area as confirmation
activities verify the removal of contaminants to
established criteria has been accomplished.

Radium Pits Design Continues

The USACE is finalizing the design to remove
contamination from the Radium Pits, which are located in
the hump of SLAPS next to McDonnell Boulevard. Work in
this section of SLAPS is proceeding under the authority of

the Final SLAPS Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/
CA) reviewed by the public in March 1998.

The Atomic Energy Commission/Manhattan Engineer
District (AEC/MED) previously used the Radium Pits to
store residues from manufacturing operations at the St.
Louis Downtown Site (SLDS).   Presently, it represents one
of the most contaminated areas on the site.

Although work was originally scheduled to begin in June, the
excavation has been delayed until October because of
weather delays (rain and heat).  An estimated 40,000 cubic
yards of contamination will be removed from the Radium Pits
as the USACE works its way from east to west across the site
stabilizing it to limit further offsite migration of material.

Contractor Transition Complete

Work at SLAPS and its contiguous properties has been
successfully transitioned to a Total Environmental Restoration
Contractor (TERC). Picking up where the previous contractor
left off, the TERC is drafting designs and conducting removal
actions under the direction of the USACE. Using one
contractor to design and excavate is expected to result in a
more cost effective and efficient flow of work.

Efforts to stabilize the site and prevent the migration of
radioactive contamination (such as the East End removal
action work) continued through the transition.  By the end
of July, sixty-eight railroad gondola cars carrying
approximately 5,200 cubic yards of material had been
shipped to a licensed out-of-state disposal facility since the
contractor transition in June.

What’s Next?

Once confirmation is received that removal criteria have been
met for the East End activity and the area has been backfilled,
contractors will move westward toward the Radium Pits.

1

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases:
Fall Newsletter – November 1999

Upcoming Meetings:
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on
September 10, October 8, and November 12, 1999.

The East End removal action continued through the
contractor turnover with the excavation of 5,200 cubic yards.
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lab to a more stable location will permit work on the rest of
the project to continue as scheduled.

What’s Next?

Once the negotiations are finished, the woman-owned,
small and disadvantaged business contractor will
mobilize on-site to begin removing the spoil piles and
Eastern Piles.

North County

Ecological Risk Under Review

In mid-July, the USACE released its Ecological Risk
Assessment for the North County Sites to the
Environmental Protection Agency and the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources for review.  These
regulatory agencies are reviewing the screening evaluation
presented by the USACE specifically for Coldwater Creek
on FUSRAP’s ecological risk (i.e. the impact of
contamination on the environment).

In the document, comparisons were made to determine if
additional data is necessary to more fully assess
ecological risk.  Based on the review of this evaluation,
these agencies will determine if further sampling is
required to establish ecological risk in late August.

What’s Next?

While the agencies review and provide input to the
assessment of ecological risk, the USACE will continue
developing remedial alternatives for the final cleanup of
North County Sites.  These alternatives will be presented to
the public in a Feasibility Study in upcoming months.

2

Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)

Spoil Piles Stabilized

The USACE recently stabilized the HISS Railspur
spoil piles by spraying on ConCover®, which
encapsulated them with a polymer-type coating.

In April, site inspections revealed that these temporary
piles, which were stored in the available space
between the main and supplementary storage piles,
became geologically unstable creating a potential
health and safety risk.  In addition, high winds
occasionally dislodged the heavy liner weighted with
cinder blocks making it difficult for workers to
maintain coverage.

To eliminate these concerns, a temporary polymer-type
coating that would last six months was applied to
stabilize the piles until their scheduled removal in two
months.  The coating has stabilized the piles, ensuring
material won’t continue to slide down the slope face or
risk dispersal by the wind.

Lab Relocation Started

The USACE is negotiating a lease to relocate the HISS
on-site lab.  Railspur construction near the lab this
spring brought attention to potential production
problems with analyzing samples.

Analysis of radiological samples requires a stable
environment. The current location at the end of the new
rail spur would not be adequate once heavy equipment
began removing the nearby piles this fall.

In addition, the current facilities do not support the number
of samples that need to be analyzed. As the USACE
removes more contaminated material from these sites, the
lab will be required to process more samples. Moving the
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The spoil piles were recently sprayed with a gray polymer-
type coating, which has stabilized them until their scheduled
removal this fall.
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St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Plant 2 Progress Slows

Final cleanup activities within the Mallinckrodt Plant 2
area are proceeding slowly as workers negotiate their
way around utility lines.  Remedial activities are being
conducted using criteria in the approved St. Louis
Downtown Site (SLDS) Record of Decision (ROD).
Remediation of Plant 2 began in January with the
removal of a concrete slab, which had covered the
footprint of a demolished building.

Subterranean utilities from demolished buildings dating
back to 1846 are still present in the Plant 2 area and
slowing progress.  While crews reviewed historical maps
before excavating, they have discovered utility lines
predating available maps.

Since construction crews continue to encounter utility lines
during the remediation, they are proceeding cautiously.  As
these outdated lines are found, they are shutoff and/or
moved before proceeding with the excavation.

To date, approximately 5,000 out of an anticipated 8,500
cubic yards have been excavated from Plant 2 for disposal in
a licensed out-of-state facility.  The USACE anticipates Plant
2 remediation will be completed in November pending
confirmation that contractors have successfully removed
contamination to the criteria established in the SLDS ROD.

Plant 1 and 6 Sampled

The USACE is systematically surveying Plants 1 and 6 to
further define the excavation limits to ensure above criteria
contaminants are removed as outlined in the SLDS ROD.
The data from this sampling effort will establish excavation
volumes for the final remedial design for Plants 1 and 6.

Crews will excavate Plant 1 before starting Plant 6 work.
Although a relatively small volume of contamination is
anticipated from Plant 1 remediation efforts, it will require
very careful planning.  Work will be performed in close
proximity to ongoing Mallinckrodt operational facilities
beginning in October 1999.

What’s Next?

Using the final remedial design, crews will begin remediating
Plant 1 once Plant 2 has been finished.  Engineers will also
finalize the Plant 6 Remedial Design plans.

Madison

RI/FS/PP Under Development

With the Final Characterization Report for the Madison
Site finished, the USACE is now developing a
Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study/Proposed Plan
(RI/FS/PP).  The Characterization Report identified
uranium contamination in two buildings owned by a
manufacturer in Madison, Illinois.  The
Characterization Report confirmed the presence of
contamination in dust on overhead surfaces, while the
floors and equipment were below criteria.

Now that the extent of contamination has been determined,
the USACE is developing a plan to address the site.  This
strategy will be presented to the public for review and
comment in the RI/FS/PP scheduled for release late this year.

What’s Next?

The USACE will present the RI/FS/PP to the public for
review and comment this fall to determine the final
disposition of the site.Workers cautiously excavate Plant 2 as they continue to

encounter outdated utility lines.

Systematically sampling Plants 1 and 6 will establish the
excavation area and remediation volumes.  The laborer
shown here is working with a recently drilled soil sample.
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Q:

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - St. Louis District
FUSRAP Project Office
9170 Latty Avenue
Berkeley, Missouri 63134

A:

What is Radioactivity?

Admittedly this question seems pretty elementary until you stop and think about it. If you were trying to explain what
radioactivity was to a ten-year-old child, what would you say? Radioactivity is not detectable with five senses. You
cannot see, hear, smell, taste, or feel it. Seems a bit harder to answer the question now doesn’t it?

In its simplest explanation, radioactivity is a type of energy. Furthermore, radioactivity refers to a specific type of
energy produced when an unstable atom tries to stabilize itself by “decaying” or releasing particles.  As these
particles are released, energy is created.

Radiation may take one of two forms:  ionizing or nonionizing. Ionizing radiation consists of high-energy particles
capable of creating an electrical charge in substances they pass through. Nonionizing radiation cannot create a
charge as it passes through material.

Nonionizing radiation may be found in common household products such as lights, microwaves or televisions.
Ionizing radiation can be found in everything in nature in trace amounts – including people.  It can be found in
carbon and potassium, as well as elements such as uranium and thorium.  But if radiation is so natural, why are we
spending so much to clean it up?  Just like sunlight (another radiation source), radiation poses little harm until
you’ve been exposed to too much of it.  The Corps is working on the FUSRAP Sites in order to limit the amount of
radiation to which we are exposed.

Naturally occurring ionizing radiation may be one of three types (alpha, beta, or gamma). Alpha particles can only
travel approximately one to two inches in air and can be blocked by a sheet of paper. Beta particles can travel 6 – 10 feet
in air but can be blocked with Plexiglas® or glass. Gamma particles can travel the farthest but may be stopped with lead.

Many people believe radioactivity is a compound that can be treated by finding the right chemical mixture to
neutralize it or “make it go away”. Unfortunately, since radioactivity is energy produced by elements, which are
already in their simplest form, it cannot be neutralized. We can only control the locations of radioactive material
and wait until nature takes its course.
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Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS)

Railspur Construction Complete

After six months of work, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) has completed construction of the
Hazelwood Interim Storage Site (HISS) railspur.  Nine
railroad gondola cars easily fit on the new structure.
The increased capacity will safely accelerate the
removal of radioactive material from HISS; thus
eliminating the need to ship contaminated soils by truck
over local roads and public highways.

Railspur construction at HISS began in October 1998
under the authority of an Engineering Evaluation/Cost
Analysis (EE/CA).  As a result of the construction,
approximately 5,000 cubic yards of excess soil was
generated and is being temporarily stockpiled between the
main and supplementary storage piles.  The temporary
piles are covered with a heavy liner to ensure that soil and
dust particles do not move from the site.  Air and water
resources near the construction area continue to be
monitored for release of contamination from the site.

Pile Removal Being Designed

This summer, the USACE anticipates removing the
two small piles, referred to as the HISS Eastern piles,

located adjacent to HISS.  These piles contain
approximately 8,000 cubic yards of material. The
Corps will remove these piles to minimize disruption
to business operations and facilitate the use of the
property for the current property owner.

The USACE has completed designs for the removal of
the Eastern Piles.  Presently, the St. Louis District is
preparing to negotiate in June with the selected small
woman-owned business pursuant to Section 8(a) of the
Small Business Administration Act.

What’s Next?

Technical issues regarding the pile removals are being
addressed through the contracting process.  The small
business contractor will mobilize on-site and begin
removing the Eastern Piles this summer.

St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS)

Sedimentation Basin Complete

The USACE recently completed construction of a
Sedimentation Basin on the West End of the St. Louis
Airport Site (SLAPS). Completion of the basin’s
construction marks a significant step forward in site
stabilization efforts, part of the Corps’s commitment to
the community and stakeholders to protect human
health and the environment.

The Sedimentation Basin was built to significantly
reduce the migration of radioactive sediments into
Coldwater Creek.  It works by collecting the site’s
stormwater run-off.  As the run-off collects in the basin,
it is slowly released through pipes beneath the basin.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases:
Summer Newsletter – August 1999

Upcoming Meetings:
St. Louis Oversight Committee Meeting at the
FUSRAP Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on June 11,
July 9, and August 13, 1999.

The new HISS railspur has the capability of holding nine
railroad gondola cars.  Workers here are inspecting the new
facility to ensure it meets specifications.
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The water’s speed is significantly reduced as it travels
toward the creek.  As a result, most sediment suspended
in the water will settle and accumulate in the basin
rather than entering the creek.

To prevent sediment transport, the basin is lined with a
geomembrane fabric and crushed stone. The fabric
creates a barrier between the contaminated sediments that
settle out of the stormwater run-off and the soils below
the basin. The accumulated sediment, which will likely
be contaminated, can be removed from the basin
periodically and disposed of off-site.

For high infrequent flows such as in the case of a heavy
25-year storm, an emergency overflow channel prevents
the west section of SLAPS from being damaged.  If the
sedimentation basin fills with water too quickly to be
released through the pipe, water will be released into the
creek via the emergency overflow channel.  For any
extreme rainfall event, a weir has been placed in the
outfall to track flow volumes.

Regular sampling will be performed in the
sedimentation basin to assess initial accumulated water
contaminants.  Following verification of the basin’s
decreased sediment load, discharges will be made to
Coldwater Creek. Discharges are analyzed to ensure
acceptable limits are met.  Thereafter, monthly
discharges will be analyzed at the outfall.

Contract Turnover Underway

In June 1999, a new contractor will both design and conduct
removal actions in North County for the USACE. The new
contractor will pick up where the current contractor leaves
off.  The completion of the North Ditch excavation, the East
End removal action, the management of the railspurs in
North County, and the management of the off-site borrow
source will all be handled by the new contractor.

2

Previously, the USACE used one contractor to design
and another to perform the activity. The contractor
transition is taking place as originally scheduled in the
overall project management plan. Transitioning to a
single contractor for site work is expected to result in a
more cost effective and efficient flow of work.

Efforts to stabilize the site and prevent the migration of
radioactive contamination will continue through the
transition under the Final St. Louis Airport Site
(SLAPS) Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis
(EE/CA), March 1999.

What’s Next?

Once contamination is removed from the East End of
SLAPS, the USACE will begin cleanup work on the
radium pits.
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To prevent sediment transport, the basin is lined with a geomembrane fabric and crushed stone. Workers are shown installing
the fabric. The fabric creates a barrier between the contaminated sediments, which settle out of the storm water run-off, and
the soils below the basin.
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North County

Ecological Risk Being Evaluated

The USACE is evaluating the ecological risk, which is
the impact of FUSRAP contamination on the
environment, for the North County Sites. The scientists
are reevaluating and collecting additional data to more
accurately assess the ecological impact of contamination
on the North County sites (particularly Coldwater Creek).

Although the ecological risk was initially addressed in the
1992 Baseline Risk Assessment, substantial changes have
been made to risk assessment guidelines. Ecological risk
assessment guidelines now require such evaluations be
completed in tiers.  The initial tier compares contaminant
concentrations in soils, sediments and surface water at and
near the site to protective ecological benchmarks.

Since such screening levels tend to be very
conservative, additional assessments are required if
concentrations exceed an ecological screening level.
Comparisons are now being made for North County
sites in order to determine if additional data is necessary
to fully access ecological risk.  At this tier, risks to
certain types of species that might be present in the area
would be quantified using contaminant concentration
data and anticipated exposure conditions.

What’s Next?

Once the ecological risks are updated and defined, the
USACE will be able to develop remedial alternatives for
the final cleanup of the North County sites that are fully
protective of human health and the environment.

St.  Louis Downtown Site (SLDS)

Plant 2 Remediation Continues

In January 1999, the USACE began final cleanup
activities within the Mallinckrodt Plant 2 area.  Remedial
activities are being conducted using the criteria described
in the approved St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) Record
of Decision (ROD).

The remediation of Plant 2 began with the removal of
the concrete slab, which had covered the footprint of a
demolished building.  Presently, construction crews
are using backhoes and excavators to remove
radioactively contaminated material and load it into
railcars for offsite disposal in a licensed out-of-state

facility. To date, approximately 4,000 out of an
anticipated 8,500 cubic yards of contaminated material
have been excavated and transported to a licensed
disposal facility.

Systematic radiological surveys are also being performed
in the Plant 2 area outside of the defined excavation
limits to ensure that all radioactive contamination is
removed as required.  This action will result in the timely
release of the Plant 2 area back to Mallinckrodt for its
beneficial use.  The USACE anticipates Plant 2
remediation will be finished this summer.

Plant 1 Design Being Developed

USACE engineers are currently developing the remedial
design for Plant 1.  For this design, radiological surveys
are performed to better characterize the extent of
contamination in the Plant 1 area.  Surveys will also be
performed in the area outside of the anticipated excavation
limits to ensure the removal of all radioactive
contamination from the area.

Although the USACE expects to remove a relatively
small volume of contamination (2,800 cubic yards), the
Plant 1 remediation will require very careful planning.
Excavation activities will be performed in close
proximity to ongoing Mallinckrodt operational facilities.
The Corps anticipates issuing the design this summer.

What’s Next?

Once the Plant 2 remediation is completed, construction
crews will begin remediating the Plant 1 area.

Excavators load material from the Plant 2 remediation
work into trucks which transport the covered material to
the SLDS railspur.
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - St. Louis District
FUSRAP Project Office
9170 Latty Avenue
Berkeley, Missouri 63134

Q:
A:

Is that safe?

Have you ever wondered how the Corps ensures that ponded water released from its
sites doesn’t endanger human health or the environment?

Occasionally, water will collect in the bottom of the excavation. This ponded water
is tested for contamination and treated, as necessary, to meet the substantive
requirements of the applicable regulations for each site. Technicians collect water
samples in batches, label and forward them to the lab for analysis. Scientists
carefully review the data collected from the water samples to determine if the
water meets release standards or requires treatment. If treatment is determined to
be necessary for release, the water is pumped into the water treatment plant where
it undergoes a process that removes the contamination.
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ST. LOUIS DOWNTOWN SITE (SLDS)

Plant 2 Remedial Action Underway

The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has
completed the remedial design plan for final cleanup
activities within the Mallinckrodt Plant 2 area. The plan
was developed according to the criteria established in the
approved St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) Record of
Decision (ROD).

Plant 2 is located in the middle of Mallinckrodt as
indicated in the map above.  This area was selected for
remediation to minimize disruption to current business
operations and permit Mallinckrodt to utilize the site in
accordance with their strategic development plan.

The remediation of Plant 2 began with the removal of the
concrete slab in January.  In preparation for this action,
the area was surveyed and staked to mark the limits of
excavation.  The asphalt was then removed and sheet
piling placed to support the foundations of structures
close to the excavation area and to prevent cave-ins.  A
backhoe and excavator will be used to remove
contaminated material from under the slab and load it
into the onsite railcars for disposal.

The USACE contractor is currently preparing to excavate the

Aerial layout of the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS).

1

subsurface of Plant 2. Once crews complete the excavation,
the floor will be surveyed and sampled to confirm that the
radiological contamination, as defined in the SLDS ROD,
has been removed to the approved criteria.  Upon receiving
confirmation from a final site survey that the site has been
remediated, the site will be restored to grade.

The USACE currently anticipates Plant 2 remediation will
be finished in July 1999.  Approximately 8,500 cubic yards
of contaminated material will be removed from this area.

City Properties Completed

The St. Louis City Properties remediation is nearing
completion.  These properties are located between the
Mississippi River, the Mallinckrodt plant, and the
McKinley Bridge.  Sampling has verified that above-
criteria radiological contamination was successfully
removed from the property.  Approximately 4,390 cubic
yards of contaminated material were removed.  The
restoration of the site is scheduled for completion in late
February, assuming no further weather delays are
encountered.  Once the restoration is completed, the
properties will be released for use to the City of St. Louis.

What’s Next?

While the Plant 2 remediation is underway, remedial
design work will begin on Plant 1.  The USACE
anticipates issuing the Plant 1 design in June 1999.  The
USACE and Mallinckrodt will also begin developing the
remedial stragedy and design plans for Plants 6 and 7.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events

Information Releases:
Spring Newsletter – May 1999

Upcoming Meetings:
St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS) Open House, Henry
Clay Elementary School Gymnasium, February 25,
1999 from 4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Oversight Committee Meeting at the FUSRAP
Project Office at 11:30 a.m. on March 12, April 9,
and May 14, 1999.
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ST. LOUIS AIRPORT SITE (SLAPS)

SLAPS East End Removal Underway

In October 1998 under the authority of the St. Louis
Airport Site (SLAPS) Engineering Evaluation/Cost
Analysis (EE/CA), March 1998, the USACE began a
two-phase removal action on the East End of SLAPS as
part of the site stabilization effort.

The Phase 1-East End work is currently being performed
in the wedge between McDonnell Boulevard and Banshee
Road.  Previously, the area sloped to the northeast sending
surface runoff to the McDonnell Boulevard drainage
ditches just outside the existing fenceline.  The surface
water runoff will be collected in the  Sedimentation Trap
for sampling and, if necessary, treated and released. As
part of the site stabilization effort, this removal action will
minimize further contamination release into nearby
Coldwater Creek through the removal of the source
material. Before completion in late-April, approximately
40,000 cubic yards of contaminated soils will be removed
from SLAPS.

Phase 2 work will begin
in mid-May.
Approximately 20,000
cubic yards (including a
portion of the Radium
Pits) will be moved this year.

Radium Pits Removal Design Underway

Under the authority of the previously mentioned
EE/CA, the USACE is finalizing a design and planning
to remove contamination from an area of SLAPS
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St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS) east end during excavation
and construction.

showing elevated radiological activity.  The targeted
area, referred to as the “Radium Pits,” was used by the

Atomic Energy Commission/
Manhattan Engineer District
(AEC/MED) as a storage area for
residues removed from the
manufacturing operations at the St.
Louis Downtown Site (SLDS).  An
estimated 40,000 cubic yards of

contaminated soils will be removed during this cleanup
action, which is scheduled to begin in June.  The final
design document will be completed in April 1999.

What’s Next?

While contamination is being removed from the radium
pits, the USACE is finalizing its strategy to stabilize the
remainder of the site.

HAZELWOOD INTERIM STORAGE
SITE (HISS)

Railspur Construction Underway

In October 1998, the USACE began construction of a
rail loading facility for the Hazelwood Interim Storage
Site (HISS) under the authority of the HISS EE/CA.
Recently, crews began clearing and grubbing activities
near the existing rail line to prepare the area for the
installation of the HISS railspur.  During the railspur
design process, engineers became aware of a sewer line
near the proposed construction site.  According to
railroad requirements, underground utility lines within

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch

Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed
communications, sign up for our mailing list anytime.

Phone: (314) 524-4083
Mail: 9170 Latty Avenue

Berkeley, MO 63134
Fax: (314) 524-6044

Public Speaking - If your group, school, or association
would like to hear from one of our experts, give us a call.
We can speak on a variety of fields, including engineering,
the environment, and geology.

Homepage - To reach our site, set your browser to
www.mvs.usace.army.mil and click on the FUSRAP icon.

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, contact
our office anytime.

Each month, the USACE presents a monthly progress
report on the St. Louis Sites to the Oversight Committee.
These meetings are open to the public. Exact dates and
times are published each quarter in this newsletter.
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twenty-five feet of a proposed rail line must be moved
or encased to prevent damage and provide access for
utility workers.  The USACE has finished encasing the
sewerline and is progressing with railspur construction.

As construction crews grade the soil for the rail spur,
excess soil is temporarily being stockpiled between the
main and supplementary storage piles.  This temporary
pile, which will contain approximately 2,000 cubic yards,
is covered with a heavy liner to ensure that soil or dust
particles do not move from the site. Air and water
resources near the construction area are constantly
monitored for the release of contamination from the site.

What’s Next?

Upon completion of the railspur construction, a small,
woman-owned business will begin removing the Eastern
Pile (approximately 5,000 cubic yards) this summer.  The
removal will be completed in late 1999.

MADISON SITE

Characterization Report Released

In February 1999, the USACE presented the Draft Final
Characterization Report for the Madison Site to the property
owner and regulators.  Last summer and fall, the USACE
took samples to validate existing site data.  The report
defines the site contamination and updates the risk
associated with it.  Using this document, the USACE will
develop a Feasibility Study/Proposed Plan (FS/PP)
presenting a range of alternatives for the final action to be
taken at the site.

What’s Next?

The USACE will meet with regulators to determine the next
step in developing a ROD for the site.

NORTH COUNTY

Document Development Underway for ROD

The St. Louis District recently briefed the regulators and
Oversight Committee on the Potential Contaminants of
Concern Assessment Memorandum (PAM), which updates
the Baseline Risk Assessment. As defined by FUSRAP, the
USACE is authorized to remove site contaminants
associated with MED/AEC activities of the ’40s and ’50s.
The PAM defines the contaminant levels and associated
risks. This information will be used to assist in developing a
ROD for the final cleanup of North County sites.

What’s Next?

A list of the preliminary applicable, relevant and
appropriate requirements (ARARs), which are laws and
regulations to be enforced during the remedial action, will
be coordinated with the regulators. The ARARs enforced
during the final cleanup will be directly related to the
site’s primary contaminants of concern.

Crews begin clearing activities for the HISS railspur
construction and sewerline encasement.

You’re Invited!You’re Invited!
You are invited to attend the St. Louis Downtown Site
(SLDS) Open House on Thursday, February 25, 1999
from 4:30 pm to 8:30 pm at the Henry Clay Elemen-
tary School Gymnaisum. The USACE will provide infor-
mation explaining the Remedial Design for the
Mallinckrodt Plant 2 area. The Remedial Design is the
actual plan that implements the approved cleanup
method established in the SLDS Record of Decision.

Construction crews grade soil for rail spur at the HISS site.
Excess soil is temporarily stockpiled between the main and
supplementary storage piles.
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Q:
A:

Are you sure you’re ready?

Have you ever wondered how the USACE makes sure crews are ready to perform environmental cleanup work
or how the Corps ensures the work is done correctly?

Before entering the site, crews are given site-specific and refresher training for working on a radioactively
contaminated site.  A key component of this review is how they will comply with the USACE-approved Site
Safety and Health Plan.  Surrounding the site, fencing and signs are in place to prevent inadvertent and
unauthorized access.  If necessary, additional barriers will be temporarily installed to further restrict site
access. Prior to entering the site, equipment and workers are inspected to certify operability of equipment,
verify appropriate wear of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) by workers, and assure compliance with
published safety standards and plans.  While work is being performed, environmental monitoring devices
monitor the surrounding area to ensure no contaminants are released from the site.

The USACE construction management team is physically located on-site to monitor contractor
activities and ensure they are in compliance with the contractual requirements.  Contractor activities
are reported in both weekly and monthly progress meetings between the resident engineer and the
construction crew.    Additionally, daily inspections are conducted by the Corps to ensure the
correctness of work being performed.  Data gathered from the environmental monitoring devices is
carefully reviewed to ensure the public remains unaffected by operations.  Engineering representatives
of USACE also perform regular site investigations to verify that individuals’ health and safety are
protected and to assure contractor compliance with the published Plans and Specifications.



St. Louis Downtown Site ROD Issued

The St. Louis District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) is pleased to announce the release of the signed
Final Record of Decision (ROD) for the St. Louis
Downtown Site (SLDS) in St. Louis, Missouri. In response
to the potential risk of radioactive exposure, the USACE
and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have
selected a final remedial action which is protective of
human health and the environment. The selected remedy,
Alternative 6, calls for the removal of certian contaminated
soils, consisting of radium, thorium, uranium, arsenic, and
cadium, from the site if they are above the criteria.

Under Alternative 6, all accessible contaminated soil
that is above the composite criteria outlined in the
ROD will be excavated and shipped offsite for
disposal. Cleanup activities have been designed so that
the site will meet specific threshold levels established
to protect human health.

SLDS is located in an industrial area on the eastern
border of St. Louis, 300 feet west of the Mississippi
River and 11 miles southeast of the Airport area. The
site is composed of a large chemical-manufacturing
complex owned and operated by Mallinckrodt, Inc.
The site also includes adjacent commercial and city-
owned properties. Site studies have determined that
radiological contamination is present in surface and
subsurface soils as well as in buildings.  The primary
contaminants of concern are radium, thorium, and
uranium. The volume of accessible soils contaminated
above the cleanup criteria, under Alternative 6, is
estimated to be 8,000 cubic yards.

The ROD is a legal document which outlines the selection
of the final cleanup method to clean up radiological
contamination.  It was developed in accordance with

several environmental laws and guidance documents,
including the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), the
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA),
and the National Contingency Plan (NCP).  The ROD was
developed after incorporating comments received from the
general public and regulatory agencies on the SLDS
Feasibility Study and Proposed Plan (FS/PP). With the
signing of the ROD, the SLDS Administrative Record was
completed.  As required by CERCLA, the complete SLDS
Administrative Record was released for public review in
late October 1998.

SLAPS Rail-Loading Facility Completed

In August, the St. Louis District of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE) completed the construction and
installation of a rail-loading facility at the St. Louis
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Inside the SitesInside the Sites

As a result of the release of the SLDS ROD, remediation of
the City Properties is nearing completion.

2 Preliminary Site
Characterization Activities 4 HISS Railspur under

Construction3 Community Relations
Upcoming Events1 SLAPS Rail-Loading

Facility Completed



Airport Site (SLAPS).  Located along the East End of
SLAPS, the load-out facility consists of a 1,200-foot rail
spur in addition to a major staging area where excavated
materials are placed before being loaded into railcars.
The USACE shipped contaminated materials to a
licensed out-of-state disposal facility.

The SLAPS load-out facility was built to support the
removal actions outlined in the Final SLAPS Interim
Action Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA),
September 1997, which also allowed the remediation of the
SLAPS West End. This new infrastructure will increase the
District’s load-out capacity by as much as 167 percent per
day over what was possible previously.  The SLAPS load-
out facility can easily accommodate 10 gondola rail cars at
one time and includes a staging area that holds up to 5,000
cubic yards of contaminated material for shipping.  The
increased load-out capacity has allowed the Corps to
accelerate cleanup activities in the North St. Louis County
area. Another benefit is that the Corps can take advantage
of favorable construction weather without delays from
coordinating major shipping campaigns.

Over 3,000 cubic yards of contaminated material were
removed to build this larger, more efficient facility.  When
the facility was completed, the materials excavated from
this construction effort were the first to be loaded into
gondolas and shipped to a licensed disposal facility from
SLAPS. As of November 24, 1998, 302 rail cars of
excavated materials had been shipped.

Preliminary Site Characteriza-
tion Activities Begin at the
Madison Site

This summer, the St. Louis District, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) pursued
characterization activities at the Madison Site in
Madison, Illinois. The site consists of two
buildings owned by a component manufacturer at
the corner of College and Weaver Streets in
Madison, Illinois.

Like the St. Louis Downtown Site (SLDS), the
Madison Site hosts an active business.  It consists
of a series of large, interconnected buildings of

similar design and shape. The Madison Site is the
smallest of five that comprise the St. Louis Sites, whose
cleanup is managed by the Formerly Utilized Sites
Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP).

Uranium was previously processed at the Madison Site
for the Manhattan Engineer District/Atomic Energy
Commission (MED/AEC).  Based on a 1989 survey, the
site was added to FUSRAP after radiological
contamination was found. The survey report concluded
that above-background levels of radiation were present
only in the dust located on overhead surfaces of the
main building (Buildings 4 & 6). The survey also
determined that the residual radioactive contamination
found did not pose health risk to workers, current
occupants, or nearby neighbors and residents.
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Aerial photograph of SLAPS and the North Ditch Area.

The USACE constructed a sedimentation trap to manage
runoff north of McDonnell Boulevard.

(continued on page 3)



Scientists are performing current site
characterization activities in order to validate
previous data. These activities serve to assure the
continued safety of production and maintenance
personnel throughout daily operations.
Characterization information also allows a strategy
to be developed for future remediation, if warranted.
The Preliminary Site Characterization Report
summarizing the results will be issued this winter
after researchers complete their analysis of sampling
data.

SLAPS Site Stabilization Efforts
Focus on Coldwater Creek

McDonnell Boulevard motorists may have noticed
significant remediation activities underway at the St.
Louis Airport Site (SLAPS).  This progress is a result
of the Corps’ commitment to the community and
stakeholders to protect human health, wildlife, and the
environment.  Under the Final SLAPS Interim Action
Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA),
September 1997, and the SLAPS EE/CA, March 1998,
the St. Louis District of the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) began removal efforts in
September to stabilize the migration of radioactive
sedimentation into Coldwater Creek.

The USACE designed and constructed a sedimentation
basin (sed basin) on SLAPS (just east of last year’s
excavated area), which will significantly reduce the
migration of contaminated material into Coldwater
Creek. The purpose of the sedimentation basin is to
collecting stormwater run-off.  While the run-off is
collecting it is simultaneously released, at a slow rate,
through a pipe in the bottom of the basin.  The release
flow significantly slows as it travels toward the creek
out fall.  In this process, any sediments suspended in
the water have a chance to settle out.   Thus, the sed
basin greatly reduces the amount of SLAPS material
entering the creek. Monitoring  by USACE personnel
ensures that water released into the creek is below the
published standards.

An emergency overflow channel prevents the west
section of SLAPS from being damaged by high,
infrequent flows caused by a 25-year storm.  If the sed
basin fills with water too quickly to be released
through the pipe, water will be released into the creek
via the emergency overflow channel.  In any such
emergency, equipment is in place to measure the
overflow.  Regular sampling will be performed by
USACE in the sedimentation basin and in any
instances in which the water may be released via the
regular outfall to the creek.

In contrast, a sedimentation trap has been constructed
for the ditches north of McDonnell Boulevard while
remediation efforts for this particular area are
underway.  The sedimentation trap is designed to
function much like the sedimentation basin. Rather
than releasing runoff through a pipe at the bottom of
the trap, water collects until it can evaporate or
infiltrate the trap’s soils.  If the sedimentation trap
becomes too full, the system pumps water into
Coldwater Creek after treatment to sedimentation
standards that allow for release.

To prevent SLAPS storm water run-off from entering
the ballfields, a plug has been placed in the culverts
running between these two areas.  Although hard to see,
dikes are also around the North Ditch Area.  These dikes
are in place to prevent contamination from migrating

(continued on page 4)
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Information Releases:
Final Community Relations Plan - December 1998
Winter Newsletter - February 1999

Upcoming Meetings:
Oversight Committee Meeting, FUSRAP Project
Offices - December 11, 1998 at 11:30 a.m.

Oversight Committee Meeting, FUSRAP Project
Offices - January 08, 1999 at 11:30 a.m.

Oversight Committee Meeting, FUSRAP Project
Offices - February 22, 1999 at 11:30 a.m.

(continued from page 2)



westward and re-contaminating cleaned areas when
workers remove contaminated material between the dike
and the sedimentation trap.  After the North Ditches are
verified to be clean workers will excavate the
sedimentation trap down to clean material and then fill
in with clean backfill.  These dikes
will remain in place until the USACE
is certain that cleaned areas no longer
risk further contamination.

HISS Railspur under
Construction

The Hazelwood community and other
stakeholders will soon be able to
witness implementation of the first
phase of the Hazelwood Interim Storage
Site (HISS) Engineering Evaluation/
Cost Analysis (EE/CA).   In March
1998, a Draft HISS EE/CA, which
evaluated three alternatives for site
cleanup, was issued to the public for
review and comment. The U.S. Army The Madison Site consists of two large, interconnected buildings

of similar design and shape.
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Corps of Engineers (USACE) then
selected the third alternative, which
called for the on-site construction of
a rail loading facility, the removal of
the three storage piles, and the
removal of accessible contaminated
soils on two Latty Avenue properties.

This summer, the USACE signed an
action memorandum describing the
selected alternative for cleanup
activities at the HISS and Latty
Avenue Vicinity Properties. The
memorandum is a legal document
that outlines the Corps’ path forward.
It serves as the approval document
for interim removal actions to be
undertaken at the property while a

separate ROD is developed to identify the final remedy.

Construction of the rail loading facility began in late
October. It is expected to be fully operational in the
second quarter of fiscal year 1999.  As this first phase of
the EE/CA is implemented, contractors working under the
supervision of the USACE will construct the rail from the
existing rail line to the HISS piles. Ultimately, this rail

Railspus

HISS Supplementary Storage PileHISS Supplementary Storage Pile

Main HISS Storage PileMain HISS Storage Pile

Contiguous Property

LATTY Vicinity Properties #1

LATTY Vicinity
Properties #2

LATTY Vicinity Properties #1

LATTY Vicinity
Properties #2

East PileEast Pile

Rail SpurRail Spur

The HISS rail-loading facility is scheduled for completion
and full operation in 1999.

(continued on page 5)
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worked in support of the city to remove radioactive
contamination along the banks of Coldwater Creek
and ensure the safety of the workers.

Approximately 450 cubic yards of soil and concrete
debris were removed from the creek. Restoration
was completed in late November.

Community Safety Concerns

Protection of human health, wildlife, and the
environment is the number one consideration when
the USACE conducts its cleanup efforts. For example,
orange safety fencing is placed around open
excavation areas to restrict access by unauthorized

spur will allow the USACE to ship directly from the site
rather than truck material across heavily trafficked roads
to the EVA spur.

SLAPS Vicinity Property 56 Cleaned

As a result of additional funding received from District
Headquarters in August, the St. Louis District, U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) added another
vicinity property in North County to its list of cleaned
properties. Workers removed approximately 1,050 cubic
yards of contaminated soils from Vicinity Property 56,
which is located along Pershall Boulevard. These soils
were loaded into trucks and sent to a licensed out-of-state
disposal facility. Restoration activities for the site were
completed in mid-November.

USACE Supports St. Denis Bridge
Updates

Recently the St. Louis District USACE assisted the
City of Florissant during their construction efforts to
replace the St. Denis Bridge over Coldwater Creek.
While contractors for the City of Florissant worked to
demolish and then replace the existing structure, a
separate contractor under USACE supervision
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Erosion controls were used at VP 56 to prevent offsite flow
of contaminated materials.

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch

Our office welcomes the opportunity to speak to the
community and to hear from our neighbors. We try to provide
different ways to keep you informed. Try any of our resources,
as desired, including our homepage on the Web.

Mailing Lists - To receive newsletters and other printed
communications, sign up for our mailing list anytime, 24
hours a day.

Phone: (314) 524-4083
Mail: 9170 Latty Avenue

Berkeley, MO 63134
Fax: (314) 524-6044

Public Speaking - If your group, school, or association
would like to hear from one of our experts, give us a call.
We can speak on a variety of fields, including engineering,
the environment, and geology.

Homepage - We’ve gone online with hundreds of pages
of documents, digital photographs, maps, and other
resources. Updates are posted regularly. An e-mail link is
also available. To reach our site, set your browser to
www.mvs.usace.army.mil and click on the FUSRAP icon.

If you have any suggestions, questions, or comments, contact
our office anytime.
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The St. Louis Downtown Site ROD
has been issued. To view this or any
document, feel free to visit either of
our Administrative Record locations.

St. Louis Public Library
Government Information Section

1301 Olive Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63103

(314) 241-2288

FUSRAP Project Office
9170 Latty Avenue

Berkeley, Missouri 63134
(314) 524-4083

individuals. The air and groundwater are continuously
monitored at excavation sites and perimeters for
possible remedial radiological contaminants.  In areas
being remediated, workers will dress in coveralls and
other protective equipment for added safety, dependent
on the level of contamination.  The USACE also uses a
variety of engineering controls and measures, such as
spraying water to keep down dust generated by
excavation activities.












































































































































